Schedule B — Bursaries and Other Financial Awards

A
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Economics Postgraduate Support Scholarship
A.B. Walkom Scholarship
ACISA Stress and Trauma Scholarship
A.E. Brooks Travelling Scholarship in Architecture
A.G. McCready Memorial Scholarship
Alex Hibberd Memorial Scholarship
Alfred and Olivea Wynne Memorial Scholarships
Alfred Henry Darker Scholarship
Alistair Roderick Wallace Scholarship Endowment
Allan Tindall Scholarship in Animal Production and Livestock Health
Alfrad Women in Engineering Scholarship
Alumni Friends Sports Scholarship
Alumni Friends Veterinary Science Scholarship
Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Engineering Scholarship
Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Residential Scholarship for Engineering
Angus Baxter Scholarship
Anita McCrossin and Bazil Muir Undergraduate Scholarship
Aquatec Maxcon Scholarship
Archibald Scholarship
Aspire Scholarships
Australian Banana Growers' Council Mort Johnston Scholarship

B
Bar Association of Queensland Scholarship
Barbara Hebdon Music Bursary
Bernard and Daphne Cornish Engineering Scholarship
Bert and Vera Thiess Scholarship in Civil Engineering
Bethwyn Todd Scholarship for Women in Science
Betty Fletcher Memorial Travelling Scholarship
Betty Fletcher Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
Bill Blake Bursary in Civil Engineering
BJ Freeman Scholarship in Commerce
Boeing Aerospace Scholarship
Boeing Darren Edwards Memorial Scholarship
Brian McGrath Bursary in Civil Engineering
Brisbane Homestay Komazawa Bursary
Burnett William Wendorff Memorial Award in Clinical Psychology
Business Scholarship for Chinese Students

C
Calboonya Legacy Information Technology and Computer Science Scholarship
Campaign Board Create Change Residential Scholarship
Cendwen Indigenous Scholarship
CGC Engineering Scholarship
Childers & District Fruit & Vegetable Growers' Association Scholarship
Clare Atkinson Memorial Scholarship
Claud and Kate Delprett Memorial Scholarship
Clem Jones & E.W. “Ted” Jones Memorial Scholarship
Clem Jones Sporting Scholarships
Clyde and Norma Spearnitt Scholarship
Cole Lawson Communications Scholarship
ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Scholarship for Engineering
Constantine Aspromourgos Memorial Scholarship for Greek Studies
Cornelis Frederiks Scholarship in Accounting
CRRC Merit Scholarship
Cynthia Burnett Travel Scholarship

D
Daniel Walker McLeod Bursary
David Dunlop Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
Denis J. Murphy Memorial Scholarship
Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships
Doris Camp Scholarship
Downing Brothers Bursary
D.P. Singhal Travel Grant
Dr Helen Row-Zonta Rural Health Scholarship in Medicine  
Dr Mike Sargent Scholarship  
Duncan McNaughton Scholarship  

E  
Edwin Munro Scholarship in Agricultural Science  
EJ Fisher Scholarship  
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Scholarships  
Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship  
EM Solutions Engineering Scholarship  
Endowed Dr J & Dr M Fulcher Scholarship in Law  
Engineering Futures Scholarship  
E.O.H. Handy Memorial Scholarship  
Eric Joseph & Kathleen Anne Barbach Bursary  
Ethos Orthodontics Graduate Scholarship  
Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship  
Ewing Horticulture Scholarship  
Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship  
EY Energy Scholarship  

F  
Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology Bursary  
FitzGerald Scholarship  
Fourth Year Engineering Travelling Fund  
Frank Finn Scholarships  
Frank Joseph Murphy Bursary  

G  
Genevieve Greig Memorial Scholarship for Women in Chemical Engineering  
George Essex Evans Scholarship  
George Georges Research Scholarship  
George Watson Fellowship  

H  
Harriett Marks Bursary  
HASS Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scholarship  
Hatch Engineering Scholarships  
Hawken Memorial Scholarship  
Henry Maddick Scholarship  
Heyworth-Smith Scholarship  
Howard and Gladys Sleath Scholarships  
HP Women in Cyber Security Scholarship  
HUB24 Regional QLD Computer Science and Information Technology Scholarship  
Hugh Brandon Scholarship  

I  
Institution of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) Ming Leung Scholarship  
InterFinancial Excellence in Finance and Economics Scholarship  
Internationalisation Scholarship  
International Student Scholarship  
Ivor A. Gill Memorial Scholarship in Agricultural Science  

J  
James and Everingham Bursary  
James Conway Langdon Scholarship in Veterinary Science  
Jean W Maddock Bursary  
Jeffery Family Scholarship in Commerce  
JF Hull Holdings Scholarship in Civil Engineering  
J.M. Donnelly Scholarship  
Joan Cribb OAM Scholarship  
Joan Elizabeth Wickham Memorial Scholarship  
Joan Lambrides Scholarship  
Joanne Tompkins and Alan Lawson Scholarship  

K  
Karl and Frieda Reber Memorial Scholarship  
Kate McNaughton of Roma Scholarships  
Kathy Hirschfield AM Scholarship Endowment for Women in Engineering  
Kay Campbell Scholarship  
Keith and Annette Bennett Engineering Scholarship at St John’s College  
Kingshott Cassidy Poetry Scholarship Award  
Kym Broadhurst Bursary for the Visually Impaired  

L  
L3 Harris Scholarship in Engineering  
Laurie Hergenhan Scholarship in Australian Literary Studies  
Leeanne Bond Scholarship for Women in Engineering  
Leo Howard Memorial Bursary  
Levison Family Scholarship Endowment  
Lewin Scholarship  
Linnett Family Mathematics Endowed Scholarship
Lisbeth Hopkins OAM Scholarship
Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme
Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme
Liveris Academy Travel Grants
Liveris Academy Undergraduate Scholarship
Lowth Geology Scholarship

M
Mabel Pingel Scholarship
Macoun Family Scholarship in Finance
March, Kidd, Teo, Thomson, Walsh Dentistry Undergraduate Scholarship
Maria Vasas Scholarship in Equine Science
Mary Alison Miles Munro Scholarships
Maude Walker Scholarship
Maureen Stevenson Scholarship
Medical Student Financial Aid Scholarships
Michael Latifi Scholarship in Studies in Religion
Minton Scholarship
Miriam E. Wippell Undergraduate Scholarship
Morrell’s Scholarship for Aspiring Teachers
Mr and Mrs Ho Engineering Scholarship

N
Neil Brice Memorial Fund
Newcrest Mining Engineering Scholarship
Norman C Maddock Bursary
O
Oei Family Scholarship
Osiecki Scholarship for Classics
Otto and Joan Hirschfeld Memorial Honours Scholarship in Immunology

P
Pacific Seeds Agricultural Scholarship
Palmer | Starkoff Regional Scholarship
Paul Compton Scholarship
Paul Compton Women in Finance Scholarship
Paula and Tony Kinnane Art History Scholarship
Paula and Tony Kinnane Music Scholarship
Peter J Jones Scholarship for Chemical Engineering
Peter Whiteman Memorial Bursary
Philip Dimmock Memorial Bursary
Pinnacle Investment Management Group Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship
Plato Investment Management Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship
Professor Chwei-Liang Chiou Scholarship
Professor Frank Monsour AM Scholarship

Q
Queensland Freemasons’ Scholarships
Queensland Government Cyber Security Scholarship - Postgraduate
Queensland Government Cyber Security Undergraduate Scholarship

R
Randall Silcock Grant
Renatus Ebersohn Scholarship
Richard Cooper Scholarship
Richard Spenser Hopkins Memorial Scholarship
Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarships
RJ ‘Gus’ Wiles Chemical Engineering Scholarship for Overseas Study
R.N. Hammon Scholarships
Robert and Mary MacMillan Scholarship
Robert Philp Scholarship
Robertson Family Scholarship
Roslyn Griffiths Veterinary Science Bursary
Rowe Scientific Foundation PNG STEM Scholarship
Rowe Scientific Foundation Scholarship
Ruthning Memorial Scholarship

S
Salvatore Vitale Scholarship
Santos Earth Sciences Scholarship
Santos Engineering Scholarship
School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Indian Scholarship
School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Latin American Scholarship
Schools of Economics and Business Indigenous Student Scholarship
Shiren Law Scholarship
Sir James Foots Engineering Scholarship
Sir Thomas Mullrath Engineering Scholarships
Sir William Tyree Engineering Scholarship
South32 David Crawford Scholarship
The Bar Association of Queensland Scholarship
The Business, Economics and Law Student Scholarship
The Colin Gordon James Electrical Engineering Scholarship
The Don Barrett AM Scholarship
The Dr Stephen G Papas OAM Scholarship
The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship
The Ewing Horticulture Scholarship
The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship
The Glencore Coal Assets Mining Engineering Scholarship
The Honourable John Muir QC Scholarship
The Hyun Family Korea Scholarship
The James Conway Langdon Scholarship in Veterinary Science
The Morrells’ Scholarship for Aspiring Teachers
The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Engineering and The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Maths and Science
The Roger Trundle Memorial Scholarship
The School of Mathematics and Physics Master of Quantum Technology Scholarship
The Slade Scholarship
The TC Beirne School of Law The Leadership, Excellence & Diversity (LEAD) Scholarship
The Western Australia Alumni Regional Scholarship for Engineering
The Wheatley Bursary
Thomas A. Plein Endowed Scholarship
Tomas Riha Scholarship
UQ and St Leo’s College Music Achievement Scholarship
UQ Entrepreneurship Merit Scholarship
UQ Excellence (A J Deakin Memorial Scholarship)
UQ Excellence (Colonel D E Evans Memorial Scholarship)
UQ Excellence Scholarship
UQ Firebirds Scholarship
UQ Gatton Past Students Association Scholarship
UQ Gatton Past Students Association Scholarship
UQ GLa Endowment Fund Scholarship
UQ LGBTQIA+ Bursary
UQ Link Scholarship
UQ-Ochsner MD-PhD Scholarship for Phase3
UQ Para-athlete Scholarship Scheme
UQ Physiotherapy Endowed Scholarship
UQ Ramsay Merit Scholarship
UQ Ramsay Undergraduate Scholarship
UQ Residential Scholarships
UQ SPIA Scholarship
UQ Sports Achievement Scholarships
UQ Vice-Chancellor’s Scholarship
UQ Young Achievers Scholarship
Venerable Archdeacon Edward Leo Hayes Adult Undergraduate Scholarship
Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Law
Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Philosophy
Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Nursing
Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Social Work
Walter Bruce Darker Scholarships
Warren Braxton Bannister Bursary in Economics
Warren Braxton Bannister Undergraduate Bursaries in Social Science, Political Science and Government
Waters Family Scholarship
Webb-Jenkins Veterinary Travel Scholarship in the School of Veterinary Science
Wensley Sporting Scholarship
W.H. and H.W. Harris Bursary
William Ivers Memorial Scholarship
Wilson Family Fund Indigenous Australian Leadership Scholarship
Women in Computing Scholarships
WSP Women in Engineering Scholarship
Yancoal Mining Engineering Scholarship
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship

(The Scholarship was established in 2020 to assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students to achieve educational success through completing studies at UQ, and to support greater representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in higher education as stated in the UQ Reconciliation Action Plan. The Scholarship is supported by UQ fundraising initiatives and gifts from donors, and is open to further contributions)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship is to encourage and support Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students experiencing financial hardship to undertake studies at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Program means any coursework program at The University of Queensland except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships.

Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

Named Scholarship means a type of scholarship offered under the auspices of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in the Addenda. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in the Addenda.

DVC(IE) means Deputy-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.

Scholarship means the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship, including Named Scholarships.

3. Award and value of the Scholarship

(1) The number of Scholarships awarded in a calendar year, and the value of each Scholarship, will be determined by the DVC(IE) at the commencement of each year of award, except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships.

(2) Where an applicant is awarded a Scholarship and is studying part-time, the DVC(IE) may require the Scholarship be awarded at a reduced rate, unless otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships.

(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year, except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships.

4. Eligibility for award

(1) An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant –

(a) can demonstrate financial hardship;

(b) submits an application to the DVC(IE) by the closing date for applications;

(c) is an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and

(d) is enrolled in an Approved Program in the semester or trimester of the award.

(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that scholarship set out in the Addenda.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the DVC(IE) must establish a selection committee, comprising –

(a) the DVC(IE), or nominee, as chair of the committee;

(b) at least two further members drawn from either professional or academic UQ staff, as nominated by the chair; and

(c) with respect to Named Scholarships, any additional members outlined in the Addenda.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –

(a) demonstrated financial hardship;

(b) with respect to Named Scholarships, any additional requirements outlined in the Addenda;

(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential;

(d) academic ability; and

(e) any other matter which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future academic success.

(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted candidates.

(4) Where there are multiple Scholarships to award, and some or all are of a different value, the selection committee will award the highest value Scholarships to the most meritorious applicants (as determined under Rule 5(2) above), the next highest value Scholarships to the next most meritorious applications, and so on until all available Scholarships have been awarded.

6. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships. The Scholarship will be paid in equal semester or trimester instalments (as applicable), subject to the recipient –

(a) maintaining at least the same level of enrolment (i.e., full time or part time) in an Approved Program that the recipient had at the time of their application; and

(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester or trimester that the Scholarship is held.

(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in the Addenda for that scholarship.

(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) or 6(2) the recipient must show cause to the DVC(IE) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled (unless otherwise specified in the Addenda). Where a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1)(a), the DVC(IE) may require the Scholarship value to be reduced.

(4) The recipient may apply to the DVC(IE) to interrupt or defer the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months (unless otherwise specified in the Addenda).

7. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate the Scholarship –

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

8. **Named Scholarships - Interpretation**
   If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in the Addenda and rules (1) to (7) above, the specific rule in the Addenda will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.
## Addendum 1 – Details of Named Scholarships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Value</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrow Energy 'Go Further' Indigenous Tertiary Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by an expendable gift from Arrow Energy.</td>
<td><strong>Full-Time Study Load</strong> means enrolment in 75% or more of a standard full-time study load, i.e. 6 units (generally 3 courses) or more per semester. <strong>Part-Time Study Load</strong> means enrolment in less than 75% of the standard full-time study load, i.e. less than 6 units (generally 3 courses) per semester. <strong>Relevant Field</strong> means Petroleum, Chemical, Mechanical, Civil or Electrical Engineering, Geology, Hydrogeology, Ecology, or Mathematics, ICT, Law, Business, Finance, Supply Chain. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Arrow Energy 'Go Further' Indigenous Tertiary Scholarship. <strong>Traditional Owner groups</strong> means one of groups to whom Arrow has commitments to - Barada Barna, Barunggam, Bigambul, Birri, Cobble Cobble, Emon/Iman, Jangga, Jarowair/Yarowair, Kambuwal, Mandandanji, Northern Gomeroi/Gomeroi, Wiru, Yalumal, Yetimarala.</td>
<td>(a) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the DVC(IE). (b) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for one year where an applicant is undertaking a Full-Time Study Load. Where a student is undertaking a Part-Time Study Load, the value of the Scholarship is $5,000 for one year.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded by a committee including at least one representative from Arrow Energy. Preference may be given to applicants who (a) identify with one of the Traditional Owner groups (b) are studying in a Relevant Field (c) demonstrate academic achievement (d) demonstrate strength of personal attributes including community involvement, career aspirations, interests, drive, ability to overcome adversity in a personal statement of up to 500 words.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient remaining enrolled in an Approved Program and achieving a GPA of at least 4.0 for each semester of study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Defence Indigenous Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2021 by Boeing Defence Australia Ltd to support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students who face financial hardship. Preference is given to students with a degree in engineering or computing.</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means Bachelor of Computer Science, the Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours), the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), an engineering integrated program, the Bachelor of Information Technology, the Bachelor of Information Technology (Honours) or a dual program in any one of these programs. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Boeing Defence Indigenous Scholarship.</td>
<td>(a) One Scholarship may be awarded in tenure on recommendation of the DVC(IE). (b) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $5,000 per year as determined by the DVC(IE).</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students in an Approved Program.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship up to 4 years subject to the recipient remaining enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td>Established Date</td>
<td>Scholarship Details</td>
<td>Additional Eligibility Requirements</td>
<td>Additional Selection Criteria</td>
<td>Additional Conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crommelin Family Scholarship</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>The Scholarship is maintained by income generated from the underlying endowment fund. (a) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the DVC(IE). (b) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $5,400 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility requirements.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.O.H. Handy Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of – (a) the academic merit or technical excellence of the applicant; (b) any other scholarship, bursary, award or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled; and (c) social and economic need.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of – (a) the academic merit or technical excellence of the applicant; (b) any other scholarship, bursary, award or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled; and (c) social and economic need.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be paid in one instalment after census date in the semester of award subject to the recipient being enrolled.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Kennedy Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of – (a) the academic merit or technical excellence of the applicant; (b) any other scholarship, bursary, award or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled; and (c) social and economic need.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Knoll Scholarship for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>The Scholarship for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women. Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.</td>
<td>Is a female student.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td>Established</td>
<td>Meanings</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td>Additional Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Huey Sattler</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Geoffrey Huey Sattler Indigenous Scholarship</td>
<td>(a) The annual value of each Scholarship will be a maximum of $7,000,</td>
<td>No additional eligibility requirements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with the annual combined value of the Scholarships limited to the annual</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distribution from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRMA Insurance Scholarships</td>
<td></td>
<td>Approved Program means a Bachelor degree at UQ.</td>
<td>(a) Two Scholarships may be awarded in tenure on recommendation of the</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years, subject to the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior</td>
<td>DVC(IE).</td>
<td>recipient continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the</td>
<td>(b) The annual value of the Scholarship is $4,000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>completed, year 12 studies in the two-year period prior to the year of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the award Scholarship means the NRMA Insurance Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Tinto Indigenous</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Approved Program means an undergraduate program at The University of</td>
<td>(a) Two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for 2 years, subject to the recipient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>Queensland and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship</td>
<td>DVC(IE).</td>
<td>– (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b) The annual value of each Scholarship is $10,000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Santos Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship</strong></td>
<td><strong>Full-Time Study Load</strong> means enrolment in 75% or more of the standard full-time study load, i.e., 6 units (generally 3 courses) or more per semester. <strong>Part-Time Study Load</strong> means enrolment in less than 75% of the standard full-time study load, i.e., less than 6 units (generally 3 courses) per semester. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Santos Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Scholarship. <strong>Relevant Field</strong> means Bachelor of Engineering; Bachelor of Science (Applied Geology); Bachelor of Science (Environmental Science, Coastal and Marine Science); Bachelor of Applied Science (Construction Management); Bachelor of Science (Health, Safety and Environment). <strong>Traditional Owner groups</strong> means one of the following groups - (Eastern Qld) Mandandanji; Bidjara; Turbul/Jaggera; Wadja Wadja; Wardingarri; Iman; Karingbal; Port Curtis Coral Coast; Bailai; Gurang; Gooreng Gooreng; Taribelang; Wulli Wulli; Bunda Gaanga/u; Bigambul (Cooper Basin) Wongkumara; Kungardutyi Punthamara; Yandruwandha; Boothamurra; Dier; Port Bonython; Kullili; Yarrawarrka; Kaurna (Adelaide); Barngarla (NSW &amp; NE QLD); Gomeri; Garawa; Waanyi; Indjiaandi-Dhidhanu; Gangliidda (NT) Amadeus Basin; Alice Springs; Hermannsburg; Imanpa; Santa Teresa; Beetaloo Basin; Larrakia; Borroloola, Katherine (Madaranka) (WA) Yaburara; Mardudhunera (Devil Creek); Yinikutira, Jingudirda (Exmouth); Noongar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the DVC(E).</strong></td>
<td><strong>(b) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for one year where an applicant is undertaking a Full-Time Study Load. Where a student is undertaking a Part-Time Study Load, the value of the Scholarship is $5,000 for one year.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a) (a) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the DVC(E).</strong></td>
<td><strong>(b) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for one year where an applicant is undertaking a Full-Time Study Load. Where a student is undertaking a Part-Time Study Load, the value of the Scholarship is $5,000 for one year.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(b) Preference may be given to applicants who—</strong> (In order of preference) <strong>(a) are studying in a Relevant Field</strong> <strong>(b) identify with one of the Traditional Owner groups</strong> <strong>(c) demonstrate academic achievement</strong> <strong>(d) demonstrate strength of personal attributes including community involvement, career aspirations, interests, drive, ability to overcome challenges in a personal statement of up to 500 words.</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Scholarship will be awarded by a committee including a representative from Santos. Preference may be given to applicants who—</strong> (In order of preference) <strong>(a) are studying in a Relevant Field</strong> <strong>(b) identify with one of the Traditional Owner groups</strong> <strong>(c) demonstrate academic achievement</strong> <strong>(d) demonstrate strength of personal attributes including community involvement, career aspirations, interests, drive, ability to overcome challenges in a personal statement of up to 500 words.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled in the same program as at the time of the scholarship award.</strong></td>
<td><strong>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled in the same program as at the time of the scholarship award.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Establishment Details</td>
<td>Approved Program</td>
<td>scholarship Details</td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>Other Conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker Family Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2020 by a donation from Feona Walker in partnership with the Alumni Friends under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and by an additional gift in 2022 under The Queensland Commitment and UQef initiatives. The Scholarship is maintained by income generated from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>Approved Program means any undergraduate program at The University of Queensland</td>
<td>(a) A number of Scholarships may be awarded in tenure on recommendation of the DVC(IE). (b) The annual value of the Scholarship will be $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students undertaking studies which explore Indigenous Knowledges, particularly land management, ecology or farming practices.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UQ Lawrence R Tedesco Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 under the Queensland Commitment and UQef initiatives and maintained by the income from a gift of $50,000 by Professor Deborah Cao.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the UQ Lawrence R Tedesco Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the DVC(IE). (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $6,750 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark-Ryan Family Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 under the Queensland Commitment initiative and maintained by the income from gifts from Dr Peter Clark Ryan and Dr Edith Hampson and Alumni Friends.</td>
<td>Approved Program means any undergraduate program at The University of Queensland</td>
<td>1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the DVC(IE). (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students who are (in order of preference) – (a) from Quandamoooka country and studying health sciences, commerce, economics, science or law (b) studying health sciences, commerce, economics, science or law.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Established Year</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker Jones Scholarship for an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Student</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Walker Jones Scholarship for an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Students. 1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the DVC(IIE). 2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $6,750 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. No additional selection criteria. No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCullough Robertson Indigenous Scholarship</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Approved Program means any coursework program that relates to the practice of law and the legal industry. Scholarship means the McCullough Robertson Indigenous Scholarship. 1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the PVC(IIE). 2) The value of the Scholarship is to be determined annually by the selection committee, but will be limited by the annual income available from the endowment fund. 3) The value of each Scholarship will not be less than $3,000. The Scholarship will be awarded by a committee including a representative from McCullough Robertson Foundation. No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Economics Postgraduate Support Scholarship

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage, support and enable Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students enrolled or is intending to enrol in a postgraduate program through the School of Economics to purchase technology and travel back to Country during their studies at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Approved Program means any Postgraduate program offered by the School of Economics.
Head means the Head of School of the School of Economics.
UQ means The University of Queensland.
Scholarship means the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Economics Postgraduate Support Endowment scholarship.

3. Award, value and duration of the Scholarship
(1) The number of the Scholarships available each year will be determined annually on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $4,000 in the first year in which it is held. Subject to rule 6, the Scholarship may be held for a second year, with a value of $2,000.
(3) The Scholarship does not provide for the following:
(a) Costs associated with living expenses
(b) Tuition fees for repeating failed courses
(c) Conferences
(d) Expenses associated with dependents (except where connected to travel back to Country)
(e) Study abroad or exchange

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and
(b) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee comprising
   –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) a minimum of two UQ staff members, including at least one academic from the School of Economics, as nominated by the Head and an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded based on:
   (a) academic results;
   (b) relevant work experience;
   (c) the applicant’s interest in and benefit from studying the eligible postgraduate program; and
   (d) other personal interests and achievements that the applicant considers relevant as outlined in the personal statement as part of the application.
(3) Preference will be given to applicants who hold the School of Economics Postgraduate Coursework Indigenous Scholarship.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Scholarship conditions
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years subject to the recipient:
   (a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student in an Approved Program; and
   (b) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar; and
   (c) achieving a GPA of at least 4.0 in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Interruption of Scholarship
Scholarship recipients may apply in writing to the Head of School to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of one year, where there are exceptional circumstances which prevent the student from enrolling or enrolling full-time during the tenure of their Scholarship.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University will terminate a UQ scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(1); or
(b) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of suspension; or
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

The A.B. Walkom Scholarship
(Established in 1968 by a gift of $5,000 from A. B. Walkom, DSc Syd., Lecturer in Geology at The University of Queensland from 1913 to 1919, during which time he commenced to build up the University’s palaeontological collections, developed the teaching in historical geology, and carried out and published in the results of important research on the Mesozoic plant fossils of Queensland.)

1. The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
2. The scholarship is awarded to a student who –
   (a) has qualified for the Bachelor of Science in the field of earth sciences or geology; and
   (b) is proceeding towards an honours degree with palaeontology as their major research topic; and
   (c) in the opinion of the Head, is best suited to pursuing that honours program.

3. If there is no suitable candidate, the scholarship may be awarded to a student proposing to undertake honours with stratigraphy as his or her major research topic.

4. The value of the scholarship will not be less than $4,500 but will be limited to the annual income from the Fund.

ACISA Stress and Trauma Scholarship
(Established in 2008 and maintained by funds donated from the Australian Critical Incident Stress Association Inc (ACISA).)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage students to undertake applied research in the area of stress and trauma in the community or workplace.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Dean means the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
Scholarship means the ACISA Stress and Trauma Scholarship.

3. Value of scholarship
The value of the Scholarship is $2,000.

4. Award of scholarship
One or more Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Dean.

5. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship in a year, if the applicant -
   (a) is enrolled in the Master of Mental Health program; and
   (b) is enrolled in the course entitled Mental Health Research Thesis 1 in semester 1; and
   (c) intends to enrol in the course entitled Mental Health Research Thesis 2 in either the following semester or the year immediately following; and
   (d) is undertaking an Mental Health Project in the broad research area of stress and trauma in the community or workplace; and
   (e) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Dean by the closing date for applications.

6. Selection process
(1) For the selection process for a year, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising–
   (a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) the Program Coordinator of the Graduate Mental Health Programs or nominee; and
   (c) one representative of the ACISA.
(2) The applications are assessed by the selection committee, based on, for each applicant –
   (a) the feasibility of the proposed project; and
   (b) the contribution the learning is likely to make to the understanding of the impact of stress in the community or workplace; and
   (c) other evidence that may be considered relevant by the selection committee.
(3) Applications must be submitted in the form of a quantitative, qualitative or literature based research proposal of not more than 2 A4 pages.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient of a Scholarship will be paid the Scholarship value in two instalments, at the following times –
   (a) one instalment while enrolled in the course entitled Mental Health Research Thesis 1; and
   (b) one instalment while enrolled in the course entitled Mental Health Research Thesis 2.
(2) The courses listed in paragraph 7(1) (a) and (b) do not need to be undertaken in consecutive semesters.
(3) Payment of the Scholarship is subject to the recipient satisfying the following requirements -
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in the Master of Mental Health program; and
   (b) continuing to undertake an Mental Health Project in the broad research area of stress and trauma in the community or workplace.
(4) The recipient will be required to acknowledge the Scholarship in all publications and presentations of the research.

A.E. Brooks Travelling Scholarship in Architecture
(Established in 1962 by a bequest to the University of approximately $60,000 under the will of Arnold Edwin Brooks, Architect, of Brisbane, who died in 1958, and who in his will expressed the wish that half of the amount bequeathed, to be known in memory of his father as the Samuel Wood Brooks Fund, should be devoted to promoting the study of literature and political economy, and half of it, to be known as the Arnold Edwin Brooks Fund, to promoting the study of architecture.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to enable Bachelor of Architectural Design and Master of Architecture students to obtain special experience in an Approved Study Program during their architecture studies at The University of Queensland, so that the development of architecture in Queensland may benefit by the knowledge and experience gained by them.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Study Program means an experience approved by the Head.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Architectural Design or the Master of Architecture.
Head means the Head of School, School of Architecture, Design and Planning.
Scholarship means the AE Brooks Travelling Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Head, but the value of all Scholarships awarded may not exceed the annual income from the fund;
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be determined by the Head based on the Approved Study Program. The minimum value of the Scholarship is $250.

4. Eligibility for award
The Scholarship is open to students who –
(a) submit an application for the Scholarship to the Head of School, by the closing date for applications for an Approved Study Program;
(b) on the date when they submit the application, are enrolled in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland;
(c) intend to participate in an Approved Study Program as part of their Approved Program at The University of Queensland;
(d) have not received the AE Brooks Travelling Scholarship previously; and
(e) do not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection process
(1) For the selection process the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising–
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the Director of Teaching and Learning Chair and
(c) the Director of Engagement.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant(s) showing greatest merit based on–
(a) academic achievement in architecture courses undertaken at the tertiary level(as applicable);
(b) the contribution the funding is likely to make to the applicant’s Approved Study Program and their study of architecture generally; and
(c) interpersonal qualities, including leadership potential.

6. Payment of Award
(1) The scholarship will be paid in a single instalment, after enrolment and ongoing eligibility has been confirmed as at 31 March (census date for semester 1) or 31 August (census date for semester 2). Scholarship payments cannot be made prior to the relevant Census Date.

A.G. McCready Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1996 by Mrs I.C. McCready in memory of her late husband Alfred Glen McCready, who was admitted to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with First Class Honours in Classics and awarded the University Medal for outstanding merit in 1940 and who lectured in Classics with The University of Queensland, 1946–49. The scholarship is maintained by the income of the fund established by a gift of $30,000 from Mrs I.C. McCready, Mr W.K. Lam and Dr L.L. Chan.)

1. The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.

2. The scholarship is open to students who have completed the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts (the BA) program at this university, and have enrolled either full-time or part-time, in a postgraduate BA honours program in Classical Languages at this university.

3. The scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic achievement in the BA program.

Alex Hibberd Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 2003 as a memorial to Alex Hibberd, a past student of Gatton College, and funded by a gift from the estate of Mr Hibberd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support a student who is currently enrolled in an honours program in the School of Agriculture and Food Science at The University of Queensland and undertaking research related to the pig industry.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Head means the Head of School, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences
Scholarship means the Alex Hibberd Memorial Scholarship
Approved Program means an honours program or the final year of a four year program incorporating honours in the School of Agriculture and Food Sciences at The University of Queensland.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship is at least $1500 but limited to the annual income from the fund.
(2) The Senate will award one Scholarship in a year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic) in consultation with the Head.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant -
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) undertakes a research project related to the pig industry; and
(d) has not previously been awarded the Scholarship.

5. Selection of Award
For the selection process, the Head (or nominee) will select the top three applicants and the Associate Dean (Academic) will select the student based on:
(a) academic achievement; and
(b) any other matter the Associate Dean (Academic) considers relevant.

6. Payment of Scholarship
Payment will be made in full after census in semester 1 of the year of award.

Alfred and Olivea Wynne Memorial Scholarships
(Established in 1972 by a bequest to the University of approximately $200,000 under the wills of Alfred Percy and Olivea Wynne of Maryborough.)

1. Such number of Scholarships as the Senate shall each year determine may be awarded to students of the University who, in the opinion of the Senate, are residents of an area comprising the city of Maryborough and that part of the State of Queensland outside the city of Maryborough within a radius of 65 kilometres from the post office for the time being at Maryborough, such distance being measured in a straight line or have appropriate family connections with that area.

2. (1) The award shall be made by the Senate on the recommendation of the Academic Board, which may recommend to the Senate —
   (a) the number of Scholarships to be awarded in any year;
   (b) the individual students to whom each Scholarship shall be offered;
   (c) the stipend of the Scholarship in respect of each individual Scholarship holder;
   (d) any other conditions, not inconsistent with the terms of the wills of the late Alfred Percy Wynne and Olivea Jean Wynne, which the Academic Board considers necessary or desirable to be imposed in respect of any individual Scholarship.
   (2) The Scholarships available each year shall be offered in the following order of preference —
   (a) to full-time undergraduate students;
   (b) to part-time internal undergraduate students;
   (c) to postgraduate internal students.
   (3) As far as possible, awards shall be made in equal numbers to male and female applicants.

3. In making its recommendations the Academic Board shall take into account —
   (a) the financial means of the applicants and of the parent or other person or persons responsible for or undertaking the maintenance, support, and education of the applicant;
   (b) any other Scholarship, Bursary, award, or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled during attendance at the University;
   (c) subject to paragraphs (a) and (b) hereof, the academic record of the applicant, and such matters as the Academic Board deems relevant.

4. Scholarships shall be for one year in the first instance, but shall be subject to annual review by the Academic Board which may recommend to the Senate that the Scholarship be withdrawn or that the amount of the stipend thereof be increased or reduced or that any condition thereof be varied, if, in the opinion of the Board —
   (a) the scholar has not made satisfactory progress in the program; or
   (b) there has been a material change in the financial circumstances of the scholar or of the parent or other person or persons responsible for or undertaking the scholar’s maintenance or support; or
   (c) the scholar has obtained another scholarship, bursary, award, or benefit which would have been a material matter to be taken into account at the time of the original award.

Alfred Henry Darker Scholarship
(Established as a memorial of Alfred Henry Darker, mechanical engineer, by the gift of $4,000 from his brother Walter Bruce Darker.)

1. The scholarship shall be awarded annually to a student commencing the 7th semester of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the first semester of the Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in the mechanical engineering program, provided that in the opinion of the Head of the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering there is a candidate of sufficient merit. All students in the appropriate semester are considered as applicants for the scholarship.

2. The scholarship shall be awarded by the Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering. The record of each applicant throughout the first 6 semesters of the program shall be taken into account in making the award, with special reference to the applicant’s capacity for original work.

Alistair Roderick Wallace Scholarship Endowment
(Established in 2020 from the generous bequest of Alistair Roderick Wallace under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. The legacy of Alistair Roderick Wallace will support financially disadvantaged students who study an undergraduate degree within the BEL Faculty.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law who are experiencing financial disadvantage.
2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, including dual degrees.
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Alistair Roderick Wallace Scholarship Endowment.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships may be awarded on recommendation of the Executive Dean as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 per year but will be limited to the annual income of the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial disadvantage;
(b) submits an application to the Executive Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enroll full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Executive Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative from each of the School of Business, the School of Economics and the School of Law.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the evidence of financial disadvantage submitted in an applicant’s application.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Executive Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship cannot be deferred and can only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Executive Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Allan Tindall Scholarship in Animal Production and Livestock Health
(Established in 2013 and maintained by gifts from Mr Allan Tindall from Kyogle, New South Wales, a beef cattle producer who is passionate about ensuring the integrity of Australian animal products for export markets. The Scholarship is to support veterinary education by enabling undergraduate students of Veterinary Science to undertake practical educational placements.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to financially assist undergraduate veterinary science students to undertake practical educational placements where their skills in livestock health and production, veterinary pathology or veterinary public health and biosecurity will be used and extended.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program or Bachelor of Veterinary Science program
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Head means the Head of School, School of Veterinary Science.
Scholarship means the Allan Tindall Scholarship in Animal Production and Livestock Health.
Placement means any course that requires a student to undertake a period of practical, work-related experience, usually in a location external to UQ.

3. Value and Award of the Scholarship
(1) The number of Scholarships to be awarded will be determined annually by the Associate Dean on the recommendation of the Head in consultation with the selection committee.
(2) The minimum annual combined scholarship value will be $10,000 with the value for each scholarship recipient to be determined by the Associate Dean on the recommendation of the Head in consultation with the selection committee.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in the fourth year of the Approved Program; and
(d) intends to undertake external placement in their fifth year of the Approved Program.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the rural placements program manager from the School of Veterinary Science; and
(c) at least one member of the university’s academic teaching staff who is currently teaching in the Approved Program.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant(s) showing greatest merit as demonstrated by -
(a) academic performance in the Approved Program to date in the subject areas of livestock husbandry, production, health and welfare, pathology and infectious diseases, veterinary public health and biosecurity; and
(b) financial need; and
(c) personal qualities; and
(d) a proposal which outlines the way in which the practical placement will improve the student’s skills in rural veterinary services (private or government practice) or related agribusinesses; and
(e) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in the veterinary profession.

(3) Preference will be given to students who intend to work in a rural location after the completion of the Approved Program.

6. Conditions for the Scholarship
(a) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (b) undertaking Placement in each semester; and
(b) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(c) The Scholarship may be interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Altrad Women in Engineering Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an annual gift from Altrad Services Pty Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious third year female students studying mechanical engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Master of Engineering, or an engineering dual program.
Head means Head of School, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering
Relevant Field means all majors, and plans, and fields of study that include mechanical engineering
Scholarship means the Altrad Women in Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $5,000 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship is tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head (or nominee); and
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
   (c) one representative of Altrad with University staff in the majority.

4. Additional benefits
Altrad may offer the recipient one or more of the following opportunities during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship –
(a) vacation employment at any Altrad site in consultation with the recipient;
(b) work experience at any Altrad site in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fees Policy; and
   (c) is a female student; and
   (d) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program, and where applicable, in the Relevant Field; and
   (e) has, at the time of application, completed at least 28 units, but not more than 43 units, towards the Approved Program at The University of Queensland; and
   (f) has achieved a GPA of at least 5.5 in all UQ courses credited towards an Approved Program; and
   (g) does not hold a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date; and
   (b) strength of personal and leadership qualities as evidenced by application; and
   (c) any other matter that the Head considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) passing all courses; and
(c) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 5.5 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(d) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with, or on behalf of, Altrad and its employees and representatives; and
(e) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
The Scholarship may not be interrupted.

8. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Alumni Friends Sports Scholarship
(Established in 2024 through a gift from Alumni Friends under the Queensland Commitment scheme and maintained by income generated from an underlying endowment fund. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students who are experiencing financial hardship and have demonstrated exceptional ability in their chosen Recognised Sport. The Scholarship will encourage recipients to combine a tertiary education with high performance sport.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program at the University.
DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
Elite Level means state or national representative level.
Recognised Sport means a sport recognised as a sport by the Australian Institute of Sport.
Recommending Authority means the DVC(A) or nominee.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Alumni Friends Sports Scholarship.
University means The University of Queensland.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,000 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the DVC(A) after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the DVC(A), or nominee;
(b) the CEO of UQ Sport, or nominee;
(c) a member of the University’s academic staff; and
(d) any other representatives as determined by the DVC(A) with University staff in the majority.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) partakes in their chosen Recognised Sport at an Elite Level; and
(d) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) evidence of financial hardship;
(b) sporting excellence in their chosen Recognised Sport; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program (or part-time as approved by the Recommending Authority), excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
(c) continuing to perform in their chosen Recognised Sport at an Elite Level as evidenced by a report on their sporting accomplishments each semester submitted by the recipient to the CEO of UQ Sport.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Recommending Authority why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
(1) Recipients who have been granted approval to defer their tertiary place may apply to the Recommending Authority to have their
Scholarship deferred for up to one year. Where approval to defer a Scholarship has been granted, the recipient must maintain a commitment to their chosen Recognised Sport during the period of deferment.

(2) Recipients may apply to the Recommending Authority to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of two semesters in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Alumni Friends Veterinary Science Scholarship
(Established in 2020 as part of the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. to support undergraduate Veterinary Science students with financial need.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students studying an undergraduate program in veterinary science who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
Approved Program means an undergraduate program in veterinary science administered by the School of Veterinary Science at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean Academic of the Faculty of Science.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through an Approved Program will hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, less the time already enrolled.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Alumni Friends Veterinary Science Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 each year but limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) up to two academic staff members who are currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) up to two staff members from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria --
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) strength of personal statement included with application;
(c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance; and
(d) any other evidence that the selection committee deems relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may only be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Engineering Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2017 and is maintained by an annual gift from Anglo American Metallurgical Coal.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students to undertake the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master Engineering.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Anglo American means Anglo American Metallurgical Coal
3. Award and Value of Scholarship

(1) The Associate Dean, in consultation with Anglo American will determine the number, type and duration of scholarships available each year in accordance with the Named Scholarships in Addendum 1.

(2) The value of each scholarship is $12,500 for each year for which it is held.

4. Additional Benefits

(1) Anglo American may offer the recipients one or more of the following opportunities –

(a) ambassadorial roles;
(b) thesis mentoring;
(c) vacation employment at any site as determined by Anglo American, in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for Award

(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the advertised closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(c) has completed the required number of units towards an Approved Program as specified in Addendum 1 below; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the student is to show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Selection of Award

(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:

(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
(b) one or more representatives from Anglo American; and
(c) at least one member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering with UQ staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit based on-

(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date; and
(b) personal and leadership qualities and potential to succeed in the engineering profession; and
(c) strength of interest in pursuing a career in the mining industry; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.

(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to a female or Indigenous student.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient or recipients may hold the Scholarship for the duration as determined by the Associate Dean, or as otherwise determined in accordance with rule 3(1), subject to the recipient or recipients:-

(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) maintaining a semester GPA of 4 or better; and
(c) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing any ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the student is to show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Residential Scholarship for Engineering

(The scholarship was established in 2017 and is maintained by an annual gift from Anglo American Metallurgical Coal.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support educationally disadvantaged students as a result of their financial, geographical, cultural or other circumstances to undertake the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program and live as a resident at a residential college or halls of residence at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Anglo American means Anglo American Metallurgical Coal

Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering, or a dual program including the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours).

Approved Residential College means any residential colleges or halls of residence located on The University of Queensland’s St Lucia campus.

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

Regional Area means an area deemed regional as defined in the ASGC Remoteness Areas classification as described in the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2004 publication, ‘Rural, Regional and Remote Health: A Guide to Remoteness Classifications’ within Australia.

Relevant Field means the field or fields of engineering within the Approved Program as determined annually by the Associate Dean.
Scholarship means The Anglo American Metallurgical Coal Residential Scholarship for Engineering.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship will be $20,000 per annum and will be paid directly to the Approved Residential College towards the residential fees payable by the recipient for their accommodation to the Approved Residential College.
(2) Despite 5 (1)(c), the Associate Dean may award an additional scholarship to another person in a later year of study only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. In this instance, the duration of the Scholarship will be determined by the Associate Dean after consultation with Anglo American.

4. Additional Benefits
(1) Anglo American may offer the recipients one or more of the following opportunities:-
   (a) ambassadorial roles;
   (b) thesis mentoring;
   (c) vacation employment at any site as determined by Anglo American, in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for Award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the advertised closing date for applications; and
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
   (c) has completed 12 units, but not more than 27 units towards an Approved Program; and
   (d) is a domestic student in accordance with The University's Fee Policy; and
   (e) has completed their secondary studies at a high school in a Regional Area or completed secondary studies as a boarder whilst having a permanent address in a Regional Area; and
   (f) can provide documentary evidence of financial need as required; and
   (g) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

6. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
   (b) one or more representatives from Anglo American; and
   (c) at least one member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date; and
   (b) personal and leadership qualities and potential to succeed in the engineering profession; and
   (c) strength of interest in pursuing a career in the mining industry and an understanding of rural living; and
   (d) financial need; and
   (e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to a female or Indigenous student.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
   (b) maintaining a semester GPA of 4 or better; and
   (c) continuing to be a resident of an Approved Residential College; and
   (d) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing any ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment; and
   (e) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the student is to show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Angus Baxter Scholarship
(Established in 1994 and maintained from the annual interest from a fund provided by Mrs I.O. Baxter.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of this scholarship is to provide financial assistance to students who, because of their financial circumstances, might otherwise be unable to complete their program.

2. Definitions
   Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
   Scholarship means the Angus Baxter Scholarship

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The scholarship is the annual income from the fund.
(2) The scholarship is awarded by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
   (a) is enrolled full-time in the second year of a program in the broad field of agricultural science; and
   (b) can demonstrate financial hardship.
5. **Selection of award**
The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) Academic achievement in courses undertaken in the first year of the program; and
(b) Financial circumstances as evidenced by supporting documentation.

6. **Conditions of scholarship**
The recipient may hold the scholarship for the minimum period of time it would take the recipient to complete the program, subject to the recipient:
(a) Continuing to be enrolled full-time in the program in which the recipient was enrolled when awarded the scholarship; and
(b) Passing all courses undertaken each semester.

Anita McCrossin and Bazil Muir Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative through gifts by the family of Anita McCrossin and Bazil Muir in honour of their studies within the Bachelor of Arts.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking studies in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. **Definitions**
   - **Approved Program** means any undergraduate program administered by the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program and any subsequent related honours programs administered by the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
   - **Head** means Head of School, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
   - **Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through an Approved Program will hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, less the time already enrolled.
   - **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
   - **Scholarship** means the Anita McCrossin and Bazil Muir Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Head as tenure becomes vacant.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

4. **Eligibility for award**
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and where applicable, a subsequent related honours program; and;
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. **Selection of award**
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
(b) two academic representatives from the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on -
(a) demonstrated financial hardship;
(b) academic capability and future academic potential, as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Head to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of 12 months in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. **Termination of scholarship**
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Aquatec Maxcon Scholarship
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from Aquatec Maxcon.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support outstanding students studying in the field of Urban Water Engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Master of Engineering, Master of Engineering Science, Master of Engineering Science (Management).
Aquatec Maxcon means Aquatec Maxcon Pty Ltd.
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Head means the Head of School, School of Chemical Engineering.
Relevant Field means Urban Water Engineering.
Scholarship means the Aquatec Maxcon Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to two Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $10,000.
(3) The Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head (or nominee), as chair of the committee; and
   (b) one representative from Aquatec Maxcon; and
   (c) one representative from the Advanced Water Management Centre, The University of Queensland; and
   (d) one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching an Approved Program with University staff in the majority.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is enrolled or intends to enrol in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (c) has not received this Scholarship previously; and
   (d) does not hold another Scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement; and
   (b) strength of personal and leadership qualities as evidenced by application; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession of engineering.
(3) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (b) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 5 in each semester the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
Recipients may apply to the Associate Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Archibald Scholarship
(Founded in 1911 by an initial gift of $1,000 from the beneficiaries in the estate of the late Honourable John Archibald, MLC. The Archibald Scholarship is maintained by an endowment fund which is open to further gifts.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to encourage and reward the study of Economics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Head means the Head of School, School of Economics.
Scholarship means the Archibald Scholarship.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Economics (Honours) and the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours).
Relevant Field means the Economics major in the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours).
Specified Courses means ECON2010, ECON2020, ECON2030, ECON2040, ECON2050, ECON2300, ECON3010, ECON3020, ECON3350 or ECON3360.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The University may award one Scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be determined each year by the Head but will be at least $10,000.

4. Eligibility for Award
(1) An applicant is eligible to be considered for the award of a Scholarship in a year, if the applicant:
   (a) is commencing the Bachelor of Economics (Honours) program in the year of award; or
   (b) has completed at least #48 towards the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) and intends to, or is currently enrolled in the Relevant Field in the year of award; and
   (c) has obtained an overall GPA of at least 6.50 in the Specified Courses; and
   (d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head deems similar.
5. Selection Process
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising:
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) the Honours Coordinator in the School of Economics.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant with the highest GPA in the Specified Courses in UQ's Bachelor of Economics or Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours).
(3) Where there are two or more candidates with the same GPA, the selection committee will determine additional criteria to award the Scholarship.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and where applicable, a Relevant Field; and
   (b) achieving a GPA of at least 6.25 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(4) The Scholarship cannot be deferred.

Aspire Scholarships
(This scholarship scheme was established in 2017 to support students who face barriers to commencing tertiary studies due to personal circumstances. Scholarships are offered either as an “Aspire” scholarship or as a specific “Named Scholarship” under the auspices of the Aspire Scholarship Scheme.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Aspire Scholarship Scheme is to provide assistance with transition to tertiary study to students who have experienced financial hardship and are commencing an Approved Program at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   **Approved Program** means any bachelor program at The University of Queensland unless otherwise specified in Addendum 1.
   **Aspire Scholarship Scheme** means the framework for offering scholarships as either Aspire scholarships or as Named Scholarships in accordance with these rules.
   **Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person** means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
   **President** means President of the Academic Board.
   **Named Scholarship** means a type of scholarship offered under the Aspire Scholarship Scheme, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
   **PVC(IE)** means Pro Vice Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).
   **Relevant Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the students’ Faculty.
   **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
   **Scholarship** means a Scholarship awarded under the Aspire Scholarship Scheme, including Named Scholarships.
   **Show Cause Committee** means a Committee established by the President, and comprising –
   (a) the President (or nominee);
   (b) the Academic Registrar (or nominee); and
   (c) the relevant Faculty Associate Deans (Academic) (or nominee).

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded each year on recommendation of the President.
(2) Additional Named Scholarships may be awarded on recommendation of the President after consultation with donors or partners as specified in Addendum 1.
(3) The value of each Scholarship will be $4,500 for one year.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(b) is enrolled as a commencing student at The University of Queensland in an Approved Program in the semester of the award;
(c) has not completed any prior tertiary study at bachelor level or higher;
(d) has demonstrated significant financial disadvantage through achieving the maximum points for the ‘Financial Hardship’ category of QTAC’s Educational Access Scheme and is eligible for the UQ Link Scholarship;
(e) has been awarded a UQ Link Scholarship.

5. Selection
(1) For the selection process, the President must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the President (or nominee) as Chair;
   (b) the Academic Registrar (or nominee);
   (c) the Director of Student Affairs (or nominee);
   (d) the PVC(IE), or nominee; and
   (e) up to two representatives from donors and industry partners for Named Scholarships, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest need as demonstrated by:
   (a) documented financial situation and number of dependants;
   (b) where applicable, any additional requirements for Named Scholarships as outlined in Addendum 1; and
   (c) any other matter that the Selection Committee considers relevant.
(3) Preference may be given to (in order of preference):
   (a) students who are an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person;
   (b) students from a refugee, rural, regional or remote background;
   (c) students who are the first in their family to attend university; or
   (d) QTAC applicants who have demonstrated other forms of educational disadvantage in their QTAC application.

(4) An applicant cannot be awarded more than one Scholarship in a year.

6. Conditions of Scholarship

(1) Payments will be made in equal instalments after census date in each semester subject to the recipient:
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program;
   (b) continuing to be enrolled as a full-time student unless otherwise approved by the Relevant Associate Dean;
   (c) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the student is to show cause to the Show Cause Committee why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

(4) The recipient may hold other scholarships concurrently with a Scholarship, subject to the total combined value of all University of Queensland scholarships not exceeding $30,000 per year.

7. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.
Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Named Scholarships within the Aspire Scholarships Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34th UQ Senate Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Established in 2018 through donations from the 34th Senate, the Scholarship will take the form of an endowment fund in which the principal will be held in perpetuity. The purpose of the Scholarship will be to support UQ undergraduate students. This gift may be utilised to cover all related expenses for students attending the University, including but not limited to bursary, fees and accommodations.</td>
<td>1 Scholarship may be awarded per year, unless additional funds are available.</td>
<td>This Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant who: (a) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 89.00 (or equivalent); and (b) is a current school leaver.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailsa and Professor Ross Hawker Scholarship</td>
<td>Donated by the Hawker Foundation in honour of Ailsa and Professor Ross Hawker. Professor Hawker led the Department of Physiology at The University of Queensland for 25 years, published more than 50 books, and conducted groundbreaking research after joining The University of Queensland as a lecturer in 1950. His academic and professional career was only possible through a scholarship in 1938 to Hurlstone Agricultural College in New South Wales. Ailsa Hawker was his lifelong closest friend, companion, proof-reader, and partner in all his research, travel, and artistic pursuits. This Scholarship recognises their contributions to the world and hopes to provide the opportunity for another student to make a difference.</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>As per the Aspire Scholarship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Friends Founders Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2020 by the Alumni Friends Society under the Create Change Scholarship match initiative.</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>As per the Aspire Scholarship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannery Foundation Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by the Flannery Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship match initiative.</td>
<td>One Scholarship may be awarded per year, unless additional funds are available.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants who are permanent residents of Outer Regional, Remote Or Very Remote areas in Queensland, which are more than 200 km from Brisbane. (a) preference will be given to students from Very Remote areas, followed by students from Remote areas. (b) if it is necessary to further differentiate between students, preference will be given to students who have demonstrated other forms of educational disadvantage in their QTAC application.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldburg Family Foundation Aspire Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by the Goldburg Family Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who experience financial disadvantage.</td>
<td>Up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded per year, unless additional funds are available.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to applicants whose residential address is in a regional or remote area in the year prior to their commencement at The University of Queensland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halim Family Women in STEM Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2020 by Frank and Swan Halim under the Create Change Scholarship match initiative.</td>
<td>Annual distribution divided by the Scholarship value</td>
<td>This Scholarship will be awarded to female applicant/s whose program will contain a Significant Component of STEM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outer Regional, Remote Or Very Remote Area means the students must have resided in RA3, RA4 or RA5 areas as defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS -RA) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Designation/Eligibility</th>
<th>Number of Scholarships</th>
<th>Eligibility Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MineGeoTech Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Donated by alumnus Dr John Player (through MineGeoTech Pty Ltd) to honour his commitment to advancing the interests of capable students who come from remote and very remote areas who have the desire to study within the engineering, science, technology and mathematics disciplines at UQ.</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>Remote Or Very Remote Area means the student must have resided in RA4 or RA5 areas as defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. Outer Regional Area means the student must have resided in an RA3 area as defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. Significant Component of Science, Technology Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) means either a designated program in STEM or a program with a STEM major.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant who (in order of preference): (a) can demonstrate that, in the year prior to their commencement at The University of Queensland, they – (i) are a permanent resident of a Remote Or Very Remote Area; or (ii) are a permanent resident of an Outer Regional Area; and (b) will undertake a program of study that will contain a Significant Component of STEM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paulsen Family Aspire Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2021 by the Paulsen Family under the Create Change Scholarship match initiative.</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>This Scholarship will be awarded to an applicant who is first in family.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R D Arida Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Originally established in 2003 having been administered since 1944 by Perpetual Trustees Queensland and maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Rachid Lahoud Arida (also known as Richard Dominique Arida), the R D Arida Scholarship supports commencing students from North Queensland who are in financial need.</td>
<td>Up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded per year, unless additional funds are available.</td>
<td>North Queensland means - (a) the city of Townsville, Queensland; or (b) any location that lies north of Townsville and is within the state of Queensland. Preferred Regions means the districts of Charters Towers, Hughenden and Cloncurry.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant who, at the time of application, can demonstrate that they are a resident of North Queensland. Preference will be given to students from the Preferred Regions. If there is only one student from the Preferred Regions, the President must recommend that the Scholarship be awarded to the applicant with the highest ranking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Australian Banana Growers’ Council Mort Johnston Scholarship
(Established in 2021 by the annual donation from Australian Banana Growers’ Council (ABGC) in honour of the late Mort Johnson. The purpose of this scholarship is to support students with a strong interest and potential involvement with the Australian banana industry in their studies at the University of Queensland.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide support to meritorious agriculture and engineering students with a strong interest in the development of the Australian banana industry.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Associate Dean (Academic) (Science) means Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty Science
Approved program means an undergraduate or postgraduate degree in agricultural science (sustainable agriculture), agribusiness or in any engineering program.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Australian Banana Growers’ Council Mort Johnston Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic) Science for a period of one year.
(2) The value of the scholarship is $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Faculty of Science, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time and has completed at least 32 units of an undergraduate Approved Program, or is enrolled full-time (or intends to enrol full-time) in a postgraduate Approved Program;
(c) is a domestic student; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the committee considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean (Academic) (Science) must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Associate Dean (Academic) (Science), or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT), or nominee;
(c) one representative of the Australian Banana Growers’ Council; and
(d) at least one academic staff member currently teaching in science, with the University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) academic achievement in the most recent year’s results of the Approved Program;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
(c) strength of the applicant’s personal statement included with the application that demonstrates the applicant’s commitment to make a worthwhile contribution to the development of the banana industry; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in supporting the Australian banana industry.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship, subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) (Science), why the scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt or defer the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Barbara Hebden Music Bursary
(Established in 2016 by an endowed bequest from the estate of UQ alumna and music critic, Barbara Jean Hebden OAM (BA 1952).)

1. Purpose
The Scholarship is to support a student enrolling in the first year of the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music (Honours);
Relevant Instrument means the instrument or instruments, which may include the human voice, identified as priorities for recruitment by the Head prior to the commencement of auditions.
Scholarship means the Barbara Hebden Music Bursary;
Head means the Head of School, School of Music.
3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) The Senate may award one Scholarship in a year on the recommendation of the Head.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is equal to the annual income from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to audition for the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is or intends to be enrolled full-time in the first year of the Approved Program.

5. **Selection of award**
   (a) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit in the audition.
   (b) In ranking applicants, the Head will give preference to applicants who audition on a Relevant Instrument.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The Scholarship is tenable for one year and paid in two instalments.
   (2) The first payment will be made after the census date in semester 1 subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in the Approved Program.
   (3) The second payment will be made after the census date in semester 2 subject to the recipient –
       (a) Continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
       (b) Obtaining a GPA of at least 5 in semester 1.
   (4) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(2) or 6(3), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. **Termination of Scholarship**
   The University will terminate the Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided for in rule 6(4);
   (b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

---

**Bernard and Daphne Cornish Engineering Scholarship**
(The scholarship was established in 2013 and supported through endowed gifts by Mr Bernard Cornish and Mrs Daphne Cornish.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purpose of the scholarship is to support meritorious students who have made progress in relation to the completion of an engineering undergraduate degree program at The University of Queensland but face financial difficulties in completing their degree.

2. **Definitions**
   In these Rules –
   **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
   **relevant program** includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.
   **scholarship** means the Bernard and Daphne Cornish Scholarship.

3. **Award and Value of Scholarships**
   (1) Senate may award up to 2 scholarships in a year where occasion arises as determined by the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of each scholarship will be determined each year by the Associate Dean, in consultation with the selection committee established under rule 5(1).

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is an Australian Citizen; and
   (c) is enrolled full-time in a relevant program; and
   (d) has completed at least the first year of a relevant program at The University of Queensland; and
   (e) has achieved a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study; and
   (f) does not already hold a university qualification; and
   (g) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean deems to be similar.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, or nominee; and
       (c) a member of the academic staff who is currently teaching in a relevant program.
   (2) The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest need while demonstrating considerable academic merit and potential to succeed based on –
       (a) academic achievement in their tertiary studies to date; and
       (b) the applicant's potential to successfully complete the requirements of the program; and
       (c) evidence of financial need; and
       (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
       (e) Preference will be given to students:
           (i) studying in any field within the mechanical engineering discipline; and
           (ii) previous recipients of the scholarship who continue to face financial hardship.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) A recipient may hold the scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient:
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in a relevant program; and
   (b) maintaining a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study and passing all courses in which they are enrolled.

(2) A recipient who fails to satisfy subrule 6(1) must show cause to the Associate Dean why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The scholarship may not be deferred nor suspended.

Bert and Vera Thiess Scholarship in Civil Engineering

(The Bert and Vera Thiess Scholarship in Civil Engineering was established in 2019 and is maintained by a gift from the Bert and Vera Thiess Foundation.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support deserving Engineering students who have experienced financial disadvantage and to honour the memory of the late Bert and Vera Thiess.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or an engineering dual program.

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture, and Information Technology.

Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.

Continuing Student means a student who is currently enrolled in an Approved Program.

Foundation means the Bert and Vera Thiess Foundation, the donations of which have established the Bert and Vera Thiess Scholarship.

Head means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture, and Information Technology.

Relevant Field means a civil engineering field of study.

Scholarship means the Bert and Vera Thiess Scholarship in Civil Engineering.

3. Award and value of Scholarship

(1) The Head will determine the number of Scholarships to be awarded each year.

(2) The value of each Scholarship is $15,000.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant -

(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) (i) is a Continuing Student enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the year of the award, in a Relevant Field or
   (ii) is a Commencing Student intending to enroll full-time in an Approved Program, in the Relevant Field;
(c) is a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy;
(d) has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students;
(e) can demonstrate financial hardship; and
(f) does not hold a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –

   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
   (c) at least one representative of the Foundation, as may from time to time be nominated by the trustees of the Foundation by notice in writing to the Head; with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -

   (a) demonstrated financial hardship;
   (b) academic achievement;
   (c) personal qualities and leadership potential;
   (d) strength of interest that the applicant demonstrates in civil engineering, as evidenced by a cover letter, short answer responses within the application, and a resume;
   (e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.

(3) Preference will be given to applicants who are previous recipients of the Scholarship.

(4) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient –

   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field (where applicable);
   (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
   (c) achieving a GPA of at least 5.0 for each semester of study; and
   (d) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship -

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study;
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Bethwyn Todd Scholarship for Women in Science
(Established as part of the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative in 2019 by Bethwyn Todd to advance greater gender diversity in STEM and specifically in science. Bethwyn wishes to encourage an increase female participation in and graduation from, STEM tertiary courses to encourage gender parity in the STEM professions, specifically in science.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to female students studying in the Faculty of Science at The University of Queensland, who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these Rules –  
Approved Program means any undergraduate program in STEM administered by the Faculty of Science at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean Academic of the Faculty of Science.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through an Approved Program will hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, less the time already enrolled.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.
Scholarship means the Bethwyn Todd Scholarship for Women in Science.
STEM means science, technology, engineering and mathematics.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships held in tenure, may be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be determined by the Associate Dean at the commencement of each year.
(3) The value will be no less than $4500, and limited to the annual distribution from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant-
(a) submits a completed application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) can demonstrate financial need; and
(e) is a female student.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program;
   (c) the donor, Bethwyn Todd, or nominee; and
   (d) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
   (a) demonstrated financial need;
   (b) strength of personal statement included with application;
   (c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance; and
   (d) any other evidence that the selection committee deems relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
(c) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Betty Fletcher Memorial Travelling Scholarship
(Established in 1992 as a memorial to Betty Fletcher, foundation Patron of the Friends of Antiquity and generous benefactor of the Department of Classics and Ancient History. Until 2019, the Scholarship was maintained by an annual gift from the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, made on behalf of Friends of Antiquity. Following a 2020 donation by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, in conjunction with and on behalf of Friends of Antiquity, the Scholarship is now maintained from the Betty Fletcher Memorial Travelling Scholarship Endowment Fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to enable a meritorious student in Classics and Ancient History to travel for academic purposes in Greece, Italy, Asia Minor or any other place that was part of the civilisation of Rome or Ancient Greece, for a period of no less
2. Definitions
In these rules –

**Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

**Head** means the Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.

**Scholarship** means the Betty Fletcher Memorial Travelling Scholarship

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) A number of scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $5, 500.
(3) The total combined value of the Scholarships will be the amount of the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) is enrolled in an extended major, major or field of study administered by the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry;
(b) does not hold another travel scholarship;
(c) has not previously held the Scholarship;
(d) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(e) has identified a travel opportunity of not less than four weeks to commence in the next 12 months in Greece, Italy, Asia Minor, or any other place that was part of the civilisation of Rome or Ancient Greece.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
   (b) the Major Convenor of Classics and Ancient History or nominee; and
   (c) an additional academic staff member from the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic capability and future academic potential;
   (b) value of the proposed travel to the applicant’s future success in the discipline; and
   (c) strength of commitment to one or more of the disciplines of classics and ancient history as evidenced by personal statement included in the application.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid upfront in one instalment.
(2) Within 3 months of returning to Australia the recipient will be asked to present a report of approximately 2,000 words to the Head on the work done and benefits derived from the holding of the Scholarship. In addition, the Head may invite the scholar to give a lecture or seminar for members of Friends of Antiquity.
(3) The recipient may apply to defer the Scholarship for a maximum period of 12 months, and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

Betty Fletcher Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni. The Friends of Antiquity was established in 1988 as a special interest group to support Classics and Ancient History at UQ. Alumni Friends of Queensland Inc., on behalf of the Friends of Antiquity, donated funds in 2019 to establish the Betty Fletcher Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate student(s) studying classics and ancient history in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, who are facing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –

**Approved Program** means any undergraduate program administered by Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland. **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

**Relevant Field** means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin, or Classical Languages.

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the Betty Fletcher Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean, as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Head of the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry or nominated representative; and
(c) an academic representative from the discipline of ancient history.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) academic capability and future academic potential; and
(c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) demonstrating evidence of progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Bill Blake Bursary in Civil Engineering
(The bursary was established in 2015 and is maintained by an endowed gift from UQ alumna Anastasia Blake (GC Arts 2010; BA 1976).)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Bursary is to encourage and support students who experience financial hardship, whilst undertaking an Approved Program.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.
Bursary means the Bill Blake Bursary in Civil Engineering.
Head means the Head of School, School of Civil Engineering.
Relevant Field means any civil engineering specialisation.

3. Award and value of bursary
(1) One Bursary may be awarded in a year on the recommendation of the Head as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value of the Bursary is determined by the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Bursary, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in the second year of an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(d) has completed at least 12 units, but not more than 27 units towards an Approved Program at The University of Queensland; and
(e) can provide documentary evidence of financial disadvantage; and
(f) does not hold another bursary that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the university’s academic staff who is currently teaching in Civil Engineering.
(2) The Bursary is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic achievement in the first year of the Approved Program; and
(b) documentary evidence of financial disadvantage; and
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
(d) any other qualities that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.

(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for bursary
(1) The recipient may hold the Bursary for up to three years.
(2) In the first year of award payment will made after the census date in semester 1 subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field.
(3) Payment in the second and subsequent years of award will be made after census date in semester 1 subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining an annual GPA of at least 4
(c) passing all courses in which they are enrolled.
(4) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(2) in the first year of their tenure or rule 6(3) in their second or subsequent year of tenure, the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Bursary should not be cancelled.

BJ Freeman Scholarship in Commerce
(Established in 2014 and maintained by gifts from Mr BJ Freeman.)
1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the scholarships is to encourage and support Bachelor of Commerce students at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**  
In these rules –  
- **Approved program** means the Bachelor of Commerce offered by the UQ Business School  
- **Head** means the Head, UQ Business School  
- **Scholarship** means BJ Freeman Scholarship in Commerce

3. **Value and award of the scholarship**  
(1) The value of the scholarship is $5,000.  
(2) Senate may award up to 1 scholarship per year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. **Eligibility for award**  
An applicant is eligible for the scholarship if the applicant –  
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy  
(b) is enrolled full-time in the approved program  
(c) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications  
(d) demonstrates financial need through supporting documentation in their application  
(e) has completed a minimum of 16 units of study

5. **Selection Process**  
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -  
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee  
(b) a representative of the Executive Dean’s Office of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law  
(c) Mr BJ Freeman or nominee, with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account -  
(a) personal qualities, including leadership potential  
(b) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant

(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted candidates.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**  
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for up to 1 year in the approved program in which they were enrolled at the time of award, subject to the recipient:  
(a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student in the approved program  
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 5.5 in each semester that the scholarship is held

(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

---

Boeing Aerospace Scholarship  
(The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an annual gift from Boeing Australia.)

1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the scholarship is to support and encourage meritorious students who are undertaking study in engineering, computer science, information technology, business, commerce or law or a dual program in any one of these programs at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**  
In these rules –  
- **Approved BEL Program** means all undergraduate degrees in the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, excluding Bachelor of Tourism & Event Management  
- **Approved Engineering Program** means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or an engineering dual program, all of which must be in a Relevant Field  
- **Approved Computer Program** means Bachelor of Computer Science, Bachelor of Information Technology, Bachelor of Science majoring in Computational Science or Computer Science (extended major) or dual program in any of these programs  
- **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology  
- **Associate Dean Science** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science  
- **Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person** means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.  
- **Executive Dean** means the Executive Dean, Faculty of Business, Economics and Law  
- **Named Scholarship** means the Boeing Aerospace Scholarships named in Addendum 1  
- **PVC(IE)** means Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).  
- **Program** means the programs set out in the “Eligibility” column in Addendum 1 in respect of each Named Scholarship  
- **Relevant Field** means any field of engineering in the following disciplines:  
  (a) electrical engineering; and  
  (b) electrical and biomedical engineering; and  
  (c) electrical and computer engineering; and  
  (d) mechanical engineering; and  
  (e) mechanical and aerospace engineering; and  
  (f) mechanical and materials engineering; and  
  (g) mechatronic engineering; and  
  (h) software engineering  
- **Scholarship** means the Boeing Aerospace Scholarships, which are the Named Scholarships

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
(1) Up to five Named Scholarships may be awarded each year by the Associate Dean in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.

(2) The value of each Named Scholarship is $8,000 for each year in which it is held.

(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.

(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean (or nominee); and
(b) the Executive Dean (or nominee); and
(c) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(d) the PVC(IE) (or nominee).

4. Additional benefits
Boeing Australia may offer the recipient(s) one or more of the following opportunities during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship –
(a) an ambassadorial role;
(b) an industry or research placement at any Boeing Australia site for any period during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by Boeing Australia in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol or will be enrolled full time in the Approved Program; and
(d) meets any additional eligibility requirements or selection criteria for a Named Scholarship set out in Addendum 1; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on -
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program; and
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Approved Program; and
(d) where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to a female or an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person.

(e) meets any additional eligibility requirements for a Named Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

(3) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
(b) passing all courses; and
(c) achieving a GPA of at least 5 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(d) conducting him/herself in a professional manner in any interactions with, or on behalf of, Boeing Australia and its employees and representatives; and
(e) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean or Executive Dean consider similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the relevant Associate Dean or Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The university may terminate the Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Named scholarships within the Boeing Aerospace Scholarship Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Aerospace Business Scholarship</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>Is enrolled in the third year of an Approved BEL Program with a minimum of 27 units completed.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students in the areas of software design or cyber security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Aerospace Computer Scholarship</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>Is enrolled in the third year of an Approved Computer Program and has completed at least 28, but, no more than 43 units towards that program.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students in the areas of software design or cyber security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Aerospace Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>3 per year</td>
<td>Is enrolled in the second or third year an Approved Engineering Program and has completed at least 12, but, no more than 43 units towards that program.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students in the areas of software design or cyber security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Boeing Aerospace Disability Opportunity Scholarship | 1 per year | (1) has a disability
(2) is enrolled or intends to enrol in an Approved Engineering Program or an Approved Computer Program. | The recipient must provide medical documents, or have registered their disability with the University and/or have an approved UQ Student Access Plan |
|                                           |                  |                                                                                               |                                        |
Boeing Darren Edwards Memorial Scholarship
(The Boeing Darren Edwards Memorial Scholarship was established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. The Scholarship is in memory of the late Darren Edwards, former Boeing Defence Australia Vice President & Managing Director.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support women, or non-binary people, who are facing financial hardship, to study in STEM fields at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any bachelor program including dual programs at The University of Queensland with a Significant Component of Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM).
Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Associate Dean (Academic) (Science) means Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty Science
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Boeing Darren Edwards Memorial Scholarship.
Significant Component of Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) means either a designated program in STEM or a program with a STEM specialisation or major.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded annually on the recommendation the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT).
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT), by the closing date for applications;
(c) is a woman, or a non-binary person, and therefore who may face the same barriers as women;
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(e) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(f) has completed at least 28 units but less than 44 units towards an Approved Program; and
(g) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT), or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean (Academic) (Science), or nominee;
(c) up to one representative of a member of the Edwards Family or nominee; and
(d) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering (with University staff comprising the majority).
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the science, engineering, mathematics and technology profession.
(3) Preference may be given to applicants who are (in order of priority):
(a) studying the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours);
(b) studying the Bachelor of Information Technology program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Information Technology;
(c) studying the Bachelor of Computer Science program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Computer Science.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean (Academic) EAIT considers similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Brian McGrath Bursary in Civil Engineering
(The Brian McGrath Bursary in Civil Engineering was established in 2017 with a philanthropic gift from the Estate of Brian McGrath. Preference will be given to a student completing a thesis in Coastal Engineering, however, the Bursary is open to all students in Civil Engineering.)
Engineering to apply.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Bursary is to assist a final year student to defray expenses connected in any reasonable manner with an undergraduate thesis in civil engineering whilst undertaking an Approved Program.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules –
   - **Approved Program** includes a Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program
   - **Bursary** means the Brian McGrath Bursary in Civil Engineering
   - **Head** means the Head of School, School of Civil Engineering
   - **Relevant Field** means any field of engineering in the civil engineering discipline

3. **Award and value of bursary**
   (1) One Bursary may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
   (2) The value of the Bursary is $1,000 for one year.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Bursary, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University's Fee Policy;
   (c) is enrolled full-time in the final year of an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
   (d) is enrolled in a thesis course at the time of application;
   (e) is expected to graduate in the year in which the Bursary is awarded, or the semester immediately following; and
   (f) does not hold another scholarship or bursary that the Head considers to be similar.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
      (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
      (b) the Head of Coastal Engineering Research Group, The University of Queensland; and
      (c) a member of the University's academic staff teaching in the Relevant Field.
   (2) The Bursary is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
      (a) proposed professional and/or personal development activity to support the thesis project for field work expenses and/or conference attendance and/or associated travel costs; and
      (b) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
   (3) Preference will be given to an applicant undertaking a thesis in coastal engineering.

Brisbane Homestay Komazawa Bursary
(Established in 1994 and maintained by the income from a fund donated by the Brisbane Homestay and Friendship Association.)

1. The bursary is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Languages and Cultures.
2. The bursary must be used to enable a student of the University who is an Australian Citizen, who has not previously undertaken Japanese language studies in Japan, to attend Komazawa University on the Komstudy Global Experiences program or, if the Global Experiences program is not available, to attend any exchange to Japan.
3. The bursary is open to students who have completed at least #2 of Japanese courses at the University, and will be awarded based on the GPA of Japanese course/s undertaken.
4. The bursary is awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial need. Students must demonstrate in their application how they will benefit from exposure to the language and the cultural exchange.
5. The value of the bursary will not be less than $1,800 but will be limited to the annual income of the fund.

Burnett William Wendorff Memorial Award in Clinical Psychology
(Established in 2015 from a bequest by Eunice Shirley Wendorff in honour of her late husband, UQ alumnus Burnett William Wendorff (BA 1922).)

1. **Purpose**
The scholarship is to enable an Honours graduate to undertake study towards a Masters qualification in Clinical Psychology.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules –
   - **Scholarship** means the Burnett William Wendorff Memorial Award in Clinical Psychology
   - **Head** means the Head of School, School of Psychology
   - **Relevant Program** means the Master of Clinical Psychology program

3. **Value and Award of Scholarship**
   (a) One scholarship may be awarded per year at the discretion of the Head.
   (b) The value of the scholarship shall be equal to the annual income of the endowment fund.

4. **Eligibility for Award**
   An applicant is eligible for the award if the applicant –
5. Selection for Award
(a) Selection for the award will be determined by the Head, in consultation with the Clinical Program Director.
(b) Where possible, the award will alternate each year between a male and female student, except where the commencing cohort contains only one male or female student, in which case the award will be based on merit only.
(c) The award will be determined in August of each academic year based on overall performance in Semester 1 of the relevant program in the following areas:
   (i) overall grade point average of graded courses completed in Semester 1; and
   (ii) overall result in clinical competency assessment in the first placement undertaken in Semester 1; and
   (iii) supervisor report on clinical placement performance in first placement undertaken in Semester 1

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(a) The scholarship shall be tenable for one year.
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

**Approved Program** means the following programs:
- Bachelor of Computer Science;
- Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours);
- Bachelor of Information Technology;
- Bachelor of Information Technology (Honours);
- Bachelor of Science (Computer Science Major);
- Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Computer Science Major); or any dual program including the above programs.

**Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Electrical Engineering.

**Commencing Student** means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.

**PVC(IE)** means Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the Calboonya Legacy Information Technology and Computer Science Scholarship.

### 3. Award and value of scholarship

1. One Scholarship will be awarded each year in accordance with these rules for a period of one year.

2. The value of the Scholarship will be the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

### 4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or will be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) is either –
   (i) a Commencing Student; or
   (ii) a prior recipient of the Scholarship; and;
(e) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

### 5. Selection of award

1. For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program.

2. In addition to the committee members set out in rule 5(1), the PVC(IE) (or nominee) must be invited to form part of the selection committee.

3. The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria-
   (a) evidence of financial need;
   (b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement;
   (c) demonstrated academic ability; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the information technology and/or computer science profession.

4. Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to (in order of priority) –
   (a) previous recipients of the scholarship who continue to face financial hardship;
   (b) a female applicant; and
   (c) an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person.

5. The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

### 6. Conditions for scholarship

1. The recipient may hold the Scholarship subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

2. If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

3. The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Associate Dean.

### 7. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

### Ceridwen Indigenous Scholarship

(Established in 1999 and augmented by gifts from Ceridwen Greenfield and friends.) The scholarship is awarded annually by the Senate on the recommendation of a committee comprising the Head, School of Architecture, the Director, the University’s Aboriginal Environments Research Centre and a representative from the Ceridwen Trust. More than one scholarship may be awarded.

1. The object of the scholarship is to assist students undertaking study or research that will benefit indigenous (Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander) children in Australia.

2. The scholarship is open to –
   (a) undergraduate students in either –
      (i) the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences in the area of Geography, Planning and Environmental Management; or
      (ii) the School of Architecture; and
   (b) postgraduate students in either –
3. In making its recommendation, the committee must consider —
   (a) the academic merit or technical excellence of the applicant and his or her work; and
   (b) the meritorious performance of the applicant or the actual contribution or likely contribution which the applicant has made or is likely to make, either directly or indirectly, to the benefit of indigenous children in Australia.

4. The words 'benefit of indigenous children' must be interpreted broadly and includes undergraduate and postgraduate study and pure and applied research. Examples of beneficial subject areas are indigenous health, education, housing, community planning and design and quality of lifestyle.

5. The value of the scholarship will be at least $3,500 but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

CGC Civil Engineering Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by a gift from Civil Geotechnical Consultants (CGC).)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the CGC Civil Engineering Scholarship is to support students with financial hardship to pursue undergraduate studies in the field of civil engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   
   Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
   
   Approved Engineering Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program or an engineering dual program.
   
   Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two-year period prior to the year of the award.
   
   Head means the Head of School, School of Civil Engineering.
   
   Relevant Field means civil engineering.
   
   Scholarship means the CGC Civil Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award, Duration and Value of Scholarship
   (1) The value of the Scholarship is $7,000 for each year in which it is held.
   (2) The Head may award two Scholarships per year, as tenure becomes vacant.
   (3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of four years.

4. Eligibility for award
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant-
      (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
      (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
      (c) is a Commencing Student enrolled full-time in an Approved Engineering Program;
      (d) can demonstrate financial hardship; and
      (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising-
      (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
      (b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering; and
      (c) up to one representative of CGC, provided that UQ staff are in the majority.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
      (a) demonstrated financial hardship;
      (b) aspirations to study in the Relevant Field, as evidenced by a cover letter within the application;
      (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
      (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.
   (3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference may be given to students who are-
      (a) Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Persons; or/and
      (b) women.
   (4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Additional benefits
   (1) CGC may offer Scholarship recipients opportunities to participate in mentoring and/or work experience.

7. Conditions for Scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient –
      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Engineering Program;
      (b) pursuing a specialisation in the Relevant Field in second year of the Approved Engineering Program, unless UQ permits specialisation in another field;
      (c) passes all courses for which they are enrolled in each semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
      (d) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.
8. Termination of Scholarship
(1) The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head, as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Childers & District Fruit & Vegetable Growers’ Association Scholarship
(Established in 2023 by way of a gift from the Childers & District Fruit and Vegetable Growers’ Association to support coursework students in agriculture-related programs.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support coursework students in agriculture-related programs, with a preference for students majoring in horticulture and students from Childers.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate or postgraduate coursework programs related to agriculture at the School of Agriculture and Food Sustainability.
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University's Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Childers & District Fruit & Vegetable Growers’ Association Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded in a year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held but will be limited to annual income of the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy.
(b) is enrolled, or intends to enrol, full-time or part-time in the Approved Program;
(c) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean (Academic) considers to be similar; and
(d) applies for the Scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria:
(a) strength of personal qualities as evidenced by personal statement included with their application;
(b) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance in either high school or tertiary study to date; and
(c) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who:
(a) are majoring in, or intending to major in, horticulture; or
(b) have lived within 75 kilometres of Childers for at least five consecutive years or for at least 10 years cumulatively.

6. Duration and Conditions for scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for one year and is subject to the recipient:
(a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress each semester; and
(b) continuing to be enrolled part-time or full-time in the Approved Program;
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Clare Atkinson Memorial Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2017 and maintained by gifts from many donors in memory of the dearly missed Clare Atkinson.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support journalism students taking a series of internships with major media organisations. The funding provided by the scholarship will offset the opportunity cost of the student undertaking the internships by providing living assistance during this time.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate Journalism program including dual degree
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Scholarship means the Clare Atkinson Memorial Scholarship
3. **Award and Value of Scholarship**  
   (a) The Senate may award one scholarship in a year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.  
   (b) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000.

4. **Eligibility for Award**  
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –  
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications; and 
   (b) has completed the first year of an Approved Program; and 
   (c) holds a GPA of at least 4.5; and 
   (d) is enrolled full-time in Approved Program; and 
   (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and 
   (f) has not previously received the Scholarship.

5. **Selection of Award**  
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee comprising:  
      (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and  
      (b) one representative from the donor group; and  
      (c) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in the relevant field, with UQ staff comprising the majority.  
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –  
      (a) academic achievement; and  
      (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and  
      (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicants future success in the journalism profession.  
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. **Conditions for Scholarship**  
   (a) The Scholarship is tenable for the duration of the recipients' internship(s) and will be paid upfront in one instalment once the recipient has provided evidence of being accepted for the internship(s).  
   (b) The Scholarship holder must, within 3 months of completing the internship, submit a written report of approximately 1,000 words on their internship experience and the benefits derived from the holding of the Scholarship. In addition, the Associate Dean may require the Scholarship holder to deliver a lecture or seminar.

7. **Deferment**  
   The recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to have their Scholarship deferred for up to one year in exceptional circumstances.

---

**Claud and Kate Delpratt Memorial Scholarship**  
(Established in 2001 and maintained by the income of a gift from Ms Helen Delpratt in memory of her parents Claud and Kate Delpratt.)

1. (1) The object of the Claud and Kate Delpratt Scholarship is to assist indigenous people to undertake study at The University of Queensland (UQ) or The University of Western Australia (UWA) to gain a Doctor of Medicine (MD).  
   (2) Indigenous people means those who satisfy the relevant selection committee for the scholarship that they -  
      (a) are of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent; and  
      (b) regard themselves as Aborigines or Torres Strait Islanders; and  
      (c) are so considered by the community in which they live or have lived.

2. (1) The Scholarship is provided from the income on a gift.  
   (2) The gift and any additions to it are to be held by UQ as the Claud and Kate Delpratt Memorial Scholarship Fund (the fund).  
   (3) The income of the fund is to be used first to maintain the real value of the fund using UQ's customary procedure to achieve that end.  
   (4) The balance of income of the fund is to be used to pay a scholarship alternately to a UQ student or a UWA student.

3. Indigenous people may apply for the scholarship if they are enrolled or seeking to enrol either at UQ or at UWA in the MD programs or in a program taken as a precursor to the MD programs.

4. (1) If, in any year, there is no suitable applicant at the university at which a new award is to be made, but there is a suitable applicant at the other university, the scholarship is to be paid to the student at the other university and the alternation is to restart as if that were the first allocation.  
   (2) If in any year in which a new scholarship is to be paid, there is no suitable applicant for the scholarship at either university, the income from that year is to be added to and form part of the capital of the fund.

5. A new award will not be made until the recipient of the previous award has ceased to receive it.

6. (1) The scholarship is paid subject to the recipient making satisfactory progress and remaining enrolled in the program for which the scholarship is awarded.  
   (2) If the recipient is enrolled in a program as a precursor to seeking enrolment in the MD program, the scholarship is to be paid until the recipient completes the MD program, subject to the recipient making satisfactory progress and remaining enrolled in the program for which the scholarship is awarded.

7. The scholarship will be paid only after the recipient has enrolled.

8. If the recipient becomes ineligible to receive the scholarship within two years of first receiving it, a new award may be made to another student at the same university, but if that student becomes ineligible to receive the scholarship, a new award will be made at the other university and rule 4 will apply.

9. (1) The scholarship is to be awarded at UQ by the Senate and at UWA by the Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health
Sciences, in each case on the advice of the relevant selection committee.

(2) The selection committee for each university must contain a majority of university staff.

(3) At UQ, the selection committee comprises -
   (a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine (as chair), or nominee; and
   (b) Director of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit; and
   (c) other persons appointed by the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, or nominee.

(4) At UWA, the selection committee comprises -
   (a) Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences; and
   (b) Head of the School of Indigenous Studies; and
   (c) Director of the Centre for Aboriginal Medical and Dental Health; and
   (d) other persons appointed by the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences.

(5) Appointments made under rules (3) and (4) must be made in a way that ensures rule (2) is satisfied.

10. Selection is to be based on -
   (a) the candidate’s previous academic results at secondary school and, if applicable, tertiary level; and
   (b) social or economic need.

Clem Jones & E.W. “Ted” Jones Memorial Scholarship

(A trust fund established in 2018 through a generous gift by the Clem Jones Foundation to commemorate the birth and early life in Ipswich of Clem Jones AO, a mathematically inclined surveyor by profession, long-time Lord Mayor of Brisbane and sometime groundkeeper of the Gabba wicket, along with his father, E.W. “Ted” Jones, a teacher at Ipswich Grammar School in the early part of the 1900s.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support students for whom financial support will be meaningful, and who have graduated from an Ipswich high school and are undertaking a program with a significant component of mathematics.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
   Approved Program means a maths, science or engineering related program that has a Significant Component of Mathematics.
   Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
   Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester.
   Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
   Significant Component of Mathematics means either an undergraduate program in mathematics or an undergraduate program with a significant volume of mathematics learning.
   Scholarship means the Clem Jones & E.W. “Ted” Jones Memorial Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded in a year as tenure becomes vacant on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held but will be limited to the annual income of the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:
   (a) is enrolled or will be enrolled in an Approved Program in the year of award;
   (b) is a graduate of Ipswich Grammar School or another high school in the Ipswich Local Government Area;
   (c) can demonstrate evidence of financial need; and
   (d) applies for the Scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean (Academic) must establish a selection committee, comprising:
   (a) the Associate Dean (Academic), or nominee, as chair of the committee
   (b) the Head of School, School of Mathematics and Physics or delegate;
   (c) at least two academic staff members who are teaching in an Approved Program; and
   (d) a representative from the Clem Jones Foundation.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded based on the following criteria:
   (a) strength of personal statement included with their application;
   (b) overall academic performance in their Year 12 (or equivalent) or current tertiary study where applicable;
   (c) proposed benefits gained from financial support; and
   (d) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.
(3) Preference will be given to eligible applicants who are graduates of Ipswich Grammar School and are enrolled in a Bachelor of Mathematics or equivalent.

6. Duration and Conditions for scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved program and is subject to the recipient:
   (a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress each semester; and
   (b) continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean (Academic) to defer or interrupt their Scholarship for up to one year in exceptional circumstances.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct

Clem Jones Sporting Scholarships
(Established in 2000 by the late Dr Clem Jones AO and maintained by an annual donation from The Clem Jones Foundation.)

1. Purpose
The Scholarship is to encourage students with academic ability to complete their intended program at The University of Queensland who can demonstrate the potential to perform at a Sufficiently High Level in their chosen sport.

2. Definitions
Scholarship means the Clem Jones Sporting Scholarship
Head means the Head of School, School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences
Clem Jones Group means Clem Jones Group of Companies
Sufficiently High Level means state or national representative level
Satisfactory Academic Progress means a minimum semester GPA of 4.0.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The Senate may award a number of Scholarships in a year, on the recommendation of the Head after consultation with Clem Jones Group. Where there is an eligible applicant or recipient, at least one Scholarship is to be held by a student nominated by The University of Queensland Cricket Club at any one time.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $6,000 for each year for which it is held.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is an Australian citizen; and
(c) will have at least 3 years (full time equivalent) of their undergraduate program to complete once awarded the Scholarship; and
(d) are, or will be, enrolled on a full-time basis, except in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the committee.

5. Selection of Award
(1) The Scholarship is awarded by Senate on the recommendation of a selection committee comprising –
(a) the Head or nominee (who shall chair the committee); and
(b) the CEO, UQ SPORT or nominee; and
(c) a member of the university’s academic staff appointed by the chair; and
(d) a representative from the Clem Jones Group or nominee;
(e) other representatives as may be determined by the chair with UQ staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to applicant(s) who, in the opinion of the selection committee, shows the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) evidence of financial need; and
(b) sporting achievements to date; and
(c) potential to perform in their chosen sport at a Sufficiently High Level; and
(d) any other information that the selection committee considers relevant.

6. Payment of Scholarships
(1) In the first year of the Scholarship $1,000 will be paid prior to census in the first semester, to help offset start-up costs. The remaining balance will be paid in two equal instalments after census date in semester 1 and semester 2.
(2) In years 2 and 3, the Scholarship will be paid in two equal instalments after census date in semester 1 and semester 2.

7. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for up to 3 years subject to the recipient -
(a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
(b) continuing to be enrolled as a full-time student or as a part-time student where approved by the Head; and
(c) continuing to perform in their sport at a Sufficiently High Level as evidenced by a report on their sporting accomplishments each semester submitted to the CEO, UQ Sport; and
(d) be able to provide documentary evidence of continued financial need; and
(e) where a recipient has been awarded a cricket Scholarship, that the recipient maintain membership at the UQ Cricket Club.
(2) Recipients who fail to meet 7(1) will be required to show cause to the Head why their Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Interruption of Scholarship
Recipients may apply to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of four semesters during the tenure of their Scholarship in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Head.

Clyde and Norma Spearritt Scholarship
(Established in 2021 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative through gifts by the family of Clyde and Norma Spearritt in honour of their lifelong commitments to education.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking Bachelor of Education (Primary) studies at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.
2. Definitions

Approved Program means Bachelor of Education (Primary) or Bachelor of Education (Primary) (Honours).

Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.

Head means Head of School, School of Education.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means the Clyde and Norma Spearritt Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship

(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant on recommendation of the Head.

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled, or intends to enrol, as a Commencing Student in an Approved Program in the year of award; and
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -

(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) an academic representative from the School of Education; and
(c) an active current teacher as selected by the Head, with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria (in order of importance) -

(a) demonstrated financial hardship;
(b) a commitment to education;
(c) academic capability and future academic potential, as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
(d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient -

(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Head.

7. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship –

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Cole Lawson Communications Scholarship

(The Scholarship was established in 2009 and is maintained by an annual gift from Cole Lawson Communications Pty Ltd.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to support a student entering their final year in the Bachelor of Communication program in the field of public relations.

2. Definitions

In these Rules –

Scholarship means the Cole Lawson Communications Scholarship.

Cole Lawson means Cole Lawson Communications Pty Ltd.

Head means the Head of School, School of Communication and Arts.

Relevant Field means the field of public relations.

3. Award and Value of the Scholarship

(1) Senate may award one Scholarship each year, on the recommendation of the Head.

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be determined annually by the selection committee, in consultation with Cole Lawson, and will be at least $3,000.

4. Additional benefits

Cole Lawson may offer the recipient of a Scholarship a vacation internship at any Cole Lawson site for any period during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by Cole Lawson in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) has successfully completed COMU1052, COMU1152 and #4 COMU-coded courses at level 2 or higher.
(c) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
6. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a representative of Cole Lawson; and
(c) one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in the relevant field.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Relevant Field; and
(b) the strength of the interest and commitment that the applicant demonstrates in pursuing a career in public relations or communication; and
(c) high level of skill in writing that the applicant demonstrates in a paper of no more than 1000 words on the topic chosen by Cole Lawson for the year; and
(d) the applicant's motivation and other personal qualities including leadership potential; and
(e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in a public relations or communication profession.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Scholarship for Engineering
(The Scholarship was established in 2016 by an annual gift by ConocoPhillips Australia Operations Pty Ltd previously ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students who are studying engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
ConocoPhillips means ConocoPhillips Australia Operations Pty Ltd
Scholarship means the ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Scholarship for Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $10,000

4. Additional benefits
ConocoPhillips may offer the recipient one or more of the following opportunities –
(a) career mentoring;
(b) ambassadorial roles;
(c) vacation employment at any ConocoPhillips site for any period during which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by ConocoPhillips in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) has completed at least 12 units at The University of Queensland, but not more than 27 units towards an Approved Program; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) one representative from ConocoPhillips; and
(c) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering, with University staff comprising the majority
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program;
(b) understanding of and alignment with ConocoPhillips’ SPIRIT values;
(c) strength of interest in pursuing a career in the energy industry, and, in particular, in the chemical engineering or electrical engineering or mechanical engineering or mechatronic engineering professions;
(d) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) Preference may be given to students in the areas of chemical, electrical, mechanical or mechatronic engineering disciplines.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient shall hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to:
(a) maintaining full-time enrolment in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving a minimum GPA of at least 5 in the first semester of study in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
8. Termination of scholarship

The University will terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Constantine Aspromourgos Memorial Scholarship for Greek Studies
(The scholarship was established in 1994 in memory of Constantine Aspromourgos and is maintained from a fund donated by his wife, Patricia Phyllis Aspromourgos.)

1. Definitions
In these Rules –
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
scholarship means the Constantine Aspromourgos Memorial Scholarship for Greek Studies.

2. Scholarship
One scholarship may be awarded each year by Senate on the recommendation of the Executive Dean as a representative of the relevant selection committee established under subrule 3.1.

Note: The value of the scholarship is approximately equal to the annual income from the fund for the scholarship for a year. See Senate Rule - Financial Awards, rule ii.

3. Selection process
3.1 For the selection process for a year, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Executive Dean, as chair of the committee; and
(b) 2 other academics, each of whom has expertise in a relevant discipline.
3.2 An application for a scholarship for the year must be lodged with the Executive Dean by the date set by the Executive Dean.
3.3 A student is an eligible applicant for the award of the scholarship in the year, if the student
(a) has a bachelor's or a master's degree; and
(b) submits an application for the scholarship in accordance with subrule 3.2; and
(c) either:
(i) is undertaking a postgraduate study program involving studies that relate to at least one area of Greek studies (ancient, Byzantine or modern) in language, culture, literature, history, archaeology, society, religion, economics, politics or geography (a Greek studies program) as a student of the university; or
(ii) is a graduate of the university who is undertaking a Greek studies program that is acceptable to the committee, as a student of another university.
3.4 The selection committee must rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant-
(a) the standard of the applicant's academic achievement to date; and
(b) the suitability of the program to be undertaken.
3.5 Rule 3.6 applies if the selection committee is satisfied that at least one eligible applicant is of sufficient merit to warrant the award of the scholarship.
3.6 The selection committee must recommend that the scholarship be awarded to the eligible applicant with the highest ranking.

4. Period for which scholarship may be held
A scholarship is held by the recipient of the scholarship for 1 year.

5. Delegations
The Executive Dean may, in writing, delegate to another person the functions and powers under these rules (other than this rule).

Cornelis Frederiks Scholarship in Accounting
(Established in 2019 by the Frederiks Foundation.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a financially disadvantaged student studying accounting at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Commerce or Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) with a declared major in Accounting, including duals with the Approved Programs.
Head means the Academic Dean and Head, School of Business.
Scholarship means the Cornelis Frederiks Scholarship in Accounting.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship will be $5,000.
(2) The University may award up to one Scholarship per year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(c) can demonstrate financial disadvantage; and
5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) a member of the academic staff from the Accounting discipline; and
(c) a representative of the Frederiks Foundation or nominee, with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) academic achievement; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the accounting profession.

(3) Applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time student in the Approved Program that they were enrolled in at the time of award; and
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 4 in the first semester of study in which the Scholarship is held.

(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

CRRC Merit Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an annual gift from CRRC Group Co., Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious third year undergraduate students studying engineering, computing, design or architecture at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or the integrated engineering program, or the Bachelor of Computer Science or the Bachelor of Information Technology or the Bachelor of Architectural Design or the Bachelor of Design or a dual program in any one of these programs.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Relevant Field means for the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the integrated engineering program any field in the following engineering disciplines:
(a) Chemical Engineering
(b) Electrical Engineering
(c) Mechanical Engineering
(d) Mechatronic Engineering
Scholarship means the CRRC Merit Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to four Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full time in an Approved Program and where applicable, in a Relevant Field;
(c) has completed at least 28 units but less than 43 towards an Approved Program;
(d) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean, must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) up to one representative of CRRC Group, with university staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession.

(3) In the year of award, Scholarships will not be awarded to more than one applicant in the same Approved Program and where applicable, in the same Relevant Field.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
7. Termination of Scholarship
The university may terminate the Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Cynthia Burnett Travel Scholarship
(Established in 2018 by Cynthia Burnett to foster learning of multiple European languages.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist meritorious students of European languages other than English at UQ to improve their language proficiency through an in-country experience.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. Head means the Head, School of Languages and Cultures.
Scholarship means the Cynthia Burnett Travel Scholarship.
Target Language means a European language other than English.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The Senate may award a number of Scholarships each year, on the recommendation of the Head of School, after consultation with the donor.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500 but limited to the distribution of the fund.

4. Eligibility for Award
The Scholarship is open to students who –
(a) are domestic students in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(b) have completed at least #8 across two Target Languages; and
(c) do not hold another comparable scholarship; and
(d) do not previously held the Scholarship; and
(e) submit the application to the Head by the closing date for applications; and
(f) have been accepted into the UQ Abroad Program at a host university in a country where one of their Target Languages is predominantly spoken.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head of the School, must establish a selection committee comprising -
(a) the Head or nominee; and
(b) two other members of academic staff at the School of Languages and Cultures with committee members focusing on different languages as their primary area of teaching and/or research.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded, at the discretion of the selection committee to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) evidence of financial need; and
(b) academic achievement in their Target Languages; and
(c) a demonstrated commitment to achieving fluency in these languages; and
(d) a written explanation of how the scholarship will further their proficiency in a Target Language.
(3) Preference will be given to applicants in the following order:
(a) applicants who intend to study one of their Target Languages as part of their UQ Abroad Program;
(b) applicants who have completed more than #10 units across two Target Languages.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for one year and will be paid upfront in one instalment, subject to the recipient –
(a) providing confirmation of acceptance at a host university; and
(b) providing a copy of the approved study plan letter from their Faculty; and
(c) providing evidence of an airline receipt; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean deems similar.
(2) The recipient must commence the approved UQ Study Abroad program within 12 months of being paid. If the recipient fails to do so, they will be expected to return the funds received to the Scholarship fund.
(3) The Scholarship can be deferred in exceptional circumstances for a maximum duration of 12 months with the approval of the Associate Dean.
(4) Within 1 month of completing their UQ Study Abroad program and expending the funds from the Scholarship the recipient must submit to the School of Languages and Cultures a statement or no more than 1000 words describing –
(a) the impact of the study abroad program on the recipient’s language proficiency; and
(b) what expenses the Scholarship was used for in whole or in part and how that benefitted the recipient’s learning; and
(c) their plans for future study and application of their Target Languages.

Daniel Walker McLeod Bursary
(Established in 1963 by a gift of $4000 by Miss J.A. McLeod, Mrs E.M. Stitt, and Miss G.E. McLeod in memory of their brother Daniel Walker McLeod, grazier, of Glen Alvon, Rosewood, who died on 7 October 1962.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students undertaking postgraduate studies in the field of veterinary science.
2. Definitions
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Daniel Walker McLeod Bursary

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship will not be less than $1,000 but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(2) The Scholarship may be awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
(a) Applies for the Scholarship by the closing date for applications; and
(b) Is a student enrolled in one of the following programs in the field of veterinary science:
   (i) BSc(Hons) – Gatton, Animal & Veterinary Bioscience (managed by the School of Veterinary Science)
   (ii) BVetTech(Hons)
   (iii) A Masters program in Veterinary Science; or
   (iv) A Doctor of Philosophy in Veterinary Science
   (v) A Doctor of Veterinary Clinical Science

5. Selection Process
The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic proficiency and demonstrated financial need.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
The Scholarship is tenable for the period of one year.

David Dunlop Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative in honour of David Dunlop, a graduate of The University of Queensland and respected member of the dental profession. The Scholarship will be maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The Scholarship is to support a first year undergraduate student facing financial hardship to study in the discipline of dentistry.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate program in the discipline of dentistry.
Head means the Head of School, School of Dentistry.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University's Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the David Dunlop Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded per year on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(c) is enrolled, or intends to enrol, in the first year of an Approved Program.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least two academic staff from the School of Dentistry.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
   (a) evidence of financial need;
   (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
   (c) strength of the applicant’s personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship funds will assist completion of the student’s program; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the dental profession.
(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Denis J. Murphy Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1990 in memory of the late Denis Joseph Murphy, a past Reader in History at The University of Queensland and
1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students intending to undertake research into the history of labour, the labour movement, or the Labor Party, in Australia.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –

- **Approved Program** means any program at The University of Queensland where a recipient could undertake research into the history of labour, the labour movement, or the Labor Party, in Australia.
- **Associate Dean** means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
- **Dean** means Dean, Medical School.
- **Named Scholarship** means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
- **Scholarship** means the Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships including a Named Scholarship as the context requires.
- **University** means The University of Queensland.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $6,500 (or more).

4. **Eligibility for award**
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate academic achievement;
(b) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.

5. **Selection of award**
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least two academic representatives from the history discipline.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic capability and future academic potential;
(b) apparent level of interest in researching the history of labour, the labour movement, or the Labor Party, in Australia; and
(c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. **Termination of scholarship**
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

---

**Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships**
(The Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships were established in 2024.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarships is to enable students to undertake a research project as part of the requirements for the MD-MPhil or MD-PhD programs.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –

- **Approved Program** means the Intercalated MD/PhD program or Intercalated MD/MPhil program.
- **Dean** means Dean, Medical School.
- **Named Scholarship** means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure and the Doctor of Medicine Program Rules.
- **Scholarship** means the Doctor of Medicine Research Scholarships including a Named Scholarship as the context requires.
- **University** means The University of Queensland.

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $4,500 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean (or nominee); and
(b) at least two academic staff members from the Faculty of Medicine.
4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is enrolled in the Approved Program.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement;
   (b) the quality of the proposed research; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) A recipient may hold a Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers similar.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
Recipients may apply to the Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to one year in exceptional circumstances only, except where a contrary rule exists for a Named Scholarship in Addendum 1.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

8. Named Scholarships – Interpretation
If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (7) above, the specific rule in the Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.

Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Named Scholarships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Nathaniel Robertson Scholarship</td>
<td>Founded in 1984 by a bequest of $10,000 under the will of Clara Joan Roe, in memory of her father, William Nathaniel Robertson, Vice-Chancellor of the University 1926-1938.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the William Nathaniel Robertson Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) Up to two scholarships may be awarded. (2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $5,000 for one year.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas H.K. Lee Family Scholarship</td>
<td>Founded in 1987 by a series of gifts from Dr D. H. K. Lee, Foundation Professor of Physiology at this University.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Douglas H.K. Lee Family Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $5,000 for one year.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Doris Camp Scholarship
(Established in 1990 and maintained from a bequest of $8,000 made by the late Doris Edna Camp.)

1. The scholarship will be awarded by Senate as tenure becomes vacant.
2. The scholarship is open to females who, having completed grade 12 at a Townsville secondary school in the year preceding the award, give an undertaking to enrol in a program at any university or university college within Queensland.
3. The scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic merit, provided that if 2 or more people are, in the opinion of the Academic Registrar, equally qualified, the President of the Academic Board, in the presence of the Academic Registrar and one other member of Senate, draw lots to determine the scholarship holder.
4. The scholarship is tenable for the duration of the program for which the recipient first enrolls, subject to maintaining a GPA of 4 each semester.

Downing Brothers Bursary
(Established by a bequest of $3,000 by William Downing who died on 25 November 1958.)
1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Bursary is to support high achieving students in the third year of the Bachelor of Agricultural Science program.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –
- **Associate Dean (Academic)** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
- **Bursary** means the Downing Brothers Bursary
- **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Agricultural Science.

3. **Award and Value of Bursary**
   (1) One Bursary will be awarded in a year, on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
   (2) The value of the Bursary is at least $500 but limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   (1) A student is eligible for the Bursary if in the year of award, the student is enrolled full-time in the third year of an Approved Program.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) The Bursary is awarded to the student who shows greatest merit determined by -
      (a) academic achievement in the Approved Program to date; and
      (b) other evidence considered relevant by the Associate Dean (Academic) to the future success by the student in the agriculture, agronomy, or related industries.

6. **Payment of Bursary**
   Payment will be made in full after census date in the semester of award.

D.P. Singhal Travel Grant
(Established in 1995 from a fund that includes a bequest of $25,000 to the University under the will of the late Professor D.P. Singhal, who taught Indian History at the University for 25 years, and donations from friends and colleagues of Professor Singhal to commemorate his contribution to the intellectual life of the University in ways reflecting his scholarly interests.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Grant is to enable a student from The University of Queensland to travel to India to engage in research related to Indian history, culture or religion or language study related to research activities, for a maximum period of 6 months.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –
- **Head** means the Head of School, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
- **Associate Dean** means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
- **Approved Program** means any program administered by the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry where a recipient could undertake research into Indian history, culture, language, religion or philosophy.
- **Grant** means the D.P. Singhal Travel Grant.

3. **Award and value of the Grant**
The Grant is to be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Head.
The amount of the Grant will be at least $10,000.

4. **Eligibility for award**
An applicant is eligible for the Grant, if the applicant –
   a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   b) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
   c) does not hold another travel scholarship or grant;
   d) has not previously held the Grant; and
   e) submits a personal statement as outlined at paragraph 5(2)(b) below.

5. **Selection of award**
1. For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   b) two academic representatives, one of whom has expertise in the research area.
2. The Grant will be awarded based on the following criteria –
   a) academic capability and future academic potential;
   b) demonstrated level of interest in researching Indian history, culture or religion as evidenced by personal statement included in the application;
   c) strength of the proposed research project in India; and
   d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. **Conditions for the Grant**
1. The Grant will be paid upfront in one instalment on submission of documentation to support travel arrangements and within three months of intended departure date.
2. The recipient may apply to defer the Grant for a maximum period of 12 months, and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

Dr Helen Row-Zonta Rural Health Scholarship in Medicine
1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to enable a female Doctor of Medicine students in financial need who are undertaking studies in rural areas to pursue a career in medicine in a rural area.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Doctor of Medicine
Dean means Dean, Medical School
Rural or Regional Area means areas classified as –
Remoteness Area 2 (RA2)
Remoteness Area 3 (RA3)
Remoteness Area 4 (RA4)
Remoteness Area 5 (RA5)
Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS -RA).
Scholarship means the Dr Helen Row-Zonta Rural Health Scholarship (in Medicine).

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $3,500 but limited to the annual distribution of the fund, and the recipient will be provided a certificate.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a woman;
(c) is a Year 4 student;
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(e) is undertaking placements at a health site in a Rural or Regional Area for a second consecutive year;
(f) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
(g) can provide documentary evidence of financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
(b) the Director of the Rural Clinical Schools of the Medical School, or nominee
(c) one further member drawn from the academic staff at a health site in a Rural or Regional Area.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) financial need;
(b) strength of interest in pursuing a career in medicine in a Rural or Regional Area as demonstrated by a personal statement in the application; and
(c) any other matters that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Approved Program.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid in one instalment after census date in the semester of award, subject to the recipient –
(a) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers similar.

Dr Mike Sargent Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by an annual gift from Dr Bobbie Sutton and Associate Professor Peter Sutton).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support engineering students at The University of Queensland with a demonstrated interest in entrepreneurship and/or innovation.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture, and Information Technology.
Scholarship means the Dr Mike Sargent Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time and has completed the required number of units towards an Approved Program as specified in
Addendum 1;
(d) has achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 5.0 towards the Approved Program; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) demonstrated interest in entrepreneurship and/or innovation, possibly through co-curricular and/or extracurricular activities as evidenced in the application;
(b) strength of personal qualities, including leadership potential as evidenced by the application; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success at UQ and in their subsequent career.
(3) Preference may be given to applicants who have not previously received the Scholarship.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid in one instalment after Semester census date, subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in the Approved Program.

Duncan McNaughton Scholarship
(Founded in 1931 by gifts under the will of Duncan McNaughton, of Roma, by which the University received $5840 in 1931, $412 in 1936 and $3060 in 1950.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support students undertaking further Honours study.

2. Definitions
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Duncan McNaughton Scholarship

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The scholarship is approximately half of the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) A student is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the student has either:
(a) completed the Bachelor of Science or the first three years of the Bachelor of Biotechnology program and enrolled in the relevant program with honours in the Faculty of Science; or
(b) (i) enrolled in the Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) program and completed Part A of the program;
(ii) and has been approved for entry into Honours

5. Selection of award
The scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic achievement over all courses undertaken to date in one of the programs listed in paragraph 4(a) or 4(b). In the case where courses additional to the requirements have been completed, the Associate Dean (Academic) may determine which courses are taken into consideration for the award.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year and is subject to the recipient enrolling to complete the honours program in the year of the award.
(2) The scholarship may be cancelled if, in the opinion of the Associate Dean (Academic), -
(a) The recipient fails or ceases to pursue the honours program; or
(b) The recipient is not making satisfactory academic progress.

Edwin Munro Scholarship in Agricultural Science
(Founded in 1941 by the gift of $5,000 from Mr Edwin Munro.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support high achieving students undertaking the first year of study in a postgraduate science program following earlier completion of the undergraduate agricultural science program.

2. Definitions
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Edwin Munro Scholarship in Agricultural Science

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The scholarship is the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
(a) has previously completed an undergraduate Agricultural Science program with honours; and
(b) is enrolled in the first year of a postgraduate program administered by the Faculty of Science.
5. **Selection of award**  
   (1) The scholarship is awarded to the student who achieves the highest overall marks in the undergraduate Agricultural Science program with honours.  
   (2) In making the recommendation, the Associate Dean (Academic) may take into account any other income that the recipient will receive from any other scholarship.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**  
The scholarship is tenable for one year.

**EJ Fisher Scholarship**  
(Established in 2020 as part of the Create Change Scholarship Match Scheme and in collaboration with Alumni Friends, Dr Catherine A Lawrence and Mr Geoff Lawrence have agreed to establish the EJ Fisher Undergraduate Scholarship at The University of Queensland to support domestic students accepted into the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honours program who are facing financial hardship.)

1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students enrolled in the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honours at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. **Definitions**  
   In these rules –  
   - **Head** means the Head of the School of Economics.  
   - **Scholarship** means the EJ Fisher Scholarship.  
   - **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**  
   (1) Up to one Scholarship may be awarded on the recommendation of the Head as tenure becomes vacant.  
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is at least $4,500 but limited to the value of the annual distribution of the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**  
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:  
   (a) is enrolled or intends to enrol, full-time in the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honours; and  
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and  
   (c) has submitted an application to the Head by the closing date for applications; and  
   (d) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. **Selection of award**  
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising:  
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the selection committee;  
   (b) two academics teaching Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honours.  
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by -  
   (a) financial hardship;  
   (b) academic achievement;  
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**  
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to a maximum of four years, subject to the recipient:  
   (a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held  
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.  
   (3) A recipient may apply to the Head to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. **Termination of Scholarship**  
The University may terminate a Scholarship:  
   (a) if the recipient does not comply with the Scholarship conditions in rule 6(1);  
   (b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

**Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Scholarships**

1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the Scholarships is to encourage and assist first year students studying in the areas of engineering and computer science.

2. **Definitions**  
   In these Rules  
   - **Approved Program** means any of the following programs at The University of Queensland –  
   (a) Bachelor of Information Technology  
   (b) Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)  
   (c) Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering  
   (d) Bachelor of Computer Science  
   and includes a dual program which includes any of the above programs.  
   - **Head** means the Head of School, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.  
   - **Relevant Field** means any of the following disciplines in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) programs –
(a) Electrical Engineering
(b) Mechatronic Engineering
(c) Software Engineering

Scholarship means the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Scholarships.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) A number of scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) At least 60% of the Scholarships available in a year will be awarded to students who are domestic students in accordance with the University’s Student Fee Policy.
(3) The value of the Scholarship is $3,000 for one year.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if –
(a) the applicant submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) the applicant is either –
   (i) a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; or
   (ii) an international student who has completed Years 11 and 12 in Australia; and
(c) in the two years immediately before the award, the applicant completed Year 12 (or overseas equivalent); and
(d) the applicant enrols in an Approved Program and, where applicable, in one of the Relevant Fields, in the year of the award, or after an approved deferment of one year; and
(e) the applicant does not hold a scholarship that the Head deems similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in one of the Approved Programs.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in secondary school studies; and
   (b) an interest in studying engineering or computer science, as evidenced by a cover letter, short personal statement and a resume; and
   (c) personal qualities, including leadership skills and extra-curricular activities; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering or computer science profession.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) enrolling in courses approved by the Head; and
   (c) achieving a GPA of at least 5 for their first semester of study.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the student must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by the Friends of Antiquity and the Alumni Friends Society under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative in memory of Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM, the Scholarship is maintained by income generated from the Endowment. Alumni Friends dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni. The Friends of Antiquity was established in 1988 as a special interest group to support the study of Classics and Ancient History at UQ. In June 2020 Alumni Friends became a UQ Giving Society, following the closure of the Incorporated Association. The Alumni Friends, members of the Friends of Antiquity as well as other friends of Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM agreed to donate funds to establish the Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students studying classics and ancient history in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, who are facing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences including duals programs at The University of Queensland.
Head of School means the Head of School, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin or Classical Languages.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Emeritus Professor RD Milns AM Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Head of School for a period of one year.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be the annual distribution of the fund and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) has completed at least one-year full-time equivalent of undergraduate study;
(c) submits an application to the Head of School, by the closing date for applications; and
(d) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field.
5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head of School must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head of School, or nominee, as chair;
(b) the Discipline Convenor of Ancient History or nominee; and
(c) an additional academic representative from the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) academic capability and future academic potential as demonstrated through performance in courses relating to a
Relevant Field; and
(c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6 (2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Emeritus Professor Robin Powell Coursework Scholarship
(Established in 2023 through a gift from Dr Peter Clark Ryan and fellow donors, together with Alumni Friends of The University of
Queensland under the Queensland Commitment Scholarship Match Initiative. The Scholarship honours Emeritus Professor Robin
Powell. The late Emeritus Professor Powell made a significant and lasting contribution to the development of periodontology and is
arguably one of the most influential academics in the history of the UQ School of Dentistry. The Scholarship will be maintained by
income generated from an endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support a student who is studying dentistry and is experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means either the 4th or 5th year of the Bachelor of Dental Science (Honours) or 3rd or 4th year of Doctor of
Dental Medicine.
Head means the Head of School, School of Dentistry.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s
Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Emeritus Professor Robin Powell Coursework Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the
fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising
–
(a) the Head (or nominee); and
(b) at least two academic staff members from the School of Dentistry.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(c) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on evidence of financial hardship.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who can demonstrate an interest in
periodontics.
(4) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
EM Solutions Engineering Scholarship
(The EM Solutions Engineering Scholarship was established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support engineering undergraduate students studying at The University of Queensland, who are facing financial hardship. Preference will be given to students studying in any field of the electrical engineering discipline.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means an undergraduate student in any of the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the EM Solutions Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be approximately equal to the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy; and
(e) has completed at least 12 units but less than 27 units towards an Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one representative of EM Solutions; and
(c) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) Preference will be given to a student studying in any field within the electrical engineering discipline.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to three years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Endowed Dr J & Dr M Fulcher Scholarship in Law
(Established in 2015 and maintained by the income of an endowment fund supported by donations from Jonathan and Michele Fulcher.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide support for academically qualified Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander law students who have experienced financial disadvantage, and in the absence of any qualified candidate, for other Australian law students who have experienced such disadvantage.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) program or an associated dual degree program and any postgraduate coursework program administered by the School of Law.
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common
seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

**Head** means Academic Dean and Head, School of Law.

**PVC(IE)** means Pro Vice Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the Endowed Dr J & Dr M Fulcher Scholarship in Law.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**

   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year, on the recommendation of the Head.

   (2) The value of the Scholarship is to be determined annually by the selection committee, but will be limited by the annual income available from the endowment fund.

   (3) The value of the Scholarship will not be less than $2,250.

4. **Eligibility for award**

   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –

   (a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications;

   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;

   (c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the year the Scholarship is to be awarded;

   (d) can provide documentary evidence of financial disadvantage; and

   (e) does not hold another scholarship that the selection committee considers to be similar.

5. **Selection of award**

   (1) The scholarship will be awarded annually by the Head in consultation with a selection committee comprising -

      (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;

      (b) a minimum of two academic staff members from the School of Law as nominated by the Head;

      (c) Jonathan and Michele Fulcher, or nominee; and

      (d) if there is an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander applicant, the PVC(IE), or nominee; with university staff comprising the majority.

   (2) The committee may decide to interview short-listed candidates.

   (3) The Scholarship must be awarded to an eligible Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander applicant but in the absence of such an applicant, may be awarded to another eligible candidate. It is noted that the School of Law will work with the Office of the PVC(IE) to seek applications from Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander applicants.

   (4) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take the following factors into account -

      (a) academic achievements in previous studies;

      (b) demonstrated financial disadvantage;

      (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and

      (d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**

   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient:

      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and

      (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.

   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

   (3) Previous recipients may reapply in subsequent years.

7. **Termination of scholarship**

   The University may terminate a Scholarship –

   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6; or

   (b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

**Engineering Futures Scholarship**

(The Scholarship was established in 2023 under The Queensland Commitment match, through a generous gift by an anonymous donor who wishes to support engineering students facing financial disadvantage. The Scholarship is maintained by income generated from the underlying endowment fund.)

1. **Purpose**

   The purpose of this Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students wishing to study engineering at UQ, who are experiencing financial disadvantage.

2. **Definition**

   In these rules –

   **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program, or an engineering dual program.

   **Commencing Student** means a student who has not completed any prior tertiary study at a bachelor level or above, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two-year period prior to the year of the award.

   **Associate Dean** means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

   **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

   **Scholarship** means the Engineering Futures Scholarship.

   **UQ** means The University of Queensland.

3. **Award and value of Scholarship**

   (1) The Associate Dean will determine the number and value of Scholarships to be awarded in a year, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time as a Commencing Student in an Approved Program; and
(d) can demonstrate financial disadvantage.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) at least one other representative as may be determined from time to time by the Chair, with UQ staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded, at the discretion of the selection committee to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) evidence of financial disadvantage;
(b) personal qualities including strength of interest in pursuing a career in engineering; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Approved Program.

(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for award
(1) The recipient may hold other scholarships concurrently with this Scholarship, subject to the total combined value of all UQ scholarships not exceeding $30,000 per year.

(2) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration of their studies, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(2) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

8. Termination of Scholarship
UQ may end the Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean, as provided for in rule 6(3);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study without approval from the Associate Dean; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

E.O.H Handy Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1995 by a bequest under the will of Maisie Elizabeth Handy in memory of her late husband E.O.H. Handy.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to provide assistance to two Australia Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people of Queensland to attend The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

Scholarship means the E.O.H. Handy Memorial Scholarship.

3. Award and value of the Scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the President of the Academic Board after consultation with the Director of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit.

(2) The value of each Scholarship is $500 for one year.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and
(b) is enrolled in a program at The University of Queensland.

5. Selection of Award
In making the recommendation, the President takes into account –
(a) the academic merit or technical excellence of the applicant;
(b) any other scholarship, bursary, award or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled; and
(c) social and economic need.

Eric Joseph & Kathleen Anne Barbach Bursary
(Established in 2023 and maintained by an annual gift from an endowment established within the Perpetual Foundation in the memory of Eric Joseph and Kathleen Anne Barbach).
1. Purpose
The purpose of the bursary is to support a scholarship for a promising penultimate year student, displaying academic excellence in an engineering discipline administered by the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.

2. Definition
In these rules –
Approved Program means Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering program, or a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture, and Information Technology.
Head means Head of School, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
Relevant Field means any discipline associated with the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
Scholarship means the Eric Joseph and Kathleen Barbach Bursary.

3. Award, value and tenure of Scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is expected to be $10,000 (or more) but will be limited to the annual distribution from the underlying endowment fund.
(3) The Scholarship is tenable for one year, subject to the conditions set out in these scholarship rules and any agreed extension under rule 6(4).

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full time in an Approved Program, in a Relevant Field;
(c) has completed the number of units towards the Approved Program within the range specified in Addendum 1;
(d) has achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 4.5 during the first two years of the program; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program;
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program;
(b) strength of personal and leadership qualities as evidenced by application; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient must:
(a) continue to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintain a cumulative GPA of at least 4.5; and
(c) not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.
(4) The Scholarship may be extended for a further period of one year, subject to availability of funding and the approval of the selection committee.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean, as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Ethos Orthodontics Graduate Scholarship
(Established in 2023 through a generous gift from Ethos Orthodontics to support final year Doctor of Clinical Dentistry (Orthodontics) students.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support final year students undertaking an orthodontics field of study within the Doctor of Clinical Dentistry program. The Donor is pleased to award a Scholarship to each final year student undertaking this field of study.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Doctor of Clinical Dentistry.
Head means the Head of School, School of Dentistry.
Relevant Field means orthodontics.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Ethos Orthodontics Graduate Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $20,000 for each year that it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head.
4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
A student is eligible for the Scholarship if the student is enrolled full-time in the final year of the Approved Program in the Relevant Field, for the first time.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
Recipients may apply to the Head to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of two semesters in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
   (b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

EY Energy Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2013 and is maintained by an annual gift from Ernst and Young.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist meritorious students in the final stages of an electrical engineering program.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
   Approved Program means any single, dual or integrated engineering program.
   Head means the Head of School, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
   Relevant Field means any field of engineering in the electrical engineering discipline.
   Scholarship means the EY Energy Scholarship.

3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship is $7,500 for one year.
(2) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Additional benefits
EY may offer the recipient of a Scholarship any of the following opportunities -
   (a) thesis mentoring;
   (b) an ambassadorial role;
   (c) vacation employment at any EY site for any period during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by EY in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; and
   (c) has completed at least 32 units and less than 48 units towards an approved undergraduate program at the time of application; and
   (d) does not hold a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar; and
   (e) is enrolled full time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field in the year of the application.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising-
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one representative of EY; and
   (c) academic staff members who are currently teaching in the Relevant Field, with university staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by -
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (b) strength of interest that the applicant demonstrates in completing at least one period of vacation employment at EY; and
   (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient -
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (b) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers similar; and
   (c) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (d) achieving a GPA of at least 5 each semester of study; and
   (e) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing an ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology Bursary
(The Bursary was established in 2009 and is to be maintained by funds from the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Bursary is to support meritorious students who have made significant progress in relation to the completion of an undergraduate degree program provided by the Faculty but, because of a significant change in their financial circumstances or the financial circumstances of a member of their immediate family, may be unable to complete the program without some financial assistance.

2. Definitions
In these rules—
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, or nominee.
Bursary means the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology Bursary. Executive Dean means the Executive Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, or nominee.
Approved Program means any undergraduate program that is owned by the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology or a dual program that includes an undergraduate program owned by the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

3. Award and value of Bursaries
(1) Up to 2 bursaries may be awarded in a year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Bursary will be determined annually by the Executive Dean.
(3) The maximum value of each Bursary is $6,000 for a year.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Bursary if the applicant—
(a) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) has completed at least 50% of the courses for the Approved Program;
(c) submits an application by the due date;
(d) includes documentary evidence of financial hardship as a result of an unexpected change in financial circumstances; and
(e) does not hold a university qualification

5. Selection process
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising—
(a) the Associate Dean, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the relevant Head of School/s within the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(2) The Bursary will be awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by—
(a) academic achievements in the Approved Program;
(b) the applicant’s potential to successfully complete the requirements of the Approved Program;
(c) documentary evidence of financial hardship; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success.

6. Conditions of Bursary
(1) A recipient may hold the Bursary for one year, subject to the recipient—
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the program in which the recipient was enrolled when the Bursary was awarded; and
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress by passing all courses.
(2) A recipient who fails to satisfy subrule 6(1) must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Bursary should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Bursary
The University may terminate a Bursary—
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

FitzGerald Scholarship
(Founded in 2018 by a gift from Dr Vince FitzGerald AO, the FitzGerals Scholarship is maintained by an endowment fund which is open to further gifts.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and reward the study of Applied Economics and Econometrics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules—
Head means the Head of School, School of Economics.
Scholarship means the FitzGerald Scholarship.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Economics (Honours).
Relevant Field means the Econometrics field of study.
Specified Courses means ECON2010, ECON2020, ECON2030, ECON2040, ECON2050, ECON2105, ECON2300, ECON3010, ECON3020, ECON3330 and ECON3350 or ECON3360.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) The Senate may award one Scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be determined each year by the Head but will be at least $10,000.
4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible to be considered for the award of a Scholarship in a year, if the applicant -
(a) intends to enrol full-time in the Approved Program and Relevant Field; and
(b) has completed the Bachelor of Economics from UQ with a major in Economics and Public Policy or Quantitative Analysis; and
(c) has obtained an overall GPA of at least 6.25 in the Specified Courses in the Bachelor of Economics; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head deems similar.

5. Selection Process
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the Honours Coordinator in the School of Economics.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by academic achievement in the Specified Courses in the Bachelor of Economics.
(3) Where there are two or more candidates with the same GPA, actual marks achieved in each of the Specified Courses will be used to determine the Scholarship allocation.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program and Relevant Field and;
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 6.25 in the first semester in the year in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

Fourth Year Engineering Travelling Fund
(Founded by a bequest in 1955 of $1,455.58 under the will of Miss Margaret Nicoll.)

1. Purpose
Each year the income of the fund is to be used to defray part of the expenses of an engineering student who has undertaken an approved overseas exchange program.

2. Definition
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Head means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Fourth year Engineering Travelling Fund

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) Up to 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be equal to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Engineering Program;
(c) has completed an approved overseas exchange program in the previous year of the award;
(d) has completed the required number of units towards an Approved Program as specified in Addendum 1 below; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit based on-
(a) principally the student’s academic performance while on exchange;
(b) academic achievement in the Approved Program;
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head, as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Additional Completion Requirements for Eligibility
### Frank Finn Scholarships

(Established in 2008 and maintained by an endowment fund of donations from alumni of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law and the UQ Business School. This scholarship is named after the late Professor Frank Finn to acknowledge his lifetime of service to the University and the field of finance.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purpose of the scholarships is to encourage and support students of the Business School who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules-
   - **Head** means the Academic Dean and Head of School of the UQ Business School
   - **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Commerce (including duals with the Bachelor of Commerce) and a Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) and a Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) with a declared major in Finance or Accounting or Business Analytics and the Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) program.
   - **Scholarship** means The Frank Finn Scholarship.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   The number and value of the Scholarships available each year will be determined annually on the recommendation of the Head, but will not exceed the value of the annual distribution of the endowment.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant:-
   - (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   - (b) can demonstrate financial hardship;
   - (c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
   - (d) is a domestic student in accordance to the University's Student Fees Policy; and
   - (e) if enrolled in the Bachelor of Commerce (including all dual degree programs with a Bachelor of Commerce), Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) or Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) must have studied a minimum of 16 units.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
      - (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
      - (b) a representative of academic staff teaching in the field of finance nominated by The Frank Finn, Professor of Finance; and
      - (c) a representative from the Alumni of the UQ Business School, nominated by The University of Queensland Endowment Fund Board, with University staff comprising the majority.
   (2) The scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by -
      - (a) financial hardship;
      - (b) academic achievement; and
      - (c) any other matter which the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in a commerce profession.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient -
      - (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
      - (b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) A scholarship may be interrupted only with the approval of the Head.
   (4) The recipient may be required to provide a photograph and testimonial at the completion of their program and to take part in a follow-up report 12 months after completion of their program.

7. **Termination of Scholarships**
   The University may terminate the Scholarship:
   - (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   - (b) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of suspension;
   - (c) once maximum duration of the scholarship has lapsed; or
   - (d) if the student commits misconduct.

### Frank Joseph Murphy Bursary

(Established in 1994 and maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Frank Joseph Murphy.)

1. Senate awards one or more bursaries each year on the recommendation of the Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
2. The Bursary is open to –
   (a) Students undertaking a Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (BE or BE (Hons) or Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in a major administered by the School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering and who are undertaking exchange programs with overseas institutions; and
   (b) Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering graduates of not more than 2 years standing with a Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering major administered by the School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering and who will use the Bursary to undertake further study outside Australia.

3. The Bursary is awarded on the basis of academic merit and the worth of the proposed study for the engineering component of the BE or BE (Hons).

4. Each Bursary is tenable for one year and the value shall be determined by Senate.

5. Applicants must make written application to the Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering by the date determined by the Head.

6. Upon the student's return from the overseas exchange, the student must submit to the Head a report of no more than 1,000 words on their study experience. The report may be reproduced in school or faculty publications.

Genevieve Greig Memorial Scholarship for Women in Chemical Engineering
(The scholarship was established in 2012 and maintained by the annual income from the Genevieve Greig Memorial Trust.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support female students who can demonstrate that they experience financial need, while they undertake their final 3 years of study of an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program. The donor may extend the Scholarship by 1 year for students continuing in the Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program refers to the Bachelor of Engineering program, a dual program that includes a Bachelor of Engineering component and the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering program.
Head means the Head of School, School of Chemical Engineering.
Relevant Field means any field of engineering in the discipline of chemical engineering.
Scholarship means the Genevieve Greig Memorial Scholarship for Women in Chemical Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Senate may award 1 Scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is at least $5,000 for each year for which it is held.
(3) The Head, after consultation with the donor, will determine the value of the Scholarship each year.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University's Fee Policy; and
   (c) can provide documentary evidence of financial need; and
   (d) is enrolled full-time in year 2 of an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program, in a Relevant Field; and
   (e) achieved a GPA of at least 4 during the first year of an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising-
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in a Relevant Field; and
   (c) a donor representative, if available, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program; and
   (b) financial need; and
   (c) significant leadership and/or community service achievements; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program, in a Relevant Field; and
   (b) achieving an overall GPA of 4 for each semester of study.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

George Essex Evans Scholarship
(Established in 1972 by a bequest of $4,714.38 from the late Miss Anne Basilea Valentina Evans in memory of her brother George
1. The object of the scholarship is to assist an outstanding student to complete an honours program in English Literature or Drama.

2. The scholarship shall be awarded by the Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Communication and Arts.

3. In making a recommendation the Head of School shall take into account the financial needs as well as the academic merit of applicants.

4. Preference will be given to applicants who –
   (a) have shown outstanding ability in the field of Australian literature and culture; and
   (b) intend to continue in that field.

George Georges Research Scholarship

(The scholarship is supported from an endowment established through gifts from the Palm Sunday Rally for Peace and Nuclear Disarmament, and many individual and organisational donors, in recognition of the life and achievements of Senator George Georges. When the Palm Sunday Rally for Peace and Nuclear Disarmament organisation ceased operations, the George Georges Scholarship Support Committee assumed responsibility for managing these functions.)

1. Purpose

   The purpose of the Scholarship is to support an undergraduate student seeking to undertake a research project in an area relating to peace, nuclear disarmament, trade unionism, environmentalism, social justice, human rights, or other areas that reflect the values and goals of the late Senator George Georges.

2. Definitions

   In these rules –

   **Approved Program** means any undergraduate or honours program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences or a dual program that includes any undergraduate or honours program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics (Honours) administered by the Faculty of Business, Law and Economics (BEL).

   **Head** means the Head of School of Political Science and International Studies.

   **Scholarship** means the George Georges Research Scholarship.

   **GGSSC** means the George Georges Scholarship Support Committee.

   **R2P** means the Asia-Pacific Centre for the Responsibility to Protect.

3. Award and Value of the Scholarship

   (a) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $2,000 (or more).

   (b) A number of Scholarships can be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head after consultation with the Director of R2P.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship

   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (c) is participating in studies or programs associated with the R2P.

5. Selection of Scholarship

   (1) For the selection process the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair;
       (b) the R2P’s Director of Research;
       (c) relevant project supervisors;
       (d) a representative of the GGSSC, with UQ staff comprising the majority.

   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant/s showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
       (a) academic achievement and potential for scholastic success;
       (b) active participation in extracurricular activities in social justice, peace, environmentalism, or other related issues; and
       (c) proposed course of work in relation to the Scholarship.

6. Payment of Scholarship

   (1) The Scholarship will be paid in two equal instalments.

   (2) The first instalment will be paid on award of the Scholarship subject to the recipient providing evidence they have commenced the research project with R2P.

   (3) The second instalment will be paid after the completion of the research project, subject to the recipient, within 30 days of completion, providing evidence they have completed the research project.

7. Conditions for Scholarship

   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the period of the research project subject to:
       (a) actively fulfilling the commitments made as to the scope and intentions of the research topic;
       (b) conducting themselves in a professional manner while completing the research; and
       (c) completing a research product that demonstrates the work undertaken over the course of the project.

   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 6(2), 6(3) and 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Termination of scholarship

   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2);
   (b) if the student commits misconduct.
George Watson Fellowship
(Established in 1978 by a gift of $5,000 from Mrs M.L. Watson in honour of her son George Watson.)

1. The object of the fellowship is to promote visits to The University of Queensland by scholars in any of the fields of study taught by the School of Communication and Arts in order that staff and senior students of the University may benefit from their special knowledge and experience.

2. The income from the George Watson Fellowship fund shall be used, normally 2 years after the establishment of the fund and at intervals of approximately 2 years thereafter, to provide for any or all of the fares, maintenance, and lecture fees of a George Watson Fellow.

3. After the fund has been in operation for no less than 8 years, part of the capital may be added to the income in order to provide for the support of fellows, but this provision shall not be used in such a way as to exhaust the fund before 31 December 1998.

4. The fellows shall be appointed by the Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Communication and Arts. They shall be appointed at such time and on such conditions as to period of tenure and emolument and otherwise as the Senate on the recommendation of the Head deems appropriate in the case of each appointment.

5. Income which in any year is available for a fellow but is not expended shall be available for the purpose of a later award except in so far as the Senate directs that accumulated income, or part of it, be added to the fund.

Harriett Marks Bursary
(Established in 1990 and maintained by half the income from a bequest of approximately $63,000 made by the late Harriett Marks.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support students undertaking an honours program in science.

2. Definitions
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Harriett Marks Bursary

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The scholarship is approximately half of the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
A student is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if the student:
(a) Has completed the Bachelor of Science program;
(b) Is enrolled in the Bachelor of Science (Honours) program; and
(c) Has not been awarded the Duncan McNaughton Scholarship.

5. Selection of award
The Associate Dean (Academic) must recommend the successful recipient based on academic merit

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year and may be cancelled if, in the opinion of the Associate Dean (Academic) -
(a) The recipient fails or ceases to pursue the honours program; or
(b) The recipient is not making satisfactory academic progress.

HASS Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scholarship
(Established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by the HASS Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scholarship Endowment Fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support undergraduate Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Indigenous Engagement), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient undertakes a subsequent related honours program approved by the Associate Dean, it must be commenced in the semester immediately following completion of their Bachelor program.
PVC(IE) means the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement).
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic
Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the HASS Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scholarship.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be $4,500 for each year that it is held.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
   (b) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
   (c) is an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person;
   (d) will be a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy; and
   (e) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
       (b) the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or nominee;
       (c) the PVC(I) or nominee; and
       (d) an alumnus/a of an Approved Program who is an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person, nominated by the Associate Dean.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
       (a) demonstrated financial need; and
       (b) academic capability and future academic potential.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
       (c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The Scholarship cannot be deferred. The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. **Termination of scholarship**
   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers, or interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

---

**Hatch Engineering Scholarships**
(The Scholarships were established in 2022 and are maintained by an annual gift from Hatch.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purposes of the Scholarships are to: 
   • recognise and reward engineering students for their academic achievements and leadership;
   • support student diversity in engineering; and
   • support engineering students facing financial hardship.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules –
   **Approved Engineering Program** means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or an engineering integrated program or an engineering dual program, as further specified in Addendum 2.
   **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
   **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Policy.
   **Scholarships** means the Hatch Engineering Scholarships, which are named in Addendum 1 to these rules.

3. **Award, duration and value of Scholarships**
   (1) Up to six Scholarships may be awarded each year by the Associate Dean in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1.
   (2) The value of each Scholarship is $12,000 for the year in which it is held.
   (3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.

4. **Additional benefits**
   Hatch may offer the recipient of a Scholarship any of the following opportunities –
   (a) an ambassadorial role;
   (b) an industry placement at Hatch, in consultation with the recipient.

5. **Eligibility for Scholarships**
   An applicant is eligible for a Scholarship if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (c) is enrolled full time as an undergraduate in an Approved Engineering Program;
(d) meets any additional eligibility requirements for a Scholarship set out in Addendum 1;
(e) has, at the time of application, completed at least the minimum number of units towards the Approved Engineering Program within the range specified in Addendum 2 at the University of Queensland; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Engineering Program; and
   (c) up to one representative from Hatch, with UQ staff in the majority.
(2) To be selected for a Scholarship, students must meet the selection criteria for a Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

7. Conditions for Scholarships
(1) A recipient may hold a Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) maintaining full-time enrolment in an Approved Engineering Program;
   (b) maintaining at least Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and
   (d) if applicable, meeting any additional conditions for a Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of Scholarships
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean, as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.
Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Scholarships within the Hatch Engineering Scholarships Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions for Scholarship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Engineering Equity Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>(1) Is enrolled full-time in second, third or fourth year of an Approved Engineering Program and has, at the time of application, completed a number of units towards their program within the range specified in Addendum 2; and (2) Can demonstrate financial hardship.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Engineering Merit Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 per year</td>
<td>Is enrolled full-time in the third year of an Approved Engineering Program and has, at the time of application, completed a number of units towards their program within the range specified in Addendum 2.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by - (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the relevant Approved Engineering Program; (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential as evidenced by a personal statement in the application; and (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.</td>
<td>Achieving a minimum GPA of at least 5 each semester in which the Scholarship is held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Structural/Geotechnical Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>Relevant Field means geotechnical or structural engineering in the civil engineering discipline.</td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>Is enrolled full-time in second, third or fourth year of an Approved Engineering Program in a Relevant Field and has, at the time of application, completed a number of units towards their program within the range specified in Addendum 2.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by - (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the relevant Approved Engineering Program; (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential as evidenced by a personal statement in the application; and (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.</td>
<td>Achieving a minimum GPA of at least 5 each semester in which the Scholarship is held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Women in Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 per year</td>
<td>(1) Is enrolled full-time in third year of an Approved Engineering Program and has, at the time of application, completed a number of units towards their program within the range specified in Addendum 2; and (2) Is a woman.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by - (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the relevant Approved Engineering Program; (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential as evidenced by a personal statement in the application; and (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.</td>
<td>Achieving a minimum GPA of at least 5 each semester in which the Scholarship is held</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Addendum 2 – Unit Completion Requirements for Eligibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Minimum number of units completed</th>
<th>Maximum number of units completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Engineering Equity Scholarship</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Structural/Geotechnical Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Women in Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (80 units)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (88 units)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Engineering Merit Scholarship</td>
<td>Hatch Women in Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved Engineering Program</td>
<td>Minimum number of units completed</td>
<td>Maximum number of units completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (80 units)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (88 units)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hawken Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1950 in conjunction with the Hawken Memorial Prizes as a memorial to Robert William Hercules Hawken, Professor of Engineering from 1919 to 1947, by a gift of $4,000 from his students and friends from engineering organisations. From 2007 to 2010, the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology made an annual donation to ensure the scholarship is valued at $2,000 per year. An additional donation from a bequest from the late Joan Wickham was made in 2010.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support an engineering student entering their final year of study.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or associated dual programs.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Scholarship means The Hawken Memorial Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $2,000.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in the Approved program and in their final year of study.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on
(a) academic record for courses undertaken for an approved undergraduate Engineering program;
(b) involvement and achievement in the university community;
(c) leadership potential; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Approved Program.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for up to one year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts or defers their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Henry Maddick Scholarship
(Established in 1968 by a bequest of an amount of $6,000 to the University by the late Mary Maddick as a memorial to Henry Maddick, Esq., Electrical Wholesaler of Brisbane.)

1. The scholarship is to be awarded each year by Senate on the recommendation of the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering (the Head).

2. A student is eligible for the scholarship for a year, if, in the year, the student is enrolled in the fifth semester of the Bachelor of Engineering or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering in either of the following fields:
(a) mechanical engineering;
(b) mechanical and aerospace engineering.

3. The Head must recommend that the scholarship be awarded to the eligible student who, in the Head’s opinion, has demonstrated, during the first 4 semesters of the program, the best performance of all the eligible students who were enrolled in the program during those semesters.

4. In forming that opinion, the Head must pay particular attention to the capacity of the eligible students to perform original work.

Heyworth-Smith Scholarship
(Established in 2023 through a gift from Alumni Friends under the Queensland Commitment scheme and maintained by income generated from any underlying endowment fund. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni. The Friends of Antiquity was established in 1988 as a...
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a student who is studying classics and ancient history in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry and has experienced financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –

**Approved Program** means any undergraduate program administered by Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland.

**Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

**Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.

**Relevant Field** means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin, or Classical Languages.

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the Heyworth-Smith Scholarship.

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for the Minimum Completion Time.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean (or nominee);
   (b) the Head of the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry (or nominee); and
   (c) an academic representative from the discipline of ancient history.

4. **Eligibility and Award Criteria**
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and in the Relevant Field; and
   (c) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing greatest merit based on –
   (a) evidence of financial hardship;
   (b) academic achievement; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. **Conditions for Award**
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress;
   (c) demonstrating progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
   (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. **Deferment and Interruption of Award**
The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

7. **Termination of Award**
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

**Hickson Family Scholarship**
(Established in 2020 through a gift from Professor Louise Hickson AM and Ms Prudence Galley under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support postgraduate coursework students studying audiology who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules –

**Approved Program** means the Master of Audiology Studies at The University of Queensland.

**Head** means the Head of School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means The Hickson Family Scholarship.

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable from a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising
   (a) the Head (or nominee); and
   (b) two academic staff members from the discipline of audiology.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (c) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) evidence of financial hardship;
   (b) strength of personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship will assist with completion of the Approved Program; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession of audiology.
(3) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
   The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

Howard and Gladys Sleath Scholarships
(Established in 1998 by a bequest by Howard Sleath of 50% of his estate to the University of Queensland. Mr Howard Sleath was well-known to instrumentalists throughout Australia for the excellence of his craftsmanship and skill as a maker of stringed instruments. Mr Sleath gave the State of Queensland a string quartet of instruments to be kept under the supervision of the Head of the School of Music. The instruments were first demonstrated by the Mayne String Quartet at a concert to inaugurate the Howard Sleath Quartet of Instruments in 1974.)

1. Purpose
   The scholarship is to support a student enrolling in the first year of the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program who is undertaking practical study of an orchestral stringed instrument played with a bow.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   Head means the Head of School, School of Music.
   Program means the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music (Honours).
   Scholarship means the Howard and Gladys Sleath Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Senate may award one scholarship in a year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is equal to the annual income from the fund allocated to this Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) Submits an application to audition on an orchestral stringed instrument played with a bow the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) Will be enrolled full-time in the first year of the program.

5. Selection of award
   The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by audition.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for one year and paid in two instalments.
(2) The first payment will be made after the census date in semester 1 subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in the program.
(3) The second payment will be made after the census date in semester 2 subject to the recipient –
   (a) Continuing to be enrolled full-time in the program; and
   (b) Obtaining a GPA of at least 5 in semester 1.
(4) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(2) or 6(3), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Interruption of scholarship
   The University will terminate the Scholarship –
HP Women in Cyber Security Scholarship
(Established in 2020 and maintained by an annual gift from HP PPS Australia Pty Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to assist meritorious female students with the costs of tuition fees while completing the Master of Cyber Security at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Master of Cyber Security either #24 or #32.
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
HP means HP PPS Australia Pty Ltd.
Scholarship means the HP Women in Cyber Security Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarships is $20,000 each year payable towards the cost of tuition fees of the Approved Program.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a female student;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in at least #8 per semester in the Approved Program; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) one representative from HP; and
(c) one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in the Approved Program but University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement to date in studies used to satisfy admission to the Approved Program;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(c) any other matters that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the cyber security profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in at least #8 per semester in the Approved Program;
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 5 for each semester of study; and
(c) not gaining or holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) The Scholarship is for a period of up to a maximum of two years, and the annual scholarship value will be paid in two instalments each year ($10,000 per semester) that will be used to reduce the student's fee liability.
(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(4) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted only with approval from the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval from the Associate Dean; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

HUB24 Regional QLD Computer Science and Information Technology Scholarship
(Established in 2015 and maintained by an annual gift from HUB24, previously Agility Applications.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support first or second year students from a Regional Area, who may have experienced financial hardship, to pursue studies in Computer Science or Information Technology at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these Rules
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Computer Science or the Bachelor of Information Technology or a dual program including any one of these programs.
Head means the Head of School, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
Regional Area means an area deemed regional by the Head outside of Queensland, or all of Queensland except those areas encompassed by the following local government areas -
(a) Brisbane City Council
(b) Gold Coast City
3. Award and Value of Scholarship
   (1) The value of the Scholarship is $8,000 for one year.
   (2) The School may offer 1 Scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Additional Benefits
   (1) HUB24 may offer the recipient the following opportunities:-
       (a) an ambassadorial role to attend select networking functions;
       (b) work or vacation experience at any HUB24 site during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship,
           determined by HUB24 in consultation with the recipient; and
       (c) mentoring and networking opportunities with HUB24 staff members, determined by HUB24 in consultation with the
           recipient.

5. Eligibility for Award
   An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application for the scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
   (c) if a first year student, in the two years immediately prior to the award, the applicant completed Year 12 at a high
       school in a regional area or completed Year 12 as a boarder whilst having a permanent address in a regional area;
       or
   (d) if a second year student, in the three years immediately prior to the award, the applicant completed Year 12 at a
       high school in a regional area or completed Year 12 as a boarder whilst having a permanent address in a regional
       area; and
   (e) has not completed the requirements of a tertiary program at a Bachelor level or above; and
   (f) is enrolled in an Approved Program in the 1st or 2nd year and, where applicable, in the Relevant Field in the year of
       the award; and
   (g) does not hold a Scholarship that the Associate Dean deems similar.

6. Selection of Award
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Head or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in one of the relevant programs; and
       (c) at least one member of HUB24 executive, or nominee, providing that UQ staff are in the majority
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
       (a) an interest in studying computer science or information technology, as evidenced by a cover letter, short answer
           responses within the application, and a resume; and
       (b) personal qualities, including leadership skills and extra-curricular activities; and
       (c) academic achievement in secondary school and/or university studies, appropriate to the applicant’s enrolment status; and
       (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in a relevant
           profession.
   (3) Preference shall be given to applicants who completed Year 12 at a high school in a Queensland Regional Area.

7. Conditions for Scholarship
   (1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient -
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and where applicable, in the Relevant Field; and
       (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
       (c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the student must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Termination of Scholarship
   (1) The University may terminate a Scholarship -
       (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2); or
       (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
       (c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Hugh Brandon Scholarship
(Established in 1979 by friends, family and colleagues of the late Hugh Brandon and maintained by the distribution of the Hugh Brandon
Music Scholarship Fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking studies at the School of Music
at The University of Queensland in the areas of conducting, organ performance or piano performance.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program (including honours program) administered by the Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Music.

Scholarship means the Hugh Brandon Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $6,000, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) The School of Music will facilitate an apprenticeship or mentorship under a professional in the field aligning with the successful applicant.
(4) The recipient will be invited to deliver a public performance at the conclusion of their year holding the Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date; and
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) an academic staff member from the School of Music; and
(c) a practitioner of conducting, piano, organ or a related field as determined by the Associate Dean with university staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria (in order of importance) -
(a) academic achievement in the areas of conducting, organ performance or piano performance; and
(b) a commitment to sharing music with the broader Brisbane community.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled in any Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Institution of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) Ming Leung Scholarship
(The IChemE Ming Leung Scholarship was established in 1993 by the Queensland Branch of the Institution of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) to encourage a meritorious student who is undertaking third year study in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in either chemical engineering, chemical and biological engineering, chemical and materials engineering or chemical and metallurgical engineering. Professor Ming Leung was a greatly respected and highly talented chemical engineer as well as Head of the Department of Chemical Engineering from 1980 to 1985. His untimely death was a great loss to both the profession and to the University.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to encourage a meritorious student in the third year of study in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.

2. Definitions
In these Rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Head means the Head of School, School of Chemical Engineering.
IChemE means Institution of Chemical Engineers.
Relevant Field means any field of engineering in the chemical engineering disciplines.
Scholarship means the Institution of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) Ming Leung Scholarship.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded by Senate on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the scholarship is $2,000 and is held for one year.

4. Eligibility for award
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(b) is enrolled full-time in the third year of an Approved Program, in a Relevant Field;
(c) is a member of IChemE or has applied for membership prior to application;
(d) submits an application for the scholarship by the closing date; and
5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one representative of the Queensland Branch of IChemE who is not an employee of the University; and
(c) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in a Relevant Field, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by -
(a) academic achievement undertaken to date in the Approved Program;
(b) the strength of the interest that the applicant demonstrates in a Relevant Field;
(c) the applicant’s personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.

6. Conditions that apply to the scholarship recipient
(1) The scholarship may be held by the recipient for one year, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress by achieving a minimum GPA of 4 in the first semester of the year of award; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the student must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The scholarship may be deferred with approval by the Head.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

InterFinancial Excellence in Finance and Economics Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by InterFinancial Corporate Finance Ltd and maintained by annual gift. The Scholarship is in memory of former colleague, Paul Rogers.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship to provide opportunities for academically qualified students of finance and economics who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics and the Bachelor of Economics and associated dual degree programs and any postgraduate coursework program administered by the School of Economics.
Head means the Head of the School of Economics.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the InterFinancial Excellence in Finance and Economics Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(b) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications;
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship; and
(d) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a minimum of two Academic staff members in total and these two Academics are to be chosen from the Finance discipline of the School of Business and from the School of Economics, as nominated by the Head.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial hardship;
(b) academic achievement in courses undertaken in Year 12 and/or in an Approved Program; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in an economics profession.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient –
(a) remaining enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in 6 above; or
(b) if the student commits misconduct.
Internationalisation Scholarship  
(Established in 2016 from a generous gift to The University of Queensland by Dr Lee Boon Yang in 2014 to promote internationalisation of the UQ Veterinary Program.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Internationalisation Scholarship is to enable domestic and international students to travel internationally, with preference for travel to those institutions with which the School of Veterinary Science has an existing or developing partnership.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
- **Approved Program** includes the Bachelor of Veterinary Science, Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) or the Bachelor of Veterinary Technology.
- **Overseas Study Program** includes UQ Abroad, the Summer Vacation Research Scholarships where international travel is involved and approved by the Associate Dean (Academic) and students who are undertaking international travel as part of their placement as approved by the Associate Dean (Academic).

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(a) The Senate may award up to four Scholarships annually on recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(b) The value of each Scholarship is $2000.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean (Academic), by the closing date for applications;
(b) is either a domestic or international student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(c) has successfully completed at least one full-time year of study in an Approved Program under which they apply; and
(d) is prepared to travel internationally, with preference for applicants whose travel is to institutions with which the School of Veterinary Science has existing or developing partnerships as determined by the Associate Dean (Academic).

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean (Academic) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean (Academic), or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the university’s academic staff who is currently teaching in a relevant field.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in an Approved Program;
(b) strength of the proposed Overseas Study Program with a focus on pre-clinical and clinical extra-mural studies approved by the School of Veterinary Science;
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Veterinary Science profession.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for the duration of the recipients’ Overseas Study Program and will be paid upfront in one instalment once the recipient has provided evidence of being accepted into the Overseas Study Program as outlined in their application and an airline receipt.
(2) The recipient may apply to the Associate Dean (Academic) to have their Scholarship deferred for up to one year and only in exceptional circumstances.

International Student Scholarship  
(Supported by the Malaysian Community, this Scholarship was established in 2020 under the Create Change Match Initiative and is maintained by the income generated from an endowment fund established by a donation from Suan Yeo.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate international students facing financial hardship at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
- **Approved Program** means any undergraduate program.
- **Donor** means the donor of the Scholarship.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
- **Scholarship** means the International Student Scholarships.
- **Financial Hardship Assistance Scheme** means assistance received through Student Services.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Director, Student Affairs.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be determined by the Director, Student Affairs and the total combined value will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant -
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Director, Student Affairs, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the year of the award;
is an international student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(d) can demonstrate temporary and unexpected financial hardship;
(e) has not received assistance from the Financial Hardship Assistance Scheme for the year of award; and
(f) has not been awarded another scholarship, bursary or grant that the Chair considers similar.

5. Selection process
(1) For the selection process, the Director, Student Services must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Director, Student Services or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) the Director, Future Students or nominee; and
(c) the Donor, or nominee, with university staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on financial hardship.
(3) Preference may be given to Malaysian international students.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid after census date in the semester of award on following confirmation of full-time enrolment.
(2) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

Ivor A. Gill Memorial Scholarship in Agricultural Science
(Established in 1954 by a gift of $5,000 from Mrs. E. A. Gill in memory of her son Ivor A. Gill.)

1. Purpose
The object of the scholarship is to assist from time to time as occasion arises a student of the Faculty of Science, who is engaged in studies calculated to lead to an increase in the productivity of the pastoral industries of Australia.

2. Definitions
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Ivor A. Gill Memorial Scholarship in Agricultural Science

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The scholarship is the annual income from the fund. This shall be used for such purposes as the Associate Dean (Academic) may direct, whether for travelling, purchase of equipment, emolument of the scholar or otherwise.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
(a) is currently enrolled in an undergraduate or postgraduate program managed by the Faculty of Science;
(b) is undertaking studies that accord with the object of the scholarship;
(c) can demonstrate financial need for assistance towards undertaking those studies; and
(d) applies for the scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Associate Dean (Academic) must rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant:
(a) academic achievement during their current studies;
(b) financial circumstances as evidenced by supporting documentation; and
(2) If, in any year, there is no award for the scholarship, the moneys which would have been available for an award in that year shall be held in reserve for a period not exceeding five (5) years and may be used for the award within that period of an additional scholarship in case there is more than one suitable candidate for the scholarship.

6. Conditions for scholarship
The scholarship is tenable for one year but a candidate shall be eligible for more than one award.

James and Everingham Bursary
(Founded in 1975 by a gift to the Queensland Agricultural College made by Dr N.P. Everingham in memory of Anne Elizabeth James and Stephan Nixon Everingham who died in a motor accident in 1973. Anne Elizabeth James was enrolled in the Associate Diploma of Applied Science (Food Technology) at the College in 1972/1973 and Stephan Everingham graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Applied Science (Rural Technology) in 1972. The Bursary was formalised by Senate in 1999.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support students enrolled in programs relating to food technology or rural agriculture.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the James and Everingham Bursary

3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The value of the scholarship is the annual income from the fund.
(2) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
(a) is enrolled in a program relating to food technology or rural agriculture; and
(b) applies for the scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Associate Dean (Academic) must rank the eligible applicants in order of merit based on:
(a) Academic achievement;
(b) Financial need; and
(c) any other evidence that may be considered relevant by the Associate Dean (Academic) to future success by the student in the agriculture, agronomy or related industries

(2) If the Associate Dean (Academic) is satisfied that at least one eligible applicant is of sufficient merit to warrant the award of the scholarship, the Associate Dean (Academic) must recommend that the scholarship be awarded to the applicant with the highest ranking.

6. Duration of Scholarship
(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year, subject to the recipient's continued enrolment in the program for which the scholarship was awarded.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic), why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

Jean W Maddock Bursary
(Established in 2019 and maintained by donations from The Maddock Family)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Bursary is to encourage and support a financially disadvantaged student studying at the School of Economics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   Approved Program means any postgraduate coursework program administered by the School of Economics and the Bachelor of Economics and associated dual degree programs.
   Head means the Academic Dean and Head, School of Economics.
   Bursary means the Jean W Maddock Bursary.

3. Value and award of the Bursary
   (1) The value of the Bursary will be $3,000.
   (2) One Bursary may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Bursary if the applicant –
   (a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
   (c) can demonstrate financial disadvantage; and
   (d) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection Process
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
      (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
      (b) a minimum of two Academic staff members from the School of Economics as nominated by the Head.
   (2) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account -
      (a) academic achievement;
      (b) demonstrated financial need; and
      (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in an economics profession.
   (3) Applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for Bursary
   (1) The recipient may hold the Bursary for up to one year subject to the recipient –
      (a) not holding the Norman C Maddock Bursary in the year of award;
      (b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program that they were enrolled in at the time of award; and
      (c) achieving a GPA of at least 4 in the first semester of study in which the Bursary is held.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Bursary should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Bursary
   The University may terminate a Bursary:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
   (c) once maximum duration of the Bursary has lapsed; or
   (d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Jeffery Family Scholarship in Commerce
(Established in 2022 by way of a gift from Debbie Jeffery and maintained annually)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support domestic Bachelor of Commerce students at The University of Queensland who are facing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   Approved Program means the Bachelor of Commerce (and associated dual degree programs)
   Head means the Head, Business School
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.
Scholarship means Jeffery Family Scholarship in Commerce

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Senate may award up to 4 scholarships per year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each scholarship is $1,250.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(c) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications; and
(d) demonstrates financial hardship through supporting documentation in their application.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
(b) a representative of the Commerce Academic Staff; and
(c) a representative of the Student Administration Staff of the Business School.
(2) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account –
(a) the information in the application;
(b) demonstrated financial hardship; and
(c) any other matter which may be relevant to the applicant’s future academic success in a commerce related profession.
(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted candidates.

6. Duration and Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year in the Approved Program in which they were enrolled at the time of award, subject to the recipient:
(a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student in the Approved Program; and
(b) achieving satisfactory academic progress in each semester that the scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate the Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits misconduct.

JH Hull Holdings Scholarship in Civil Engineering
(The Scholarship was established in 2023 and is maintained by an annual gift from JF Hull Holdings Pty Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support outstanding undergraduate students who are studying civil engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definition
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Master of Engineering or an engineering dual program.
Head means Head of School, School of Civil Engineering
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Relevant Field means Civil Engineering
Scholarship means the JH Hull Holdings Scholarship in Civil Engineering
University means The University of Queensland.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to one Scholarship will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $10,000 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period as specified in Addendum 1.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head (or nominee); and
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) up to one representative from the donor and/or industry partners, nominated by the Head, with University staff in the majority.

4. Eligibility and Award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program and where applicable, in the Relevant Field; and
(d) has completed at least the minimum number of units and not more than the maximum number of units in the Approved Program as set out in Addendum 1; and
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on-
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program; and
(b) strength of interest in construction as evidenced in their application; and
(c) strength of personal and leadership qualities as evidenced by application; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the Relevant Field.

(3) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the maximum period as specified in Addendum 1 subject to the recipient-
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field, excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6; and
(b) passing all courses; and
(c) achieving a semester GPA of at least 5.0; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt their Scholarship in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved Engineering Program</th>
<th>Minimum number of units completed</th>
<th>Maximum number of units completed</th>
<th>Scholarship duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Up to 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Up to 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (80 units)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Up to 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (88 units)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Up to 3.5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

J.M. Donnelly Scholarship
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual donation from Janelle Donnelly.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support female students of Samoan heritage to undertake studies at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the University of Queensland.
Scholarship means the J.M. Donnelly Scholarship.
Satisfactory academic progress means a semester GPA of at least 4.0.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Executive Dean as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The Executive Dean, in consultation with the Selection Committee, will determine the number and value of Scholarships awarded annually.
(3) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $1,500.

4. Eligibility for award
To be eligible for this Scholarship an applicant must:
(a) be a female student;
(b) be a domestic student in accordance with The University's Fee Policy;
(c) be enrolled full time in an Approved Program;
(d) have achieved a minimum cumulative GPA of 4.0, if a continuing student;
(e) demonstrate financial need;
(f) provide evidence of Samoan heritage; and
(g) complete an application form and submit it to the Executive Dean by the due date.

5. Selection Procedure
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a representative from the Executive Dean’s Office; and
(c) Janelle Donnelly or nominee, with university staff comprising the majority.
(2) The committee may decide to interview short-listed candidates.
(3) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account –
(a) academic achievements; and
(b) demonstrated financial need; and
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other factors the committee deems relevant.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year subject to the recipient:
(a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Dean to defer or interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of 1 semester in exceptional circumstances.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Joan Cribb OAM Scholarship
(Established in 2022, under the Queensland Commitment, by Alumni Friends to support students in the Faculty of Science facing financial hardship. The scholarship is maintained by income from an endowment.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support undergraduate students in the Faculty of Science facing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Science at The University of Queensland including associated dual programs.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
Australian Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Queensland Commitment means UQ’s comprehensive initiative to support Queensland’s future by increasing access to education by increasing its number of domestic undergraduate students from regional, remote or low socio-economic backgrounds.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Joan Cribb OAM Science Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) submits a completed application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled or intends to be enrolled in an Approved Program in the year of the award; and
(c) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) evidence of financial need
(b) strength of personal qualities as evidenced by personal statement included in the application
(c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance in either high school or tertiary study to date; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Persons.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year of the Approved Program subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 9(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to defer or interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of one year in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship if:
(a) the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) the recipient commits misconduct.

Joan Elizabeth Wickham Memorial Scholarship
(The Joan Elizabeth Wickham Prize was first established in 2010, following a bequest to Alumni Friends from the Estate of Joan Wickham, who managed the Engineering Library from 1968 until her retirement in 1988. The Prize was awarded annually to a female student who achieved the highest GPA in the first 4 semesters of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, and was last awarded in 2019. In 2019, Alumni Friends determined to replace the prize, and to establish an endowed undergraduate scholarship under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative to support female undergraduate students who are facing financial hardship who have a dream to study engineering at UQ.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a female engineering undergraduate student studying at The University of Queensland, who is facing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules:
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Joan Elizabeth Wickham Memorial Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be approximately equal to the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) is a female student.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which that Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) On approval from the Associate Dean, the Scholarship can be interrupted or deferred.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship if:
(a) the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has elapsed; or
(d) the student commits serious misconduct.

Joan Lambrides Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by Gary Lambrides and the Alumni Friends under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained...
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking studies in languages and arts at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial disadvantage.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate (including honours program) administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the remaining minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient undertakes a subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field, it must be commenced in the semester immediately following completion of their Bachelor’s program.
Relevant Field means a program, major, extended major or field of study offered through the School of Music or the School of Languages and Cultures, and majors or extended majors in Art History, Drama, Film and Television Studies and Writing offered by the School of Communication and Arts.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Joan Lambrides Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) an academic representative from either the School of Music, School of Languages and Cultures or School of Communication and Arts; and
(c) an academic representative from one of the two areas not represented in 5(1)(b).
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) demonstrated financial need as the primary determinant; and,
(b) a broad interest across the arts and/or languages, as demonstrated by extracurricular activities, hobbies or past coursework.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program and where applicable, subsequent related honours program subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
(c) progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship cannot be deferred and can only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances for a maximum duration of 12 month with the approval of the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Joanne Tompkins and Alan Lawson Scholarship
(established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by the Joanne Tompkins and Alan Lawson Scholarship Endowment.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking studies in the humanities at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and any
subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field at The University of Queensland.

**Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

**Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient undertakes a subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field, it must be commenced in the semester immediately following completion of their Bachelor's program.

**Relevant Field** means a major, extended major or field of study offered through the School of Music, School of Languages and Cultures, School of Communication and Arts or School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, or the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit.

**Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

**Scholarship** means the Joanne Tompkins and Alan Lawson Scholarship.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
   (b) is enrolled in an Approved Program and where applicable, in the Relevant Field; and
   (c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
      (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
      (b) an academic representative from either the School of Music, School of Languages and Cultures, School of Communication and Arts, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, or the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit; and
      (c) an academic representative from one of the four areas not represented in 5(1)(b).
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria (in order of importance) -
      (a) demonstrated financial need;
      (b) a commitment to the humanities, as demonstrated by academic work (which may include research projects) or extracurricular activities;
      (c) academic capability and future academic potential, as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
      (d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program and where applicable, in the Relevant Field;
      (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
      (c) where applicable, demonstrating evidence of progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
      (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. **Termination of scholarship**
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

**Karl and Frieda Reber Memorial Scholarship**
(Established in 1962 by a legacy of $2,000 given by Mrs Hilda Maria Reber, who died in 1958.)

1. The Scholarship is awarded each year by Senate on the recommendation of the Head, School of Languages and Cultures to the student who, in completing the requirements for the degree, showed the greatest proficiency in level 3 German courses and is proceeding to the honours program in German Language and Literature as a full-time student.

2. If in any year there is no student of sufficient merit for an award under rule 1, the Scholarship shall be awarded to the full time student in the advanced stream who has shown the greatest proficiency in their second year courses (GRMN3010 and GRMN3020) and who enrols in third year courses both semesters in the following year (GRMN3110 and GRMN3120).

3. The Scholarship may be terminated by the Senate if in its opinion the scholar is not satisfactorily pursuing the relevant course.

**Kate McNaughton of Roma Scholarships**
(Founded in 1931 by gifts under the will of Duncan McNaughton, of Roma, by which the University received $5,840 in 1931, $412 in 1936 and $3,060 in 1950.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purpose of this Scholarship is to encourage and support students who are undertaking their first honours program in a
program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means an honours program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Scholarship means the Kate McNaughton of Roma Scholarships

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean; and
(2) The value of each Scholarship shall be approximately one quarter of the income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
A student is eligible for the Scholarship if they are enrolled in their first Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
The Scholarship is awarded to the two students showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by their prior studies.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the relevant program; and
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

Kathy Hirschfeld AM Scholarship Endowment for Women in Engineering
(The Scholarship was established in 2019 and is maintained by an endowed gift from Kathy Hirschfeld OAM under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support first year female students to undertake studies in engineering at The University of Queensland who are currently experiencing financial barriers.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Kathy Hirschfeld AM Scholarship Endowment for Women in Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) can demonstrate financial disadvantage;
(c) is a female student;
(d) is enrolled full-time in the first year of the Approved Program;
(e) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean deems similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) Ms Kathy Hirschfeld, AM or nominee; and
(c) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial disadvantage;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential and community service and/or engagement;
(c) academic achievement to date; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean deems similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may only be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Associate Dean. The recipient must submit a written application to the Associate Dean outlining the circumstances leading to the request to defer or
7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Kay Campbell Scholarship
(Established in 2011 and maintained on trust through a donation from Dr Keith Moody in memory of his sister who generously gave the gift of her body to the Body Donor program.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support and encourage students to engage in research in the field of biomedical science. The Scholarship is open to applicants who have completed a research project placement in biomedical science and wish to further their research immersion through a winter or summer research program at UQ.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Biomedical Science, the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Biomedical Science) or the Bachelor of Science (Biomedical Science).
Head means the Head of School, School of Biomedical Sciences.
Research Experience means a winter or summer research program administered by The University of Queensland.
Scholarship means the Kay Campbell Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to eight Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship occurring during the winter break will be $3,000 and the value of each Scholarship occurring during the summer break will be $4,500.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee;
(b) the Course Coordinator for Biomedical Science Research Skills; and
(c) one academic staff member from the School of Biomedical Sciences.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled in the Approved Program; and
(c) is enrolled in the course entitled Biomedical Science Research Skills.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) academic achievement;
(b) strength of interest in undertaking a Research Experience and pursuing a career in research as evidenced by personal statement included in application; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future research development.

5. Payment of Award
The Scholarship will be paid upfront in one instalment prior to the commencement of the Research Experience.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

Kingshott Cassidy Poetry Scholarship Award
(The scholarship was established in 2010 and is maintained by a bequest from the estate of Dorothy Susan Cassidy who graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in 1980 and a Master of Arts in 1986.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and financially assist current undergraduate students with a demonstrated interest in poetry who are deemed to be in financial need.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Head means the Head of School, School of Communication and Arts.
Scholarship means the Kingshott Cassidy Poetry Scholarship Award.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The number and value of Scholarships will be determined annually by the Head and will be at least 20% of the annual distribution of the fund

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled in an undergraduate program;
(c) has completed at least 2 units of poetry courses;
(d) can demonstrate financial hardship; and
(e) have not previously been awarded the Scholarship.
5. Selection of award

(1) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least 1 member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching or researching in the field of poetry.

(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement in poetry courses undertaken by the applicants;
   (b) strength of interest in poetry as evidenced by personal statement of 750-1000 words included in the application;
   (c) 1 poem up to 50 lines maximum;
   (d) demonstrated financial hardship; and
   (e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the field of poetry.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient passing all courses undertaken in semester 1.

(2) Where a recipient will program complete in semester 1 of the award, payment of the second instalment of the Scholarship will be made after confirmation of conferral, subject to the recipient meeting 6(1).

(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Kym Broadhurst Bursary for the Visually Impaired

(Established in 2000 and maintained by gifts from her family in memory their daughter, Kym Broadhurst, to encourage excellence in undergraduate or postgraduate study for visually impaired students.)

1. The bursary is awarded for the purpose of assisting a visually impaired, meritorious student to study either an undergraduate or postgraduate program in any discipline offered at The University of Queensland.

2. A visually impaired student’s corrected vision must be less than 6:60. Preference will be given to an eligible applicant who is totally blind.

3. An applicant must be enrolled as either a full-time or part-time student in an undergraduate or postgraduate program (including a research degree) at this University and must have maintained an enrolment of at least #4 each semester (for a coursework program).

4. The bursary is awarded by Senate as tenure becomes vacant. To assist in the selection process, the Director of Student Services Directorate will make a recommendation to the Academic Registrar, who will make a recommendation to Senate.

5. The bursary is awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit demonstrated through academic achievement and other personal qualities such as leadership and community involvement.

6. The bursary is tenable for the duration of the recipient’s program, subject to satisfactory academic progress. A recipient failing to maintain satisfactory academic progress during the year may be required to show cause why the bursary should not be cancelled.

7. In these rules, ‘satisfactory academic progress’ means —
   (a) for recipients enrolled in research programs — confirmation from the recipient’s supervisor that the recipient has completed a satisfactory progress report as required by the rules for their program; and
   (b) for recipients enrolled in undergraduate or postgraduate coursework programs — attainment of a semester GPA of 5 and confirmation that the recipient has maintained a workload of at least #4 each semester (for a coursework program).

L3 Harris Scholarship in Engineering

(The scholarship was established in 2012 and is maintained by an annual gift from L3Harris.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist meritorious students in third and fourth years of study in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, with an electrical engineering or mechatronic engineering specialisation.

2. Definitions

In these rules-

Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or engineering integrated program or an engineering dual program.

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

Relevant Field means an electrical engineering or mechatronic engineering specialisation.

Scholarship means the L3 Harris Scholarship in Engineering.

3. Award and Value of scholarship

(1) Two Scholarships will be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean in accordance with Addendum 1.

(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year it is held.

4. Additional benefits

(1) L3 Harris may offer the recipient of a Scholarship any of the following opportunities -
   (a) thesis mentoring;
   (b) an ambassadorial role;
   (c) vacation employment at any L3 Harris site while the recipient holds the Scholarship, in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant —
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; 
(c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field and has completed the required number of units 
towards an Approved Program, as specified in Addendum 1; and 
(d) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising-
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one representative of L3 Harris; and
   (c) at least one member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching in the Relevant Field, with university staff 
      comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (b) strength of interest that the applicant demonstrates in completing at least one period of vacation employment at L3 
      Harris; and
   (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential.
(3) Preference may be given to students -
   (a) who demonstrate an interest in undertaking studies in the fields of microwave or photonics engineering during the year of 
      the award;
   (b) previous recipients of the Scholarship who continue to be enrolled in the Approved Program

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
   (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (c) achieving a GPA of at least 5 for each semester of study; and
   (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and
   (e) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing the duties of employment or an ambassadorial role.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the Scholarship should not be 
cancelled.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(1) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Addendum 1 –

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Year</th>
<th>Eligibility – Units completed</th>
<th>Scholarship duration</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Third Year Scholarship</td>
<td>Completed at least 28 units but not more than 43 units towards an Approved Program in the Relevant Field.</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>If there is no suitable third year recipient, then an additional L3Harris fourth year scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Year Scholarship</td>
<td>Completed at least 44 units but not more than 52 units towards an Approved Program in the Relevant Field.</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>If there is no suitable fourth year recipient, then an additional L3 Harris Third Year Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Laurie Hergenhan Scholarship in Australian Literary Studies
(Established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by the Laurie Hergenhan Scholarship Endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to honour Emeritus Professor Laurie Hergenhan’s legacy by encouraging and supporting undergraduate students who wish to undertake studies in English Literature at The University of Queensland and who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and any subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient undertakes a subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field, it must be commenced in the semester immediately following completion of their Bachelor’s program.
Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in English Literature.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Laurie Hergenhan Scholarship in Australian Literary Studies.
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3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes available on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
   (b) is enrolled in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
   (c) will be a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy; and
   (d) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
       (b) an academic representative from the School of Communication and Arts whose research foci include Australian Literature; and
       (c) the Manager of the Fryer Library, or nominee.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
       (a) demonstrated financial need;
       (b) demonstrated commitment to Australian Literature, either through extracurricular or academic work; and
       (c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
       (c) where applicable, demonstrating evidence of progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
       (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Leeanne Bond Scholarship for Women in Engineering
(The Scholarship was established as a Faculty scholarship by an annual gift from alumna, Leeanne Bond (MBA 2008; BE 1987) in 2014, and then as a University scholarship from 2016.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a female student undertaking their first year of the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program. In recognition of the role of engineers as leaders in the business community, applicants considering a dual program with business, economics or commerce are particularly encouraged to apply.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or dual program, that includes a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) component. 
   Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
   Scholarship means the Leeanne Bond Scholarship for Women in Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) The university may award 1 Scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000 for one year.
   (3) The recipient may also be offered personal mentoring or coaching by Ms Leeanne Bond during the year (including help in identifying part-time work or vacation experience).

4. Eligibility for award
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
       (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications including a personal statement outlining the applicant’s –
           (i) career aspirations; and
           (ii) interest in the engineering profession;
       (b) is a female student;
       (c) is a domestic student in accordance with The University's Fee Policy;
       (d) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in the first year of the Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program; and
       (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:-
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
       (b) Ms Leeanne Bond or nominee; and
(c) at least one member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering, with university staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on-
(a) potential to succeed in the engineering profession;
(b) leadership qualities; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.

(3) Preference will be given to students who –
(a) are undertaking a dual program with business, economics or commerce; and
(b) are active in the community.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) maintaining full-time enrolment in the Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program; and
(b) achieving a GPA of 5 in the first semester of study.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Leo Howard Memorial Scholarship

7. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support second year students who are studying engineering at The University of Queensland.

8. Definitions
In these rules –

Approved Program means Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering Program, or an engineering dual program

Head means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means the Leo Howard Memorial Scholarship

9. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be equal to the annual income from the fund.

10. Eligibility for the Scholarship
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, before the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(d) has completed the required number of units towards an Approved Program as specified in Addendum 1 below; and
(e) does not hold another similar Scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

11. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement in the Approved Program;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.

12. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the student must show cause to the Head as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

13. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head, as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Additional Completion Requirements for Eligibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved Engineering Program</th>
<th>Minimum number of units completed</th>
<th>Maximum number of units completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Levison Family Scholarship Endowment

(Established in 2020 from the generous gift of Robin and Kim Levison under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. Passionate UQ alumnus, Mr Robin Levison (Graduate Certificate Management '03, Graduate Diploma of Business Administration '04 and Master of Business Administration '10) and Ms Kim Levison are launching a financial hardship-based scholarship to support students studying within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law (BEL). The Donors are pleased to see this scholarship offered to all students undertaking a degree in BEL, including those studying a dual degree that extends beyond the Faculty.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, including dual degrees.
Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Levison Family Scholarship Endowment.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the Executive Dean as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship;
(b) submits an application to the Executive Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in an Approved Program in the year of the award;
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Executive Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative each from the School of Business, the School of Economics and the School of Law.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.
(3) The Levison Family may view a shortlist of candidates and provide feedback to the selection committee. However, the final decision to award the scholarship rests with the Executive Dean and the selection committee.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Executive Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Executive Dean to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Lewin Scholarship

(Established in 2020 by LFF Pty Ltd as trustee for the Lewin Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. Mr Walter Lewin (Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)/Bachelor of Laws (Honours), and Mrs Elizabeth Lewin, as founders of the Lewin Foundation are funding the Lewin Scholarships to support need-based students who study an undergraduate Commerce and/or Business Management degree within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law (BEL)).
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students with financial need who are studying commerce and/or business within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means a Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours), a Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours), a Bachelor of Commerce or a Bachelor of Business Management, including associated duals.
Dean means the Dean of the Business School.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Lewin Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Dean with a maximum of 4 Scholarships held in tenure in any year.

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be determined annually by the Dean and will be at least $5,000 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(b) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enroll full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one academic staff representing the discipline of Commerce; and
(c) one academic staff representing the discipline of Business Management.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities, including academic potential; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their career.

(3) Walter and Elizabeth Lewin may view a short list of candidates and provide feedback for the selection committee. However, the final decision to award the Scholarship rests with the Dean and the selection committee.

(4) Preference will be given to commencing students with no prior tertiary study who completed Year 12 in the two years immediately prior to the award.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship cannot be deferred and can only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Linnett Family Mathematics Endowed Scholarship
(Established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative by alumnus of UQ, Graeme Linnett and Deborah-Ann Linnett, to provide support to students studying in mathematics and statistics who have demonstrated financial need.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is provide assistance to students who are experiencing financial hardship to study mathematics or statistics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program at The University of Queensland including dual programs.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
Normal Minimum Duration means the minimum period of time it would take a student enrolled in a standard full-time load of 8 units per semester to complete the Approved Program.
Relevant Field means a program, or major or field of study in the area of mathematics or statistics.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Linnett Family Mathematics Endowed Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean as tenure becomes vacant.

(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $6,000 but limited to the annual income from the fund.
4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant:
(a) submits a completed application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled or intends to be enrolled in the Relevant Field in an Approved Program in the year of the award; and
(c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria:
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) strength of personal statement included with application;
(c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance in either high school or tertiary study to date; and
(d) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.
(3) Where there are eligible applicants, one Scholarship is to be awarded to one commencing student and one to a continuing student. Preference for the commencing student Scholarship will be given to a current school leaver.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Normal Minimum Duration of the Approved Program subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship if:
(a) the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Lisbeth Hopkins OAM Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by distribution of the Lisbeth Hopkins OAM Scholarship Endowment. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support postgraduate coursework students undertaking studies at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any Masters or Graduate Diploma program of at least 16 units, administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient enrols on a part time basis, the Scholarship will be paid for the period of enrolment that falls within the Minimum Completion Time.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Lisbeth Hopkins OAM Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) two academic representatives from different Schools within the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria (in order of importance) -
(a) demonstrated financial need; and
(b) a commitment to volunteerism and leadership in support of community groups, as demonstrated through extracurricular activities and a brief statement.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in any Approved Program;
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
   cancelled.
(3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances
   as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme
(The Andrew N. Liveris Academy for Innovation and Leadership was established at The University of Queensland in 2018 with the
support of a generous donation of $13.5M from UQ alumnus Andrew N. Liveris AO and his wife, Paula Liveris. The Liveris Academy is
designed to cultivate the next generation of leaders with the capacity to address grand challenges at a time of dramatic socio-economic,
technological and environmental change. Scholarships are offered as a “Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship” or a specific “Named
Scholarship” under the auspices of the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support deserving students in an Approved Program at The University of
Queensland, through financial support and Membership with the Liveris Academy.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program at The University of Queensland.
Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to
enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students
and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.
Director means the Director of the Liveris Academy.
Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme means the framework for offering Scholarships as either Liveris Academy
Equity Scholarships or as Named Scholarships in accordance with these rules.
Membership means access to the co-curricular developmental activities of the Liveris Academy.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on
enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the
Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current
program, less the time already enrolled.
Named Scholarship means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of the Liveris Academy Scholarship Scheme,
which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are
administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
Relevant Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty hosting the degree through
which a student is awarded a Scholarship under the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic
Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means a Scholarship awarded under the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme, including Named
Scholarships.
UQ means The University of Queensland.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) The number and value of each Scholarship will be determined annually by the Director at the commencement of each year of
award, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.

4. Additional Benefits
(1) Liveris Academy travel bursaries may be offered at the discretion of the Director where they are not included as an additional
benefit in a Named Scholarship.
(2) Each Scholarship includes Membership to the Liveris Academy.

5. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Director by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (c) is enrolled, or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the year of award, or after an approved deferment of
one year;
   (d) does not hold another scholarship that the Director considers to be similar; and
   (e) can demonstrate educational disadvantage as a result of financial, geographical, cultural or other personal
circumstances.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that scholarship
set out in Addendum 1.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Liveris Academy Director, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic), or nominee;
(c) up to one UQ staff member nominated by the Chair;
(d) one member of the Liveris Academy Internal Steering Committee, Advisory Board, or Honorary Board; and
(e) for the selection of each Named Scholarship, up to one representative from a donor or industry partner for that Named Scholarship,
with UQ staff comprising the majority.

(2) UQ staff who are donors to the Scholarship being awarded are not eligible to be on the selection committee for that Scholarship in their capacity as a staff member however, may attend in their capacity as a donor for selection of the relevant Named Scholarship.

(3) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) documented evidence of educational disadvantage as a result of financial, geographical, cultural or other personal circumstances;
(b) academic achievement in their secondary school studies or tertiary studies as relevant;
(c) evidence of personal qualities including –
   (i) leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
   (ii) alignment with the graduate attributes of the Liveris Academy;
   (iii) demonstrated commitment to academic excellence;
   (iv) demonstrated capacity and willingness to actively participate in, and positively contribute to, co-curricular activities at UQ; and
   (v) demonstrated strength of interest in undertaking co-curricular developmental activities through the Liveris Academy;
   and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success at UQ and in their subsequent career.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

(5) To be selected for a Named Scholarship, students must also meet any additional selection criteria for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

(6) An applicant cannot hold more than one Scholarship.

7. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships) and will be paid in equal semester instalments, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held (except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships);
(c) actively contributing to the Academy and the University in alignment with the spirit of the Scholarship;
(d) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of the Liveris Academy and its staff, representatives, supporters and Scholarship holders;
(e) not gaining or holding another scholarship that the Director considers similar; and
(f) not gaining or holding another scholarship awarded through the Liveris Academy.

(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that Scholarship.

(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1) or 7(2), the recipient, must show cause to the Director as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(4) In making the decision, the Director will seek advice on the recipient's academic progress from the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic).

(5) The Director may grant approval for interruption or deferral of the Scholarship on advice from the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic) for a maximum cumulative period of one year.

8. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(3);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

9. Named Scholarships - Interpretation

If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (8) above, the specific rule in the Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Duration</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions for Scholarship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O’Moore Scholarship Endowment</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an endowed gift from Dr Liza O’Moore, UQ Alumna under the Create Change Scholarship Match and Dow Chemical Challenge. This Scholarship is to acknowledge the support by her parents Liam and Elaine O’Moore to pursue her studies at The University of Queensland.</td>
<td>Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program. Scholarship means the O’Moore Scholarship Endowment.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $7,425 but will be limited to the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional benefits.</td>
<td>(1) can demonstrate financial hardship; and (2) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in the first year of the Approved Program</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td>Continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Engineering</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an endowed gift from the Pekol Family under the Create Change Scholarship Match and Dow Chemical Challenge.</td>
<td>Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program. Scholarship means the Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Engineering.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $10,800 but will be limited to the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional benefits.</td>
<td>(1) can demonstrate financial hardship; (2) is a female student; (3) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in the first year of the Approved Program; and (4) will complete, or has completed, year 12 in the two-year period prior to the year of award.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td>Continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puttick Scholarship for Women in IT and Engineering</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 under the Dow Chemical Challenge and is maintained by a gift from John and Gerri Puttick.</td>
<td>Approved Program means the Bachelor of Computer Science, the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), an engineering integrated program, the Bachelor of Information Technology, the Bachelor of Science (Computer Science), or a dual program including one of these programs. Scholarship means the Puttick Scholarship for Women in IT and Engineering.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000. Recipients are also eligible for the Leveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>No additional benefits.</td>
<td>(1) can demonstrate financial hardship; (2) is a female student; and (3) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in the first year of the Approved Program</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 5 years, subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers Family Scholarship</td>
<td>The Rogers Family Scholarship endowment was established in 2020 under the Create</td>
<td>Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value</td>
<td>No additional benefits.</td>
<td>(1) can demonstrate financial hardship; (2) has completed at least 12 units but less than 27 units towards an</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td>Continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Scholarship Match and Dow Chemical Challenge and is maintained by an endowed gift from Tim Rogers who is an alumnus of The University of Queensland.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Rogers Family Scholarship.</td>
<td>of the Scholarship will be at least $10,800 but will be limited to the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>Approved Program; and (3) does not already hold a university qualification.</td>
<td>Preference may be given to a student studying in any field of engineering in the chemical engineering discipline.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dow STEM Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 by The Dow Chemical Company and maintained by the income generated from an endowed gift.</td>
<td>Approved Program means any undergraduate program in STEM. Scholarship means the Dow STEM Scholarship. Significant Component of Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) means either a designated program in STEM or a program with a STEM specialisation or major as determined annually by the Associate Dean (Academic), after consultation with the Dow Chemical Company prior to the annual advertising of applications.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be $10,000. Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>(1) can demonstrate financial hardship; and (2) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in the first year of the Approved Program. The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated financial hardship.</td>
<td>Continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme
(The Andrew N. Liveris Academy for Innovation and Leadership was established at The University of Queensland in 2018 with the support of a generous donation of $13.5M from UQ alumnus Andrew N. Liveris AO and his wife, Paula Liveris. The Liveris Academy is designed to cultivate the next generation of leaders with the capacity to address grand challenges at a time of dramatic socio-economic, technological and environmental change. Scholarships are offered as a “Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship” or a specific “Named Scholarship” under the auspices of the Liveris Academy Scholarship Scheme.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support outstanding students in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland, through financial support and Membership with the Liveris Academy.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate or postgraduate program at The University of Queensland.
Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.
Continuing Student means a student who has undertaken prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above.
Director means the Director of the Liveris Academy.
GPA means the result of applying the following formula to all courses undertaken in a calendar year by a student for credit towards an Approved Program –
\[ \frac{\Sigma (G \times P)}{\Sigma (P)} \]
where \( G \) = the grade in a course; and \( P \) = the unit value of that course. If a student is enrolled in a course but received no final grade, \( G=0 \).
Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme means the framework for offering Scholarships as either Liveris Academy Merit Scholarships or as Named Scholarships in accordance with these rules.
Membership means access to the co-curricular developmental activities of the Liveris Academy.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrollment in 8 units per semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Named Scholarship means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of the Liveris Academy Scholarship Scheme, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
Relevant Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty hosting the degree through which a student is or may be awarded a Scholarship under the Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme.
Scholarship means a Scholarship awarded under the Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme, including Named Scholarships.
UQ means The University of Queensland.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) The number of Scholarships awarded in a calendar year, and the value of each Scholarship will be determined by the Director each year at the commencement of each year of award, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(2) The duration of each Scholarship will be up to six years, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.

4. Additional Benefits
(1) Liveris Academy travel bursaries may be offered at the discretion of the Director where they are not included as an additional benefit in a Named Scholarship.
(2) Each Scholarship includes Membership to the Liveris Academy.

5. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Director by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled, or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the year of award, or after an approved deferment of one year;
(c) is either a –
(i) Commencing Student who achieved a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.00 (or equivalent); or
(ii) Continuing Student who has a minimum GPA of 5.8 (or equivalent); and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Director considers to be similar.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Director, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) the relevant Associate Dean (Academic), or nominee;
(c) up to one UQ staff member nominated by the Chair;
(d) one member of the Liveris Academy Internal Steering Committee, Advisory Board, or Honorary Board; and
(e) for the selection of each Named Scholarship, up to one representative from the relevant donor or industry partner for that Named Scholarship, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) UQ staff who are donors to the Scholarship being awarded are not eligible to be on the selection committee for that Scholarship in their capacity as a staff member, however may attend in their capacity as a donor for selection of the relevant Named Scholarship.
(3) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of academic excellence;
(b) evidence of personal qualities including –
(i) leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
(ii) alignment with the graduate attributes of the Liveris Academy;
(iii) demonstrated commitment to academic excellence;
(iv) demonstrated capacity and willingness to actively participate in, and positively contribute to, co-curricular activities at UQ; and
(v) demonstrated strength of interest in undertaking co-curricular developmental activities through the Liveris Academy;

(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success at UQ and in their subsequent career.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.
(5) To be selected for a Named Scholarship, students must also meet any additional selection criteria for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.
(6) An applicant cannot hold more than one Scholarship.

7. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to six years, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships. The Scholarship will be paid in equal semester instalments, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) for a recipient who is
   (i) in the first year of their Scholarship: maintaining a minimum GPA of 5.80 and passing all courses in which they are enrolled; or
   (ii) enrolled in a subsequent year of their Scholarship: maintaining a minimum GPA of 6.00 in each semester and passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
(c) actively contributing to the Academy and the University, in alignment with the spirit of the Scholarship;
(d) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of the Liveris Academy and its staff, representatives, supporters and Scholarship holders;
(e) not gaining or holding another scholarship that the Director considers similar; and
(f) not gaining or holding another scholarship awarded through the Liveris Academy.

(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that Scholarship.
(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1) or 7(2), the recipient must show cause to the Director as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(4) In making the decision, the Director will seek advice on the recipient’s academic progress from the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic).
(5) The Director may grant approval for interruption or deferral of the Scholarship on advice from the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic) for a maximum cumulative period of one year.

8. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(3);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

9. Named Scholarships - Interpretation

If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (8) above, the specific rule in the Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Duration</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions for Scholarship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liveris Academy Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2019 by Andrew and Paula Liveris and is maintained by the income generated from an endowed fund.</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means the Bachelor of Computer Science, the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), an engineering integrated program, the Bachelor of Information Technology, the Bachelor of Science, the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours), the Bachelor of Mathematics or a dual program including one of these programs. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Liveris Academy Undergraduate Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) Up to 5 Scholarships will be awarded annually. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted).</td>
<td>Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>(1) will complete, or has completed, year 12 in the two year period prior to the year of award; (2) either – (a) has completed no more than one semester towards the Approved Program in the year of award; or (b) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by – (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in Year 12 and/or in an Approved Program; and (b) quality of the short video and essay.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time subject to the recipient remaining enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina Industry Scholarship</td>
<td>The Alumina Industry Scholarship was established in 2020 under the Dow Chemical Challenge and is maintained by a gift from AQW Inc.</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, the Bachelor of Science, or a dual program including one of these programs. <strong>AQW</strong> means AQW Inc. <strong>Relevant Field</strong> means the field or fields of engineering and/or science within the Approved Program as determined annually by the Director, after consultation with AQW and the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic) in accordance with Number, Award, and Duration (3). <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Alumina Industry Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) Up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted). (3) The Director, after consultation with AQW and the Relevant Associate Dean (Academic), will each year nominate the Relevant Field prior to the applications opening.</td>
<td>AQW may offer the recipient of a Scholarship any of the following opportunities – (a) an engineering mentor; (b) member organisation site visits; (c) vacation employment at any AQW site as determined by AQW, in consultation with the recipient.</td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field and has completed at least 12 units but less than 27 units towards an Approved Program.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by – (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in an Approved Program; and (b) strength of interest that the applicant demonstrates in a Relevant Field.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td>Approved Program</td>
<td>Rules as at 04/06/2024</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an annual gift.</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an endowed gift from The Stavros Niarchos Foundation.</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an endowed gift from The Dalio Family Fund, Inc.</td>
<td>Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>No additional benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravago Group Scholarship</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means an undergraduate program at The University of Queensland Scholarship means the Ravago Group Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded on the recommendation of the Director. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 each year.</td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and has completed not more than 32 units towards an Approved Program, or; intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in an Approved Program.</td>
<td>(1) Up to 10 Scholarships will be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $9,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted).</td>
<td>(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant. The number of Scholarships available each year will be dependent upon the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year in which it is held.</td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stavros Niarchos Foundation Scholarship</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means an undergraduate program at The University of Queensland</td>
<td>(1) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded on the recommendation of the Director. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 each year.</td>
<td>Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>No additional benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalio Philanthropies Scholarship</td>
<td><strong>Approved Program</strong> means an undergraduate program at The University of Queensland</td>
<td>(1) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded on the recommendation of the Director. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 each year.</td>
<td>Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.</td>
<td>No additional benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Aramco Excellence Scholarship in Engineering, Science and Maths</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an endowed gift from Saudi Aramco. <strong>Approved Program</strong> means the Bachelor of Computer Science, the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), an engineering integrated program, the Bachelor of Science, the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours), the Bachelor of Mathematics, Bachelor of Mathematics (Honours) or a dual program including one of these programs <strong>Scholarship</strong> means Saudi Aramco Excellence Scholarship in Engineering, Science and Maths. (1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. The number of Scholarships available each year will be dependent upon the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted). Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant. (1) is an international student from a Preferred Region; and (2) will complete, or has completed, year 12 (or overseas equivalent) in the two year period prior to the year of award; and – (a) has completed no more than one semester towards the Approved Program in the year of award; and/or (b) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students. The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants showing greatest strength of academic and leadership achievement (or potential) as evidenced in their application and interview.</td>
<td><strong>Dalara Foundation Excellence Scholarship in Engineering</strong></td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an annual gift from The Dalara Foundation. <strong>Approved Program</strong> means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means Dalara Foundation Excellence Scholarship in Engineering. (1) Up to 1 Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted). Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant. (1) is a Domestic Student; and (2) will complete, or has completed, year 12 (or overseas equivalent) in the two year period prior to the year of award; and – (a) has completed no more than one semester towards the Approved Program in the year of award; and/or (b) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students. The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants showing greatest strength of academic and leadership achievement (or potential) as evidenced in their application and interview.</td>
<td><strong>Dalara Foundation Excellence Scholarship in Engineering</strong></td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2021 and is maintained by an annual gift from The Dalara Foundation. <strong>Approved Program</strong> means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means Dalara Foundation Excellence Scholarship in Engineering. (1) Up to 1 Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted). Recipients are also eligible for the Liveris Academy Travel Grant. (1) is a Domestic Student; and (2) will complete, or has completed, year 12 (or overseas equivalent) in the two year period prior to the year of award; and – (a) has completed no more than one semester towards the Approved Program in the year of award; and/or (b) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students. The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants showing greatest strength of academic and leadership achievement (or potential) as evidenced in their application and interview.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted) subject to the recipient remaining enrolled in an Approved Program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Liveris Academy Travel Grants
(The Andrew N. Liveris Academy for Innovation and Leadership was established at The University of Queensland in 2018 with the support of a generous donation of $13.5M from UQ alumnus Andrew N. Liveris AO and his wife, Paula Liveris. The Liveris Academy is designed to cultivate the next generation of leaders with the capacity to address grand challenges at a time of dramatic socio-economic, technological and environmental change. Scholarships are offered under the auspices of the Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme and the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of this Grant is to provide current recipients of an Eligible Scholarship with support for opportunities that include travel and that will enhance their academic experience. Grants are provided as supplementary financial support to existing scholarship recipients as outlined in these rules.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Purpose means support for experiences that include travel as approved by the Director.
Director means the Director of the Liveris Academy.
Eligible Scholarship means a type of scholarship offered under the auspices of either the Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme or the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme, and for which recipients may seek a Grant as an additional benefit under the rules of those two schemes.
Grant means the Liveris Academy Travel Grant.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The number and value of Grants are outlined in Addendum 1 of the Liveris Academy Merit Scholarship Scheme and the Liveris Academy Equity Scholarship Scheme.
(2) The value of an individual Grant will not be more than $10,000.
(3) In recommending the value of the award, the Director will take into consideration –
(a) the application and proposed Approved Purpose;
(b) the duration of tenure lapsed of the recipients’ relevant Liveris Academy Scholarship; and
(c) the availability of donor funding.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Grant if the applicant submits an application to the Director and is a recipient of an Eligible Scholarship.
(2) Applications must include a personal statement as outlined at paragraph 5(1)(c) below.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Grant is awarded on recommendation by the Director, based on the –
(a) proposed Approved Purpose and associated travel costs;
(b) relevance of the Approved Purpose to the applicants’ study program, career goals and/or membership of the Liveris Academy; and
(c) strength of tangible benefits that may be expected from the Approved Purpose to the applicants’ study program, career goals and/or membership of the Liveris Academy as evidenced by personal statement included in application.
(2) Previous Grant recipients are eligible to apply and receive a Grant on more than one occasion, however the total combined value of all their Grants cannot exceed $10,000.

Liveris Academy Undergraduate Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2019 by Andrew and Paula Liveris and is maintained by the income generated from an endowed fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support outstanding students in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Computer Science, the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), an engineering integrated program, the Bachelor of Information Technology, the Bachelor of Science, the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours), the Bachelor of Mathematics or a dual program including one of these programs.
Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) means the Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Associate Dean (Academic) (Science) means the Associate Dean (Academic) for the Faculty Science
Director means the Director of the Liveris Academy
Gap Semester means a semester in which the student is not enrolled at the University
Scholarship means the Liveris Academy Undergraduate Scholarship.
UQ means The University of Queensland

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to 5 scholarships will be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Director.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended)

4. Additional Benefits
Recipients may also receive up to $10,000 travel support from the Liveris Academy for approved Gap Semester, exchange or internship opportunities.

5. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications; and
(b) either
   (i) will complete, or has completed, year 12 in the two-year period prior to the year of award and achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.00 (or equivalent) for their year 12 studies; or
   (ii) has completed no more than one semester towards the Approved Program in the year of award; and
(c) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students; and
(d) is enrolled, or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the year of award, or after an approved deferment of one year; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Director considers to be similar.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Director, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
   (b) the Director of the Dow Centre for Sustainable Engineering or nominee;
   (c) the Associate Dean (Academic) (EAIT) or nominee; and
   (d) the Associate Dean (Academic) (Science) or nominee.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in Year 12 and/or in an Approved Program;
   (b) personal qualities including:
      (i) Leadership potential;
      (ii) Demonstrated capacity and willingness to actively participate in, and positively contribute to, co-curricular activities at UQ; and
      (iii) Demonstrated strength of interest in undertaking co-curricular developmental activities through the Liveris Academy;
   (c) quality of the short video and essay; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success at UQ and in their subsequent career.

(3) Applications must be submitted in the form of a cover letter, a curriculum vitae, a short video, a short essay and two letters of recommendation.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 6 years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended), subject to the recipient –
   (a) either
      (i) maintaining full-time enrolment in an Approved Program, or subsequent postgraduate coursework program approved by the Director; or
      (ii) undertaking a Gap Semester activity, exchange, or internship approved by the Director; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
   (c) actively contributing to the Academy and the University, in alignment with the spirit of the Scholarship; and
   (d) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of the Liveris Academy and its staff, representatives, supporters and Scholarship holders.
   (e) not gaining or holding another scholarship that the Director considers similar.

(2) In rule 7(1)(b) - Satisfactory Academic Progress means –
   (a) for a recipient who is enrolled in the first year of scholarship –
      (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
      (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5.5 in that year; and
   (b) for a recipient who is enrolled in a subsequent year of scholarship –
      (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
      (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 6 in each semester.

(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1) or 7(2), the recipient must show cause to the Director why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Interruption of Scholarship
Recipients may apply to interrupt the Scholarship only in exceptional circumstances as considered by the Director.

9. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Director as provided for in rule 7(3); or
   (b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Lowth Geology Scholarship
(Established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative in honour of Jacqueline and Thomas Lowth. Jacqueline was a beloved school principal who believed in education and opportunity for all. She bequeathed her estate to the University in honour of her brother Thomas, a geologist and former staff member at UQ.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to students who are experiencing financial hardship to study earth sciences at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program in the field of earth sciences (geological sciences) administered by the Faculty of Science at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory
declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided. **Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrollment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Relevant Field means a major or field of study in an earth sciences (or geological sciences) field. **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures. **Scholarship** means the Lowth Geology Scholarship

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) The number and value of Scholarships will be determined annually on recommendation by the Associate Dean.
   (2) The annual combined value of all Scholarships shall not exceed the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant-
   (a) submits a completed application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (c) is enrolled or intends to be enrolled in the Relevant Field in an Approved Program in the year of the award; and
   (d) can demonstrate financial need.

5. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
      (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
      (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program;
      (c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science; and
      (d) the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement) or nominee.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
      (a) demonstrated financial need;
      (b) strength of personal statement included with application;
      (c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance; and
      (d) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.
   (3) Preference may be given to applicants who are Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Persons.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
      (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt or defer the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months.

7. **Termination of scholarship**
   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
   (c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

**Mabel Pingel Scholarship**
(Established in 1991 and maintained by the income from a gift of $10,000 from Mrs Mabel Barnett, nee Pingel, who graduated from the University in 1935.)

1. The scholarship shall be awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Head of the School of Languages and Comparative Cultural Studies.

2. The scholarship shall, in the first instance, be open to students who have completed the BA and are undertaking the postgraduate BA honours program in French language and literature.

3. If none of the candidates eligible under rule 2 are of sufficient merit, the scholarship shall also be open to students undertaking the BA who have completed at least #16 in French courses and are undertaking a double major in French.

4. The scholarship shall be awarded on the basis of academic merit. The tenure of the scholarship shall be one year.

**Macoun Family Scholarship in Finance**
(Established in 2021 by UQ alumnus, Ian Macoun (Bachelor of Commerce ’74, Grad Dip Advanced Accounting ’77 and Master Financial Management ’90), together with his family and the Directors of the Macoun Charitable Foundation.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist female students to study finance who live outside of the Brisbane metropolitan area and have finished their high school studies at a Queensland public school.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules –
   **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours).
   **Commencing Student** means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.
Dean means the Academic Dean and Head of School, UQ Business School.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Macoun Family Scholarship in Finance.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Five Scholarships may be awarded on the recommendation of the Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $12,500 per year for four years.

4. Additional benefits
Work experience opportunities may be available with organisations associated with the Macoun Family.

5. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) submits an application to the Dean by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a female, domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in an Approved Program in the year of the award; and
(d) completed high school studies in a Queensland public school outside of the Brisbane metropolitan area.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as the Chair of the committee;
(b) one representative of the Macoun Family Trust; and
(c) a staff member from the School of Business, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of –
(a) previous academic achievement;
(b) strength of personal statement included with application that demonstrates the applicant’s commitment to pursue a career in finance, in particular (but not limited to) fund management or investment management; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their pursuit of a career in finance, fund management or investment management.
(3) The selection committee may interview applicants.

7. Conditions of scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration of the Approved Program (up to a maximum of four years), subject to the recipient –
(a) remaining enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Dean to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances only.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

March, Kidd, Teo, Thomson, Walsh Dentistry Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by Dr Sandra March, Dr Bruce Kidd, Dr Hiow Hoong Teo, Associate Professor David Thomson, Dr Monica Thomson and Professor Laurence Walsh AO under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The Scholarship will be maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support financially disadvantaged students studying dentistry.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means an undergraduate program in the discipline of dentistry.
Head means the Head of School, School of Dentistry.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the March, Kidd, Teo, Thomson, Walsh Dentistry Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded per year on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least two academic staff from the School of Dentistry (who are not donors for the Scholarship).

(2) The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
(c) strength of the applicant’s personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship funds will assist completion of the student’s program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the dental profession.

(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Head. The recipient must submit a written application to the Head outlining the circumstances leading to the request to defer or interrupt the Scholarship.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Maria Vasas Scholarship in Equine Science
(Established in 2013 and maintained by philanthropic gifts from the Maria Vasas Foundation, to recognise the life and passions of Maria Vasas. The Scholarship was formalised by Senate in 2014.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support students enrolled in the Bachelor of Equine Science (Honours) program relevant to equine science.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Equine Science (Honours) program at the School of Agriculture and Food Sustainability.
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Relevant Field means a major or field/area of study in equine science
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure
Scholarship means the Maria Vasas Scholarship in Equine Science.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Senate may award one or more Scholarships in a year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be $5,000

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(b) is enrolled, or intends to enrol, full-time or part-time in the Relevant Field of the Approved Program;
(c) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean (Academic) considers to be similar;
(d) has not received the scholarship previously while enrolled in the current program;
(e) applies for the scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean (Academic) must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Head, School of Agriculture and Food Sustainability, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Director of the Equine Science group, or nominee; and
(c) another member of the university’s academic staff who is currently teaching in a relevant program;

(2) The committee will rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant:
(a) financial circumstances as evidenced by supporting documentation
(b) academic achievement in their undergraduate program;
(c) an interest in equine science and experience working with horses;
(d) personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year and is subject to the recipient –
(a) maintaining satisfactory academic progress each semester, and
(b) continuing to be enrolled part-time or full-time in the Approved Program;

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

Mary Alison Miles Munro Scholarships
(Founded in 1936 by gifts of $1 500, $1 000 and $1 000 from Mr Simon Edwin Munro, Mrs Helena Mary Whitehouse, and Mrs Jessie
1. **Purpose**
The purpose of this Scholarship is to support students who are studying a modern language as part of a program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules-
- **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of International Studies, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of International Studies.
- **Associate Dean** means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
- **Scholarship** means the Mary Alison Miles Munro Scholarship.
- **Relevant Field** means a major, extended or field of study in modern foreign language.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
(1) Two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship shall be at least $300.

4. **Eligibility for award**
A student is eligible for the Scholarship if:
(a) they are commencing the second year of an Approved Program.
(b) they have completed at least one modern foreign language course in semester 1 and semester 2 in the year immediately prior to the year of the award; and
(c) they have passed at least #8 for other courses (if full-time) or at least 4 for other courses (if part-time), in the year immediately prior to the year of the award.

5. **Selection of award**
The Scholarships are awarded on the basis of proficiency shown in the courses outlined in rule 4(b), on the condition that –
(a) 2 Scholarships must not be awarded in the same language in a single year of award; and
(b) a Scholarship must not be awarded to a student, except in exceptional circumstances, in a language which is considered by the Associate Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, a native language of that student.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
(1) The recipient of a Scholarship must enrol in an advanced course in the language in which the Scholarship was awarded.
(2) If a recipient of a Scholarship fails to enrol in a course prescribed in rule 4, the Scholarship will be terminated.

---

**Maude Walker Scholarship**
(Established in 1973 by a bequest of $4,500 from the estate of the late Miss Maude Walker.)

1. The scholarship will be awarded for the purposes of postgraduate research in electrical engineering.
2. The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
3. The scholarship is awarded to the candidate who -
   (a) (i) has completed the Bachelor of Engineering (electrical engineering) or equivalent as determined by the Head; or
   (ii) has completed a Bachelor of Engineering or equivalent in a major closely allied with electrical engineering; and
   (b) is enrolled in the first year of full-time postgraduate studies in electrical engineering (in ASCED codes starting with 0313, 0201; or ASCED 039903); and
   (c) is considered most appropriate to pursue the postgraduate studies.
4. The value of the scholarship is $1,200 for one year.
5. If the scholarship is not awarded in any year, two scholarships may be awarded in the succeeding year.

---

**Maureen Stevenson Scholarship**
(Established in 2019 by Maureen Stevenson under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students from the School of Veterinary Science who are facing financial hardship.
2. **Definitions**
In these rules-
- **Approved Program** means any undergraduate program in veterinary science administered by the Faculty of Science at The University of Queensland.
- **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.
- **Scholarship** means the Maureen Stevenson Scholarship.
3. **Award and value of scholarship**
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 and will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
   (c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The scholarship is awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
   (a) demonstrated financial need;
   (b) strength of personal statement included with application;
   (c) academic capability as demonstrated by overall academic performance; and
   (d) any other evidence that the selection committee deems relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient -
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Medical Student Financial Aid Scholarships
(The Financial Aid Scholarships were established in 2020. The Scholarships aim to provide financial support to students studying in the Doctor of Medicine at The University of Queensland Medical School.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Medical Student Financial Aid Scholarships is to support students who are in financial need and who are undertaking study in the Doctor of Medicine at The University of Queensland Medical School.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Dean means the Dean, Medical School
Named Scholarship means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of The Financial Aid Scholarships, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
Regional, Rural or Remote Area uses the ‘Modified Monash Model’ categories approach as defined by the Australian Government Department of Health and Aged Care based on the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA). This means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as –
MM 2 (Regional centres)
MM 3 (Large rural towns)
MM 4 (Medium rural towns)
MM 5 (Small rural towns)
MM 6 (Remote communities)
MM 7 (Very remote communities) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure and where relevant, the Doctor of Medicine Program Rules or Requirements.
Scholarship means a Medical Student Financial Aid Scholarship including a Named Scholarship as the context requires.

3. Award and value of Scholarships
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded each year on recommendation of the Dean in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500 for each year in which it is held, or as otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(3) Scholarships are offered either as a Financial Aid Scholarship or as a specific Named Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for a Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in the Doctor of Medicine;
   (c) can provide documentary evidence of financial hardship; and
   (d) does not hold another Scholarship that the Dean considers similar.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least two further members drawn from either professional or academic staff of the Faculty of Medicine; and
(c) the Associate Dean (Indigenous Engagement) (or nominee), with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarships will be awarded to applicants showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) strength of personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship will assist completion of the Doctor of Medicine;
(c) where applicable, any additional requirements for Named Scholarships as outlined in Addendum 1; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in their study.

6. Conditions for Scholarships
(1) A recipient may hold a Scholarship for one year or as otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for a Named Scholarship, subject to
the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the program in which the recipient was enrolled when awarded the Scholarship;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another Scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.

(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that
Scholarship.

(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) or 6(2), the student must show cause to the Show Cause Committee as to why the
Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(4) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Dean for a maximum period
of one year except where a contrary rule exists for a Named Scholarship in Addendum 1.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

8. Named Scholarships - Interpretation
If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (7) above, the specific rule in the
Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.
## Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faculty of Medicine Medical Endowment Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>The Faculty of Medicine Medical Endowment Scholarship was established in 2018. The Scholarship is funded by multiple donors who have contributed to the Medicine Scholarship Endowment Fund.</td>
<td><strong>Good Academic Standing</strong> means the student has no findings of student misconduct at the University, a cumulative Grade Point Average of 4.5 or higher and has not received an academic progression warning, or been required to respond to a show cause or refusal of enrolment notice due to unsatisfactory progress in the Doctor of Medicine. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Faculty of Medicine Medical Endowment Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) The number of Scholarships available each year will be determined by the Dean. (2) The value of the Scholarship will be $5,000 for one year unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>The recipient must achieve a GPA of at least 4 in the first semester of the Scholarship in the year of award.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gough Family Scholarship for Medical Education</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2019 by Professor Ian Gough AM and Dr Ruth Gough under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. Both Professor Gough and Dr Gough are UQ Medical Program graduates, and their daughters, Jenny and Helen, are also UQ graduates. Professor Ian Gough is a former Royal Australasian College of Surgeons President and was appointed a Member of the Order of Australia for his significant service to medicine as a clinician, to education as an academic, researcher and author, and through medical advisory roles. Dr Ruth Gough is a former psychiatrist who taught and mentored many UQ graduates.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Gough Family Scholarship for Medical Education</td>
<td>(1) Up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>The Scholarship may not be deferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professor Bryan Emmerson Medical Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2019 by Mrs Elva Emmerson and her sons, Professor William (Brett) Emmerson and Professor Stephen Emmerson, in honour of their husband and father, Emeritus Professor Bryan Emmerson, AO, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. Professor Emmerson served as Head of the Department of Medicine at UQ and Foundation Professor of Medicine at the Princess Alexandra Hospital for nearly 10 years.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Professor Bryan Emmerson Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $9,000 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is enrolled full-time in Year One.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years. The Scholarship may not be deferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarship</td>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Number, Award, and Funding</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.V. Stubbs-Brown Medical Student Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2011 and maintained by the income of a bequest from Ailsa Munro in memory of her late husband, Dr T.V. Stubbs-Brown, an orthopaedic surgeon.</td>
<td><strong>Regional, Rural Or Remote Area</strong> means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as – MM2 (regional centre), MM3 (large rural town), MM4 (medium rural town), MM5 (small rural town), MM6 (remote community) or MM7 (very remote community) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively as defined by the Modified Monash Model classification. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the T.V. Stubbs-Brown Medical Student Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One or more Scholarships may be awarded on recommendation from the Dean. (2) The total combined annual value of the Scholarships will be at least $34,000 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria – (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Doctor of Medicine; and (b) strength of interest shown in surgery, and in particular orthopaedics. Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants from a Regional, Rural and Remote Area.</td>
<td>The recipient must achieve a GPA of at least 5 in the first semester of the Scholarship in the year of award.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr David Perel Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2019 by Dr (Ivan) David Perel who received his medical degree from The University of Queensland as did his three children. He, along with his late wife Margaret, has given philanthropically through UQ since 2001. Trained in both haematology and pathology, upon his retirement, Dr Perel shared his skills and appreciation of medical history with UQ’s Faculty of Medicine through his extensive volunteer work with the Marks-Hirschfeld Museum of Medical History. Through this scholarship, Dr Perel aims to help students accomplish their goals of becoming medical practitioners by minimising the hardships some face due to the costs of their medical education.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Dr David Perel Medical Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One or more Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $9,000 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is enrolled in Year One in the year of award.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>The Scholarship may not be deferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazer Family Foundation Scholarship in Medicine</td>
<td>Established in 2019 by the Frazer Family Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. As Co-Chairs of the ‘Not if, when’ campaign, Professor Ian Frazer AC FRS and Mrs Caroline Frazer (MEdSt ’97) understand the transformative power of education and the importance of access to education for promising students, regardless of</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Frazer Family Foundation Scholarship in Medicine.</td>
<td>(1) Three Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for a Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.</td>
<td>The Scholarships will be awarded on the basis of academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Doctor of Medicine.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarship</td>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Number, Award, and Funding</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Professor Victoria Atkinson Medical Student Scholarship** | Established in 2020 by Professor Victoria Atkinson under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. Associate Professor Victoria Atkinson was a UQ Class of 1998 MBBS graduate and senior staff specialist in medical oncology at the Princess Alexandra Hospital. Grateful for the opportunities afforded her, A/Prof Atkinson wishes to help support bright, deserving medical students in UQ's Faculty of Medicine. | **Scholarship** means the Professor Victoria Atkinson Medical Student Scholarship | (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year.  
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. | No additional eligibility criteria. | In a year where the selection committee cannot decide between eligible applicants, preference will be given to the female applicant showing greatest merit. | No additional conditions. |
| **Drs Donald and Isobel Perry-Keene Family Scholarship** | Established in 2020 by Drs Donald and the late Isobel Perry-Keene through their generosity and belief in supporting others. Both are UQ Class of 1966 medical school graduates who have a long history of caring for Queenslanders. Don was one of Brisbane’s first endocrinologists, and Isobel was an accomplished anaesthetist. Both Don and Isobel came from humble beginnings in rural country Queensland to study medicine at UQ in Brisbane where they met and fell in love. The couple’s three children, Susan, Joanna and James, all UQ graduates, endorse this gift as a way to honour and carry on their parents' names and legacies. | **Scholarship** means the Drs Donald and Isobel Perry-Keene Family Scholarship | (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year.  
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $9,000, unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. | An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy. | Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants from the Bundaberg/Wide Bay area. | No additional conditions. |
| **Joan Lawrence AM Scholarship Endowment** | Established in 2020 as part of the UQ Giving Society’s “The Next Million Dollar Project”. Along with seed-funding provided by Alumni Friends, Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM donated funds to establish a The Joan Lawrence AM Scholarship Endowment to support Medicine students who are facing financial hardship. | **Scholarship** means the Joan Lawrence AM Scholarship Endowment | (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year.  
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500, unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund. | No additional eligibility criteria. | No additional selection criteria. | No additional conditions. |
<p>| <strong>Emmerson</strong> | Established in 2021 by Professor Brett Emmerson | <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the | (1) One Scholarship may be awarded as | An applicant is eligible | The Scholarship will be | The recipient |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>AM and Mrs Alanna Emmerson. Professor Emmerson is a Class of 1979 UQ medical graduate. He and his wife Alanna wish to establish this annual scholarship to assist the next generation of medical students overcome financial obstacles to achieve their career goals. As a psychiatrist, Professor Emmerson has been the Executive Director for Mental Health Services since 1997. He was also Queensland’s first Chief Psychiatrist from 1991-1994.</td>
<td>Emmerson Family Medical Scholarship tenure becomes vacant. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>for the Scholarship if the applicant is enrolled full-time in Year One.</td>
<td>awarded on the basis of academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Doctor of Medicine.</td>
<td>may hold the Scholarship for up to four years. The Scholarship may not be deferred.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Silcock Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 and maintained by an endowment from the estate of the late Randall Gilbert Silcock received in 1972.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Randall Silcock Scholarship (1) Two Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto and Joan Hirschfeld Scholarship in Medicine</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by Dr Brian Hirschfeld under the Queensland Commitment Scholarship Match. Dr Brian Hirschfeld wishes to commemorate the memory of his parents. His father Dr Otto Hirschfeld was Chancellor of the University from 1953 to 1957, and his mother Mrs Joan Hirschfeld established a memorial fund to support scholarships for students at UQ.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Otto and Joan Hirschfeld Scholarship in Medicine (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Charles Thelander Medicine Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by Dr Rodney Thelander to pay tribute to this grandfather Dr Charles Thelander. Dr Charles Thelander, grew up on a small farm in Yangan near Warwick. Through hard work and perseverance, he proceeded to win a scholarship to study medicine at Edinburgh University in Scotland where he graduated with First Class Honours in 1907. Dr Thelander felt a duty to return to Queensland and give back to the community. Between 1910 and 1950 he became one of Brisbane’s leading medical practitioners. He was also one of the founding members and original owners of Ballow Chambers on Wickham Terrace, which was the earliest medical specialist building of its type in Brisbane.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Dr Charles Thelander Medicine Scholarship. (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $9,000 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy.</td>
<td>Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to an applicant from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford and Susan Crittenden Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by Susan Crittenden under the Queensland Commitment match initiative. Susan feels passionate about creating opportunities for students to become doctors to</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Clifford and Susan Crittenden Medical Scholarship (1) Two or more Scholarships may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in</td>
<td></td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarship</td>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Number, Award, and Funding</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td>ensure the sustainability for the future medical workforce and healthcare system.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Dr Nichola Davis Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>accordance with the University’s Fee Policy.</td>
<td>Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to an applicant from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Nichola Davis Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by Medical Indemnity Protection Society under the Queensland Commitment match initiative in honour and recognition of Dr Nichola Davis for the incredible contribution made to Medicine and the long service to the Medical Indemnity Protection Society team. Nichola supported the community in Cairns and had a connection to the regions.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Dr Nichola Davis Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manoharan Family Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by Drs Shobhan and Patricia Manoharan under The Queensland Commitment match initiative and maintained by income from the Manoharan Family Medical Scholarship endowment fund. Dr Shobhan Manoharan is a UQ Class of 1999 Medical School graduate, a Specialist Dermatologist and medical entrepreneur in the space of Dermatology, Telehealth and Pharmacy. Dr Patricia Manoharan holds a UQ Doctor of Philosophy (2013) and has managed and developed some of Australia’s largest dermatology clinics. Drs Shobhan and Patricia Manoharan are passionate about medical education and reducing barriers to medical treatment for people living outside metropolitan areas. This scholarship has been created to support medical students who are experiencing financial hardship, and is a lasting legacy and testament to their generosity and commitment to the health of allustralians.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Manoharan Family Medical Scholarship</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>No additional eligibility criteria.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockhampton Rural Health Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 from the Executive Dean’s Emerging Priority’s Fund to provide financial support to students undertaking studies at the Rockhampton Regional Clinical Unit.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Rockhampton Rural Health Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy and is based at the Rockhampton Regional Clinical Unit for more than 1 year.</td>
<td></td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toowoomba Rural Health Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 from multiple donors and The Queensland Commitment Match to provide financial support to students undertaking studies at the Toowoomba Regional Clinical Unit.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Toowoomba Rural Health Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 unless this amount exceeds the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy and is based at the Toowoomba Regional Clinical Unit for more than 1 year.</td>
<td></td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarship</td>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Number, Award, and Funding</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>McColl Family Rural Medical Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2024 through a gift from Professor Geoff McColl under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. Professor Geoff McColl, his wife Kathy, and their family wish to set up an endowed scholarship to increase access to tertiary education and ease the financial burden for students entering or in the medical program at UQ.</td>
<td>Regional, Rural or Remote Area means an area classified as MM2: Regional centres MM3: Large rural towns MM4: Medium rural towns MM5: Small rural towns MM6: Remote communities MM7: Very remote communities Scholarship means the McColl Family Rural Medical Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year. (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.</td>
<td>University’s Fee Policy and is based at the Toowoomba Regional Clinical Unit for more than 1 year.</td>
<td>Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to an applicant from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crawford Family Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2024 through a gift from the Crawford family under The Queensland Commitment. The Crawford family grew up in Baralaba, Central Queensland and Rockhampton was the nearest major city. Gloria and Gordon Crawford realised the value of education and worked hard to ensure each of their children David, Catherine, John, Penny and Darrell had the opportunity to access high quality educational institutions to pursue their life goals. This gift is provided in honour of their foresight and their sacrifice to achieve their ambition.</td>
<td>Regional, Rural or Remote Area means an area classified as MM2: Regional centres MM3: Large rural towns MM4: Medium rural towns MM5: Small rural towns MM6: Remote communities MM7: Very remote communities Scholarship means the Crawford Family Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year. (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bundaberg Rural Health Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2024 from multiple donors to provide financial support to students undertaking studies at the Bundaberg Regional Clinical Unit.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Bundaberg Rural Health Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year. (2) The value of the Scholarship is $4,500 for each year that it is held.</td>
<td>An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy and is based at the Bundaberg Regional Clinical Unit for more than 1 year.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td>No additional conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Michael Lattke Scholarship in Studies in Religion
(Established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by the Irmtraud Petersson and Michael Lattke Scholarship Endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students undertaking studies in religion at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial disadvantage.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate (including honours program) administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Head means the Head of School, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry
Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in studies in religion.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Michael Lattke Scholarship in Studies in Religion.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.
(3) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
(c) will be a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy in the year of award; and
(d) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) an academic representative from the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry (outside of studies in religion); and
(c) an academic representative from the discipline of studies in religion.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential, as demonstrated by extracurricular activities and community engagement;
(c) academic capability and future academic potential, as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
(d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in any Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
(c) demonstrating evidence of progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
(c) if the recipient completes an Approved Program and is not continuing studies in the honours component of the Approved Program;
(d) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has elapsed; or
(e) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Minton Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by the Minton Family under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. In honour of Gregory Minton (Bachelor of Engineering-Mechanical, 1984 and Bachelor of Economics, 1989), the Minton Family Foundation is launching a scholarship to support need-based students who would like to study an undergraduate Economics and/or Commerce degree within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students studying economics and/or commerce who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics Honours program or the Bachelor of Economics or the Bachelor of Commerce including associated dual degree programs within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law only.

Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Normal Minimum Duration means the minimum period of time it would take a student enrolled in a standard full-time load of 8 units per semester to complete the Approved Program.

Scholarship means the Minton Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Executive Dean.
   (2) The value of each Scholarship will be determined by the Executive Dean and will be at least $3,500 for each year in which the Scholarship is held, but shall not exceed the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (c) submits an application to the Executive Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
   (d) can provide evidence of financial hardship.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) a representative of the School of Economics;
       (c) a representative of the Commerce discipline; and
       (d) a representative of the Minton Family or nominee.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
       (a) evidence of financial hardship;
       (b) personal qualities including leadership potential; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their chosen profession.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Normal Minimum Duration of the Approved Program, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The scholarship cannot be deferred but may be interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Executive Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers their study;
   (c) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
   (d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Miriam E. Wippell Undergraduate Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 1961 and is maintained by the income from a gift from Miriam E. Wippell, to assist students studying in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to support a student entering tertiary study for the first time and undertaking an undergraduate program in the field of veterinary science.

2. Definitions
   Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
   Scholarship means the Miriam E. Wippell Undergraduate Scholarship

3. Value and award of Scholarship
   (1) The minimum annual combined Scholarship value will be $5,500 shared equally between scholarship recipients.
   (2) A maximum of two (2) Scholarships may be awarded by Senate each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee.

4. Eligibility for Award
   An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant:
   (a) Enrols in the first year of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program;
   (b) is entering tertiary study for the first time; and
   (c) applies for the Scholarship by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection process
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising -
       (a) the Head, School of Veterinary Science, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) two (2) academic staff members who are currently teaching in the Faculty of Science.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
6. Conditions of Scholarship

(a) the recipient maintaining satisfactory academic progress each semester; and

(b) the recipient’s continued full-time enrolment in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours).

(2) A recipient failing to maintain satisfactory academic progress must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Mr and Mrs Ho Engineering Scholarship

(The Mr and Mrs Ho Engineering Scholarship was established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is maintained by an endowed gift from an alumnus to honour their parents. Mr and Mrs Ho are good role models to family, friends and the wider community. Mr Ho is the first of five siblings to receive a state sponsored scholarship to pursue a diploma in Mechanical Engineering in 1971. He has since built a successful career spanning Malaysia and Indonesia. Mrs Ho is the eldest of 7 siblings. She grew the family business helping to put her siblings through school. Together, Mr and Mrs Ho have been loving, dedicated and faithful to their three children, all of whom have completed their university studies and are contributing members of society.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support deserving second year engineering undergraduate students, who experience financial hardship, towards completion of their studies.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/ Master of Engineering, or an engineering dual program.

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means the Mr and Mrs Ho Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship

(1) At least one Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant.

(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be equal to the annual tuition fees of the Approved Program but will not exceed the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) can demonstrate financial hardship;

(b) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;

(c) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;

(d) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;

(e) has completed at least 12 units but less than 27 units towards an Approved Program; and

(f) does not already hold a university qualification.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –

(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and

(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –

(a) evidence of financial hardship;

(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;

(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date; and

(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.

(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to three years, subject to the recipient –

(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and

(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred.

7. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship –

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or

(b) if the student commits misconduct.

Neil Brice Memorial Fund

(Established in 1974 with a fund of $5,200 raised by public subscription in memory of Neil Mather Brice, DSc, who at the time of his death was Professor of Electrical Engineering at Cornell University, New York, USA.)
1. The fund is established for the purpose of granting out of the moneys thereof assistance to students suffering financial disability. Having regard to Dr Brice’s interests in the fields of music and physics, assistance will be given to eligible students studying in these fields in preference to other students.

2. Assistance will be granted by the Senate on the recommendation of the Academic Registrar (or nominee) as Chair; Head, School of Music (or nominee); and Head, School of Mathematics and Physics (or nominee).

3. An applicant for assistance must satisfy the Committee that the applicant —
   (a) has the academic ability to pursue and complete the chosen program at the University; and
   (b) will, without financial assistance, be unable to continue the program or will suffer undue hardship in continuing it.

4. A student selected as a recipient of assistance may be awarded further assistance for 2 more years, unless the Committee recommends that no further assistance should be given by reason of unsatisfactory academic progress, unsatisfactory behaviour or a change in financial circumstances. The recipient shall furnish to the Committee upon request such details of financial position and circumstances as the Committee may require.

5. Income of the fund not expended in the year in which it is earned may be invested with the capital unless and until it is required for the purpose of granting assistance to a student in a future year.

6. There shall be no legal obligation upon the recipient to account for or repay any part of the moneys advanced but with a view to similar assistance being given to students in future years, the recipient of the assistance shall be requested to give full consideration to making donations to the fund up to the amount of the moneys received when in a financial position so to do.

**Newcrest Mining Engineering Scholarship**
(The scholarship was established in 2011 and is maintained by an annual gift from Newcrest Operations Limited.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious commencing students studying engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules
   - **Approved Program** includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
   - **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
   - **Commencing Student** means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two year period prior to the year of the award.
   - **Newcrest** means Newcrest Operations Limited.
   - **Relevant Field** means the field or fields of engineering within the Approved Program as determined annually by the Associate Dean, after consultation with Newcrest in accordance with 3(2).
   - **Scholarship** means the Newcrest Mining Engineering Scholarship.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The Associate Dean, after consultation with Newcrest, will each year nominate the Relevant Field prior to the applications opening.
   (3) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held.

4. **Additional benefits**
   Newcrest may offer the recipient any of the following opportunities -
   (a) thesis mentoring;
   (b) other mentoring as appropriate;
   (c) vacation employment at any Newcrest site for any duration in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by Newcrest, in consultation with the recipient.

5. **Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is a Commencing Student
   (c) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fees Policy; and
   (d) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
   (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

6. **Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) up to one representative of Newcrest; and
       (c) academic staff members who are currently teaching in an Approved Program, with University staff comprising the majority.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by -
       (a) academic achievement in Year 12; and
       (b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession.
   (3) Preference may be given to a female student, or a student who may be perceived as female.
   (4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
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7. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
       (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
       (c) achieving a GPA of at least 5 for each semester of study; and
       (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Termination of scholarship
   The University will terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 7(2); or
   (b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Norman C Maddock Bursary
(Established in 2019 and maintained by donations from The Maddock Family)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Bursary is to encourage and support a financially disadvantaged student studying at the School of Economics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
   In these rules –
   Approved Program means any postgraduate coursework program administered by the School of Economics and the Bachelor of Economics and associated dual degree programs.
   Head means the Academic Dean and Head, School of Economics.
   Bursary means the Norman C Maddock Bursary.

3. Value and award of the Bursary
   (1) The value of the Bursary will be $3,000.
   (2) One Bursary may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Bursary if the applicant –
   (a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
   (c) can demonstrate financial disadvantage; and
   (d) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection Process
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
       (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) a minimum of two Academic staff members from the School of Economics as nominated by the Head.
   (2) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account -
       (a) academic achievement;
       (b) demonstrated financial need; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in an economics profession.
   (3) Applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for Bursary
   (1) The recipient may hold the Bursary for up to one year subject to the recipient –
       (a) not holding the Jean W Maddock Bursary in the year of award;
       (b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program that they were enrolled in at the time of award; and
       (c) achieving a GPA of at least 4 in the first semester of study in which the Bursary is held.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Bursary should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Bursary
   The University may terminate a Bursary:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) once maximum duration of the Bursary has lapsed; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Oei Family Scholarship
(Established in 2018 and maintained by gifts from the Oei Family, in honour of Emeritus Professor Tian Po Sumantri Oei and his contribution to the discipline of psychology at The University of Queensland.)

1. Purpose
   The Scholarship will support postgraduate coursework students to overcome issues of equity, diversity and access to postgraduate studies in the discipline of psychology, in particular, studies in clinical psychology.
2. Definitions
In these rules -

Approved Program means a postgraduate coursework program in the discipline of psychology.

Head means the Head of School, School of Psychology.

Rural or Regional Area means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as – Remoteness Area 2 (RA2) Remoteness Area 3 (RA3) Remoteness Area 4 (RA4) Remoteness Area 5 (RA5) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS -RA).

Scholarship means the Oei Family Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded per year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000 for each year for which it is held.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant:
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled, or intends to enrol in the first year of an Approved Program; and
(c) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least two members of the University’s academic staff within the postgraduate coursework programs within the School of Psychology.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by:
(a) evidence of one or more of – 
   (i) financial disadvantage; and/or
   (ii) being from a Rural or Regional Area; and/or
   (iii) being the first in their family to attend university; and/or
   (iv) being from a non-English speaking background;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(c) strength of the applicant’s personal statement, 500 words or less, demonstrating how the Scholarship funds will assist completion of the student’s program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the psychology profession.
(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.
(4) Preference may be given to applicants who (in order of preference):
(a) are enrolled in the Master of Clinical Psychology;
(b) can demonstrate commitment to work in rural and/or remote locations after graduation.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 2 years, subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled in each semester the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Osiecki Scholarship for Classics
(Established during 2014 by Mr Henry Osiecki and Dr Vera Osiecki, via Bio Concepts Pty Ltd, and maintained by an annual income from the Osiecki Scholarship for Classics Endowment)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate and honours students in the discipline of Classics and Ancient History.

2. Definitions
In these rules --

Approved Program means final year students in the the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Arts (Honours) or final year students in a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Arts (Honours).

Head means Head of School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.

Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin, or Classical Languages.

Scholarship means the Osiecki Scholarship for Classics.

3. Value and award of the Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $6,250 (or more) paid in two instalments;
(2) Two Scholarships may be awarded on recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field, or has submitted an application for admission to the
honours program in a Relevant Field; and
(c) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head of School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry or nominee as chair;
(b) the holder of the Paul Eliadis Chair of Classics and Ancient History or nominee;
(c) Dr Vera Osiecki or nominee; and
(d) the Director of the R.D. Milns Antiquities Museum or nominee.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on -
(a) academic achievement and potential for scholastic success; and
(b) strength of interest in classics and ancient history, as demonstrated by academic work; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the Approved
Program
(3) Preference will be given to applicants who demonstrate an interest in pursuing postgraduate studies.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient –
(a) if applicable, being accepted into their honours program;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program and in a Relevant Field; and
(c) conducting themselves in a professional manner while undertaking travel or completing an internship.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rules 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be
cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Head to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of one semester in exceptional
circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.
(4) The Scholarship holder may be requested by the Head to submit a written report of approximately 2,000 words on the
benefits derived from the holding of the Scholarship.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Otto and Joan Hirschfeld Memorial Honours Scholarship in Immunology
(The Scholarship was established in 2013 and is maintained by income from the Otto Hirschfeld Memorial Fund. This fund was
established by Mrs Joan Hirschfeld in memory of her husband, Dr Otto Hirschfeld, Chancellor of the University from 1953 to 1957, and
is supported by members of the Hirschfeld family.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support UQ honours students studying in the field of immunology at the Frazer Institute.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any Frazer Institute Honours program that is related to the study of immunology
Director means the Director of the Frazer Institute
Relevant Field means any field of study that is related to the study of immunology
Scholarship means the Otto and Joan Hirschfeld Memorial Honours Scholarship in Immunology

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One or more Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Director.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be a minimum of $6,000, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund allocated to this
Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Director, by the closing date for applications.
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field in the year of the award.
(c) does not hold a scholarship that the Director considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee comprising-
(a) the Director, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative of Frazer Institute Training and Education Committee; and
(c) at least one member of the University's academic/research staff currently undertaking research in the Relevant Field.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic excellence in their studies to date; and
(b) an interest in pursuing a career in medical research and immunology; and
(c) financial need; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the field of
immunology.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid in full after census date in the semester of award.
(2) The recipient must not hold another scholarship that the Director considers similar.
Pacific Seeds Agricultural Scholarship
(Established in 2021 by Pacific Seeds Pty Ltd, to provide support to current students studying in an agriculture related program who have demonstrated academic merit.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support meritorious undergraduate students in agriculture-related programs.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means a Bachelor of Agricultural Science, Bachelor of Agribusiness, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours), or dual programs that include at least one of the listed programs at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
Relevant Field means a specified plan to major/specialise in Food Science and Nutrition, Food Technology or Plant Science for Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or in Agronomy or Horticulture for Bachelor of Agricultural Science.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Pacific Seeds Agricultural Scholarship.

3. Value and award of the Scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) submits a completed online application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date.
(b) is currently enrolled full-time in their second or subsequent year of an Approved Program in the Relevant Field (where applicable) in the year of the award.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program;
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science; and
(d) one representative of Pacific Seeds with university staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded based on the following criteria -
(a) academic achievement;
(b) strength of personal statement that addresses the aspirations and overall experience in the program; and
(c) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and where applicable, in a Relevant Field; and
(b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Palmer | Starkoff Regional Scholarship
(Established in 2016 by donations from Jodi Palmer and Paul Starkoff.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide financial support to a disadvantaged student from regional Australia.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the following undergraduate programs (including honours and dual degree programs):
Bachelor of Agribusiness
Bachelor of Agricultural Science
Bachelor of Architecture Design Bachelor of Biomedical Science Bachelor of Commerce
Bachelor of Dental Science (Honours) Bachelor of Engineering
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) Bachelor of Nursing
Bachelor of Occupational Therapy Bachelor of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Physiotherapy
Bachelor of Psychological Science
Bachelor of Speech Pathology
Bachelor of Veterinary Technology; and
the provisional Doctor of Medicine program.
Eligible Region means an area outside of the metropolitan areas of Brisbane (including local government areas of Brisbane.
3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The Academic Registrar may award one Scholarship as tenure becomes available.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $4,000 each year for the duration of the student’s Approved Program, to assist with the costs associated with their living and academic expenses while studying.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Academic Registrar, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) will be a Commencing Student in the year of award; and
(d) is able to demonstrate that they are financially disadvantaged; and
(e) will have completed their secondary schooling in the year immediately prior to attending their first year at UQ at a high school in an Eligible Region; and
(f) is enrolled, or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland; and
(g) does not hold another scholarship that the Academic Registrar considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, a Selection Committee must be established, comprising –
(a) the Academic Registrar, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative from the Student Affairs Division; and
(c) one representative from the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (External Engagement) portfolio.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant who shows the greatest merit as determined by a combination of any of the following –
(a) academic achievements in their secondary studies; and
(b) personal qualities, motivation and leadership potential; and
(c) contribution to their community; and
(d) other evidence as may be deemed relevant by the Selection Committee to the recipients’ future academic success.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration of the Approved Program and available donor funding, subject to the recipient:
(a) in the year following their completion of high school studies commencing study in an Approved Program; and
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland; and
(c) maintaining satisfactory academic progress.
(2) Satisfactory academic progress in these rules means that the recipient must pass all courses and maintain a GPA of at least 5.0 in each semester of study.
(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) or (2), the recipient must show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(4) The Scholarship may not be deferred.

Paul Compton Scholarship
(Established in 2020 by Paul Compton under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support postgraduate coursework students of the School of Business experiencing financial need by making a contribution towards tuition costs.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means a Business School postgraduate coursework program.
Dean means the Dean of the Business School.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Paul Compton Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $6,500 but will not exceed the annual income from the fund and will be payable towards the cost of tuition fees of the Approved Program.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) intends to enrol or is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) has a minimum of 16 units to complete in an Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) two members of University staff who are employed within the Business School.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need; and
personal qualities, including leadership potential.

(3) Paul Compton may view a short list of candidates and provide feedback to the selection committee. However, the final decision to award the Scholarship rests with the Dean and the selection committee.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship cannot be deferred and can only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Paul Compton Women in Finance Scholarship

(Established in 2023 by a gift from Paul Compton under the Queensland Commitment Scholarship Match Initiative to The University of Queensland in America, Inc. and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support female students experiencing financial need to study finance at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these Rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Commerce (or a dual program that includes a Bachelor of Commerce) in a declared Finance major (excluding a Bachelor of Commerce / Bachelor of Arts), the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) and the Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) in a declared Finance major.

Dean means the Academic Dean and Head of School, UQ Business School.

Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part-way through an Approved Program will hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, less the time already enrolled.

Scholarship means the Paul Compton Women in Finance Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarships

(1) On recommendation of the Dean, a number of Scholarships may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant.

(2) The annual value of the scholarships will not exceed the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for Award

An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) can demonstrate financial need;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.

5. Selection of Award

(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a minimum of two academic staff members from the School of Business, Finance discipline, as nominated by the Dean.

(2) The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need; and
(b) interest in pursuing study in the area of finance.

6. Conditions for Award

(1) A recipient may hold the scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which that Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy subrule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) On approval from the Dean, the scholarship can be interrupted or deferred.

7. Termination of Award

The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study (other than as approved under rule 6(3)); or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Paula and Tony Kinnane Art History Scholarships

(The Scholarship was established in 2017 and is maintained by the income of a perpetual endowment fund from a bequest to The University of Queensland under the will of Paula Ruth Kinnane, who graduated from The University of Queensland in 1991 with a Bachelor of Arts degree. The Scholarship recognises Paula and Tony Kinnane, who were lifetime lovers of art, art galleries, and collecting art for their own pleasure.)
1. **Purpose**  
The scholarship is to support students undertaking undergraduate studies in art history.

2. **Definitions**  
In these rules –  
- **Relevant Field** means art history in an undergraduate degree that offers the field of art history in a study sequence  
- **Scholarship** means the Paula and Tony Kinnane Art History Scholarship  
- **Executive Dean** means the Executive Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

3. **Award and value of scholarship**  
(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Executive Dean.  
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $12,000 per year.  
(3) The Executive Dean may recommend the awarding of the Scholarship to another person in a later year of study only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. In this instance, the duration of the Scholarship will be determined by the Executive Dean.

4. **Eligibility for award**  
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, in the applicant –  
(a) submits an application to the Committee, by the closing date for applications; and  
(b) is or will be enrolled full-time in a Relevant Field.

5. **Selection of Award**  
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee comprising –  
(a) Executive Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the Committee;  
(b) the Art History Major Convenor; and  
(c) at least one other UQ staff member nominated by the Chair  
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant or applicants showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by-  
(a) academic achievement;  
(b) relevant interest or experience in the Relevant Field; and  
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in art history.  
(3) In a year where there are eligible applicants, preference for one Scholarship may be given to applicants from a rural or remote region of Queensland.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**  
(1) If a recipient is awarded a Scholarship under 3(1) and 3(2), the recipient may hold the scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient –  
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in a Relevant Field; and  
(b) achieving an overall GPA of at least 4 and passing all courses in which they are enrolled.  
(2) If a recipient is awarded a Scholarship under 3(3), recipients may hold the Scholarship for the duration as determined by the Executive Dean, subject to the recipient -  
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in a Relevant Field; and  
(b) achieving an overall GPA of at least 4 and passing all courses in which they are enrolled.  
(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) or 6(2), the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. **Termination of scholarship**  
The University may terminate a Scholarship:  
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3); or  
(b) if the student commits misconduct.

**Paula and Tony Kinnane Music Scholarship**  
The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by the income of a perpetual endowment fund from a bequest to The University of Queensland under the will of Paula Ruth Kinnane, who graduated from The University of Queensland in 1991 with a Bachelor of Arts degree.)

1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students enrolling in the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program.

2. **Definitions**  
In these rules –  
- **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music (Honours)  
- **Head** means the Head of School, School of Music  
- **Scholarship** means the Paula and Tony Kinnane Music Scholarship

3. **Award and value of scholarship**  
(1) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.  
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be determined each year by the Head and will be at least $10,000.  
(3) The total combined value of the Scholarships shall not exceed the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**  
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –  
(a) submits an application to audition for the Approved Program to the Head by the closing date for applications; and  
(b) will be enrolled full-time in the first year of the Approved Program.

5. **Selection of award**  
(a) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by audition.  
(b) Preference will be given to applicants from a rural or remote region of Queensland.
6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
       (b) obtaining a GPA of at least 5.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Scholarship
   The University will terminate the Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Peter J Jones Scholarship for Chemical Engineering
(The Peter J Jones Scholarship for Chemical Engineering was established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is supported by an endowed gift of $50,000 from Peter and Elizabeth Jones.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students facing financial hardship who intend to study the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in any field of engineering of the chemical engineering discipline at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
   In these rules-
   Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or the integrated engineering program, or an engineering dual program.
   Head means the Head of School, School of Chemical Engineering.
   Relevant Field means any chemical engineering field.
   Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
   Scholarship means the Peter J Jones Scholarship for Chemical Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Head.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the year of the award;
   (c) will complete, or has completed, Year 12 studies in the two-year period prior to the year of the award;
   (d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
   (e) has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students;
   (f) can demonstrate financial hardship; and
   (g) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection process
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
       (b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
       (a) demonstrated financial hardship;
       (b) academic achievement in secondary school studies;
       (c) personal qualities including leadership potential
       (d) strength of interest that the applicant demonstrates in chemical engineering, as evidenced by a cover letter, short answer responses within the application, and a resume;
       (e) performance at interview (if held); and
       (f) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
   (3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester of study;
       (c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers similar; and
       (d) in the second year of study only, being enrolled in the Relevant Field.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Head.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct.
Peter Whiteman Memorial Bursary
(Established in 1987 by a fund of some $11,000 raised by colleagues and friends in memory of Associate Professor Peter Carlile Whiteman, Reader in Tropical Agronomy at the University of Queensland, who died on 6 April, 1986.)

1. **Purpose**
The object of the fund is to provide bursaries to assist the research or professional development of post-graduate students enrolled at The University of Queensland who are studying in the field of tropical agronomy.

2. **Definitions**
- Approved Program means a postgraduate program;
- Relevant Field means a major or field of study in agronomy or crop science;
- Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science;
- Head, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences means the Head, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences;
- Scholarship means the Peter Whiteman Memorial Bursary.

3. **Value of scholarship**
The value of the scholarship is the annual income from the fund.

4. **Award of scholarship**
One scholarship may be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic) after consultation with the Head.

5. **Eligibility for award**
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
- is enrolled full-time in the Relevant Field of an Approved Program; and
- applies for the scholarship by the closing date for applications.

6. **Selection of award**
The Associate Dean will establish a committee who will rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of:
- academic achievement;
- personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement;
- strength of personal statement indicating how the bursary can support applicant’s research or professional development;
- any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success.

Philip Dimmock Memorial Bursary
(Established in 1993 and maintained from the income of an external Trust Fund established by Mrs Edna Dimmock, an early graduate of the University, in memory of her son.)

1. The Senate may award 1 bursary each year on the recommendation of the Head, School of Civil Engineering.

2. An applicant is eligible for the award of a bursary in a year, if –
- the applicant has completed the first year of the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program program; and
- is commencing the second year of the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field of engineering in the civil engineering discipline.

3. The bursary is awarded on the basis of academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

4. The value of the bursary is $3,000.

5. The recipient may hold the bursary for one year.

Pinnacle Investment Management Group Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship
(Established in 2018 and supported by annual donation from Pinnacle Investment Management Group Ltd.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist female students to study finance, and pursue a career in quantitative finance, fund management or investment management.

2. **Definitions**
- Approved Program means the Bachelor of Commerce (or a dual program that includes a Bachelor of Commerce) in a declared Finance major, the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) and the Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) in a declared Finance major;
- Dean means the Academic Dean and Head of School, UQ Business School;
- Pinnacle means Pinnacle Investment Management Group Ltd;
- Scholarship means the Pinnacle Investment Management Group Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship;
- Semester GPA means the result of applying the following formula to all courses undertaken in a semester by a student for credit towards an Approved Program —

$$\sum \left( \frac{G}{P} \right)$$

where G = the result in a course; and
P = the unit value of that course.
If a student is enrolled in a course but gets no result, G=0.

University means The University of Queensland.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to ten Scholarships will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $5,000 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of two years.
(4) The Scholarships shall be awarded on recommendation from the Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Dean (or nominee);
   (b) one staff member from the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law; and
   (c) one representative from Pinnacle, nominated by the Dean with University staff in the majority.

4. Additional Benefits
Pinnacle may offer the recipient(s) the following opportunity during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship –
   (a) work experience determined by Pinnacle, in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
   (c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
   (d) has completed at least 12 units in the Approved Program;
   (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar; and
   (f) is a female student at The University of Queensland.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement;
   (b) strength of interest in pursuing a career in finance, in particular quantitative finance, fund management or investment management as evidenced by personal statement included in the application; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession of finance, fund management or investment management.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who are experiencing financial hardship.
(4) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for Award
(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
   (b) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 5.0;
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers similar; and
   (d) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing any ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

Plato Investment Management Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship
(Established in 2018 and supported by annual donation from Plato Investment Management Ltd.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist female students to study finance, especially those experiencing financial need.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Commerce (or a dual program that includes a Bachelor of Commerce) in a declared Finance major, the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours) and the Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) in a declared Finance major.
Dean means the Academic Dean and Head of School, UQ Business School.
Plato means Plato Investment Management Ltd.
Scholarship means the Plato Investment Management Ltd Women in Finance Scholarship.
Semester GPA means the result of applying the following formula to all courses undertaken in a semester by a student for credit towards and Approved Program –
\[ \Sigma(GP) \]
\[ \Sigma(P) \]
where G = the result in a course; and
P = the unit value of that course.
If a student is enrolled in a course but gets no result, G=0.
**University** means The University of Queensland.

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
   (1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
   (2) The value of each Scholarship is $6,000 for each year in which it is held.
   (3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of two years.
   (4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising
       - (a) the Dean (or nominee); and
       - (b) one staff member from the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law; and
       - (c) a representative from Plato, nominated by the Dean with University staff in the majority.

4. **Additional benefits**
   (1) Plato may offer the recipient the following opportunity during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship –
       - (a) work experience determined by Plato, in consultation with the recipient.

5. **Eligibility and Award Criteria**
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
       - (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
       - (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
       - (c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
       - (d) has completed at least 12 units in the Approved Program;
       - (e) does not hold another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar; and
       - (f) is a female student at The University of Queensland.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
       - (a) academic achievement
       - (b) strength of interest in pursuing a career in finance, in particular quantitative finance, fund management or investment management as evidenced by personal statement included in the application; and
       - (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession of finance, fund management or investment management.
   (3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who are experiencing financial hardship.
   (4) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

6. **Conditions for Award**
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years, subject to the recipient –
       - (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
       - (b) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 5.0;
       - (c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers similar; and
       - (d) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing any ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. **Deferment and Interruption of Award**
   The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

8. **Termination of Award**
   The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   - (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   - (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   - (c) if the student commits misconduct.

---

**Professor Chwei-Liang Chiou Scholarship**

(Established in 2022 by the Chiou Family in honour of the late Professor Chwei-Liang Chiou, who taught within the UQ School of Political Science and International Studies for over 40 years. This Scholarship intends to encourage students to enrich their studies through a travel experience in Taiwan, in recognition of Professor Chiou’s place of birth and academic work promoting Taiwanese culture.)

1. **Purpose**
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students in the Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences to enrich their studies through travel in Taiwan.

2. **Definitions**
   In these rules –
   - **Approved Program** means any program administered by the Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
   - **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
   - **Scholarship** means the Professor Chwei-Liang Chiou Scholarship

3. **Award, Value and Selection**
   (1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
   (2) The value of each Scholarship is at least $5,000 for each year in which it is held.
   (3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
   (4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
       - (a) the Associate Dean (or nominee); and
       - (b) at least two academic staff members from the Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.
4. Eligibility and Award Criteria

(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled in the Approved Program; and
   (c) has identified a travel experience in Taiwan to undertake within 12 months of the application.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement;
   (b) strength of personal statement outlining the benefits of receiving the Scholarship and how it will enable the recipient to undertake the travel experience; and
   (c) the applicant’s ability to explain the connection between the travel experience and their studies.

(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who are going on exchange at the National Taiwan University.

5. Conditions for Award

The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient providing evidence of an airline receipt.

6. Payment of Award

The Scholarship will be paid upfront in one instalment subject to the recipient satisfying rule 5.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award

A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to have their Scholarship deferred for up to 12 months in exceptional circumstances only.

8. Termination of Award

The University may terminate a Scholarship if the student commits misconduct.

Professor Frank Monsour AM Scholarship

(Established in 2024 by a gift from Dr Christopher Muir and fellow donors together with Alumni Friends to honour Professor Frank Monsour who is a leader in the specialty of Oral and Maxillofacial surgery)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students who are undertaking study in medical and health disciplines and are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Program means any coursework program administered by the Faculty of Medicine or the Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences at the University of Queensland

Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means the Professor Frank Monsour AM Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection

(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,000 but shall not exceed the annual income from the underlying endowment fund.

(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.

(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Dean (or nominee);
   (b) a representative from the Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences; and
   (c) a representative from the Faculty of Medicine.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria

(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
   (c) does not hold another scholarship that the Dean considers similar; and
   (d) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
   (a) evidence of financial hardship;
   (b) strength of personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship will assist with completion of the Approved Program; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. Conditions for Award

(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in which the recipient was enrolled when awarded the Scholarship (this excludes any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6);
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers similar.

(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the student must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award

A recipient may apply to the Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to one year in exceptional circumstances only.
7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Queensland Freemasons’ Scholarships
(Established to perpetuate the memory of the gift of property to the University by the United Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of Queensland.)

1. Three scholarships will be awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the President of the Academic Board.

2. The scholarships are open to full-time students enrolled in the fourth or subsequent year of the student’s current undergraduate program. Preference will be given to fourth year applicants.

3. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of highest cumulative GPA in the student’s current program.

4. The scholarships are awarded in the following order of preference —
   (a) freemasons, and sons and daughters of freemasons of the United Grand Lodge of Queensland (UGLQ);
   (b) grandchildren of freemasons of the UGLQ;
   (c) sons, daughters or grandchildren of a person (living or deceased), once considered a freemason of the UGLQ;
   (d) applicants other than applicants of the kind referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c).

5. A student may receive a scholarship on more than one occasion.

6. Applications must be received by the University by the first Wednesday of first semester of each year.

7. The value of the scholarship is $1,000 for one year.

Queensland Government Cyber Security Scholarship – Postgraduate
(The Scholarship was established in 2023 through a special grant of the State of Queensland acting through the Department of Communities, Housing and Digital Economy.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students who are undertaking postgraduate studies in Cyber Security at The University of Queensland, with a preference for female and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander post graduate students.

2. Definition
In these rules –
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

Approved Program means the Graduate Certificate in Cyber Security or Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security or Master of Cyber Security
Head means Head of School, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
PVC(IE) means Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement)
Scholarship means the Queensland Government Cyber Security Scholarship – Postgraduate
UQ means The University of Queensland.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) Up to 8 Scholarships may be awarded annually between this Postgraduate Scholarship and the Queensland Government Cyber Security Undergraduate Scholarship on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $10,000.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
The Scholarship is open to students in their first year of the Approved Program. Applicants must:
(a) submit an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) be enrolled or accepted in the Approved Program;
(c) be enrolled or accepted in the Approved Program;
(d) not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in the Approved Program; and
   (c) the PVC(IE), or nominee; and
   (c) up to one representative from the Queensland Government, with UQ staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarships are awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by—
   (a) academic achievement and the potential of scholastic success; and
   (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
(3) Preference will be given to applicants who are —
   (a) female; or
   (b) an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person.
6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship, subject to the recipient:
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program;
   (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
   (c) not holding a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship

The University will terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head, as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
   (c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
   (d) if the student commits misconduct.

Queensland Government Cyber Security Undergraduate Scholarship

(The Scholarship was established in 2023 through a special grant of the State of Queensland acting through the Department of Communities, Housing and Digital Economy.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support second and third-year students who are undertaking study in cyber security at The University of Queensland, with a preference for female and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.

2. Definition

In these rules —
   Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Person
   means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

   Approved Program
   means the Bachelor of Computer Science or any dual degree including the Bachelor of Computer Science

   PVC(IE)
   means Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement)

   Head
   means Head of School, School Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.

   Relevant Field
   means a major in Cyber Security

   Scholarship
   means the Queensland Government Cyber Security Undergraduate Scholarship.

   UQ
   means The University of Queensland.

3. Award and value of Scholarship

(1) Up to 8 Scholarships may be awarded annually between this Undergraduate Scholarship and the Queensland Government Cyber Security Postgraduate Scholarship on the recommendation of the Head.

(2) The value of each Scholarship is $10,000 for the year in which it is held.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship

The Scholarship is open to students in their second and third year of the Approved Program. Applicants must:
   (a) submit an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) be a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy;
   (c) be enrolled in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
   (d) at the time of application have completed at least 12 units and no more than 40 units towards the Approved Program;
   (e) not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising —
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program; and
   (c) the PVC(IE), or nominee; and
   (d) up to one representative from the Queensland Government, with UQ staff in the majority.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by —
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
   (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.

(3) Preference will be given to applicants who are —
   (a) female; or
   (b) an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person.

(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Tenure and conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient:
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program in the relevant field;
   (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (c) not holding a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.
7. **Termination of Scholarship**

The University will terminate a Scholarship:

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Head as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

**Randall Silcock Grant**

(Established in 1972 and maintained by an endowment from the estate of the late Randall Gilbert Silcock. This award was recognised by the UQ Senate in 2015.)

1. **Purpose**

The purpose of this grant is to support students studying in the Medical School by providing funding for students to present their research at a scientific conference.

2. **Definitions**

In these rules –

- **Approved Program** means the Doctor of Medicine.
- **Dean** means the Dean, Medical School
- **Grant** means the Randall Silcock Grant.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**

(1) The Senate may award up to eight Grants in a year on the recommendation of the Dean.
(2) The value of an individual award will not be more than $1,000.
(3) The total combined value of the Grants will be 40% of the amount of the annual income from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**

An applicant is eligible for the Grants if the applicant –

(a) submits an application for the Grant to the Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled in the Approved Program.

5. **Selection of award**

(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –

(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least two members of the University’s academic staff who are currently teaching in the Faculty of Medicine.

(2) The Grant is awarded to the applicant(s) showing greatest merit based on –

(a) the quality and prestige of the conference to be attended;
(b) the quality of the student’s presentation based on the accepted abstract; and
(c) strength of tangible benefits that may be expected from presenting at this conference as evidenced by personal statement included in application.

**Renatus Ebersohn Scholarship**

(Established in 2008 and maintained from the income of a bequest from the late Margaretha Ebersohn.)

1. **Purpose**

The purpose of the Scholarship is to support high achieving students undertaking studies in an undergraduate agronomy related program.

2. **Definitions**

- **Associate Dean (Academic)** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
- **Scholarship** means the Renatus Ebersohn Scholarship
- **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Agricultural Science or Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours); or associated dual programs.
- **Relevant Field** means a major in agronomy or plant science.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**

(1) One Scholarship is awarded annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The value of the Scholarship is limited to the annual income from the fund, divided equally between the current recipients at the discretion of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(3) In the event of a single recipient holding the scholarship, the value of the annual scholarship will not exceed $15,000 and will be limited to the annual distribution from the fund.

4. **Eligibility for award**

An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant:

(a) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.
(c) applies for the Scholarship by the closing date for applications in the year of award.

5. **Selection of award**

The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant, who in the opinion of the Associate Dean (Academic), shows the greatest merit as demonstrated by:

(a) academic achievement during secondary school studies or any previous or current tertiary studies;
(b) an interest in pursuing studies in crop agronomy, pasture agronomy or soil conservation;
6. Conditions of scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for the normal minimum duration of the recipient’s program, subject to:
   (a) the recipient maintaining satisfactory academic progress each semester; and
   (b) the recipient’s continued full-time enrolment in the Approved Program for which the Scholarship was awarded.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship must not be held concurrently with another scholarship considered by the Associate Dean (Academic) to be similar.
(4) The Scholarship may not be deferred.

Richard Cooper Scholarship
(Established in 2006 and maintained by the Richard Cooper Scholarship Endowment.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide financial assistance for living expenses for one year to students enrolled in an Approved Program.

2. Definitions
In these rules:
- **Approved Program** means the Master of Laws (LLM), or a Higher Degree by Research (HDR)
- **Head** means Head, School of Law
- **Relevant Field** means maritime law, administrative law, trade practices, or native title
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure
- **Scholarship** means the Richard Cooper Scholarship

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Head may award one or more scholarships each year.
(2) The value of the Scholarships will be determined annually by the Head but will not exceed the amount available for distribution from the endowment fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; and
   (c) is or will be in the year of award enrolled in –
      (i) the LLM; or
      (ii) a HDR in a Relevant Field.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) one member of the legal profession; and
   (c) at least one person from either the School of Law or the legal profession, with University staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on –
   (a) academic achievement;
   (b) demonstrated financial need; and
   (c) strength of interest in the study of law as evidenced by personal statement included in application.

6. Payment of award
The Head may approve payment of the Scholarship in either one or two instalments.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program; and
   (b) where the Approved Program is the Master of Laws (LLM), maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Head to have their Scholarship deferred for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

Richard Spenser Hopkins Memorial Scholarship
(The Richard Spenser Hopkins Prize in Civil Engineering was established in 2004 in memory of Richard Spenser Hopkins, a Civil Engineer and Past President of Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland. In 2019, Alumni Friends determined to replace the prize, and to establish an endowed undergraduate scholarship under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative to support undergraduate students studying engineering who are facing financial hardship.)
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a final year engineering student studying at The University of Queensland who is facing financial hardship in any field of the civil engineering discipline.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Head means the Head of School of Civil Engineering
Relevant Field means Civil Engineering, or Civil and Environmental Engineering within the Approved Program.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Richard Spenser Hopkins Memorial Scholarship

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship will be awarded on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be equal to the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(d) has, at the time of application, completed the number of units towards their program within the range specified in Addendum 1; and
(e) does not hold a scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and/or engagement;
(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the Approved Program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year (excluding any periods for which that Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and in a Relevant Field;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) On approval from the Head, the Scholarship can be interrupted or deferred.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
(c) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Unit Completion Requirements for Eligibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved Engineering Program</th>
<th>Minimum number of units completed</th>
<th>Maximum number of units completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (80 units)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) duals (88 units)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarships
(The Scholarship was established in 2017 and is maintained by an annual gift from Rio Tinto Services Limited.)
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support high-calibre second and third year students undertaking study in engineering or science at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Computer Science Program means the Bachelor of Computer Science or associated dual program; or Bachelor of Information Technology or associated dual program.
Approved Engineering Program includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program or an engineering dual program.
Approved Science Program means the Bachelor of Science; or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or Bachelor Mathematics or associated dual programs.
Relevant Computer Science Field means the majors of computer science within the Approved Computer Science Program as determined annually by the Associate Dean EAIT, after consultation with Rio Tinto in accordance with 3(2).
Relevant Engineering Field means the majors/specialisations/fields of study of engineering within the Approved Engineering Program as determined annually by the Associate Dean EAIT, after consultation with Rio Tinto in accordance with 3(2).
Relevant Science Field means the majors/specialisations of Science within the Approved Science Program as determined annually by the Associate Dean EAIT, after consultation with Rio Tinto in accordance with 3(2).
Associate Dean EAIT means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Associate Dean Science means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Rio Tinto means Rio Tinto Services Limited.
Scholarship means The Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarships.
Named Scholarship means a Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarship named in Addendum 1 and administered in accordance with the Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarship rules.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Associate Dean EAIT, after consulting Rio Tinto, will determine the number and type of Scholarships available each year in accordance with the Named Scholarships in Addendum 1.
(2) The Associate Dean EAIT, after consulting Rio Tinto, will each year nominate the Relevant Engineering Field and Relevant Computer Science Field prior to the annual advertising of applications.
(3) The value of each Scholarship will be $10,000 for each year in which it is held.

4. Additional benefits
Rio Tinto may offer the recipients one or more of the following opportunities:-
(a) ambassadorial roles;
(b) thesis mentoring;
(c) vacation employment at any Rio Tinto site as determined by Rio Tinto, in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean EAIT, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(d) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Computer Science Program in a Relevant Computer Science Field or an Approved Engineering Program in a Relevant Engineering Field or an Approved Science Program in a Relevant Science Field;
(e) has, at the time of application, completed at least 14 units but no more than 34 units towards an Approved Program; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean EAIT considers to be similar.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean EAIT must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean EAIT, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean Science, or nominee;
(c) up to one representative from Rio Tinto; and
(d) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in an engineering, computer science or science program, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit based on -
(a) demonstrated financial hardship;
(b) personal and leadership qualities and potential to succeed in the engineering and/or computer science and/or science profession;
(c) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date towards an Approved Computer Science Program or an Approved Engineering Program or an Approved Science Program; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant including criteria for Named Scholarships outlined in Addendum 1.
(3) Preference may be given to applicants who are past participants in a Rio Tinto Internship, and/or past recipients of Rio Tinto scholarships.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 2 years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in either the Approved Computer Science Program in a Relevant Computer Science Field or the Approved Engineering Program in a Relevant Engineering Field or the Approved Science Program in a Relevant Science Field;
(b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled for the duration of the Scholarship;
(c) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of Rio Tinto and its employees and representatives; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean EAIT considers similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean EAIT if the recipient is enrolled in an Approved Computer Science Program or an Approved Engineering Program, or the Associate Dean Science if the recipient is enrolled in an Approved Science Program, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean EAIT, if the recipient is enrolled in an Approved Computer Science Program or an Approved Engineering Program, or the Associate Dean Science if the recipient is enrolled in an Approved Science Program, as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Named Scholarships within the Rio Tinto Excellence Scholarship Scheme

RJ ‘Gus’ Wiles Chemical Engineering Scholarship for Overseas Study
(The scholarship was established in 2011 and is maintained by the income from the Robert ‘Gus’ Wiles Scholarship Endowment Fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious students studying in a Relevant Field of chemical engineering, who will undertake an approved overseas exchange in year 3 and/or 4 of an Approved Program.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Head means the Head of School, School of Chemical Engineering.
Relevant Field means any associated with the chemical engineering discipline.
Scholarship means the R J ‘Gus’ Wiles Chemical Engineering Scholarship for Overseas Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named scholarship</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women in Engineering Scholarships</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Women in Engineering Scholarships</td>
<td>Two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean EAIT</td>
<td>is a female student enrolled in one of the following: • Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or associated dual program in Mining Engineering; or • Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or associated dual program or integrated program in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Civil Engineering; or • Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Science a major in Earth Science.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students studying in priority area fields as determined in consultation with Rio Tinto. Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who demonstrate academic achievement.</td>
<td>No additional conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Leader Scholarships</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Future Leader Scholarships</td>
<td>One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean EAIT</td>
<td>is a student enrolled in one of the following: • Bachelor of Information Technology or associated dual program; or • Bachelor of Computer Science or associated dual program; or • Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or associated dual program or associated integrated program in Mechatronic Engineering or Software Engineering; or • Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or associated dual programs with a major in Computer Science or Mathematics; or • Bachelor of Mathematics or associated dual programs.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to students who have participated in Leaders@EAIT.</td>
<td>No additional conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Value and award of scholarship
1. The value of each Scholarship will be determined each semester by the Head and will be at least $5,000 but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) has completed at least 16 units of an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(d) has approval from the University to undertake an overseas exchange semester of study;
(e) achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 5.5 for courses undertaken in an Approved Program; and
(f) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) at least one member of the University’s academic staff who is currently teaching in a Relevant Field.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in an Approved Program;
(b) strength of the proposed overseas study program;
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
(d) financial need; and
(e) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the chemical engineering profession.
(3) In making its recommendation, the selection committee will take gender diversity into account.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient(s) may hold the scholarship for a semester, subject to the recipient commencing an approved full-time overseas study program.
(2) Payment will be made in two equal instalments.
(a) the first payment will be made when the recipient has provided evidence of airline receipt and is enrolled in exchange codes in SI-net.
(b) the second payment will be made after census date in the semester that the student is undertaking their approved overseas exchange.
(3) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the student must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(4) Upon the recipient’s return from the overseas exchange, the student must submit to the Head a report of no more than 1,000 words on their study experience. The report may be reproduced in a school or faculty publications.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not comply with the Scholarship conditions in rule 6(1); or
(b) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3); or
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

R.N. Hammon Scholarships
(Established in 1987 and maintained by gifts from Mr Robert Noel Hammon.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to assist Australian indigenous students to undertake post-secondary study in Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Deputy President means the Deputy President of the Academic Board.
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means someone who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.Minimum completion time means the minimum period of time it would take a student to complete the remainder of the program in which the recipient is enrolled when the recipient is awarded the scholarship.
Participating institution means one of the following –
(a) The University of Queensland;
(b) Queensland University of Technology;
(c) University of Southern Queensland;
(d) Central Queensland University;
(e) Queensland Colleges of Technical and Further Education;
(f) a company which is owned by one of the institutions referred to in (a) – (e) above.
Preferred field means one of the following fields of study –
(a) science;
(b) engineering;
(c) medicine;
(d) dentistry;
(e) architecture;
(f) agriculture;
(g) veterinary science.

Relevant program means any program offered by one of the participating institutions referred to in (a) – (f) above.
Scholarship means the RN Hammon Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Senate may award a number of scholarships each year, on the recommendation of the Deputy President, in consultation with the selection committee established under rule 5(1).
(2) The scholarships will be awarded and administered in accordance with the scholarship guidelines.
(3) The value of each scholarship will be determined each year by the Deputy President, in consultation with the selection committee established under rule 5(1).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the scholarship by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is verified as an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and
(c) has successfully completed at least one year of a program at a participating institution; and
(d) is enrolling on a full-time basis for a subsequent year of that program or a further program at that or another participating institution.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Deputy President must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Deputy President, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative from The University of Queensland; and
(c) one representative from each participating institution for which there is an eligible student in the year; and
(d) one representative from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community of The University of Queensland.
(2) In making its recommendation, the selection committee will take into account -
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in a relevant program; and
(b) any other scholarship, bursary, award or benefit, whether governmental or otherwise, to which the applicant is entitled; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success.
(3) Social and economic need may be a further criterion.
(4) In a year where there are eligible applicants studying in a preferred field, preference will be given to those eligible applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for the minimum completion time of the program for which the recipient enrols when first awarded the scholarship.
(2) Each scholarship is subject to annual review.

Robert and Mary Macmillan Scholarship
(Established in 1972 by a bequest of the sum of $20,000 under the will of the late Robert Edward Leslie Macmillan, Fitter and Turner of Brisbane, who died in September 1970.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support third year students studying engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definition
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure
Scholarship means the Robert and Mary MacMillan Scholarship.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be limited to one half of the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(c) is no less than 23 years of age in the calendar year in which the award is to be made;
(d) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(e) has completed the required number of units towards an Approved Program as specified in Addendum 1 below; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is teaching in an Approved Program
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) academic achievement in the Approved Program;
(b) evidence of financial hardship;
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
(3) Preference may be given to students who –
(a) have engineering trade qualifications.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to two years, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
(c) not holding another Scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the student must show cause to the Associate Dean as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University will terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean, as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Robert Philp Scholarship
(Established as a memorial to the Honourable Sir Robert Philp, KCMG, a former Premier of Queensland, by means of a fund amounting to $2,732.45 by public subscription inaugurated in the year 1909.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support high achieving students undertaking an undergraduate agricultural science program.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure
Scholarship means the Robert Philp Scholarship

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is awarded annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) The value of the Scholarship is the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) submits a completed application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in the third year of the Bachelor of Agricultural Science in the year of the award

5. Selection of award
The Scholarship will be awarded in order of the following criteria:
(a) overall academic achievement to date in the Bachelor of Agricultural Science;
(b) strength of personal statement included with application; and
(c) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.

6. Conditions of Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship is tenable for one year, subject to:
(a) the recipient maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(b) the recipient's continued full-time enrolment in the Bachelor of Agricultural Science.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Robertson Family Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2013 in memory of A. K. (Bill) Robertson and V. M. (Molly) Robertson through an endowed gift from their children. Bill Robertson and Molly Robertson were both mature-age students at The University of Queensland, graduating with Bachelor of Arts degrees, Bill Robertson in 1950 and Molly Robertson in 1972.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to provide financial assistance to commencing mature-age students undertaking undergraduate studies in the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Faculty means the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Policy.
Scholarship means the Robertson Family Scholarship
Relevant program means an undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences or a dual degree program that includes a program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences or any subsequent related honours program administered by the Faculty.
Commencing Student means a student who has completed no more than 8 units of tertiary level study
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Relevant Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the
Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. Where a recipient undertakes subsequent related honours program in a Relevant program, it must be commenced in the semester immediately following completion of their Bachelor’s program.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
   (1) One scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

4. Eligibility for award
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant —
       (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
       (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
       (c) is enrolled as a Commencing Student at The University of Queensland in a Relevant Program;
       (d) will be twenty-one years of age or older during the first year of their tenure of the scholarship;
       (e) does not already hold a university degree; and
       (f) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, Comprising —
       (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
       (b) at least two (2) members of the Faculty’s academic staff.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria (in order of importance) -
       (a) demonstrated financial need;
       (b) academic achievement based on prior studies; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant's future success in completing a Relevant Program.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is suspended), subject to the recipient:
       (a) continuing to be enrolled in the Relevant Program in a minimum of 4 units in each semester subsequent to the semester of application;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held;
       (c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6 (1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Roslyn Griffiths Veterinary Science Bursary
(The bursary was established in 2018 by a bequest from Edna Dorothy Griffiths, to assist students from a disadvantaged background studying veterinary science at The University of Queensland.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Bursary is to support students from a disadvantaged background studying veterinary science.

2. Definitions
   Approved Program means the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program, the Master of Veterinary Science program, or an HDR project based on veterinary science owned by the School of Veterinary Science.
   Bursary means the Roslyn Griffiths Veterinary Science Bursary.
   Head means the Head of School, School of Veterinary Science.
   Rural or Regional Area means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as – Remoteness Area 2 (RA2) Remoteness Area 3 (RA3) Remoteness Area 4 (RA4) Remoteness Area 5 (RA5) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS -RA).

3. Award and value of bursary
   (1) A number of Bursaries may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
   (2) The value of each Bursary will be at least $2,000, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the award of a Bursary if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application for the Bursary by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising -
       (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
       (b) two academic staff members from the School of Veterinary Science.
   (2) The Bursary is awarded to the applicant's showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
       (a) strength of personal statement addressing the academic benefit of the Bursary support;
       (b) evidence of disadvantage which includes, but is not limited to, the following –
(i) financial need or hardship; or
(ii) being from a Rural or Regional Area; or
(iii) being the first in their family to attend university; or
(iv) having a medical condition or disability or being the primary carer for a family member with a medical condition or
disability; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

(3) Preference may be given to students who are a person of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent, who identify as an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person, and who are accepted as such by the community in which they live or have lived.

6. Conditions for bursary
(1) The Bursary will be paid in one instalment on award, subject to the student being enrolled full-time at The University of Queensland.

Rowe Scientific Foundation PNG STEM Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2023 through a generous gift by the Rowe Scientific Foundation to support meritorious students at The University of Queensland who are studying STEM degrees and whose usual place of residence is Papua New Guinea.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students whose usual place of residence is Papua New Guinea and who are enrolled in a STEM related program at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program related to STEM at The University of Queensland
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with The University of Queensland’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Rowe Scientific Foundation PNG STEM Scholarship.
STEM means science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $5,000 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on the recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean (or nominee); and
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in the Approved Program; and
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship if the applicant:
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications; and
(b) has the usual place of residence of Papua New Guinea; and
(c) is or will be enrolled full-time or part-time in the Approved Program; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on -
(a) academic achievement; and
(b) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient:
(a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
(b) continuing to be enrolled part-time or full-time in the Approved Program excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1)(b), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferral and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to one year in exceptional circumstances.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Rowe Scientific Foundation Scholarship
(Established in 2023 by way of a gift from Rowe Scientific Foundation to provide support to meritorious domestic undergraduate chemistry students studying at the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences).
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Rowe Scientific Foundation Scholarship is to support meritorious domestic students who are undertaking undergraduate studies in chemistry related majors at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science (Honours) or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) including associated dual programs at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Science.
Relevant Field means a program, or major in chemistry.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Rowe Scientific Foundation Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the scholarship is $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant:
(a) submits a completed application to the Faculty of Science by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in the Relevant Field in an Approved Program in the year of the award; and
(c) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) at least one additional staff member from the Faculty of Science.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria:
(a) academic merit; and
(b) any other evidence that the selection committee may deem relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to applicants who demonstrate strength of personal qualities as evidenced by personal statement included with their application.

6. Duration and Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year of the Approved Program subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) achieving Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Ruthning Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1960 by a legacy of $4 000 given by Miss E. S. D. Ruthning, representing $2 000 from her estate and $2 000 from the estate of her sister Miss V. E. M. Ruthning, in memory of their father H. L. E. Ruthning, a Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Queensland.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to assist a deserving first year student studying law at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or any dual program that includes the Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
Head means the Head of School, TC Beirne School of Law.
Scholarship means the Ruthning Memorial Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $2,500, but limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for Award
A student is eligible for the Scholarship if the student –
(a) received a TC Beirne School of Law Scholarship (LLB), or Leadership, Excellence and Diversity (LEAD) Scholarship or the UQLA Endowment Fund Scholarship in the year of award of the Scholarship; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in the first year of an Approved Program; and
(c) has completed 4 units of LAWS courses in their first semester of the Approved Program.
5. **Selection of Award**
The Scholarship is awarded to the student who received the highest marks for 4 units of LAWS courses in their first semester of the Approved Program.

6. **Conditions for Scholarship**
   (1) The Scholarship will be paid after census date in Semester 2 of the year of award, subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in an Approved Program.

**Salvatore Vitale Scholarship**
(The scholarship was established in 2009 and is to be maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Salvatore Vitale.)

The rules for the scholarship are as follows.

1. **Definitions**
   In these rules—
   - *north Queensland* means—
     - (a) the city of Townsville, Queensland; or
     - (b) any town or city that lies north of Townsville and is within the state of Queensland.
   - *scholarship* means a Salvatore Vitale Scholarship.

2. **Purpose**
The purpose of the scholarship is to assist meritorious students who completed year 12 at a secondary school in north Queensland and who can demonstrate that they provided service to their local community while attending senior secondary school, to undertake an undergraduate program at the university.

3. **Value of scholarship**
The value of the scholarship for a year is approximately equal to the annual income from the scholarship fund.
   *Note* See Senate Rule – Financial Awards, rule ii.

4. **Award of scholarship**
   (1) The Senate may award 1 scholarship in a year, on the recommendation of the Academic Registrar.
   (2) However, if the Senate awards a scholarship to a person (the *earlier recipient*) in a year, the Senate may award the scholarship to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the scholarship.

5. **Eligibility for award**
An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year, if—
   (a) in the year immediately before, the applicant completed year 12 at a secondary school in north Queensland; and
   (b) the applicant submits an application for the scholarship to the Academic Registrar, by the closing date for applications; and
   (c) the applicant is enrolled full-time in first year courses for an undergraduate program; and
   (d) the applicant can demonstrate that they provided service to their local community while attending senior secondary school.

6. **Selection process**
   (1) The Academic Registrar must rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant—
     (a) the standard of the applicant’s academic achievement in secondary school; and
     (b) the service that the applicant has given to their local community during senior secondary school; and
     (c) any other matter that the Academic Registrar considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success.
   (2) If the selection committee is satisfied that at least 1 eligible applicant is of sufficient merit to warrant the award of the scholarship, the Academic Registrar must recommend that the scholarship be awarded to the applicant with the highest ranking.

7. **Conditions for scholarship**
   (1) The recipient of a scholarship holds the scholarship for the minimum completion time, subject to the recipient, during that time—
     (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an undergraduate program; and
     (b) passing all courses in each semester of study that the recipient undertakes.
   (2) A recipient who fails to satisfy subrule (1) must show cause why the scholarship should not be cancelled, by the date by which the Academic Registrar requests the recipient to do so.
   (3) In this rule—
     *minimum completion time* means the minimum period of time it would take a student to complete the remainder of the program in which the recipient is enrolled when the recipient is awarded the scholarship.

**Santos Earth Sciences Scholarship**
(The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an annual gift from Santos Limited.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious second year undergraduate students to study earth sciences at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules—
   - *Associate Dean* means the Associate Dean Academic of the Faculty of Science.
   - *Approved Program* means an undergraduate program in the field of earth or geological sciences; or an associated dual program at The University of Queensland.
   - *Relevant Field* means a major or field of study in an earth sciences or geological sciences field.
   - *Scholarship* means the Santos Earth Sciences Scholarship.
3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 per year.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program and Relevant Field;
(d) is, at the time of application, a second year student enrolled in the Relevant Field; and
(e) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) one representative of Santos, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.
(4) Preference may be given to female students.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
(b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
(c) achieving a GPA of at least 5.0 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Santos Engineering Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2020 and is maintained by an annual gift from Santos Limited.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious second year undergraduate students to study engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, at The University of Queensland.
Scholarship means the Santos Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
(d) has, at the time of application, completed at least 12 units, but not more than 27 units towards the Approved Program at The University of Queensland; and
(e) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) one representative of Santos, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
(3) Preference may be given to (in order of preference) –
(a) students studying mechanical or chemical engineering specialisations
(b) female applicants.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
(c) achieving a GPA of at least 5.0 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Indian Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2011 and is maintained by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences, Faculty of Science, The University Queensland.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and reward students from India studying postgraduate coursework programs administered by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules-
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Head means the Head of School, School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences.
Approved Program means any of the following –
(a) the Master of Bioinformatics (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
(b) the Master of Bioinformatics Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program;
(c) the Master of Biotechnology (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
(d) the Master of Biotechnology Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program;
(e) the Master of Molecular Biology (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
(f) the Master of Molecular Biology Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program
Scholarship means the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Indian Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship

(1) The Senate may award up to 8 Scholarships each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(2) One of every two Scholarships shall be awarded to a student eligible to enrol in the Master of Biotechnology (16 unit or 24 unit) program or the Master of Biotechnology Research Extensive (24 unit or 32 unit) program.
(3) The value of the Scholarship is 25% of the tuition fees and 100% of the Student Services and Amenities Fee payable for the minimum number of units required to complete the program by the student who is awarded the Scholarship, for each semester for which it is held.

4. Eligibility for Award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a citizen of India; and
(c) achieved a GPA (or overseas equivalent) of at least 80% over 7 semesters of undergraduate studies or 75% over 8 semesters of undergraduate studies at a higher education institution in India which is ranked section 1 or 2 according to NOOSR (the Australian government, National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition); and
(d) is able to commence as an international student (in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy) in Australia on a student visa.

5. Selection Process

(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising a minimum of three directors of postgraduate coursework programs administered by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences. The Head will appoint a chairperson from those appointed to the selection committee.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement in undergraduate studies; and
(b) strength of interest demonstrated in the relevant field of postgraduate coursework study; and
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success in the relevant field of postgraduate coursework study.
(e) the selection committee will rank the top six applicants, and the Associate Dean (Academic) will then select the successful candidate(s).
6. **Conditions for Scholarship**

   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program, subject to the recipient—
      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program, unless otherwise exempted by the Head; and
      (b) achieving a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study in which the recipient holds the Scholarship; and
      (c) resuming study after an approved interruption of up to 1 year, as approved by the Head; and
      (d) being eligible to continue to hold a student visa.

   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the student must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

   (3) The recipient may be required by the Associate Dean (Academic) to pay the full tuition fee of any course that is repeated.

   (4) In this rule - **Minimum Completion Time**, means the minimum period of time it would take a student to complete the remainder of the program in which the recipient is enrolled when the recipient is awarded the Scholarship.

7. **Termination of Scholarship**

   The University may terminate the Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
   (c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
   (d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

---

School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Latin American Scholarship

(The scholarship was established in 2013 and is maintained by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences, Faculty of Science, The University of Queensland.)

1. **Purpose**

   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and reward students from Latin American countries studying postgraduate coursework programs administered by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**

   In these rules-
   - **Associate Dean (Academic)** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
   - **Head** means the Head of School, School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences.
   - **Approved Program** means any of the following—
     (a) the Master of Bioinformatics (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
     (b) the Master of Bioinformatics Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program;
     (c) the Master of Biotechnology (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
     (d) the Master of Biotechnology Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program;
     (e) the Master of Molecular Biology (16 unit or 24 unit) program;
     (f) the Master of Molecular Biology Research Extensive (24 or 32 unit) program
   - **Scholarship** means the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences Latin American Scholarship.

3. **Award and Value of Scholarship**

   (1) The Senate may award up to 2 Scholarships each year on the recommendation of the Head.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is 50% of the tuition fees and 100% of the Student Services and Amenities Fee payable for each semester for which it is held.
   (3) Subject to clause 6, each scholarship is tenable for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program.

4. **Eligibility for Award**

   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant—
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is a citizen of a Latin American country; and
   (c) has achieved at least the equivalent of the entry requirements for the proposed program of study; and
   (d) is able to commence as an international student (in accordance with The University's Fee Policy) in Australia on a student visa.

5. **Selection Process**

   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising a minimum of three directors of postgraduate coursework programs administered by the School of Chemistry & Molecular Biosciences. The Head will appoint a chairperson from those appointed to the selection committee.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by—
     (a) academic achievement in undergraduate studies; and
     (b) strength of interest demonstrated in the relevant field of postgraduate coursework study; and
     (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
     (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future professional success in the relevant field of postgraduate coursework study.
     (e) the selection committee will rank the top three applicants, and the Associate Dean (Academic) will then select the successful candidate(s).

6. **Conditions for Scholarship**

   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program, subject to the recipient—
     (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program, unless otherwise exempted by the Head; and
     (b) achieving a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study in which the recipient holds the Scholarship; and
     (c) resuming study after an approved interruption of up to 1 year, as approved by the Head; and
     (d) being eligible to continue to hold a student visa.

   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the student must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

   (3) The recipient may be required by the Associate Dean (Academic) to pay the full tuition fee of any course that is repeated.
Schools of Economics and Business Indigenous Student Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by Mr & Mrs Edwinsmith and maintained by annual donation)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support Australian Indigenous students to undertake studies at the Schools of Business and Economics at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules—
Approved Program means all undergraduate and postgraduate programs administered by the Schools of Business and Economics.
Head means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Scholarship means the Schools of Business and Economics Indigenous Student Scholarship

3. Award and value of the scholarship
(1) The number and value of the Scholarships available each year will be determined annually on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant—
(a) is a person of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent, who identifies as an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander, and who is accepted as such by the community in which the student lives or has lived; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising—
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a representative of the School of Business; and
(c) a representative of the School of Economics; and
(d) a representative of the Office of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement); and
(e) a representative of the donor, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant/s showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by—
(a) academic achievements in previous studies; and
(b) demonstrated financial need; and
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.
(3) The selection committee may interview shortlisted candidates.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient:
(a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 4.0 in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Shiren Law Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by Nicholas Shiren under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students who are studying law at UQ and experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules—
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or dual degree programs with the Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
Dean means the Dean of UQ Law School.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Regional or Remote Student means a student who has lived in a geographic region classified as—Remoteness Area 2 (RA2) Remoteness Area 3 (RA3) Remoteness Area 4 (RA4) Remoteness Area 5 (RA5) for at least 10 years cumulatively. Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard—Remoteness Area structure (ASGS—RA).
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic
Progression Policy.

Scholarship means the Shiren Law Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be approximately equal to the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or intends to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a minimum of two Academic staff members from the School of Law as nominated by the Dean.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) leadership, cultural, sporting or community service achievements;
(c) academic achievement; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(3) Preference will be given to applicants who are a Regional or Remote Student.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Sir James Foots Engineering Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2011 and maintained by the annual income from a bequest from the Estate of Sir James Foots AO, a former Chancellor of the University. Sir James Foots and his family previously supported the Sir James Foots Undergraduate Scholarships from 1999-2010.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students studying engineering who can demonstrate that they experience financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture, and Information Technology.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Relevant Field means all majors, and fields of study that include study in one of the following disciplines
(a) mining engineering;
(b) metallurgical engineering.
Scholarship means the Sir James Foots Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship for a year is approximately equal to the annual income from the fund that supports the Scholarship.
(3) The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) can provide documentary evidence of financial hardship;
(d) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(e) has completed at least 12 units, but no more than 27 units towards an Approved Program;
(f) has achieved a GPA of at least 4 in their studies in the Approved Program; and
(g) does not hold another scholarship of the same value or more.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, or nominee; and
The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program;
(b) financial hardship; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.

(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field; and
(b) achieving a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Interruption of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study;
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

Sir Thomas McIlwraith Engineering Scholarships
(Established as a memorial to the Honourable Sir Thomas McIlwraith, KCMG, LLD, 3 times Premier of Queensland, in recognition of his long and valuable service to the Colony and of the farseeing and broad spirit of statesmanship displayed by him in the interests not only of Queensland, but of Australasia and the Empire generally.)

1. The Senate may award 2 or more scholarships each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology (the Associate Dean).

2. An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year, if they –
(a) have completed the first 6 semesters of an approved undergraduate Engineering program which includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program or or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program; and
(b) are enrolled in the 4th year of an approved undergraduate Engineering program.

3. The scholarship is awarded to the eligible applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by -
(a) the standard of the applicant's academic achievement during the first 6 semesters of an approved undergraduate Engineering program.
(b) the candidate’s general suitability.

4. The scholarship may be held for one year.

Sir William Tyree Engineering Scholarship
(Established in 2021 by the Tyree Foundation in memory of Sir William Tyree, founder of the Tyree Group and a leading Australian industrialist.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of this undergraduate Scholarship is to encourage and support students commencing at The University of Queensland from Rural or Regional Areas in Queensland, who intend to specialise in electrical engineering and who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering program or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Commencing Student means a student who has not undertaken any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above prior to enrolling in the Approved Program, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students and who will complete, or has completed, year 12 studies in the two-year period prior to the year of the award.
Foundation means the Tyree Foundation.
Head means the Head of School, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
Regional, Rural or Remote Area uses the ‘Modified Monash Model’ categories approach as defined by the Australian Government Department of Health and Aged Care based on the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA). This means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as –
MM 2 (Regional centres)
MM 3 (Large rural towns)
MM 4 (Medium rural towns)
MM 5 (Small rural towns)
MM 6 (Remote communities)
MM 7 (Very remote communities)
for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. 
Relevant Field means any electrical engineering field.
Scholarship means the Sir William Tyree Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) At least one Scholarship may be awarded each year and held in tenure on the recommendation of the Head, subject to the availability of funding.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be $15,000 for each year that it is held.

4. Eligibility for award
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
      (a) submits an application to the Head of School by the closing date for applications;
      (b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
      (c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time as a Commencing Student in the first year of the Approved Program;
      (d) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship; and
      (e) does not hold another Scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
      (a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
      (b) one representative from the Foundation; and
      (c) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field, with University staff comprising the majority.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria: -
      (a) demonstrated financial hardship;
      (b) strength of interest the applicant demonstrates in the Relevant Field as demonstrated by a cover letter, short answer responses within the application, and a resume;
      (c) academic achievement in secondary school studies;
      (d) personal qualities, including leadership, potential to succeed; and
      (e) any other matter that the selection committee deems relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession.
   (3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
   (4) Preference will be given to students who will complete; or has completed; Year 12 in a Regional, Rural or Remote Area in Queensland or completed Year 12 as a boarder, while having a permanent address in a Regional, Rural or Remote Area in Queensland.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years and will be paid in equal semester instalments, subject to the recipient -
      (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and, in a Relevant Field from their second year of study;
      (b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
      (c) achieving a GPA of at least 5.0 in each calendar year for which the Scholarship is held; and
      (d) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) A recipient may apply to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to one year in exceptional circumstances.

7. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
   (c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

South32 David Crawford Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2019 and is maintained by an annual gift from South32.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support talented engineering students.

2. Definitions
   In these rules-
   Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
   Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, all at The University of Queensland.
   Scholarship means the South32 David Crawford Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) One Scholarship will be awarded on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one academic staff member who is currently teaching in an Approved Program; and
(c) one representative from South32, with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the
engineering profession.
(3) Preference may be given to students in mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, mining engineering or mining and
geotechnical engineering disciplines.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) passing all courses in which they are enrolled;
(c) achieving a GPA of at least 5.0 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

The Bar Association of Queensland Scholarship
(Established in 2017 and maintained by annual donation by the Bar Association Queensland.)
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students from a financially disadvantaged background who wish to
study Law or are studying Law at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Dean means the Dean, T.C. Beirne School of Law.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a program that includes the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) at The
University of Queensland
Scholarship means the Bar Association of Queensland Scholarship.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(a) Senate may award one scholarship each year on the recommendation of the Dean
(b) The value of the Scholarship is $3,000

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is an Australian citizen, or an Australian Permanent resident; and
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(c) submits an application by the closing date in the format prescribed by the Head; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection Process
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising-
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a member of the Bar Association of Queensland (or nominee); and
(c) the Chair, TC Beirne School of Law Teaching & Learning Committee or nominee with university staff comprising the
majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) academic achievements; and
(b) financial need; and
(c) the applicant’s interest in studying and pursuing a career in law; and
(d) any other matter the committee considers relevant.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to:
(a) maintaining full-time enrolment in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving a minimum GPA of at least 4.5 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not being in receipt of another scholarship considered similar by the Dean.

(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

The Business, Economics and Law Student Scholarship
(Established in 2023 by the generous donations to the Schools of Business, Economics and Law at The University of Queensland and held on trust by The University of Queensland)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students who are undertaking an Approved Program with the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, and are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Business, Economics and Law Student Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $4,500 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarships shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean (or nominee);
(b) a representative from the School of Business;
(c) a representative from the School of Economics; and
(d) a representative from the School of Law.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) is or will be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and
(e) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) A recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
The scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

The Colin Gordon James Electrical Engineering Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by the income from a bequest from Margaret Anne James in memory of her late husband Colin Gordon James to assist and encourage students in their studies of electrical engineering.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to encourage and support students who have experienced financial, social or geographical disadvantage to undertake study in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in any field of engineering in the electrical engineering discipline.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
approved undergraduate engineering program includes a Bachelor of Engineering program or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program and the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program
head means the Head of School, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering
relevant field means any field of engineering in the electrical engineering discipline
scholarship means the Colin Gordon James Electrical Engineering Scholarship
3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Senate may award up to 2 scholarships each year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The scholarship may be held for a year and the total value of the scholarship(s) will be approximately equal to the annual income from the endowment

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is an Australian citizen; and
(c) is enrolled full-time in the approved undergraduate engineering program in the relevant field; and
(d) has completed at least the first year of an approved undergraduate engineering program; and
(e) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering.
(2) The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date in the relevant program;
   (b) commitment to the study of electrical engineering; and
   (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) Preference will be given to an applicant who can demonstrate financial, social or geographical disadvantage; and
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an approved undergraduate engineering program in a relevant field; and
   (b) maintaining a GPA of at least 5 for each semester of study and passing all courses in which they are enrolled.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

The Don Barrett AM Scholarship
(Established in 2023 through a gift from Alumni Friends under the Queensland Commitment scheme and maintained by income generated from an underlying endowment fund to acknowledge Donald Steele Barrett (Don)'s tireless service and support of UQ. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni. The Friends of Antiquity was established in 1988 as a special interest group to support Classics and Ancient History at UQ.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate student(s) studying classics and ancient history in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, who are facing financial hardship.

2. 2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin, or Classical Languages.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means The Don Barrett AM Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for the Minimum Completion Time.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Associate Dean (or nominee);
   (b) the Head of the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry (or nominee); and
   (c) an academic representative from the discipline of ancient history.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and in the Relevant Field; and
   (c) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing greatest merit based on –
   (a) evidence of financial hardship;
   (b) academic achievement; and
   (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.
5. Conditions for Award
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress;
       (c) demonstrating progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
       (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
   The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.

7. Termination of Award
   The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

The Dr Stephen G Papas OAM Scholarship
(Established in 2023 through a gift from Alumni Friends under the Queensland Commitment scheme and maintained by income generated from an underlying endowment fund. Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland dates back to 1967, when UQ sponsored the formation of an association to foster relationships with UQ alumni. Dr Stephen George Papas OAM was one of the founding members of The Alumni Association of the University of Queensland (AAUQ, now Alumni Friends). The Friends of Antiquity was established in 1988 as a special interest group to support Classics and Ancient History at UQ.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support a student who is studying classics and ancient history in the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry and has experienced financial hardship.

2. Definitions
   In these rules-
   Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at The University of Queensland.
   Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
   Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
   Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Ancient History, Ancient History/History, Ancient Greek, Latin, or Classical Languages.
   Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
   Scholarship means The Dr Stephen G Papas OAM Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
   (1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
   (3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for the Minimum Completion Time.
   (4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the Associate Dean (or nominee);
       (b) the Head of the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry (or nominee); and
       (c) an academic representative from the discipline of ancient history.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
       (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
       (b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and in the Relevant Field; and
       (c) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing greatest merit based on –
       (a) evidence of financial hardship;
       (b) academic achievement; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. Conditions for Award
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress;
       (c) demonstrating progression towards completion of the Relevant Field on an annual basis; and
       (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers similar.
   (2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
   The Scholarship cannot be deferred or interrupted.
7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Mr Alexander Gordon Ewing. Mr Ewing was a student at Gatton campus when it was the Queensland Agricultural High School and College. The College took pupils in Years 8-10. Mr Ewing was a member of the Gatton Past Students Association from 2005 up until his death in 2013 at age 88).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to enable students to undertake and continue studies in the discipline of Agricultural Science.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate program within the discipline of Agricultural Science at The University of Queensland;
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science;
Scholarship means The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship;
Ewing Scholarship means The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship, The Ewing Horticulture Scholarship and The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The minimum annual combined Ewing Scholarship value will be at least $38,000 but will be limited by the annual income of the fund.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be the annual income of the fund split equally between all recipients of a Ewing Scholarship.
(3) The University may award one or more Scholarships annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of the Scholarship in a year if the applicant -
(a) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
(b) has not previously been awarded a Ewing Scholarship; and
(c) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection Process
(1) The Associate Dean, or nominee, must form a selection committee and rank the eligible applicants for the year in order of merit.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by -
(a) academic achievement;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential and community service; and
(c) any other matters the committee considers relevant.
(3) Preference will be given to students from a rural background.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) A recipient may hold the scholarship for one year.

The Ewing Horticulture Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Mr Alexander Gordon Ewing. Mr Ewing was a student at Gatton campus when it was the Queensland Agricultural High School and College. The College took pupils in Years 8-10. Mr Ewing was a member of the Gatton Past Students Association from 2005 up until his death in 2013 at age 88.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to enable students to undertake and continue studies in the discipline of Horticulture.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate program within the discipline of Horticulture at The University of Queensland;
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science;
Scholarship means The Ewing Horticulture Science Scholarship;
Ewing Scholarship means The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship, The Ewing Horticulture Scholarship and The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The minimum annual combined Ewing Scholarship value will be at least $38,000 but will be limited by the annual income of the fund.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be the annual income of the fund split equally between all recipients of a Ewing Scholarship.
(3) The University may award one or more Scholarships annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of the Scholarship in a year if, the applicant –
(a) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
(b) has not previously been awarded The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship or The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship; and
(c) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications.
5. Selection Process
(1) The Associate Dean, or nominee, must form a selection committee and rank the eligible applicants for the year in order of merit.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential and community service; and
(c) any other matters the committee considers relevant.
(3) Preference will be given to students from a rural background.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) A recipient may hold the scholarship for one year.

The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Mr Alexander Gordon Ewing. Mr Ewing was a student at Gatton campus when it was the Queensland Agricultural High School and College. The College took pupils in Years 8-10. Mr Ewing was a member of the Gatton Past Students Association from 2005 up until his death in 2013 at age 88.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support financially disadvantaged students to undertake and continue undergraduate studies in the discipline of Veterinary Science.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate program within the discipline of Veterinary Science at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Scholarship means The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship.
Ewing Scholarship means The Ewing Agricultural Science Scholarship, The Ewing Horticulture Scholarship and The Ewing Veterinary Science Scholarship.

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The minimum annual combined Ewing Scholarship value will be at least $38,000 but will be limited by the annual income of the fund.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be the annual income of the fund split equally between all recipients of a Ewing Scholarship.
(3) The University may award one or more Scholarships annually on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of the Scholarship if, the applicant –
(a) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
(b) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(c) has not previously been awarded a Ewing Scholarship; and
(d) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection Process
(1) The Associate Dean, or nominee, must form a selection committee and rank the eligible applicants for the year in order of merit.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
(a) academic achievement;
(b) financial circumstances as evidenced by supporting documentation;
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential and community service; and
(d) any other matters the committee considers relevant.

6. Conditions of Scholarship
(1) A recipient may hold the scholarship for one year.

The Glencore Coal Assets Mining Engineering Scholarship
(The scholarship was established as a Faculty scholarship in 2016 by an annual gift from Glencore Coal Assets (Australia) Pty Limited, and then as a University scholarship from 2019.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support meritorious students in the second or third year of study in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program in the mining engineering discipline at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Glencore means Glencore Coal Assets (Australia) Pty Limited.
Relevant Field means for the BE(Hons) program and associated duals - chemical or civil or mechanical or mechatronic engineering specialisations or mining engineering major; for the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering – chemical, chemical & environmental, chemical & materials, chemical & metallurgical, civil, civil & environmental, mechanical, mechanical & materials and mechatronic fields of study
Scholarship means The Glencore Coal Assets Mining Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to two Scholarships will be awarded on the recommendation of the Associate Dean in accordance with Addendum 1.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held.

4. Additional benefits
(1) Glencore may offer the recipient any of the following opportunities -
   (a) thesis mentoring;
   (b) an ambassadorial role;
   (c) vacation employment at any Glencore site for any duration in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by
      Glencore in consultation with the recipient.
(2) If the recipient is required to relocate away from their place of residence to undertake vacation employment, Glencore will also
    pay travel expenses reasonably incurred by the recipient and a contribution towards living expenses.

5. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
   (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University's Student Fees Policy;
   (c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field and has completed the required number of units
       towards an Approved Program, as specified in Addendum 1; and
   (d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
   (a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
   (b) one representative of Glencore;
   (c) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering, with University staff
       comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in an Approved Program;
   (b) personal qualities including leadership potential;
   (c) strength of interest the applicant demonstrates in pursuing a career in the mining industry; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the mining
       engineering profession.
(3) Preference may be given to students studying mining engineering or undertaking a major in mining
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration specified in Addendum 1, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
   (b) achieving a minimum GPA of 5 in each calendar year in which the Scholarship is held and passing all courses for which
       they are enrolled;
   (c) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar; and
   (d) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of Glencore and its employees
       and representatives.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be
    cancelled.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2);
   (b) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
   (c) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study; or
   (d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

The Honourable John Muir QC Scholarship
(Established in 2019 by Sandra Muir under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from
the endowment fund. The Scholarship is in honour of distinguished alumnus The Honourable John Muir QC.)

1. Purpose
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students wishing to study law at UQ and
   experiencing financial disadvantage.

2. Definitions
   In these rules-
   Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or dual degree programs with the Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
   Dean means the Dean of UQ Law School.
   Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on
   enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the
   Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current
   program, less the time already enrolled.
   Regional, Rural or Remote Area uses the ‘Modified Monash Model’ categories approach as defined by the Australian
   Government Department of Health and Aged Care based on the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area
   structure (ASGS-RA). This means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as –
   MM 2 (Regional centres)
   MM 3 (Large rural towns)
   MM 4 (Medium rural towns)
   MM 5 (Small rural towns)
   MM 6 (Remote communities)
   MM 7 (Very remote communities)
   for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the The Honourable John Muir QC Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One scholarship may be awarded by the Dean as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The annual value of the Scholarship will be equal to the annual income from the endowment.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(b) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) can demonstrate financial need; and
(d) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a minimum of two Academic staff members from the School of Law as nominated by the Dean.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) leadership, cultural, sporting or community service achievements;
(c) academic achievement; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(3) Preference will be given to students from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area of Queensland.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

The Hyun Family Korea Scholarship
(Established in 2022 by Hanwoori Restaurant Pty Ltd and The University of Queensland to encourage a new generation of Australian Korean Studies scholars to undertake exchange, broadening their understanding of Korean language, history and culture and imbuing their future careers with these learnings.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to enable undergraduate students studying Korean language courses who have an interest in journalism, media and/or communications to participate in semester long exchange programs in South Korea.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, or a dual program that includes any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and any subsequent related honours program in a Relevant Field, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Head means the Head, School of Languages and Cultures.
Relevant Field means a major or field of study in Korean.
Scholarship means The Hyun Family Korea Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Two Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
(c) does not hold another travel grant or scholarship;
(d) has not previously held the Scholarship;
(e) has been accepted into the UQ Abroad Program at a host university in Korea; and
(f) submits a personal statement as outlined at paragraph 5(2)(a) below.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) at least two academic representatives from the School of Languages and Cultures.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) value of the proposed travel to the applicant’s future success in the discipline as demonstrated by a personal statement
in the application:
(b) academic capability and future academic potential;
(c) demonstrated commitment to the Korean language, either through extracurricular or academic work;
(d) interest in journalism, communications or other media-related fields;
(e) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant's future success in their field of study.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The Scholarship will be paid upfront in one instalment.
(2) Within 3 months of returning to Australia the recipient will be asked to present a report of approximately 1,000 words to the
Head on the work done and benefits derived from the holding of the Scholarship.

The James Conway Langdon Scholarship in Veterinary Science
(Established in 1999, after being administered since 1975 by the Trust Company of Australia Limited, through a bequest by the late
James Conway Langdon.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students undertaking the first year of study in the undergraduate veterinary
science program who, upon graduation, will use their best endeavours to obtain work within the Queensland Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry or with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO).

2. Definitions
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the James Conway Langdon Scholarship in Veterinary Science

3. Value and Award of Scholarship
(1) The minimum annual combined Scholarship value will be $3,500 divided equally between the recipients.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean in consultation with a committee
of three (3) nominated by the Head, School of Veterinary Science. At least two (2) members must be University Staff.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the award of a Scholarship in a year if, in that year, the applicant:
(a) Is enrolled in the first year of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program; and
(b) Who, upon graduation, will use their best endeavours to serve at least two (2) years’ employment with the Queensland
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (or any subsequent department that will perform their duties) or with
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)

5. Selection Process
The Scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic merit and demonstrated financial need.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
The Scholarship is payable annually during the recipient’s enrolment in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program
provided satisfactory progress is maintained.

The Morrells’ Scholarship for Aspiring Teachers
(Established by Professor Patricia Morrell, UQ Head of the School of Education in 2022.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support a university student undertaking an undergraduate degree in Education at UQ.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Education (Primary) or Bachelor of Education (Secondary), or a dual program that
includes one of these programs, at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
First in Family means a student whose parents have not attended a university within or outside Australia.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s
Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means The Morrell’s Scholarship for First Generation Aspiring Teachers.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean by the closing date;
(b) is enrolled in an Approved Program;
(c) submits a personal statement of up to 500 words as outlined in rule 5(2)(b) below; and
(d) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) at least two academic representatives from the School of Education.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) academic capability and future academic potential; and
(b) commitment to a career in Education as evidenced by personal statement included in the application.

(3) Preference will be given to applicants who meet the criteria and are First in Family.

6. Duration and Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient commits misconduct.

The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Engineering and The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Maths and Science
(The scholarship was established in 2017 and is maintained by an annual gift from The Pekol Family.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support female students aspiring to undertake tertiary studies in engineering, or science (in the fields of maths and physics) who are currently experiencing barriers to attending UQ.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program includes a dual program, including the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program and the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program
Approved Undergraduate Science Program includes a dual program, including the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Mathematics, or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours), enrolled in the field of maths or physics.
Approved Undergraduate Program means the Approved Undergraduate Science Program and/or the Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program
Associate Dean Engineering means the Associate Dean (Academic) Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Associate Dean Science means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Regional Area if outside of Queensland means Inner Regional, Outer Regional, Remote or Very Remote areas as defined in the ASGC Remoteness Areas classification as described in the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2004 publication, ‘Rural, Regional and Remote Health: A Guide to Remoteness Classifications’; or if within Queensland means all of Queensland except those areas encompassed by the following local government areas-
(a) Brisbane City Council
(b) Gold Coast City
(c) Ipswich City
(d) Logan City
(e) Moreton Bay Regional
(f) Redland City
Scholarship means The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Engineering and The Pekol Family Scholarship for Women in Maths and Physics

3. Award and Value of Scholarship
(1) Senate may award up to 2 Scholarships in tenure on the recommendation of the Associate Dean Engineering after consultation with the Associate Dean Science, subject to the availability of donor funding.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 for each year for which it is held.
(3) Senate may award the Scholarship to another person in a later year of study only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. In this instance, the duration of the Scholarship will be determined by the Associate Dean Engineering after consultation with the Associate Dean Science and the Pekol Family.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean Engineering or Associate Dean Science, by the advertised closing date for applications; and
(b) is a female student; and
(c) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(d) is enrolled full-time in the first year of the Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program or Approved Undergraduate Science Program, or a later year of an Approved Undergraduate Program if the award is made in accordance with rule 3(3); and
(e) can provide documentary evidence of financial need as required; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean Engineering or Associate Dean Science considers to be similar.

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean Engineering must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean Engineering, or nominee, as Chair of the committee; and
(b) and Associate Dean Science, or nominee
(c) a member of the Pekol Family or nominee; and
(d) at least one member of the university’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering or science.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit based on-
(a) leadership qualities and potential to succeed in the engineering or science profession; and
(b) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant.
(3) In a year where there is an eligible applicant, preference will be awarded to those students who best demonstrate ‘hardship’ or ‘need’ with regard to: financial, educational, soci-economic or Regional Area circumstances.

(4) In a year where there are no eligible candidates in either the Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program or the Approved Undergraduate Science Program, the selection committee may award all available scholarships to a single Approved Undergraduate Program.

(5) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship up to 4 years, or as otherwise determined in accordance with rule 3(3), subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Undergraduate Program; and
   (b) achieving an overall GPA of 4.0 for each semester of study and passing all courses in which they are enrolled.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean Engineering if in an Approved Undergraduate Engineering Program or to the Associate Dean Science if in an Approved Undergraduate Science Program, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

The Roger Trundle Memorial Scholarship

(The Roger Trundle Memorial Scholarship was established in 2015 and maintained by an endowed gift from Marjorie Trundle, Jennifer Trundle and Matthew Trundle in memory of the late Roger Trundle [BE Civil 1977]).

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage meritorious students who have been educationally disadvantaged as a result of their financial circumstances and/or geographic isolation and/or cultural disadvantage to undertake study in an Engineering program, with a civil engineering major.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

Head means the Head of School, School of Civil Engineering.

Scholarship means the Roger Trundle Memorial Scholarship.

Relevant Field means any field of engineering in the civil engineering discipline.

3. Award and Value of Scholarship

(1) The Senate may award one Scholarship as tenure becomes vacant.

(2) The value of the Scholarship will be $15,000 and no more than the amount of the annual income from the fund.

(3) Senate may award the Scholarship to another person in a later year only if an earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.

4. Additional Benefits

The School of Civil Engineering may offer the recipient a summer research internship within the School.

5. Eligibility for Award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –

(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student within the meaning of the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field;
(d) has, completed at the time of application, at least 12 units at The University of Queensland but not more than 34 units towards the Approved Program;
(e) can provide documentary evidence of financial and/or educational disadvantage and/or geographic isolation and/or cultural disadvantage; and
(f) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

6. Selection of Award

(1) For the selection process the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) up to one representative from the Trundle family; and
   (c) academic staff teaching in a Relevant Field, with university staff in the majority.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
   (a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program;
   (b) educational disadvantage experienced as a result of their financial circumstances and/or geographic isolation and/or cultural disadvantage;
   (c) personal qualities, including leadership potential;
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the civil engineering profession.

(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

(4) Preference will be given to students who have no previous immediate family history of tertiary studies.

7. Conditions for Scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 2 years, subject to the recipient:
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in the Relevant Field;
   (b) achieving a GPA of at least 5 for each semester of study;
   (c) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (d) not holding another scholarship that the Head deems similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.
8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study;
(c) once maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

The School of Mathematics and Physics Master of Quantum Technology Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by the School of Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of Science, The University of Queensland.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and reward students who are studying the Master of Quantum Technology administered by the School of Mathematics and Physics.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Master of Quantum Technology (24 unit) program
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science Head means the Head of School, School of Mathematics and Physics
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in either:
(a) 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year, if enrolled full time; or
(b) 4 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 8 units per calendar year, if enrolled part time.
Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program, or converting from full to part time and vice versa, will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Scholarship means the School of Mathematics and Physics Master of Quantum Technology Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to 2 Scholarship(s) may be awarded in a year on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is 50% of the tuition fees and 100% of the Student Services and Amenities Fee payable for each semester for which it is held.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) has achieved at least the equivalent of the entry requirements for the Master of Quantum Technology; and
(c) if an international student, is able to commence (in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy) in Australia on a student visa.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with – (a)a selection committee, comprising –
(a) a minimum of two Directors of postgraduate coursework programs administered by the School of Mathematics and Physics.
(b) the Head will appoint a Chair from those appointed to the selection committee; and then (b)the Associate Dean (Academic)
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) academic achievement in undergraduate studies;
(b) personal qualities, as demonstrated through the personal statement and other materials included in the application; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future professional success in the Master of Quantum Technology.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled in the Approved Program;
(b) achieving a semester GPA of at least 4; and
(c) being eligible to continue to hold a student visa.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the student must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may be interrupted for a maximum period of one year in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Head.
(4) The recipient may be required by the Associate Dean (Academic) to pay the full tuition fee of any course that is repeated.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

The Slade Scholarship
(Founded by gifts made to the University of Mr W. B. Slade. These gifts, with accrued interest, have provided a capital sum of $2,000 for the purposes of the scholarship.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to support high achieving students undertaking an undergraduate agricultural science program.
2. Definitions

Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Scholarship means the Slade Scholarship

3. Value and duration of the scholarship

(1) The scholarship is the annual income from the fund.
(2) The scholarship is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic).
(3) In the event of a scholarship lapsing or the emoluments thereof ceasing to become payable to the person to whom the scholarship has been awarded, the Senate, on the recommendation of the Associate Dean (Academic), may appoint some qualified person to hold the scholarship for the balance of the year, or may resolve that such emoluments be added to and become part of the principal sum.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the award of a scholarship in a year if, in semester 1 of the year of the award, the applicant is enrolled full-time in the third year of an undergraduate Agricultural Science program.

5. Selection Process

(1) The Associate Dean (Academic) must rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant:
(a) Grade Point Average achieved during the second year of the program
(b) any other evidence that may be considered relevant by the Associate Dean (Academic) to future success by the student in the agriculture, agronomy or related industries.
(2) If the Associate Dean (Academic) is satisfied that at least one eligible applicant is of sufficient merit to warrant the award of the scholarship, the Associate Dean (Academic) must recommend that the scholarship be awarded to the applicant with the highest ranking.

6. Scholarship conditions

(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year, subject to:
(a) the recipient's continued full-time enrolment in the program for which the scholarship was awarded.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean (Academic) why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

The TC Beirne School of Law
The Leadership, Excellence & Diversity (LEAD) Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2016 and is maintained by funds from external donors.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students from disadvantaged backgrounds to undertake undergraduate studies in law at The University of Queensland. While the Scheme is primarily intended for students from government schools, students from non-government schools who are indigenous or who can demonstrate significant financial disadvantage, are also eligible.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Domestic Student means a student who is:
(a) an Australian citizen; or
(b) the holder of a permanent humanitarian visa for Australia.

GPA means grade point average.

Head means the head of the TC Beirne School of Law.

Approved Program means the LLB(Hons) program or a dual degree program that includes the LLB(Hons) program.

Scholarship means the Leadership, Excellence and Diversity (LEAD) Scholarship.

3. Award and value of Scholarship

(1) The University will award a number of Scholarships in a year, on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $8,000 per annum for a maximum period of five (5) years.
(3) Recipients of the Scholarship will be designated “LEAD Scholars”.
(4) The Scholarships will be awarded completely at the University’s discretion and the University’s decision is not subject to appeal.

4. Eligibility for award

(1) An applicant is eligible to be considered for the award of a Scholarship in a year, if the applicant—
(a) is or will be a Domestic Student in the year of award;
(b) has completed senior schooling in Australia within two years of application, or will be completing senior schooling in Australia in the year of application
(c) intends to enrol as a commencing student, or who has already accepted an offer to commence as a student, at The University of Queensland in an Approved Program in the year of the award;
(d) expects to gain admission, or has already gained admission, to an Approved Program in the year of the award on the basis of predicted, or actual, senior results and any applicable adjustment factors, or on the basis of special entry pathways;
(e) has not completed any prior program of tertiary study at bachelor level or higher;
(f) can demonstrate educational, social or financial disadvantage; and
(g) is available to participate in a formal interview with UQ on a date set by the University.

5. Selection of award

(1) The Head will establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Head or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Executive Dean or nominee of the Faculty of Business Economics and Law;
(c) the Academic Registrar or nominee;
(d) the Donor or nominee;
(e) a distinguished member of the Queensland Legal Profession determined by the Chair; and
(f) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the Chair, with University staff comprising the majority.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) academic achievement in Year 11 and Year 12;
(b) leadership, cultural, sporting or community service achievements; and
(c) educational, social or financial disadvantage.

(3) Preference may be given to applicants who have completed their secondary schooling at a Government school.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(1) Offers for the Scholarship will be conditional on receiving an offer of a place in an Approved Program at UQ in the year of the award.

(2) The recipient may hold another equity-based scholarship concurrently with the Scholarship but may not hold another scholarship that is based solely on academic achievement.

(3) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum period of five (5) years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient:
(a) commencing study in an Approved Program at UQ in the year of award or after an approved deferment;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) maintaining satisfactory academic progress by achieving a minimum annual GPA of 4.5.

(4) The recipient is expected to actively contribute to supporting the Scholarship and the University.

(5) If a recipient fails to meet the requirements of rule 6(2), 6(3) and 6(4), they must show cause to the Head as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferral of scholarship

Scholarship recipients may apply to have their scholarship deferred for up to one year if approval to defer their tertiary place has been granted. Scholarship recipients who do not take up their tertiary place following an approved deferment shall have their scholarship offer withdrawn.

8. Interruption of Scholarship

Scholarship recipients may apply to interrupt their scholarship for a maximum cumulative period of one year where there are exceptional circumstances which prevent the student from enrolling.

9. Termination of Scholarships

The University may terminate the Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not comply with the scholarship conditions in section 6; or
(b) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of suspension; or
(c) once maximum duration of the scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the student commits serious misconduct.

The Western Australia Alumni Regional Scholarship for Engineering

(The Western Australia Alumni Regional Scholarship for Engineering was established in 2018 and is maintained by an annual gift from Western Australia Alumni Founders.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support deserving commencing Engineering students from Remote Regional Area in Australia who may have experienced financial disadvantage and would otherwise be unable to attend The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules-
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering.
Founders means five UQ alumni who established the Western Australia Alumni Regional Scholarship
Remote Regional Area means an area deemed regional as defined in the ASGC Remoteness Areas classification as described in the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2004 publication, ‘Rural, Regional and Remote Health: A Guide to Remoteness Classifications’ within Australia.
Scholarship means the Western Australia Alumni Regional Scholarship for Engineering.

3. Award and value of scholarship

(1) The Associate Dean will determine the number of Scholarships to be awarded each year
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $5,000 for each year for which it is held.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) has not completed any prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above; and
(d) within the two years immediately prior to the award year completed Year 12 at a high school in a Remote Regional Area or completed Year 12 as a boarder, while having a permanent address in a Remote Regional Area; and
(e) is or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program; and
(f) does not hold a scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Selection process

(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative from the Founders (or nominee); and
The Wheatley Bursary
(Established in 2008 and maintained from the income of a bequest from the late Marcelle Walden.)

1. Purpose
This scholarship is to support students undertaking undergraduate studies in political science and/or public policy.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Arts or a dual program including the Bachelor of Arts
Relevant Field means a major, extended major in political science or public policy
Bursary means the Wheatley Bursary;
Head means the Head, School of Political Science and International Studies

3. Award and value of scholarship
(a) A number of Bursaries may be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Head.
(b) The value of each Bursary will be at least $8,000

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Bursary, in the applicant –
(a) Has gained credit for 16 to 24 units of an Approved Program, with at least #4 of these being in a Relevant Field in a prior semester
(b) Is enrolled in the Approved Program in a Relevant Field
(c) Will be 20 years of age or older on 1 January in the year of the award

5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the Committee
(b) at least two academic staff teaching in the field of political science and/or public policy
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicant or applicants showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) financial need in order to successfully undertake further studies in political science and/or public policy; and
(b) academic achievement in the program to date; and
(c) other evidence that may be considered relevant by the selection committee.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) being enrolled in a minimum of #4 in an Approved Program per semester; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship can be deferred or interrupted only in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Head.

Thomas A. Plein Endowed Scholarship
(Established in 2014 and maintained by the income from the endowment fund)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support citizens of The United States of America who are enrolled in an
2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means a program administered by the Schools of Business, Economics and Law at The University of Queensland.
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
Scholarship means the Thomas A. Plein Endowed Scholarship.
BEL Faculty means the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.

3. Value and award of the Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship will not be less than $3,000, but will be limited to the annual income from the endowment fund.
(2) A number of scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Executive Dean.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) is a citizen of The United States of America;
(b) is an international student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) submits an application to the Executive Dean by the closing date for applications.

5. Selection Process
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
   (a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
   (b) a representative of the Thomas A Plein Foundation; and
   (c) a representative of the Advancement Team from the BEL Faculty.
(2) In making its recommendation the selection committee will take into account -
   (a) academic achievement; and
   (b) demonstrated financial need; and
   (c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant.
(3) Applicants may be interviewed.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year subject to the recipient:
   (a) remaining enrolled as a full-time student; and
   (b) remaining enrolled in the same Approved Program that they were enrolled in at the time of award; and
   (c) achieving a GPA of at least 4 in the first semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Tomas Riha Scholarship
(Established through a gift from the Riha family in 2022 under the Queensland Commitment matching scheme. The Scholarship is in memory of Associate Professor Tomas Riha, to honour his work and achievements.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students enrolled in the Bachelor of Economics at The University of Queensland who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Economics or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Economics at The University of Queensland.
Head means the Head of the School of Economics.
Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Tomas Riha Scholarship.
University means The University of Queensland.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to one Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head (or nominee);
   (b) the Deputy Head of the School of Economics (or nominee); and
   (c) the Chair of the Teaching and Learning Committee of the School of Economics (or nominee).

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
   (c) is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (d) can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship.
The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing the greatest merit based on –
(a) evidence of financial hardship; and
(b) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time of the Approved Program, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
Recipients may apply to the Head to have their Scholarship deferred and/or interrupted for up to two semesters in exceptional circumstances.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ and St Leo’s College Music Achievement Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2009 for the purpose of encouraging meritorious students who are enrolled in studies in music and are residents of St Leo’s College. The scholarship is maintained by an annual gift from The University of Queensland in the form of a contribution to the residential fees payable by such a student (or students) and an annual gift from St Leo’s College in the form of a reduction in those fees.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and assist meritorious students who are enrolled in studies in music at The University of Queensland and are residents of St Leo’s College.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means one of the following programs –
(a) Bachelor of Music;
(b) Bachelor of Music (Honours);
(c) Diploma in Music Performance;
(d) a program that includes a Music Course in each semester for the year.
Head means the Head of School, School of Music.
Music Course means a course that has a course code commencing with MUSC.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means that the recipient achieves a GPA of at least 4 for each semester of study in the year of award.
Scholarship means The University of Queensland and St Leo’s College Music Achievement Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The Scholarship may be awarded each year by Senate on the recommendation of the Head.
(2) The Head will determine the number of Scholarships available each year.
(3) The value of each Scholarship for a year is a $6,000 reduction in residential fees payable by the recipient of the Scholarship for their accommodation at St Leo’s College.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for a Scholarship if the applicant -
(a) submits an application for a Scholarship to the Head by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) is a resident at St Leo’s College.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process for a year, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a representative of St Leo’s College; and
(c) the Director of Performance and Engagement, School of Music.
(2) The selection committee must rank the eligible applicants consecutively in order of merit, based on, for each applicant -
(a) the applicant's academic achievement in their secondary studies or tertiary studies to date; and
(b) the applicant's musical ability and achievements to date as a musician; and
(c) the applicant's performance in their audition for enrolment in the program, if enrolled in the performance specialisation of the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or the Diploma in Music Performance; and
(d) the applicant's ability to engage as a resident of St Leo’s College in the St Leo’s College community; and
(e) the applicant's personal qualities, including leadership ability and potential; and
(f) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in their chosen field of music study.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
(4) If the selection committee is satisfied that at least one eligible applicant is of sufficient merit to warrant
(5) the award of the Scholarship, the selection committee must recommend that the Scholarship be awarded to the applicant with the highest ranking.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) Each Scholarship may be held by the recipient for 1 year, subject to the recipient -
UQ Entrepreneurship Merit Scholarship Scheme

(Established in 2023, the UQ Entrepreneurship Merit Scholarship Scheme was created to inspire, attract and support young entrepreneurs who have or plan to create a startup and want to continue building their business while studying a degree at UQ).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide support to entrepreneurs in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland, through financial assistance and access to entrepreneurship programs, networking and mentoring from UQ Ventures.

2. Definitions
- **Approved Program** means any undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program at The University of Queensland.
- **Head** means UQ's Head of Entrepreneurship.
- **UQ Ventures** means the entrepreneurship unit at UQ which offers programs for aspiring entrepreneurs.
- **Named Scholarship** means a type of Scholarship offered under the auspices of the UQ Entrepreneurship Merit Scholarship Scheme, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These Scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
- **Scholarship** means a Scholarship awarded under the UQ Entrepreneurship Merit Scholarship Scheme, including Named Scholarships.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) The University will award a number of Scholarships in a year in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(2) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of four years, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(3) As part of the Scholarship, recipients will be provided with opportunities to participate in UQ Ventures programs. These may include access to entrepreneurship programs, networking and mentoring from UQ during the period in which the recipient holds the Scholarship.

4. Additional Benefits
Additional scholarship benefits may be available to recipients of Named Scholarships. Where these benefits are available, they will be listed in Addendum 1.

5. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is or will be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the year of award, or after an approved deferment of one year;
   (c) is or will be a domestic student in accordance with the University's Fee Policy.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
   (b) up to one UQ staff member nominated by the Chair; and
   (c) one member of the UQ Ventures team member, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) UQ staff who are donors to the Scholarship being awarded are not eligible to be on the selection committee.
(3) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
   (a) evidence of personal qualities including –
      (i) strength of interest in entrepreneurship as evidenced by personal statement included in application;
      (ii) demonstrated commitment to entrepreneurship with current ownership/establishment of a venture;
      (iii) demonstrated capacity and willingness to actively participate in, and positively contribute to, extra-curricular activities with UQ Ventures; and
      (iv) demonstrated strength of interest in undertaking extra-curricular developmental activities through UQ Ventures; and
   (b) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success at UQ and in their subsequent career.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview shortlisted applicants.
(5) To be selected for a Named Scholarship, students must also meet any additional selection criteria for that Scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) Unless otherwise specified in Addendum 1, the Scholarship will be paid in equal semester instalments subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) actively contributing and participating to UQ Ventures' programs, in alignment with the spirit of the Scholarship.
(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that Scholarship.
(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1) or 7(2), the student must show cause to the Head as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

8. Deferral of scholarship
Scholarship recipients may apply to have their Scholarship deferred for up to two years only if approval to defer their offer of a
place has been granted. Scholarship recipients who do not take up their tertiary place following an approved deferment shall have their Scholarship offer withdrawn.

9. ** Interruption of Scholarship**
   In exceptional circumstances only, Scholarship recipients may apply to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum cumulative period of one year where there are exceptional circumstances which prevent the student from enrolling.

10. ** Termination of Scholarship**
    The University may terminate a Scholarship:
    (a) if the recipient does not meet the Scholarship conditions in rule 7(1) or 7(2) (if applicable); or
    (b) if the recipient does not commence study in an Approved Program at UQ in the year of offer (or after an approved period of deferment); or
    (c) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of interruption; or
    (d) if the student commits misconduct; or
    (e) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 7(3).

11. ** Named Scholarships - Interpretation**
    If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (10) above, the specific rule in the Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.

### Addendum 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UQ Ventures Scholarship</td>
<td>Created in 2023 by UQ Ventures to launch the UQ Ventures Merit Scholarship Scheme.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the UQ Ventures Scholarship.</td>
<td>1 per year for up to 2 years. The annual value of the Scholarship is $5,000.</td>
<td>Applicant must be an established business with ABN/ACN. No additional benefits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UQ Excellence (A J Deakin Memorial) Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2012 and is maintained by funds from the Deakin Bequest.)

1. ** Purpose**
   The purpose of the Scholarship is to attract and retain outstanding students wishing to study engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. ** Definitions**
   In these rules –
   
   **Approved Program** includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.

   **Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

   **DVC(A)** means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).

   **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means –
   (a) for a recipient who is enrolled in the first year of study –
      (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
      (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5 in that year; and
   (b) for a recipient who is enrolled in a subsequent year of study –
      (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
      (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5.5 in each semester.

   **Scholarship** means the UQ Excellence (A J Deakin Memorial) Scholarship.

3. ** Award and value of scholarship**
   (1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year, on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
   (2) The value of the Scholarship is $6,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).

4. ** Eligibility for award**
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is either an -
      (i) Australian citizen or Australian Permanent Humanitarian Visa Holder; or
      (ii) Australian Permanent Resident, New Zealand Citizen, or international student who is completing or has completed Years 11 and 12 in Australia;
   (c) (i) will complete year 12 in the year of application; or
      (ii) has completed year 12 in the year preceding the year of application;
   (d) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.00 (or equivalent);
   (e) intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the following year, or after an approved deferment of one year;
   (f) has not undertaken any previous tertiary study at a Bachelor level or higher, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students; and
   (g) has UQ listed as their 1st QTAC preference as at 19 December at 1:00pm.

5. ** Selection of award**
   (1) For the selection process, the DVC(A) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the DVC(A), or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean (Academic) from each faculty, or their respective nominees;
(c) the Academic Registrar, or nominee; and
(d) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the chair.

(2) The Scholarship is awarded to applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) outstanding academic excellence in their senior secondary school studies; or
(b) a combination of outstanding academic excellence and significant leadership and/or community service achievements.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years, subject to the recipient –
(a) in the year following the year of the award, or after an approved deferment of one year, commencing study in an
Approved Program;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) Recipients may apply to the DVC(A) to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Excellence (Colonel D E Evans Memorial) Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2012 and is maintained by funds from the estate of Colonel Daniel Edward Evans)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to attract and retain outstanding students wishing to study engineering at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
Satisfactory Academic Progress means –
(a) for a recipient who is enrolled in the first year of study –
(i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
(ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5 in that year; and
(b) for a recipient who is enrolled in a subsequent year of study –
(i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
(ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5.5 in each semester.
Scholarship means the UQ Excellence (Colonel D E Evans Memorial) Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year, on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $6,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) is either an –
(i) Australian citizen or Australian Permanent Humanitarian Visa Holder; or
(ii) Australian Permanent Resident, New Zealand Citizen, or international student who is completing or has completed Years 11 and 12 in Australia;
(c) will complete year 12 in the year of application; or
(d) has completed year 12 in the year preceding the year of application;
(e) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.00 (or equivalent); or
(f) intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the following year, or after an approved deferment of one year;
(g) has not undertaken any previous tertiary study at a Bachelor level or higher, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students; and
(h) has UQ listed as their 1st QTAC preference as at 19 December at 1:00pm.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the DVC(A) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the DVC(A), or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean (Academic) from each faculty, or their respective nominees;
(c) the Academic Registrar, or nominee; and
(d) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the chair.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) outstanding academic excellence in their senior secondary school studies; or
(b) a combination of outstanding academic excellence and significant leadership and/or community service achievements.
6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years, subject to the recipient –
(a) in the year following the year of the award, or after an approved deferment of one year, commencing study in an
Approved Program;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(c) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) Recipients may apply to the DVC(A) to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Excellence Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2008 and is maintained by funds from The University of Queensland and donors.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to attract and retain outstanding students who aspire to study at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any Bachelor program at UQ, or a related dual/integrated program.
DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
Satisfactory Academic Progress means passing all courses in which they are enrolled, and –
(a) for a recipient who is enrolled in the first year of study, obtaining a GPA of at least 5 in that year; and
(b) for a recipient who is enrolled in a subsequent year of study, obtaining a GPA of at least 5.5 in each semester.
Scholarship means the UQ Excellence Scholarship.
Show Cause Committee means a committee established by the Academic Registrar, and comprising –
the Academic Registrar (or nominee) as chair; and
the relevant Faculty Associate Deans (Academic) (or nominees).

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year, on the recommendation of the DVC(A).
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $6,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is
deferred or suspended).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) is either an –
   (i) Australian citizen or Australian Permanent Humanitarian Visa Holder; or
   (ii) Australian Permanent Resident, New Zealand Citizen, or international student who is completing or has completed
   Years 11 and 12 in Australia;
(c) (i) will complete year 12 in the year of application; or
   (ii) has completed year 12 in the year preceding the year of application;
(d) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.00 (or equivalent);
(e) intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the following year, or after an approved deferment of one year;
(f) has not undertaken any previous tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher, other than studies in special university
   programs designed for secondary school students; and
(g) has UQ listed as their 1st QTAC preference as at 18 December at 1:00pm.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the DVC(A) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the DVC(A), or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) the Associate Dean (Academic) from each faculty, or their respective nominees;
(c) the Academic Registrar; or nominee; and
(d) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the chair.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) outstanding academic achievements as determined by the Selection Panel; or
(b) a combination of outstanding academic excellence and significant leadership and/or community service achievements.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years, subject to the recipient –
(a) in the year following the year of the award, or after an approved deferment of one year, commencing study in an
Approved Program;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in either an Approved Program or a subsequent related postgraduate coursework
program; and
(c) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Show Cause Committee why the Scholarship should
not be cancelled.
(3) Recipients may apply to the DVC(A) to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Firebirds Scholarship
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from Queensland Firebirds and UQ Marketing and Communications).

1. Purpose
The Scholarship is to encourage and support new students who have demonstrated a passion for netball.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate coursework program.
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Chair means the Chair of the UQ Community Partnerships and Sponsorships steering committee.
Regional or Remote Student means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as – Remoteness Area 2 (RA2) Remoteness Area 3 (RA3) Remoteness Area 4 (RA4) Remoteness Area 5 (RA5) for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively. Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS -RA).
Scholarship means the UQ Firebirds Scholarships.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Up to four Scholarships may be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Chair.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant-
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) completed year 12 in the year prior to award;
(c) intends to enrol as a commencing student in an Approved Program in the year of award; and
(d) can demonstrate they have played netball for school or a club, or contributed to the sport of netball through coaching or volunteering within the previous 2 year period.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Chair must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Chair, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) an Academic member of the UQ Community Partnerships and Sponsorships steering committee;
(c) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the Chair; and
(d) a representative from Netball Queensland; with University staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarships will be awarded based on the following criteria
(a) strength of interest the applicant demonstrates in their chosen program of study as demonstrated by the short answer responses within the application;
(b) commitment to the netball community
(c) demonstrated financial need.
With the following order of preference:
(a) Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Persons
(b) Regional or Remote Student
(c) a student who is first in their family to attend university

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient -
(a) maintaining the full-time enrolment in an Approved Program; and
(b) achieving a minimum GPA of 4.0 in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) The Scholarship may not be deferred
(3) A recipient who fails to meet the requirements in 6(1) must show cause to the Chair why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Interruption of scholarship
Recipients may apply to interrupt the Scholarship only in exceptional circumstances as considered by the Chair.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3);
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Gatton Past Students Association Scholarship
(Established in 2006 and maintained by gifts from the UQ Gatton Past Students Association Inc.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to meritorious students who, because of financial, personal or home circumstances might otherwise be unable to enter full-time study at UQ Gatton.
2. Definitions

Approved Program means undergraduate program offered at UQ Gatton Campus
Associate Dean (Academic) means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
Campus Director means the Campus Director of the UQ Gatton Campus
Commencing Gatton Student means a student is commencing in first year studies in an Approved Program in the year of award
Scholarship means the UQ Gatton Past Students Association Scholarship

3. Award and value of scholarship

(1) One Scholarship may be awarded annually on recommendation of the Associate Dean(Academic).
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $5,000 per year.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled or intends to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program as a Commencing Gatton Student; and
(c) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award

(1) The Associate Dean (Academic) must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) the Associate Dean (Academic), as chair of the committee;
(b) the Campus Director, or delegate;
(c) a representative from the academic staff from the Faculty of Science; and
(d) a representative from the UQ Gatton Past Students Association Inc.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
(a) demonstrated financial hardship; and
(b) academic achievement to date; and
(c) personal statement included in the application addressing the background, current interests and career aspirations of the applicant in addition to justifying their financial need.

6. Conditions for scholarship

(a) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to three years, subject to the recipient –
(i) obtaining a GPA of at least 4.0 in each semester; and
(ii) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program
(b) In spite of rule 6(a)(ii), the recipient may transfer to another Approved Program and continue to hold the Scholarship for the remainder of their tenure.

7. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study; or
(c) if the student commits serious misconduct.

UQLA Endowment Fund Scholarship

(Established in 2019 by the members of the UQLA (University of Queensland Law Alumni Association) under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund. The UQLA, as well as providing a series of programs in which all alumni can participate, also supports a number of programs to assist disadvantaged students in completing their studies.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students from disadvantaged backgrounds to undertake undergraduate studies in law at The University of Queensland and to assist enrolled students who have a financial need.

2. Definitions

In these rules-
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or dual degree programs with the Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
Dean means the Dean of UQ Law School.
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Policy.
Scholarship means the UQLA Endowment Fund Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship

(1) The Dean, in consultation with the Selection Committee, will determine the number and value of Scholarships awarded annually.
(2) The value of each scholarship will be a maximum of $9000, with the total annual value of the scholarships limited to the annual distribution from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award

An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) can demonstrate financial need;
(b) submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program; and
(d) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy.

5. Selection of award

(1) For the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) a minimum of two Academic staff members from the School of Law as nominated by the Dean.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) leadership, cultural, sporting or community service achievements;
(c) academic achievement; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) the recipient may hold another equity-based scholarship concurrently with the Scholarship but may not hold another scholarship that is based solely on academic achievement.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) Recipients are eligible to reapply for the Scholarship in future years.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(c) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

UQ LGBTQIA+ Bursary
(Established in 2013 and maintained by gifts from donors including UQ Staff, alumni and friends.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Bursary is to support a University of Queensland student identifying as a member of the LGBTQIA+ communities.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Bursary means the UQ LGBTQIA+ Bursary
Director means the Director of Student Affairs, or nominee
LGBTQIA+ is an acronym to identify the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning, intersex and asexual communities
UQ Ally Staff Member means a UQ staff member who has completed UQ Ally training and is a current UQ Ally
Queer Collective means the UQU Queer Collective

3. Award and Value of bursary
(1) The number and value of each Bursary awarded in a year will be determined by the Director, in consultation with the selection committee.
(2) The combined value of Bursaries awarded in any year shall not exceed the amount available for distribution from the operating account.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for a Bursary if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) identifies as a member of the LGBTQIA+ communities;
(c) is enrolled as a full time student, or has accepted an offer to be enrolled as a full-time student, in a program at The University of Queensland at the time of application;
(d) is either a domestic or international student in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy;
(e) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(f) has demonstrated commitment to the LGBTQIA+ communities; and
(g) has not previously received the Bursary.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Director, as Chair of the committee;
(b) a UQ Ally Staff Member;
(c) a representative of the UQ Advancement Office or nominee; and
(d) a past recipient, or a UQ student representative from the Queer Collective.
(2) The Bursary is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) evidence of identifying as a member of the LGBTQIA+ communities;
(b) academic achievement in studies to date;
(c) financial hardship;
(d) demonstrated commitment to the LGBTQIA+ communities; and
(e) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant.

6. Conditions of Bursary
(1) The Bursary will be paid in full after census date in the semester of award.

UQ Link Scholarship

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to students who have experienced educational disadvantage as a result of financial hardship, who are undertaking tertiary studies for the first time.
2. Definitions
In these rules—

Approved Program means any bachelor program at The University of Queensland.

Commencing Student means a student who has not completed any prior tertiary study at a bachelor level or above.

Enrolled means being enrolled in a minimum of 4 units per semester.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.

Scholarship means the UQ Link Scholarship.

QTAC means Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre.

University means The University of Queensland.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) A number of Scholarships will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship is $3,000 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of three years.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded to commencing students assessed by QTAC as being eligible for UQ Link Program, in accordance with the UQ Link eligibility criteria.

4. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant—
(a) will be a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy; and
(b) will be Enrolled as a Commencing Student in the Approved Program in the year of the award, or after an approved deferral in accordance with rule 7; and
(c) has not completed any prior tertiary study at bachelor level or higher; and
(d) has not previously been awarded a Scholarship and had the Scholarship terminated; and
(e) has demonstrated significant financial disadvantage through achieving maximum points for the ‘Financial Hardship’ category of QTAC’s Educational Access Scheme prior to commencing studies at The University of Queensland.

5. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to three years, subject to the recipient:
(a) continuing to be Enrolled in the Approved Program excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 7; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1)(a), the recipient must show cause to the University why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

6. Payment of Award
(1) In the first year of the Scholarship $500 of the total annual value of the Scholarship will be paid in the first week of study to help offset start-up costs, with the balance to be paid in two equal semester instalments after the semester census date.
(2) In years 2 and 3, the Scholarship will be paid in two equal semester instalments after the semester census date.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
(1) If a recipient has been granted approval to defer their program of study at the University they must notify the Scholarships Office. A Scholarship may be deferred for a maximum of one year.
(2) Scholarship recipients may apply to the Scholarships Office to have their Scholarship deferred for a further period in exceptional circumstances only.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Scholarships Office to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of two semesters in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

8. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of deferment or interruption; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Para-athlete Scholarship Scheme
(Established in 2023 through an initial donation from Matthew Levy OAM, a retired Australian Paralympic swimmer who won three gold, one silver and six bronze medals across five Paralympic Games between 2004 and 2020. The UQ Para-athlete Scholarship Scheme was created to attract and retain outstanding new and continuing students with a disability who have demonstrated exceptional ability in their chosen sport to combine a tertiary education with high performance sport.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship Scheme is to encourage and support student para-athletes competing in a recognised sport.

2. Definitions
In these rules—

Approved Program means an undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program.

DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).

Named Scholarship means a type of scholarship offered under the auspices of the UQ Para-athlete Scholarship Scheme, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.

NSOD Recognised Sport means a sport listed in the Australian Sports Directory through a recognised national sporting organisation for people with disability.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means a scholarship awarded under the UQ Para-athlete Scholarship Scheme, including Named Scholarships.

Sufficiently High Level means a club, state or national representative level.
3. Award and value of scholarship
   (a) The number of Scholarships awarded in a calendar year, and the value of each Scholarship will be determined by the DVC(A) each year at the commencement of each year of award, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
   (b) The duration of each Scholarship will be up to four years, except as may be otherwise specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.

4. Eligibility for award
   An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
   (a) is an Australian citizen, Australian permanent resident or the holder of an Australian permanent humanitarian visa;
   (b) participates in a NSOD Recognised Sport;
   (c) submits an application to the DVC(A) by the closing date for applications; and
   (d) is, or intends to be, enrolled on a full or part time basis. If a student is enrolled on a part-time basis, the Scholarship will be awarded pro-rata.

5. Selection of award
   (1) The DVC(A) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
       (a) the DVC(A), or nominee, as chair;
       (b) the CEO, UQ SPORT or nominee;
       (c) a member of the University's academic staff appointed by the Chair; and
       (d) any other representatives as determined by the Chair, with University staff in the majority.
   (2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
       (a) potential to perform in their chosen sport at a Sufficiently High Level; and
       (c) any other information that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant's future success in their studies.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration specified in the Addendum (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient –
       (a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress;
       (b) maintaining enrolment as a full or part time student; and
       (c) performing in their sport at a Sufficiently High Level as evidenced by a report on their sporting accomplishments each semester submitted to the CEO, UQ Sport.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Chair of the selection committee why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Interruption of Scholarship
   Recipients may apply to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of two semesters during the tenure of their Scholarship in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Chair of the selection committee.

8. Deferring scholarships
   Recipients who have been granted approval to defer their tertiary place may seek approval to defer their Scholarship for up to one year. Where approval to defer a Scholarship has been granted, the recipient must maintain a commitment to their chosen sport during the period of deferment.

9. Termination of scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship -
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
   (b) if the recipient commits misconduct.

10. Named Scholarships
    If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirements in Addendum 1 and rules (1) to (9) above, the specific rule in the Addendum will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.

Addendum 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Levy OAM Future Paralympian Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by a donation from Matthew Levy OAM. Matthew Levy OAM is a retired Australian Paralympic swimmer who won three gold, one silver and six bronze medals across five Paralympic Games between 2004 and 2020. Matthew believes in the power of education and wishes to give back to the community by supporting a sporting scholarship for a student athlete with Scholarship means the Matthew Levy OAM Future Paralympian Scholarship.</td>
<td>(1) One Scholarship may be awarded on recommendation of the DVC(A). (2) The value of the Scholarship is $6,000 for each year in which it is held. (3) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years.</td>
<td>No additional criteria</td>
<td>May include access to UQ sporting facilities and services offered under the UQ Sport Elite Athlete program.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UQ Physiotherapy Endowed Scholarship
(The Scholarship Scheme was established in 2020 and is maintained through endowment funds from donors. The Scholarship is open to further contributions.)

1. **Purpose**
The purpose of the UQ Physiotherapy Endowed Scholarship is to provide support to students demonstrating financial need who are enrolled in physiotherapy programs at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**
In these rules-
- **Approved Program** means the Bachelor of Physiotherapy (Honours) and/or the Master of Physiotherapy.
- **Head** means the Head of School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
- **Named Scholarship** means a type of scholarship offered under the auspices of the UQ Physiotherapy Endowed Scholarship, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
- **Scholarship** means a UQ Physiotherapy Endowed Scholarship and/or a Named Scholarship as the context requires.

3. **Award and value of scholarship**
(1) The University will award a number of Scholarships in a year in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 annually.
(3) Scholarships are offered as a specific Named Scholarship.

4. **Eligibility for award**
(1) A student is eligible for a Scholarship if the student –
   (a) can demonstrate financial need;
   (b) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
   (c) is enrolled in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland.
(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that scholarship set out in Addendum 1.

5. **Selection of award**
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
   (a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) two academic staff members from the discipline of Physiotherapy; and
   (c) up to two additional representatives for Named Scholarships, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
(2) The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
   (a) evidence of financial need;
   (b) strength of personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship will assist completion of an Approved Program;
   (c) where applicable, any additional requirements for Named Scholarships as outlined in Addendum 1; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in the profession of physiotherapy.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.
(4) An applicant cannot be awarded more than one Scholarship in a year.

6. **Conditions for scholarship**
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year. The Scholarship will be paid in equal semester instalments, subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
   (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in the first semester in which the Scholarship is held.
(2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that Scholarship.
(3) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) or 6(2), the student must show cause to the Head as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(4) The Scholarship may only be interrupted in exceptional circumstances with the approval of the Head. The recipient must submit a written application to the Head outlining the circumstances leading to the request to defer or interrupt the Scholarship.

7. **Termination of Scholarship**
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not meet the Scholarship conditions in section 6(1) or 6(2) (if applicable) of these rules;
   (b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their studies without approval;
   (c) if the student commits serious misconduct; or
   (d) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(3).

**Addendum 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Selection Criteria</td>
<td>Application Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prue Galley Physiotherapy Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2019 by Emeritus Professor Gwendolen Jull AO, Associate Professor Yvonne Burns AO and Elaine Unkles OAM under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.</td>
<td>(a) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (b) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 but limited to the annual income from the fund.</td>
<td>No additional selection criteria.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUB Physiotherapy Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was Established in 2019 by Emeritus Professor Gwendolen Jull AO, Associate Professor Yvonne Burns AO and Elaine Unkles OAM under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.</td>
<td>(a) One Scholarship may be awarded each year. (b) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 but limited to the annual income from the fund.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to an applicant from a Rural Area showing greatest need.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailsa Munro Physiotherapy Student Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2011 and is maintained by the income from a bequest from Ailsa Munro, a greatly respected, retired physiotherapist, who graduated with the first cohort of students from the physiotherapy program at The University of Queensland in 1941.</td>
<td>(a) One or more Scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation from the Head of School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences (b) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $6,000 (c) The total combined annual value of the Scholarships will be up to the amount of annual income from the underlying endowment fund.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to applicants from a Rural Area.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwendolen Jull AO Physiotherapy Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2020 by Emeritus Professor Gwendolen Jull AO under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.</td>
<td>One Scholarship may be awarded each year. The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 but limited to the annual income from the fund.</td>
<td>Preference will be given to the applicant with the highest GPA in the Bachelor of Physiotherapy (Honours) program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UQ Ramsay Merit Scholarship
1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students currently undertaking a program with an extended major in Western Civilization. A Ramsay scholar is an academic high-achiever who desires to make a difference in the world. They are creative and intellectually curious with the critical skills to challenge the status quo and cross boundaries. They value discussion, debate, and the opportunity to learn from others. Their endeavours are driven by compassion, a desire to better the lives of all members of the community, and a strong code of ethics.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program of Study means the two Western Civilisation pathways, being the extended major in Western Civilisation in the Bachelor of Advanced Humanities (Honours) (BAdvHum(Hons)) or Bachelor of Humanities/Bachelor of Laws (Honours) (BHHum/LLB(Hons)) program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.
Director of the program in Western Civilisation means the convenor of the extended major in Western Civilisation in an Approved Program of Study.
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean, Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.
Scholarship means the UQ Ramsay Merit Scholarship.

3. Award Value and Selection
(1) Up to 10 Scholarships will be awarded in a year and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $30,000 for each year that it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period as specified in Addendum 1.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Executive Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising—
(a) the Director of the program in Western Civilisation (or nominee); and
(b) the Dean of the T.C. Beirne School of Law (or nominee); and
(c) the Ramsay Centre CEO or Academic Executive Officer, with University staff comprising the majority.

4. Additional benefits
(1) In addition to the value of the Scholarship, recipients may also receive one return economy airfare for a global experience endorsed by the Director of the program in Western Civilisation and approved in accordance with standard University procedures.

5. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant—
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the University by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is an Australian Citizen or Australian Permanent Resident at the time of application; and
(c) has successfully completed WCIV1000 and WCIV1100 as a full-time student in the Approved Program of Study; and
(d) will be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program of Study; and
(e) will be available to participate in an interview with the selection committee on a date set by the University.
(2) Applications must be submitted in the form of a curriculum vitae (which includes academic achievements), a statement addressing the criteria outlined in Rule 5(3)(b), a statement addressing any disadvantage, and appropriate supporting evidence.
(3) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on -
(a) academic ability as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
(b) each of the following as demonstrated by written application and performance at interview:
   (i) interest in the questions and ideas that have shaped the world;
   (ii) track-record of contribution to their communities;
   (iii) creativity and critical thinking skills that challenge and cross boundaries;
   (iv) ability to contribute effectively to discussion and debate;
   (v) the desire and ability on the part of the candidate to empower and better the lives of others and to make a difference in the world;
   (vi) the qualities of compassion, empathy, and ethical behaviour;
   (vii) the value of the opportunity provided by the Scholarship to the applicant’s future development; and
   (c) overall performance at interview.
(4) Provided that the criteria listed in rule 5(3) are met, preference may be given to applicants who can demonstrate as part of their application that they have experienced disadvantage or are from an underrepresented background in accordance with the University’s Strategic Plan.
(5) The selection committee will interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for Award
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to the duration as specified in Addendum 1, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program of Study excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 7; and
(b) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 4.0; and
(c) not holding another scholarship the Associate Dean considers similar.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient can transfer a scholarship between the pathways in the Approved Program of Study only with the prior approval of the Executive Dean.

7. Deferment and Interruption of Award
(1) The Scholarship may not be deferred.
(2) A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum period of two semesters in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate the Scholarship -
Addendum 1 –

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved Program of Study</th>
<th>Scholarship duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Advanced Humanities (Honours) with an extended major in Western Civilisation</td>
<td>Up to 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Humanities/Bachelor of Laws (Honours) with an extended major in Western Civilisation</td>
<td>Up to 4 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UQ Ramsay Undergraduate Scholarship
(Established in 2019 with support from the Ramsay Centre for Western Civilisation)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students undertaking a program with an extended major in Western Civilisation. A Ramsay scholar is an academic high-achiever who desires to make a difference in the world. They are creative and intellectually curious with the critical skills to challenge the status quo and cross boundaries. They value discussion, debate, and the opportunity to learn from others. Their endeavours are driven by compassion, a desire to better the lives of all members of the community, and a strong code of ethics.

2. Definitions
In these rules –

**Approved Program of Study** means the two Western Civilisation pathways, being the extended major in Western Civilisation in the Bachelor of Advanced Humanities (Honours) (BAdvHum(Hons)) or Bachelor of Humanities/Bachelor of Laws (Honours) (BHum/LLB(Hons)) program.

**Associate Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.

**Director of the program in Western Civilisation** means the convenor of the extended major in Western Civilisation in an Approved Program of Study.

**Executive Dean** means the Executive Dean, Faculty of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.

**Regional Or Remote Area** means a geographic region classified as – Remoteness Area 3 (RA3); Remoteness Area 4 (RA4); or Remoteness Area 5 (RA5). Remoteness Areas are defined by the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA).

**Scholarship** means the UQ Ramsay Undergraduate Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Selection
(1) Up to 30 new Scholarships will be awarded in a year, and will seek to award an equal number of Scholarships to applicants for each of the Approved Program of Study pathways, and held in tenure in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $30,000 for each year it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period as specified in Addendum 1.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Executive Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising—
   (a) the Executive Dean (or nominee); and
   (b) the Director of the program in Western Civilisation (or nominee); and
   (c) the Dean of the T.C. Beirne School of Law (or nominee); and
   (d) the Academic Registrar (or nominee); and
   (e) the Ramsay Centre CEO or Academic Executive Officer, with University staff comprising the majority.
   A quorum comprises the Executive Dean, the Ramsay representative and two other University staff members.

4. Additional benefits
(1) In addition to the value of the Scholarship, recipients may also receive one return economy airfare for a global experience endorsed by the Director of the program in Western Civilisation and approved in accordance with standard University procedures.

5. Eligibility and Award Criteria
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant—
   (a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the University by the closing date for applications; and
   (b) is an Australian Citizen or Australian Permanent Resident at the time of application; and
   (c) (i) will complete year 12 in the year of application; or
   (ii) completed year 12 in the year preceding the year of application; and
   (d) will be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program of Study in the year of award; and
   (e) expects to gain admission to an Approved Program of Study in the year of the award on the basis of predicted senior results and any applicable adjustment factors or on the basis of special entry pathways; and
   (f) has not completed any prior tertiary study while enrolled in a bachelor-level program or higher. Studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students are acceptable; and
   (g) will be available to participate in an interview with the selection committee on a date set by the University.
(2) Applications must be submitted in the form of a curriculum vitae (which includes academic achievements), two references, a statement addressing the criteria outlined in Rule 5(3)(b), a statement addressing any disadvantage, and appropriate supporting evidence.
(3) The Scholarships are awarded to the students showing the greatest merit based on -
   (a) academic ability as demonstrated by previous academic results and awards; and
   (b) each of the following as demonstrated by written application and performance at interview:
      (i) interest in the questions and ideas that have shaped the world;
      (ii) track-record of contribution to their communities;
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(iii) creativity and critical thinking skills that challenge and cross boundaries;
(iv) ability to contribute effectively to discussion and debate;
(v) the desire and ability on the part of the candidate to empower and better the lives of others and to make a difference in the world;
(vi) the qualities of compassion, empathy, and ethical behaviour;
(vii) the value of the opportunity provided by the Scholarship to the applicant’s future development; and
(c) overall performance at interview.

(4) Provided that the criteria listed in rule 5(3) are met, preference may be given to applicants who can demonstrate as part of their application that they have experienced disadvantage or are from an underrepresented background in accordance with the University’s Strategic Plan.

(5) The selection committee will interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for Award

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to the duration as specified in Addendum 1, subject to the recipient -
(a) enrolling full-time in an Approved Program of Study; and
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program of Study excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 8; and
(c) achieving a Semester GPA of at least 4.0; and
(d) not holding another scholarship the Associate Dean considers similar.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) The recipient can transfer a scholarship between the pathways in the Approved Program of Study only with the prior approval of the Executive Dean.

7. Payment of Scholarship

(1) In the first year of the Scholarship, recipients from a Regional or Remote Area will be paid $5,000 of the total annual value of the Scholarship in the first week of study to help offset start-up costs, with the balance to be paid in two equal instalments after census date in semester 1 and semester 2. All other Scholarship recipients will be paid $2,500 of the total annual value of the Scholarship in the first week of study to help offset start-up costs, with the balance to be paid in two equal instalments after census date in semester 1 and semester 2.

(2) In subsequent years, the Scholarship will be paid to all recipients in two equal instalments after census date in semester 1 and semester 2.

8. Deferment and Interruption of Award

(1) The Scholarship may not be deferred.

(2) A recipient may apply to the Associate Dean to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum period of two semesters in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

9. Termination of Scholarship

The University may terminate the Scholarship -

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 –

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved Program of Study</th>
<th>Scholarship duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Advanced Humanities (Honours) with an extended major in Western Civilisation</td>
<td>Up to 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Humanities/Bachelor of Laws (Honours) with an extended major in Western Civilisation</td>
<td>Up to 5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UQ Residential Scholarships

(The UQ Residential Scholarship was established in 2018 initially through a bequest to the University under the will of John Dugald Adams. The Scholarship scheme now includes a number of endowed residential Scholarships.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the UQ Residential Scholarships is to assist students with financial hardship to study at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules –

Approved Accommodation Provider means any University of Queensland approved accommodation provider as listed on UQ Living website, unless the Addenda lists a specific accommodation provider for the relevant Named Scholarship.

Approved Program means any Bachelor program at UQ, including dual and integrated programs.

Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

DVC(A) means Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).

Named Scholarship is the scholarship offered under the UQ Residential Scholarship scheme which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership or designated to apply to a particular discipline or category of student or accommodation provider. All Named Scholarships are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in the
Addenda:

Regional, Rural or Remote Area uses the ‘Modified Monash Model’ categories approach as defined by the Australian Government Department of Health and Aged Care based on the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA). This means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as –

MM 2 (Regional centres)
MM 3 (Large rural towns)
MM 4 (Medium rural towns)
MM 5 (Small rural towns)
MM 6 (Remote communities)
MM 7 (Very remote communities)

for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively.

Satisfactory Academic Progress for a coursework student means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure. For Higher Degree by Research candidates, it means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Higher Degree by Research Candidature Progression Procedure.

Scholarship means the UQ Residential Scholarship, including Named Scholarships.

Show Cause Committee means a Committee established by the Academic Registrar, and comprising –

(a) the Academic Registrar (or nominee); and
(b) the Faculty Associate Deans (Academic).

3. Award and Value of Scholarships

(1) The University will award a number of Scholarships in a year in accordance with these rules, and any additional terms specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships.

(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 payable towards accommodation costs, for each year in which that Scholarship is held, but will be limited to a maximum of the annual income from the fund.

(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year, except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships. The Scholarship is paid as a reduction in the residential fees payable to an Approved Accommodation Provider.

4. Eligibility for Scholarships

(1) An applicant is eligible for a Scholarship if the applicant –

(a) applies by the closing date for applications;
(b) is or will be a domestic student in the year of award in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) is enrolled, or intends to enrol in an Approved Program in the year of the award;
(d) can demonstrate financial hardship;
(e) is or intends to be a resident at an Approved Accommodation Provider and for any Named Scholarship, is or intends to be a resident at the relevant College or UQ Res associated with that Named Scholarship; and
(f) meets any additional eligibility requirements for Named Scholarships as specified in the Addenda.

5. Selection of Award

(1) For the selection process, the DVC(A) must establish a selection committee, comprising –

(a) the DVC(A) or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) an Associate Dean (Academic) nominated by the DVC(A);
(c) the Academic Registrar or nominee;
(d) the Director Student Affairs or nominee;
(e) a representative from an accommodation provider named in the Addenda, or applicable to the Approved Program specified in that Addenda, as nominated by the DVC(A); and
(f) any other representatives as may be determined from time to time by the Chair, with University staff comprising the majority for each Scholarship specified in the Addenda.

(2) Each Named Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants showing the greatest need as demonstrated by the selection criteria for that Named Scholarship as specified in the Addenda.

6. Conditions for Scholarships

(1) Offers for a Scholarship will be conditional on accepting a place at an Approved Accommodation Provider and enrolling in an Approved Program at The University of Queensland in the year of the award, or after an approved period of deferment in accordance with rule 7(a).

(2) The recipient may hold other scholarships concurrently with a Scholarship, subject to the total combined value of all University of Queensland scholarships not exceeding $30,000 per year unless otherwise specified in the Addenda.

(3) The recipient may hold a Scholarship for one year except as may be otherwise specified in the Addenda for Named Scholarships (excluding any periods for which that Scholarship is deferred or interrupted in accordance with rule 7), subject to the recipient –

(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress (for scholarships with a duration of more than one year only)

(4) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions for that Named Scholarship specified in the Addenda.

(5) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(3), and rule 6(4), the recipient must show cause to the Show Cause Committee as to why the Scholarship should not be cancelled. The Show Cause Committee may consult with the relevant Head of an Approved Accommodation Provider.

7. Deferment and Interruption

(a) In exceptional circumstances, a recipient may apply for deferment of a Scholarship for one year.

(b) A Scholarship may be interrupted in exceptional circumstances on application, for a maximum cumulative period of one year.

(c) Requests for deferment or interruption will be considered by the Show Cause Committee, who may consult with the relevant Head of the Approved Accommodation Provider.

8. Cessation of Scholarship

The University may end a Scholarship –

(a) if the recipient is no longer a resident at the Approved Accommodation Provider;
(b) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(5)
(c) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

9. **Named Scholarships - Interpretation**
   
   If there is any inconsistency between any specific requirement in the Addenda and rules (1) to (8) above, the specific rule in the Addenda will take priority when construing the relevant Named Scholarship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A532</td>
<td>33rd UQ Senate Create Change Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>The purpose of the 33rd UQ Senate Create Change Residential Scholarship is to encourage and support high achieving financially disadvantaged students to undertake undergraduate studies and live as a resident on campus at The University of Queensland.</td>
<td>(1) the value of each Scholarship is $10,000.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eligibility: An applicant is eligible if the applicant — (a) has not completed any prior tertiary study at bachelor level or higher (b) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 89.00 (or equivalent) (c) may have demonstrated significant financial disadvantage. Selection: Preference will be given to applicants in the following order of preference: (a) are a Regional, Rural or Remote Student (b) are an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person. (c) are first in family to attend university; or (d) face other significant barriers to commencing tertiary study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A624</td>
<td>Cairngorm-Kurrajong Scholarship Endowment</td>
<td>Established in 2021 by Alumni Friends Society, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is $4,500. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant.</td>
<td><em>Minimum Completion Time</em> means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.</td>
<td>Eligibility: No additional requirements Selection: No additional requirements Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the <em>Minimum Completion Time</em> (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at an Approved Accommodation Provider.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A660 | Flannery Foundation Residential Scholarship | In 2019 the Flannery Foundation, under the Create Change Scholarship Match, established an endowment that supports undergraduate scholarship(s) for student(s) from Queensland Regional, Rural or Remote areas beyond 200km radius of Brisbane who are facing financial hardship. The minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $10,000. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. UQ may determine the number of Scholarships to be awarded (up to 2) with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. **Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. **Eligibility:** An applicant is eligible if the applicant—
(a) has not completed any prior tertiary study at bachelor level or higher;
(b) may have demonstrated significant financial disadvantage
(c) has resided in Regional, Rural or Remote areas in Queensland which are more than 200 km from Brisbane.
**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded to the applicants who are permanent residents of Outer Regional, Remote or Very Remote areas in Queensland, which are more than 200 km from Brisbane. Preference will be given to students from Very Remote areas, followed by students from Remote areas. If it is necessary to further differentiate between students, preference will be given to students who have demonstrated other forms of educational disadvantage in their QTAC application.
**Conditions:** A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at an Approved Accommodation Provider.

| A503 | JD Adams Memorial Scholarship | Established in 2018 through a bequest to the University under the will of the late John Dugald Adams, a long-time donor and a Bachelor of Commerce graduate of this University in 1961, (1) the value of each Scholarship is $10,000. (2) up to 12 scholarships may be held in tenure in any year unless additional funds are available. **Eligibility:** Commencing students with no prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or higher from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area background, who have demonstrated educational disadvantage because of financial hardship.

**Selection:** The Scholarships will be awarded based on academic merit (OP/ATAR/QTAC Rank).

**Conditions:** A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A661</th>
<th>R.D. Arida Residential Scholarship</th>
<th>Originally established in 2003 having been administered since 1944 by Perpetual Trustees Queensland and maintained by the income from a bequest from the late Rachid Lahoud Arida (also known as Richard Dominique Arida), the R D Arida Scholarship supports commencing students from North Queensland who are in financial need.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) The Scholarship value will be no more than $10,000. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Queensland means - (a) the city of Townsville, Queensland; or (b) any location that lies north of Townsville and is within the state of Queensland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred Regions means the districts of Charters Towers, Hughenden and Cloncurry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eligibility: An applicant is eligible if the applicant— (a) has resided in North Queensland at the time of application.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selection: No additional requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at an Approved Accommodation Provider.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A688 John Martin OAM Residential Scholarship

Established in 2022 by Alumni Friends in recognition of John Martin’s (OAM) extensive service to Alumni Friends. Under the Queensland Commitment the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees.

(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is $4,500. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund.

(2) 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant.

Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.

Eligibility: No additional requirements

Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who (in order of priority) –

(a) are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area
(b) enrolled in a Program in the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law

Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at an Approved Accommodation Provider.

Addendum 2 – Named Scholarships for Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Students

Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

FFT Named Scholarship Preamble Number and Award Definitions Eligibility, selection, and conditions

A638 Kev Carmody Scholarship Established in 2022, the Kev Carmody Scholarship supports Indigenous students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at Kev Carmody House.

(1) the value of each Scholarship is the cost of a standard room at Kev Carmody House. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.

Eligibility: Students who are an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person

Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. The panel must include a member of the UQ Indigenous professional or academic community.
Peter Høj and Mandy Thomas

Professor Peter Høj AC served as the Vice-Chancellor and President of The University of Queensland from 2012 to 2020. Following the public launch of UQ’s first comprehensive philanthropic campaign, Peter and his partner Emeritus Professor Mandy Thomas established an endowed accommodation scholarship supporting Indigenous Australian students. This scholarship intends to support the next generation of Indigenous students working to create change in their communities and in the world, and – in a small, yet meaningful way – to address historic educational inequity.

1) The value of each Scholarship is the cost of a standard room at Kev Carmody House.
2) A number of Scholarships may be awarded each year, as tenure and funds are available.

Minimum Completion Time for a coursework student means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year for higher degree by research students.

Students awarded the Scholarship part way through an Approved Program will hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time, less the time already enrolled.

Eligibility: Students who are an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person and who are or intend to be a resident at Kev Carmody House.

Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on the following criteria
(a) demonstrated financial need
(b) academic ability
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.

The panel must include a member of the UQ Indigenous professional or academic community.

Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at Kev Carmody House.

Addendum 3 – Named Scholarships for Cromwell College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A719</td>
<td>Cromwell College Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2023 by the Cromwell College Foundation under the Queensland Commitment. The annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees.</td>
<td>(1) The Scholarship value will be at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) Up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded each year</td>
<td>Commencing students means a student who has not completed any prior tertiary study at a bachelor level or above.</td>
<td>Selection: Preference is given to Commencing Students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A708 | Cromwell College Young Achievers Scholarship | The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Cromwell College to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs. | 1) the value of each Scholarship is $6,000.  
2) Up to 3 Scholarships may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant | Eligibility: Students are part of the Young Achievers Program  
Condition: this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years. |

---

### Addendum 4 – Named Scholarships for Duchesne College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection, and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A614 | Duchesne College Residential Bursary Scholarship | Established in 2021 by Duchesne College, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at Duchesne College. | (1) the value of each Scholarship is $4,500.  
(2) up to 13 Scholarships may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant, subject to the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund. Additional gifts may be provided by the College. | Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. | Eligibility: Commencing students with no prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above  
Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who (in order of priority) –  
(a) Are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area  
(b) are first in family  
(c) have satisfied QTAC’s Educational Access Scheme assessment in relation to English language proficiency  
Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at Duchesne College. |
| A615 | Duchesne College O'Dwyer Family Residential Bursary Scholarship | Established in 2021 by Patrick and Kate O'Dwyer, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at Duchesne College. | (1) The value of each Scholarship is $4,500.  
(2) Up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant subject to the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund. Additional gifts may be provided by the College. | Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. | Eligibility: Commencing students with no prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above  
Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who (in order of priority) –  
(a) are from a Rural, Regional or Remote Area  
(b) are first in family  
(c) have satisfied QTAC’s Educational Access Scheme assessment in relation to English language proficiency.  
Conditions: A recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at Duchesne College. |}

| A662 | Duchesne College Sister Philomene Tiernan RSCJ Residential Bursary Scholarship | Established in 2022 by David and Judy Tynan, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at Duchesne College. | (1) The value of each Scholarship is $4,500.  
(2) Up to 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant, subject to the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund. Additional gifts may be provided by the College. | Minimum Completion Time means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled. | Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.  
Conditions: The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended), subject to the recipient remaining resident at Duchesne College. |
### Duchesne College Dr Margaret Grant (DC’57) Residential Bursary Scholarship

Established in 2023 by Christine McDonald OAM, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at Duchesne College with a preference for applicants from Regional, Rural or Remote Queensland.

1. The value of each Scholarship is $4,500.
2. Up to 1 Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant, subject to the amount available from the annual distribution from the fund. Additional gifts may be provided by the College.

**Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who are from a Regional, Rural or Remote area of Queensland.

**Conditions:** The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended), subject to the recipient remaining resident at Duchesne College.

### Duchesne College Young Achievers Scholarship

The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Residential Colleges to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.

1. the value of each Scholarship is $6,000
2. Up to two Scholarships may be awarded each year

**Eligibility:** Students are part of the Young Achievers Program.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.

**Condition:** this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years.
### A617 Nev Ducat Regional Queensland Engineering Scholarship

This Scholarship is made possible through a gift from Emmanuel College to honour the generosity of Nev Ducat, Emmanuel College and UQ alumnus. Nev himself was the recipient of a cadetship which directly enabled him to reside at Emmanuel College and to study Electrical Engineering at UQ. Nev has the desire that his gift be used to similarly create opportunities for students in that field; a field which he acknowledges has provided him with a rewarding and satisfying professional career.

1. the value of each Scholarship is the cost of residency at Emmanuel College.
2. one Scholarship may be awarded as tenure becomes vacant, unless additional funds are available.

### Eligibility:
Commencing students who are enrolled in an Approved Program and who are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area of Queensland.

### Selection:
Preference will be given to students who demonstrate an interest in the field of electrical engineering.

### Conditions:
The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient:
(a) remaining resident at Emmanuel College; and
(b) remaining enrolled in an Approved Program.

### A710 Emmanuel College Young Achievers Scholarship

The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Residential Colleges to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.

1. the value of each Scholarship is $10,000
2. One Scholarship may be awarded each year

### Eligibility:
Students are a part of the Young Achievers Program.

### Selection:
The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.

### Condition:
this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years.

## Addendum 6 – Named Scholarships for UQRs (Gatton Halls of Residence & Kev Carmody House)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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### Graham and Valmai Burnett Gatton Residential Scholarship

This Scholarship is made possible through a gift from the late Mr Graham Campbell and Mrs Valmai D Burnett to support student accommodation at Gatton campus.

1. The minimum value of each Scholarship is $10,000.
2. Up to 9 Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant.

**Minimum Completion Time** means the minimum period of time it would take to complete the Approved Program based on enrolment in 8 units per semester in semester 1 and semester 2 each year or 16 units per calendar year. Students awarded the Scholarship part way through a program will hold the Scholarship for the minimum duration for completion of their current program, less the time already enrolled.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.

**Conditions:** The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Minimum Completion Time (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at Gatton Halls of Residence.

### Kevin Carmody House Young Achievers Scholarship

The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Kevin Carmody House to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.

1. The value of each Scholarship is 50% of the annual value of a standard room.
2. Up to five Scholarship may be awarded each year

**Eligibility:** Students are part of the Young Achievers Program.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.

**Condition:** this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years.

### Gatton Halls Young Achievers Scholarship

The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Gatton Halls to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.

1. The value of each Scholarship is $6,000
2. Up to 2 Scholarship may be awarded each year

**Eligibility:** Students are part of the Young Achievers Program.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.

**Condition:** this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years.

### Addendum 7 – Named Scholarships for King’s College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection, and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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### A616 King’s College Colin and Betty Elworthy Residential Scholarship

Established in 2021 by King’s College under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund.

1. the minimum value of each Scholarship is $4,500, with the annual combined value of the Scholarships limited to the annual distribution from the underlying endowment fund.
2. up to 5 Scholarships may be awarded each year.

**Significant Component of Science** means either a designated undergraduate program in science or an undergraduate program with a science major.

**Eligibility:** Commencing students with no prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level or above whose program contains a Significant Component of Science

**Selection:**
1. The Scholarship will be awarded by a committee including the Master and Chief Executive of King’s College.
2. The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.

**Conditions:** The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 1 year subject to the recipient remaining enrolled in a program that contains a Significant Component of Science.

### A714 King’s College Young Achievers Scholarship

The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Residential Colleges to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.

1. the value of each Scholarship is $10,000
2. up to 2 Scholarships may be awarded each year.

**Eligibility:** Students are part of the Young Achievers Program.

**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.

**Conditions:** this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years.

### Addendum 8 – Named Scholarships for St Leo’s College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A618 | St Leo’s College Residential Scholarship | St Leo’s College has agreed to donate funds to establish the St Leo’s College Residential Scholarships to support UQ students residing at St Leo’s College who have demonstrated commitment to community service and leadership and are facing financial hardship. | (1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year as tenure becomes vacant. | **Eligibility:** Commencing students with no prior tertiary study at a Bachelor level
**Selection:** The Scholarship will be awarded based on – (a) financial hardship (b) community service (c) demonstrated leadership.
**Conditions:** The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 3 years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended) subject to the recipient remaining resident at St Leo’s College. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A669</td>
<td>St John’s College Alexander Family Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Alexander Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A666</td>
<td>St John’s College Allfrey Family Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Allfrey Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A668</td>
<td>St John’s College Bandaranayake-Conaghan Family Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Bandaranayake-Conaghan Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $9,000. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who – (a) are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area (b) have satisfied QTAC’s Educational Access Scheme assessment in relation to English language proficiency (c) have a disability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A672</td>
<td><strong>St John's College Champion Family Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John's College and the Champion Family, under the Create Change Scholarship initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John's College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A667</td>
<td><strong>St John's College Compton Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John's College and the Compton Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John's College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A663</td>
<td><strong>St John's College Doug Porter Health Sciences Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John's College and a group of peers of Doug Porter, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student studying in field of Health Sciences, experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John's College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $9,000. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Establishment Details</td>
<td>Minimum Value Requirements</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A670</td>
<td>St John's College Ferguson Family Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John's College and the Ferguson Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John's College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A674</td>
<td>St John's College Foundation Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the St John’s College Foundation, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $9,000. However, the value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A664</td>
<td>St John’s College Hely Family Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Hely Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A428</td>
<td>St John’s College Keith and Annette Bennett Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>The purpose of this scholarship is to assist educationally and financially disadvantaged students who are enrolled in the second year of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program to continue residing at St John’s College. A preference will be given to a student studying in any field of engineering in the civil engineering discipline.</td>
<td>(1) The value of the scholarship will be equal to one third of the income of the fund paid as a reduction in residential fees payable by the recipient for their accommodation at St John’s College. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Senate may award an additional scholarship to another person in a later year for the remaining duration of the three-year period only if an earlier recipient no longer holds the scholarship. <strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on - (a) academic achievement in an approved undergraduate engineering program to date (b) personal qualities, including leadership potential, community service and engagement (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the engineering profession. <strong>Condition:</strong> A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A671</td>
<td>St John’s College Keith Entwistle Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and Mr Greg and Mrs Wendy O’Meara in honour of Keith Entwistle AM, under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative. Keith was a graduate of The University of Queensland in Veterinary Science (1962) and had a distinguished career in beef cattle research and veterinary education, recognised by the award of the Gatton Gold Medal in 2006. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who are studying in the field of: Veterinary Science, Science, Medicine, or Allied Health (Speech Pathology, Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy, Pharmacy, Psychology, Social Work).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A665</td>
<td><strong>St John’s College Kelley Family Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Kelley Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students who are studying in the field of Medicine or Physiotherapy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A728</td>
<td><strong>St John’s College Mellick Families Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2023 by St John’s College and the Mellick Families from North Queensland, under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative. The scholarship recognises several Johnian alumni from the extended Mellick family who have had the opportunity to attend St John’s College. The annual distributions of the endowment support an undergraduate student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to undergraduate students who are matriculating from a State School in North Queensland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A673</td>
<td><strong>St John’s College Paul Taylor Family Residential Scholarship</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the Paul Taylor Family, under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td><strong>Selection:</strong> The Scholarship will be awarded based on financial hardship. Preference will be given to students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law or the Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A729</td>
<td>St John’s College Student Club Residential Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022 by St John’s College and the St John’s College Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at St John’s College.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is at least $9,000. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A715</td>
<td>St John’s College Young Achievers Scholarships</td>
<td>The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Residential Colleges to support Young Achievers access higher education with a contribution to residential costs.</td>
<td>(1) the value of each Scholarship is $6,000 (2) One Scholarship may be awarded each year</td>
<td>Eligibility: Students are part of the Young Achievers Program. Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ. Condition: this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Addendum 10 – Named Scholarships for The Women’s College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Eligibility, selection and conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A625</td>
<td>The Women’s College Dorothy Marsden Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2021 by The Women’s College in partnership with Alumni Friends, under the Create Change Scholarship Match initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at The Women’s College.</td>
<td>(1) The Scholarship value will be no more than $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. UQ may determine the number to be awarded with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on – (a) financial hardship (b) community service (c) demonstrated leadership.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Establishment Details</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A623</td>
<td>The Women’s College Dr Maureen Aitken Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2021 by The Women’s College in partnership with Alumni Friends, under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative, the annual distributions of the endowment support students experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at The Women’s College.</td>
<td>(1) The Scholarship value will be no more than $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. UQ may determine the number to be awarded with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>The Scholarship will be awarded based on – (a) financial hardship (b) community service (c) demonstrated leadership.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A679</td>
<td>The Women’s College Jill Fittock Harrison Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2022, under the Create Change Scholarship Initiative, by The Women’s College in memory of Jill Fittock Harrison, alumna of The Women’s College (1946-1948) and former Student Club President (1948). The annual distributions of the endowment support students residing at The Women’s College, and who are facing financial hardship.</td>
<td>(1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is $4,500. The value of the Scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. UQ may determine the number to be awarded with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. (2) at least one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Preference for students from Regional, Rural or Remote areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A133</td>
<td>The Women’s College Wilhelmina Gladstone Jameson Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1971 by a bequest of approximately $5,000 from the late Wilhelmina Gladstone Jameson.</td>
<td>(1) The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. (2) one Scholarship may be awarded each year.</td>
<td>Eligibility: Students who have completed the second year of an Approved Program, and who intend to pursue the third year of the Approved Program. Selection: The recipient is nominated by Women’s College. A student to whom the Doris Una Skyring Scholarship is awarded shall not be eligible to receive this scholarship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A718 | The Women’s College Young Achievers Scholarships | The Young Achievers scholarship is a partnership between UQ and Residential Colleges to support Young Achievers access higher education, with a contribution to residential costs. | 1) the value of each Scholarship is $11,000  
2) two Scholarships may be awarded each year | Eligibility: Students are part of the Young Achievers Program.  
Selection: The Scholarship will be awarded based on the student’s home geographical location, or other challenging circumstances, and need to relocate to study at UQ.  
Conditions: this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years. |
| A745 | The Women’s College Marie Myers Scholarship | Established in 2023 by Marie Myers under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. The annual distributions of the endowment support a student experiencing financial hardship with the cost of residential fees at The Women’s College. | 1) the minimum value of each Scholarship is $4,500. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund.  
2) UQ may determine the number to be awarded with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. |
| A580  | Campaign Board Create Change Residential Scholarship | This Scholarship was established in 2020 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and is maintained by the income generated from an endowment fund established by a donation from the Frazer Family Foundation. (1) The University may award up to 1 Scholarship as tenure becomes vacant. (2) The Scholarship value will be no more than $4,500, payable direct to the accommodation provider. The value of the scholarship shall not exceed disbursements available from the fund. | **Eligibility:** Students are part of the Young Achievers Program. **Selection:** a representative from the Frazer Family Foundation (or nominee), subject to availability with university staff comprising the majority. **Condition:** this Scholarship cannot be deferred. A recipient may hold the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 3 years. |
| A502  | Frazer Family Foundation Young Achievers Residential Scholarship | This scholarship was established in 2018 and is maintained by the income generated from an endowment fund established by a donation from the Frazer Family Foundation. (1) The University may award up to 4 scholarships each year. UQ may determine the number to be awarded with regards to the availability of disbursements from the fund. (2) The value of each Scholarship will be $11,000 for one year, payable direct to the accommodation provider. **STMM** means Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics or Medicine. **Selection:** Preference may be given to students who (in order of preference): (a) intend to enrol in a STMM or Education program in the year of award (b) are from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area (c) are a person of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent (d) are the first in their family to attend university. The selection committee will also consider gender equity in making their selection. |
UQ SPIA Scholarship
The UQ South Pacific Islander Association (SPIA) Scholarship was established in 2021 during UQ’s Giving Day to support Pacific Islander students who are experiencing financial hardship. By easing the financial burden, this scholarship will allow Pacific youth the opportunity to achieve and succeed at UQ.

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support Pacific Islander students who are studying or intending to study at UQ and who are experiencing financial hardship.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by UQ.
Director means Director, Student Affairs
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure
Scholarship means the UQ South Pacific Islander Association (SPIA) Scholarship
South Pacific Islander person means a person who is from, or whose heritage is from Samoa, Tonga, Tuvalu, Aotearoa NZ, Niue, Cook Islands, Tokelau, Tahiti, Fiji, Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, Rotuma, Vanuatu, Kiribati, Nauru, Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Kanaky New Caledonia, Kanaka Maoli Hawaii or West Papua and can provide compelling evidence of their South Pacific Islander status.
UQ SPIA means the University of Queensland South Pacific Islander Association

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship will be awarded in a year on the recommendation of the Director.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be $5,000 for each year in which it is held.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Director, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a South Pacific Islander person; and
(c) can demonstrate financial hardship.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Director must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Director, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) a UQ Student Services staff member, as nominated by the Director;
(c) a UQ staff member who is a South Pacific Islander person, as nominated by the Director; and
(d) a representative of the UQ SPIA or nominee.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) demonstrated financial hardship; and
(b) demonstrated commitment to the South Pacific Islander community and involvement, or intention to be involved, in UQ SPIA activities as evidenced by personal statement included in application.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for one year (excluding any period for which that Scholarship is deferred or interrupted), subject to the recipient
(a) continuing to be enrolled in an Approved Program during the year of the award; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Director why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) A recipient may apply to the Director to defer or interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of one year in exceptional circumstances during the tenure of their Scholarship.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Sports Achievement Scholarships
(Established in 2008 and maintained by funds from donors and The University of Queensland).

1. Purpose
The scholarship is to encourage and support outstanding new and continuing students who have demonstrated exceptional ability in their chosen sport to combine a tertiary education with high performance sport.

2. Definitions
Deputy Vice-Chancellor means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
Required enrolment means enrolment in a minimum of #4 per semester in a relevant program.
Satisfactory academic progress means obtaining a passing grade in all courses in a semester.
Scholarship means the UQ Sports Achievement Scholarships
Relevant Program means an undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program

3. Value and award of scholarship
(a) The Deputy Vice-Chancellor will determine the number and value of scholarships available each year and the fields of sport in which the scholarships will be awarded.
4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for an award if the applicant:
(a) is an Australian citizen, Australian permanent resident or the holder of an Australian permanent humanitarian visa; and
(b) is a new or continuing student who is, or intends to be, enrolled at the required enrolment in a relevant program.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Deputy Vice-Chancellor must establish a selection committee, comprising:
(a) The Deputy Vice-Chancellor, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) A member of the University’s academic staff appointed by the chair; and
(c) The CEO, UQ Sport or nominee; and
(d) Any other representatives as determined by the chair, with university staff comprising the majority.
(2) The scholarships will be awarded, at the discretion of the selection committee, to the applicants showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by-
(a) academic achievement in their secondary school studies or tertiary level studies to date or other post-secondary study; and
(b) leadership achievements and capabilities; and
(c) elite level sporting achievements in their chosen sport.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The scholarship is tenable for one year and will be paid in two half-yearly instalments (or three equal instalments for UQ College students) subject to the recipient:
(a) maintaining the required enrolment in a relevant program; and
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress; and
(c) where relevant, membership and satisfactory performance with an appropriate UQ Sporting Club, as determined by the CEO, UQ Sport.
(2) A recipient who fails to meet the requirements in 6(1) must show cause to the Chair of the selection committee why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Deferring scholarships
Recipients who have been granted approval to defer their tertiary place may seek approval to defer their scholarship for up to 1 year. Where approval to defer a scholarship has been granted, the recipient must maintain a commitment to their chosen sport during the period of deferment.

8. Interruption of Scholarship
Recipients may apply to interrupt their scholarship for a maximum of two semesters (or three trimesters for UQ College students) during the tenure of their scholarship in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Committee.

UQ Vice-Chancellor’s Scholarship
(The scholarship was established in 2009 and is maintained by funds from The University of Queensland and donors.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to attract and retain outstanding students who aspire to undertake a program of study for a coursework degree at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means any Bachelor program at UQ, or a related dual/integrated program.
DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).
Satisfactory Academic Progress means –
(a) for a recipient who is enrolled in the first year of study –
   (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 5.5 in that year; and
(b) for a recipient who is enrolled in a subsequent year of study –
   (i) passing all courses in which they are enrolled; and
   (ii) obtaining a GPA of at least 6 in each semester.
Scholarship means the UQ Vice-Chancellor’s Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) A Scholarship will be awarded to each eligible applicant on the recommendation of the DVC(A).
(2) The value of the Scholarship is $12,000 for each year for which it is held (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(b) is either an -
   (i) Australian citizen or Australian Permanent Humanitarian Visa Holder; or
   (ii) Australian Permanent Resident, New Zealand Citizen, or international student who is completing or has completed Years 11 and 12 in Australia;
   (c) (i) will complete year 12 in the year of application; or
   (ii) has completed year 12 in the year preceding the year of application;
   (d) achieves a minimum Australian Tertiary Admission Rank of 99.90 (or equivalent) for their year 12 studies;
   (e) intends to enrol full-time in an Approved Program in the following year, or after an approved deferment of one year;
   (f) has not undertaken any previous tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students; and
   (g) has UQ listed as their 1st QTAC preference as at 19 December at 1:00pm.
5. Conditions for scholarship

(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 5 years (excluding any periods for which the Scholarship is deferred or suspended), subject to the recipient –

(a) in the year of the award, or after an approved deferment of one year, commencing study in an Approved Program;
(b) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program or a subsequent related postgraduate coursework program; and
(c) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress.

(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1), the recipient must show cause why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

(3) Recipients may apply to the DVC(A) to interrupt or defer their Scholarship for up to 1 year in exceptional circumstances only.

6. Termination of scholarship

The University may terminate a Scholarship:

(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

UQ Young Achievers Scholarship

(The Scholarship was established in 2011 and is maintained through an endowment fund, funding from The University of Queensland, and gifts from donors. The Scholarship is open to further contributions.)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the UQ Young Achievers Scholarship is to provide financial support to students who have participated in the UQ Young Achievers Program and subsequently enrol at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions

In these rules-

Approved Program means any or a combination of the following –
an Associate Degree program offered at UQ College; and
any undergraduate program offered at The University of Queensland; and
a postgraduate program at UQ, undertaken immediately after completion of an undergraduate program that leads to professional accreditation and is not available as an undergraduate program at UQ.

DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic).

Enrol/Enrolled in an Approved Program means a minimum of 4 units per semester.

Named Scholarship means a type of scholarship offered under the auspices of the UQ Young Achievers Scholarship, which is named in recognition of a donor or partnership. These scholarships are identified in Addendum 1. They are administered in accordance with these rules as well as any additional requirements outlined in Addendum 1.

Regional, Rural or Remote Area uses the 'Modified Monash Model' categories approach as defined by the Australian Government Department of Health and Aged Care based on the Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area structure (ASGS-RA). This means you must have lived in a geographic region classified as –

- MM 2 (Regional centres)
- MM 3 (Large rural towns)
- MM 4 (Medium rural towns)
- MM 5 (Small rural towns)
- MM 6 (Remote communities)
- MM 7 (Very remote communities)

for at least five consecutive years, or for at least 10 years cumulatively.

Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedures.

Scholarship means a UQ Young Achievers Scholarship and/or a Named Scholarship as the context requires.

Significant Component of Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) means either a designated program in STEM or a program with a STEM major.

UQYAP means the UQ Young Achievers Program.

3. Award and value of Scholarship

(1) The University will award a number of Scholarships in a year in accordance with these rules and any additional terms specified in Addendum 1 for Named Scholarships.

(2) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of four years.

(3) The value of the Scholarship is $7,000 for each year in which it is held.

(4) Scholarships are offered either as a UQ Young Achievers Scholarship or as a specific Named Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award

(1) A student is eligible for the UQ Young Achievers Scholarship, if the student –

(a) has completed the requirements of UQYAP; and
(b) accepts an offer of a place in an Approved Program at UQ in the year following completion of –

(i) Year 12; or
(ii) a tertiary preparation program accepted by UQ, where the tertiary preparation program has been completed in the year immediately after the completion of Year 12; or
(iii) any post-secondary study (other than tertiary study at Bachelor level of higher) where the post-secondary study has been completed in the year immediately after completion of Year 12;

(iv) Year 12, and defers this place in accordance with rule 7; and
(c) has not undertaken any tertiary study at Bachelor level or higher after completing the requirements of UQYAP; and
(d) accepts the Scholarship offer by the nominated date.

(2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that scholarship set out in Addendum 1.
5. Selection of award
   (1) Named Scholarships will be awarded to students who meet the eligibility criteria set out in rule 4 and show the greatest merit based on:
       (a) Submission of Community Venture Challenge Poster to assess community mindedness
       (b) Mentors Report Card to assess commitment to the YAP program and any other requirements outlined in Addendum 1 for that Named Scholarship.
   (2) A UQ Young Achievers Scholarship will be awarded to all other students who meet the eligibility criteria set out in rule 4.
   (3) Scholarships will be awarded by UQ staff involved in the UQ Young Achievers Program.

6. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to 4 years. The Scholarship will be paid in equal semester instalments subject to the recipient –
       (a) continuing to be enrolled in a minimum of four units per semester in an Approved Program; and
       (b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress for the duration of the Scholarship.
   (2) Each recipient of a Named Scholarship must also comply with any additional conditions specified in Addendum 1 for that scholarship.
   (3) Should a scholarship recipient be unable to satisfy 6(1) or 6(2), due to exceptional circumstances, they must apply to the Scholarships Office prior to the semester census date for approval to retain their scholarship.

7. Deferral of scholarship
   (1) If a scholarship recipient has been granted approval to defer their program of study at UQ, they must notify the Scholarships Office. A Scholarship may be deferred for a maximum of one year.
   (2) Scholarship recipients may apply to the Scholarships Office to have their Scholarship deferred for a further period in exceptional circumstances only.
   (3) Scholarship recipients who do not take up their tertiary place following an approved deferment shall have their Scholarship offer withdrawn.

8. Interruption of Scholarship
   Once a Scholarship recipient has commenced their studies, they must apply to the Scholarships Office to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum cumulative period of one year where there are exceptional circumstances which prevent the student from enrolling in subsequent semesters.

9. Termination of Scholarship
   The University may terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not meet the Scholarship conditions contained in section 6 of these rules; or
   (b) if the recipient does not commence study in an Approved Program at UQ in the year of offer (or after an approved period of deferment) in accordance with rule 4(1); or
   (c) if the recipient does not resume study at the conclusion of an approved period of interruption or suspension; or
   (d) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has been consumed; or
   (e) if the student commits misconduct.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT</th>
<th>Addendum 1 Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Preamble</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number, Award, and Funding</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A419</td>
<td>Bowness Family Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>The Scholarship was established in 2013 and is maintained by funding from The University of Queensland and the Bowness Family Foundation. In 2023, a further endowed fund was established under The Queensland Commitment.</td>
<td><strong>Bowness Family</strong> means Mr Bill Bowness (BComm,1968) and/or members of his family. <strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Bowness Family Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship.</td>
<td>A number of Scholarships will be awarded each year on the recommendation of the DVC(A) after consultation with the Bowness Family: (1) Up to 2 co-funded Scholarships; (2) At least 1 endowed Scholarship under The Queensland Commitment; and (3) Any additional Scholarships awarded in a year will be funded by the Bowness Family Foundation.</td>
<td>The Bowness Family Foundation will also provide the following to each recipient: (a) a $500 gift card; (b) an individual trophy; and (c) a perpetual trophy</td>
<td>Nominated students will be considered by a selection committee which comprises one representative of the Bowness Family Foundation with UQ staff comprising the majority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A519</td>
<td>Goldburg Family Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by the Goldburg Family Foundation under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students from a regional or remote area who experience financial hardship.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Goldburg Family Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship.</td>
<td>At least 4 Scholarships held in tenure, subject to the availability of funding.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A520</td>
<td>Paul, Sue and Kate Taylor Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by Paul, Sue and Kate Taylor under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who experience financial hardship.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Paul, Sue and Kate Taylor Young Achievers Scholarship.</td>
<td>At least 3 Scholarships held in tenure, subject to the availability of funding. The scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A521</td>
<td>Fisher Lawrence Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by Dr Catherine A Lawrence &amp; Mr Geoffrey Lawrence under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who experience financial hardship.</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Fisher Lawrence Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>1 Scholarship held in tenure. The scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Scholarships will be awarded based on first in family to attend university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A522</td>
<td>Elizabeth Usher Memorial Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2019 by Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc. under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with</td>
<td><strong>Scholarship</strong> means the Elizabeth Usher Memorial Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Scholarships will be awarded based on the student intending to enrol in a program administered by the Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A579</td>
<td>Professor Paul and Ann Crook Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2020 by Emeritus Professor Paul and Mrs Ann Crook under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who experience financial hardship.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Professor Paul and Ann Crook Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>At least 3 Scholarships held in tenure subject to the availability of funding.</td>
<td>The Scholarships will be awarded based on the student intending to enrol in a program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A675</td>
<td>Terry-Lipp Young Achiever Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2022 by Professor Deborah Terry AO under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who experience financial hardship.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Terry-Lipp Young Achiever Scholarship</td>
<td>1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A676</td>
<td>Calboonya Legacy Young Achievers STEM Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2022 by The Valentine Family Foundation Pty Ltd with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students from regional and remote locations to pursue their education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Calboonya Legacy Young Achievers STEM Scholarship</td>
<td>1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A677</td>
<td>Sue Page Memorial Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2022 by Neil Page and family with the intent to support and enable capable and talented students who are enrolled in Social Work who experience financial hardship under The Queensland Commitment.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Sue Page Memorial Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>At least 4 Scholarships to be awarded annually subject to the availability of funding.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A678</td>
<td>Flannery Foundation Young Achiever Scholarship</td>
<td>In 2019 the Flannery Foundation, under the Create Change Scholarship Match, established an endowment that supports undergraduate scholarship(s) for student(s) from Queensland.</td>
<td>Scholarship means the Flannery Foundation Young Achiever Scholarship</td>
<td>At least 1 Scholarship held in tenure unless additional funds are available.</td>
<td>The Scholarships will be awarded to a student who comes from an area of Queensland more than 200 kms from UQ St Lucia campus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
<td>Scholarship Established</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A686  | CGC Young Achievers Scholarship        | 2022 by Civil Geotechnical Consultants (CGC) with the intent to improve learning outcomes for disadvantaged young people by supporting students to pursue undergraduate studies in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths STEM programs at UQ with a preference for students studying engineering related programs who experience financial hardship. | **Scholarship** means the CGC Young Achievers Scholarship.  
**Approved Engineering program** means the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program. | 2 Scholarships held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.  
CGC may offer scholarship recipients opportunities to participate in mentoring and or work experience. | The Scholarships will be awarded based on:  
(a) intending to enrol in a program that will contain a Significant Component of STEM with a preference for an approved engineering program. |
| A687  | Oei Family Young Achiever Scholarship  | 2022 by the Oei family to students in the Young Achievers Program. | **Scholarship** means the Oei Family Young Achiever Scholarship. | 1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. | There is a preference to support students enrolled in the School of Psychology. |
| A689  | GHD Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship | 2022 by the GHD Foundation under The Queensland Commitment Match with the intent to strengthen educational pathways for disadvantaged young people interested in STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) programs by supporting undergraduate students who experience financial hardship. | **Scholarship means the GHD Foundation Young Achievers Scholarship Science, Technology Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) means either a designated program in STEAM or a program with a STEAM major.** | 1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.  
The GHD Foundation may offer the scholarship recipient opportunities to participate in mentoring and/ or work experience. | There is a preference to support students:  
(a) intending to enrol in a program that will contain a Significant Component of STEM.  
(b) from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area. |
| A701  | 35th Senate Young Achievers Scholarship | 2023 by the 35th Senate Committee with the intent to support worthy students in perpetuity. | **Scholarship** means the 35th Senate Young Achievers Scholarship. | 1 Scholarship held in tenure. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. | There is a preference to support students:  
| A720  | Murphy Young Achiever Scholarship     | 2023 by Adrian Murphy in honour of his father Robin Murphy with the intent to break down personal, financial, and geographical barriers for students experiencing financial hardship to pursue undergraduate studies in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths STEM programs at UQ. | **Scholarship means the Murphy Young Achievers Scholarship.** | 1 Scholarship held in tenure unless additional funding becomes available. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship. | There is a preference to support students:  
a) intending to enrol in a program that will contain a Significant Component of STEM. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Overend Young Achiever Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2023 by Jeff McLennan in honour of his mother Nancy Overend with the intent to break down personal, financial, and geographical barriers for students experiencing financial hardship to pursue undergraduate study at UQ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr John Player Young Achievers STEM Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2023 by Dr John Player under the Queensland Commitment with the intent to support students experiencing financial hardship from regional, rural or remote areas to pursue undergraduate studies in STEM programs at UQ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu Family Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2020 by the Liu Family under the Create Change Scholarship Match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napier-Munn Family Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2023 by Emeritus Professor Tim Napier-Munn and Family under The Queensland Commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Noel Foley Young Achievers Scholarship</td>
<td>This Scholarship was established in 2023 by a bequest from the estate of Jean Duncan Foley in honour of her late husband Sir Noel Foley with the intent to support students to pursue undergraduate studies at UQ.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scholarship** means the Nancy Overend Young Achievers Scholarship, Dr John Player Young Achievers STEM Scholarship, Liu Family Young Achievers Scholarship, Napier-Munn Family Young Achievers Scholarship, or Sir Noel Foley Young Achievers Scholarship held in tenure unless additional funding becomes available. The Scholarship may be awarded to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.

Selection of the recipients will be considered by a selection committee involving the donor or a nominated representative with UQ staff comprising the majority.

There is a preference to support students who are:
(a) intending to enrol in a program that will contain a Significant Component of STEM.
(b) from a Regional, Rural or Remote Area.

The Scholarships will be awarded to students intending to enrol in a program that will contain a Significant Component of STEM with a preference to support students who intend to study engineering.

The Scholarship(s) will be awarded to a student(s) intending to enrol in an undergraduate program.
Venerable Archdeacon Edward Leo Hayes Adult Undergraduate Scholarship
(The Scholarship was founded in 1967 by Senate in recognition of the lifelong work of the Venerable Archdeacon Edward Leo Hayes, Hon. MA, FRGSA, in the study and preservation of books and other materials in the field of Australian culture and of his action in donating to the University the entire collection which resulted from such work.)

1. The scholarship is awarded for the purpose of assisting a student of more mature years to pursue an undergraduate program at the University.

2. The scholarship is awarded by Senate on the recommendation of the President of the Academic Board.

3. The scholarship is open to applicants who —
   (a) are not less than 25 years of age on the date the application must be lodged; and
   (b) intend to enrol at the University in the first semester of the year of the award.

4. The scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by —
   (a) financial position of the applicant and the difficulties which they may have overcome to enrol at the University; and
   (b) academic achievement in secondary school or their program; and
   (c) other evidence as may be deemed relevant.

5. Preference will be given to students who lived or worked in the area of the Darling Downs for a period of 12 months. If there is no such applicant, Senate may either defer the scholarship or award it to another person.

6. Applications must be lodged by the date and in the form set by the President of the Academic Board.

7. The scholarship is awarded as tenure becomes vacant.

8. The scholarship is tenable for the normal minimum duration of the recipient’s program, subject to satisfactory academic progress and continued full-time enrolment.

9. The scholarship may be terminated if the President of the Academic Board is satisfied that the recipient is not diligently pursuing the program.

10. The value of the scholarship is $3,000 per year.

Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Law
(The Scholarship was established in 2023 and is maintained by funds from the endowment.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support high-achieving undergraduate and postgraduate students and alumni of the TC Beirne School of Law to undertake a 10-month Fellowship Program with the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague, Netherlands.

The objective of the Fellowship is to enhance the comprehension of international law and the procedures of the International Court of Justice.

2. Definitions
In these rules —
Dean means the Academic Dean of the TC Beirne School of Law.
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Law LLB(Hons) program (or a dual degree program that includes the LLB(Hons) program), and the Master of Law (LLM) program.
Scholarship means the Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Law.
Recent Graduate means an applicant who graduated from an Approved Program within five years of the date of application for the Scholarship.

3. Award and value of Scholarship
(1) The University may offer one scholarship every two years, on the recommendation of the Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship is payment of $40,000 to be paid in two equal instalments. The first instalment will be paid upon proof of acceptance into the ICJ Fellowship Program and the second instalment will be paid 6 months thereafter.

4. Eligibility for Scholarship
An applicant is eligible to be considered for the Scholarship if the applicant is —
(a) an enrolled student of UQ; and
(b) in their final year of a Bachelor of Laws LLB(Hons) (including dual degrees with the Bachelor of Laws LLB(Hons)); or
(c) enrolled in the Master of Law (LLM) at UQ; or
(d) a recent graduate of an Approved Program from UQ; and
(e) is available to participate in a formal interview with UQ on a date set by the University.

5. Selection process
(1) The Dean will establish a selection committee comprising:
   (a) the Dean or nominee, as chair of the committee;
   (b) the Director of Teaching & Learning from the School of Law; and
   (c) two academic staff members from the School of Law.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded to applicants showing greatest merit as demonstrated by:
   (a) academic achievement in their approved program;
   (b) focus on performance in courses relating to public international law;
   (c) proven research and writing skills;
   (d) demonstrated experience in other related achievements, including work experience, international engagement and contribution to the wider community; and
   (e) preference may be given to applicants who can demonstrate a proficiency in one of the ICJ’s official languages (either
6. Conditions of Scholarship
(1) Offers for the Scholarship will be conditional on recipients:
(a) meeting the eligibility criteria and being selected by the ICJ to undertake the ICJ Fellowship Program;
(b) participating in the ICJ Fellowship Program until its completion;
(c) continuing to meet the eligibility criteria for the duration of the ICJ Fellowship Program; and
(d) continuing to meet the academic and behavioural standards set by both the ICJ and, in the case of an enrolled student, the University.
(2) If at any time a recipient fails to satisfy the conditions listed at rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Dean, why the scholarship should not be terminated in accordance with rule 8.

7. Deferral of Scholarship
The Scholarship cannot be deferred.

8. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship if a recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2).

9. Marketing and Publicity
The recipient may be requested to participate in reasonable marketing activities for the Scholarship.

Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Philosophy
(Established in 2022 by way of gift from Ross Forgione in memory of his parents, Vincent and Carmel Forgione to acknowledge their lives and ongoing legacy. The Donor wishes to support a scholarship in both Historical and Philosophical Inquiry and Law at the University—two areas of personal and professional focus and lifelong study.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to support students studying or intending to study Philosophy who are in financial need, with a preference for interest in social and/or restorative justice.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program or dual program administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and any subsequent related honours program at The University of Queensland.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic) of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Head means the Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
Relevant Field means a major, extended major or field of study in Philosophy.
Satisfactory Academic Progression means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Policy.
Scholarship means the Vincent and Carmel Forgione Memorial Scholarship in Philosophy.

3. Award, Duration and Value of Scholarship
(1) A number of scholarships may be awarded each year on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year in which it is held.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of four years.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for the Scholarship to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
(e) can demonstrate financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
(b) at least two academic representatives from the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) evidence of financial need;
(b) demonstrated commitment to Philosophy, either through extracurricular or academic work;
(c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference may be given to students who, as outlined in their application:
(a) demonstrate excellent academic achievement and future academic potential; and
(b) are interested in social and/or restorative justice.

6. Conditions for Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program in the Relevant Field; and
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progression in each semester that the Scholarship is held.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient may apply to interrupt the Scholarship for a maximum duration of 12 months and only in exceptional circumstances as approved by the Associate Dean.

7. Termination of Scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2):
(b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study (other than as approved under rule 6(3)); or
(c) if the recipient commits misconduct.

Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Nursing
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from The Walter & Eliza Hall Trust.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to a meritorious student studying or intending to study the Bachelor of Nursing or Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Midwifery program whose financial circumstances might otherwise prevent them from achieving their maximum potential during their university study. The funds are intended to assist with the cost of equipment, materials and such other study-related items as may be required by the recipient.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Head means the Head, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Nursing program or the dual Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Midwifery program.
Scholarship means the Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Nursing.

3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000.
(2) 2 Scholarships, held in tenure, may be awarded on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in the Approved Program; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) one representative from The Walter & Eliza Hall Trust; and
(c) at least one member of the university's academic staff who is currently teaching in the Approved Program, with university staff comprising the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria-
(a) evidence of financial need, as demonstrated by receipt of a Centrelink Benefit;
(b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement;
(c) demonstrated academic ability; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the nursing profession.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to –
(a) an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
(b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress for each semester of study.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient must not spend their Scholarship funding on:
(a) travel overseas;
(b) tuition fee repayment.

Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Social Work
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from The Walter & Eliza Hall Trust.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to provide assistance to a meritorious student studying or intending to study the Bachelor of Social Work program whose financial circumstances might otherwise prevent them from achieving their maximum potential during their university study. The funds are intended to assist with the cost of equipment, materials and such other study-related items as may be required by the recipient.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status. Confirmation of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.
Head means the Head, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Social Work or Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) program.
Scholarship means the Walter & Eliza Hall Trust Opportunity Scholarship in Social Work.

3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000.
(2) 1 Scholarship, held in tenure, may be awarded on the recommendation of the Head.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
   (a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications;
   (b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
   (c) is enrolled or intends to enrol full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (d) does not hold another scholarship that the Head considers to be similar.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria-
   (a) evidence of financial need, as demonstrated by receipt of a Centrelink Benefit;
   (b) personal qualities including leadership potential, community service and engagement;
   (c) demonstrated academic ability; and
   (d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in the nursing profession.
(3) Where all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to –
   (a) an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship subject to the recipient –
   (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
   (b) maintaining satisfactory academic progress for each semester of study.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Head, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The recipient must not spend their Scholarship funding on:
   (a) travel overseas
   (b) tuition fee repayment.

Walter Bruce Darker Scholarships
Established by a bequest of $4,000 by Walter Bruce Darker, who died on 25 March 1950.

1. Two scholarships are awarded each year by Senate, on the recommendation of the Executive Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, to 2 Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program students who have shown the greatest proficiency in the program of those entering the 5th semester of the program.

2. Each scholarship shall consist of half of the annual income from the Fund, to be applied by the University in payment of books and equipment selected by the scholar and approved by the Executive Dean.

Warren Braxton Bannister Bursary in Economics
Established in 2005 and maintained by an endowment from the estate of the late Warren Braxton Bannister.

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Bursaries is to encourage and support first year students who have experienced financial hardship and demonstrate either academic achievement or potential to succeed in the study of economics.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Economics, the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics (Honours) or the Bachelor of Advanced Finance and Economics (Honours).
Bursary or Bursaries means the Warren Braxton Bannister Bursaries in Economics.
Head means Head, School of Economics.

3. Award and value
(1) A number of bursaries may be awarded each year, on recommendation of the Head.
(2) The Head, School of Economics will determine the value of each the Bursary each year, but this will be at least $3,000.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for a Bursary if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is enrolled in Year 1 of an Approved Program; and
(c) can provide documentary evidence of financial need.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Bursaries are awarded to applicants showing the greatest merit, as demonstrated by –
   (a) evidence of financial need; and
   (b) either –
(i) academic achievement; or
(ii) evidence relevant to future success in the study of economics.

6. Conditions for bursary
(1) The Bursary will be paid in one instalment after Semester 1 census date, subject to the recipient being enrolled full-time in the Approved Program.

Warren Braxton Bannister Undergraduate Bursaries in Social Science, Political Science and Government
(Established in 2004 and maintained by an endowment from the estate of the late Warren Braxton Bannister.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Bursaries is to support undergraduate students enrolled in programs relating to social science, political science and government.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means one of the following programs –
(a) Bachelor of Social Science;
(b) Bachelor of International Studies;
(c) Bachelor of Arts;
(d) Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics (Honours);
(e) a dual program that includes one of the above programs.
Associate Dean means Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Bursary or Bursaries means the Warren Braxton Bannister Undergraduate Bursaries in Social Science, Political Science and Government
Relevant Field means the field of social science, political science or government in the Bachelor of Arts.

3. Award and value of bursary
(1) At least 6 Bursaries be awarded each year, on the recommendation of the Associate Dean.
(2) The value of each Bursary will be at least $3,000, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for a Bursary if the applicant –
(a) submits an application for a Bursary to the Associate Dean by the closing date for applications; and
(b) at the time of application –
(i) has completed at least 16 units in the Approved Program and, where applicable, the Relevant Field; and
(ii) is enrolled full-time in a subsequent semester of study in the Approved Program and, where applicable, a Relevant Field.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the Head, School of Political Science and International Studies, or nominee; and
(c) the Head, School of Social Science, or nominee; and
(d) up to two nominees of the Associate Dean.
(2) The Bursaries are awarded to the applicants showing the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(a) financial need as evidenced by supporting documentation; and
(b) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program and, where applicable, the Relevant Field; and
(c) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(d) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future professional success.

6. Conditions for bursary
(1) A recipient may hold the Bursary for a maximum of 1 year, subject to the recipient –
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program and, where applicable, a Relevant Field; and
(b) achieving a GPA of 4.0 in Semester 1 of the year in which the recipient holds the Bursary.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Bursary should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship –
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); and
(b) if the student commits serious misconduct.

Waters Family Scholarship
(Established in 2019 under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative and maintained by the Waters Family Scholarship Endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support undergraduate students of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law who are experiencing financial disadvantage.

2. Definitions
In these rules-
Approved Program means any undergraduate program administered by the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law (including duals with programs outside of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.)
Executive Dean means the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law. Normal Minimum Duration means the minimum period of time it would take a student enrolled in a standard full-time load of 8 units per semester to complete the Approved Program. Satisfactory Academic Process means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure. Scholarship means the Waters Family Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) Senate may award one Scholarship in a year on recommendation of the Executive Dean.
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be at least $4,500 for each year that it is held, but will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Senate may award the Scholarship to another person in a later year only if the earlier recipient no longer holds the Scholarship.

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant -
(a) submits an application to the Executive Dean by the closing date;
(b) intends to enrol full-time as a commencing student at The University of Queensland in an Approved Program in the year of award;
(c) will be a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy in the year of award;
(d) has not completed any prior tertiary study at bachelor level or higher, other than studies in special university programs designed for secondary school students; and
(e) can demonstrate financial disadvantage.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Executive Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising -
(a) the Executive Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) a representative of the Business School;
(c) a representative of the Law School;
(d) a representative of the Economics School; and
(e) a representative of the donor, with University staff comprising the majority
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria -
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(c) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in their field of study.
(3) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the Normal Minimum Duration of the Approved Program subject to the recipient -
(a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in an Approved Program;
(b) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress in each semester that the Scholarship is held; and
(c) not holding another scholarship that the Executive Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1) the recipient must show cause to the Executive Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2);
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval;
(c) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed; or
(d) if the recipient commits serious misconduct.

Webb-Jenkins Veterinary Travel Scholarship in The School of Veterinary Science
(Established in 2012 and maintained by gifts from Ms Hilary Huey, who graduated from The University of Queensland with a Diploma in Physical Education in 1970. The Scholarship is to support veterinary education by enabling undergraduate students of Veterinary Science to undertake practical educational placements in rural communities.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of this Scholarship is to provide undergraduate veterinary science students with funding to undertake practical educational placements in rural communities (both domestic and international) in their practical training rotations within the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program, in order to gain experience and confidence in working with livestock and large farm animals.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program.
Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
Head means the Head of School, School of Veterinary Sciences.
Scholarship means the Webb-Jenkins Veterinary Travel Scholarship in the School of Veterinary Science.

3. Value and Award of the Scholarship
(1) Up to two scholarships may be awarded each year on the recommendation of the Associate Dean, in consultation with the selection committee.
(2) The minimum value of an individual award will be $1,000, but the total award value will not exceed $2,000 in a calendar year.

4. Eligibility for Award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications; and
5. Selection of Award
(1) For the selection process, the Head must establish a selection committee comprising -
(a) the Head, or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(b) the rural placements program manager from the School of Veterinary Science; and
(c) at least one member of the university’s academic teaching staff who is currently teaching in the Approved Program.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant showing greatest merit as demonstrated by -
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the program to date; and
(b) financial hardship; and
(c) personal qualities; and
(d) any other evidence which may be deemed relevant to the applicant’s future success in the veterinary profession.
(3) Preference will be given to students who intend to work in a rural location after the completion of the Approved Program.

6. Conditions for the Scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for 1 year, subject to the recipient continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rules 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

Wensley Sporting Scholarship
(Named in honour of The Honourable Dr Penelope Wensley AC and established in 2020 by Alumni Friends under the Create Change Scholarship Match Initiative. This Scholarship is maintained by the Alumni Friends Giving Society endowment fund.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support students with financial need that are competing at an Elite Level in a Recognised Sport.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Approved Program means an undergraduate or postgraduate coursework program
DVC(A) means the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
Elite Level means state or national representative level
Recognised Sport means sport recognised by the Australian Institute of Sport
Satisfactory Academic Progress means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled under the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
Scholarship means the Wensley Sporting Scholarship.

3. Award and value of scholarship
(1) One Scholarship may be awarded each year on recommendation of the DVC(A).
(2) The value of the Scholarship will be the amount of the annual income from the fund, and is expected to be $4,500 (or more).

4. Eligibility for award
An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) is an Australian citizen, Australian permanent resident or the holder of an Australian permanent humanitarian visa;
(b) can demonstrate financial need;
(c) submits an application by the closing date for applications;
(d) is, or intends to be, enrolled on a full-time basis, except in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the committee.

5. Selection of award
(1) The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the DVC(A), or nominee, as chair;
(b) the CEO, UQ SPORT or nominees;
(c) a member of the University’s academic staff appointed by the chair; and
(d) any other representatives as determined by the chair with University staff in the majority.
(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) demonstrated financial need;
(b) sporting achievements to date;
(c) potential to perform in their chosen sport at an Elite Level; and
(d) any other information that the selection committee considers relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

6. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
(a) maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress;
(b) maintaining enrolment as a full-time student or as a part-time student where approved by the committee;
(c) continuing to perform in their sport at a Elite Level as evidenced by a report on their sporting accomplishments each semester submitted to the CEO, UQ Sport.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 6(1), the recipient must show cause to the chair why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.

7. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship -
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 6(2); or
(b) if the recipient commits misconduct.
8. ** Interruption of Scholarship **  
Recipients may apply to interrupt their Scholarship for a maximum of two semesters during the tenure of their Scholarship in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the committee.

9. ** Deferring scholarships **  
Recipients who have been granted approval to defer their tertiary place may seek approval to defer their Scholarship for up to one year. Where approval to defer a Scholarship has been granted, the recipient must maintain a commitment to their chosen sport during the period of deferment.

**W.H. and H.W. Harris Bursary**  
(Originally established as the W.H. and H.W. Harris Scholarship in 1969 by a bequest of $6,000 from Mrs Bessie Florence Harris in memory of her late husband William Henry Harris, a former Headmaster of the Manly and East Brisbane State Schools, who served in both World Wars, and their only child Hector William, who was lost on active service in 1947.)

1. One Bursary is awarded annually by Senate.
2. The Bursary will be awarded to a female student of the University who obtains the best results in an academic year involving at least #14 and who attended a Queensland secondary school in the previous year.
3. Preference will be given to a lineal descendant of a person eligible to be accepted as a member of the War Widows Guild, Australia, Queensland Branch.
4. The Bursary will be renewed on the basis of academic performance in the program and will be tenable for a maximum of three years while enrolled in the program.
5. The value of the Bursary will be one third of the annual income of the fund.

**William Ivers Memorial Scholarship**  
(The Scholarship was established in 2023 through a generous gift by The Ivers Family in memory of Bill Ivers. The Ivers Family hopes to invest in the education of future health and medical professionals who impacted their family and Bill during his lifetime, with a goal of enabling and enhancing the care and treatments available for young people like Bill.)

1. **Purpose**  
The purpose of the William Ivers Memorial Scholarship is to support students who are experiencing financial hardship and who are undertaking study in health or medicine at The University of Queensland.

2. **Definitions**  
In these rules-
- **Approved Program** means the Doctor of Medicine, Bachelor of Social Work (Honours), Bachelor of Psychological Science (Honours), Master of Mental Health, or Master of Counselling.
- **Dean** means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Medicine.
- **Satisfactory Academic Progress** means meeting the requirements to remain enrolled in accordance with the University’s Academic Progression Procedure.
- **Scholarship** means the William Ivers Memorial Scholarship.
- **Show Cause Committee** means the committee established by the University to determine matters set out in rule 6(2).
- **University** means The University of Queensland.

3. **Award, Value and Selection**  
(1) One or more Scholarships will be awarded in a year in accordance with these rules.
(2) The value of each Scholarship will be at least $9,000 for each year that it is held, but the combined value of the Scholarships will be limited to the annual income from the fund.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of one year.
(4) The Scholarship shall be awarded on recommendation from the Dean after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
- the Dean (or nominee); and
- one staff member from the Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences; and
- one staff member from the Faculty of Medicine.

4. **Eligibility and Award Criteria**  
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
- submits an application to the Dean, by the closing date for applications; and
- is enrolled full-time in the Approved Program; and
- can demonstrate and provide documentary evidence of financial hardship; and
- does not hold another scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the student showing greatest merit based on –
- evidence of financial hardship; and
- strength of personal statement demonstrating how the Scholarship will assist completion of the Approved Program; and
- any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant’s future success in their studies.

5. **Conditions for Award**  
(1) A recipient may hold a Scholarship for up to one year, subject to the recipient –
- continuing to be enrolled full-time in the Approved Program in which the recipient was enrolled when awarded the Scholarship, excluding any periods of approved interruption in accordance with rule 6; and
- maintaining Satisfactory Academic Progress; and
- not holding another Scholarship that the Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If the recipient fails to satisfy rule 5(1)(a), the student must show cause to the Show Cause Committee why the Scholarship...
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6. Deferment and Interruption of Award
A recipient may apply to the Dean to have their Scholarship deferred or interrupted for up to one year in exceptional circumstances.

7. Termination of Award
The University may terminate a Scholarship:
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the University as provided for in rule 5(2); or
(b) if the recipient defers or interrupts their study without approval; or
(c) if the student commits misconduct.

Wilson Family Fund Indigenous Australian Leadership Scholarship
(Established in 2016 and maintained from the income of the Wilson Family Fund. The Wilson family has a long standing interest in the education of Indigenous students).

1. Purpose
The purpose of the scholarship is to build leadership qualities in, and provide financial support for Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students who are enrolled at, or considering enrolling at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person means a person of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent who identifies as an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person and is accepted as such by the community in which he or she lives.
approved program means a program, activity or course of study approved by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement) at The University of Queensland.
scholarship means the Wilson Family Fund Indigenous Australian Leadership Scholarship.

3. Value and award of scholarship
(1) The value of the scholarship will be determined by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement)
(2) The number of scholarships to be awarded each year will be determined by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement)
(3) The combined value of the Scholarships awarded in any year shall not exceed the amount available for distribution for this purpose from the endowment fund.
(4) Past recipients of the Scholarship are eligible to apply.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the scholarship if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement) by the closing date for applications; and
(b) is a domestic student or applicant in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(c) identifies as an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and
(d) is enrolled in an approved program.

5. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement) must establish a Selection Committee comprising
(a) the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Engagement) or nominee as Chair; and
(b) an academic representative from a school or institute at UQ.
(2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicant who meets the eligibility requirements and shows the greatest merit as determined by a combination of the following –
(a) leadership experience or potential (with a preference for those with employment experience in the health sector);
(b) academic achievements and potential for scholastic success; and
(c) contributions to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities; and
(d) any other matters the selection committee considers relevant.
(3) Applicants may be required to attend an interview.

6. Ongoing Eligibility
(1) The recipient may hold the scholarship for up to one year subject to the recipient:
(a) maintaining satisfactory academic progress by passing all courses and maintaining a satisfactory level of attendance, where such is measured.
(2) If the recipient fails to maintain satisfactory academic progress, the recipient must show cause why the scholarship should not be cancelled.

Women in Computing Scholarships
(The Scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by an annual gift from Entain Australia.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage and support women to study computing, computer science or information technology at The University of Queensland.
3. Award and value of scholarship
   (1) The Associate Dean EAIT will award a number of Scholarships in accordance with terms specified in Addenda for Named Scholarships.
   (2) The value of each Scholarship will be $10,000 for each year it is held.

4. Additional benefits
   Entain Australia may offer the recipient one or more of the following opportunities -
   (a) career and thesis mentoring;
   (b) ambassadorial roles;
   (c) vacation employment for any period during which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by Entain Australia in consultation with the recipient.

5. Eligibility for award
   (1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
       (a) submits an application to the Associate Dean EAIT, by the closing date for applications;
       (b) is enrolled full time in the relevant undergraduate program set out in Addenda; and
       (c) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean EAIT considers to be similar.
   (2) To be eligible for a Named Scholarship, the student must also meet any additional eligibility requirements for that Scholarship set out in Addenda.

6. Selection of award
   (1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean EAIT must establish a selection committee, comprising:
       (a) the Associate Dean EAIT, or nominee, as Chair of the committee;
       (b) the Associate Dean Science, or nominee;
       (c) up to one representative from Entain Australia; and
       (d) at least one member of the University's academic staff who is currently teaching in an engineering, computer science or science program, with UQ staff comprising the majority.
   (2) The Scholarship is awarded to the applicants showing greatest merit based on -
       (a) personal and leadership qualities and potential to succeed in computing, computer science or information technology;
       (b) academic achievement in courses undertaken to date towards an Approved Program; and
       (c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant including criteria for Named Scholarships outlined in Addenda.

7. Conditions for scholarship
   (1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for the duration as specified in Addendum 1, subject to the recipient:
       (a) continuing to be enrolled full-time in either the Approved Program or the Approved Honours Program;
       (b) conducting themselves in a professional manner while performing any ambassadorial role or duties of vacation employment;
       (c) passing all courses in which they are enrolled for the duration of the Scholarship; and
       (d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean EAIT considers similar.
   (2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause:
       (a) to the Associate Dean EAIT if the recipient is enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology; or
       (b) the Associate Dean Science if the recipient is enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science, why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
   (3) The Scholarship may be deferred or interrupted in exceptional circumstances as considered relevant by the Associate Dean EAIT or Associate Dean Science.

8. Termination of scholarship
   The University will terminate a Scholarship:
   (a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean EAIT or the Associate Dean Science (as relevant), as provided for in rule 7(2);
   (b) if the recipient defers, interrupts or suspends their study without approval; or
   (c) if the student commits misconduct.

Addendum 1 – Additional Requirements for Named Scholarships within the Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Named Scholarship</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Number and Award</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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WSP Women in Engineering Scholarship
(The Scholarship was established in 2022 and is maintained by an annual gift from WSP.)

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Scholarship is to encourage female participation in engineering, by supporting high-calibre second year female students in completing their undergraduate engineering degrees at The University of Queensland.

2. Definitions
In these rules –
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Person means a person who can provide compelling evidence of their Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status under the common seal of a community organisation may be provided. Where exceptional circumstances apply, statutory declarations and other forms of documentation may be considered. Original or certified copies of supporting documentation must be provided.

Approved Engineering Program means the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program or an engineering dual program.

Associate Dean means the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

Scholarship means the WSP Women in Engineering Scholarship.

3. Award, Value and Duration of Scholarship
(1) The value of the Scholarship is $10,000 per year.
(2) The Associate Dean EAIT may award one Scholarship in a year, as tenure becomes vacant.
(3) Each Scholarship will be tenable for a maximum period of 4 years.

4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Student Fees Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Engineering Program.
(d) has, at the time of application, completed at least 12 units but no more than 27 units towards an Approved Engineering Program.
4. Eligibility for award
(1) An applicant is eligible for the Scholarship, if the applicant –
(a) submits an application to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications;
(b) is a domestic student in accordance with the University’s Fee Policy;
(c) is enrolled full-time in an Approved Program and has completed at least 12 units, but not more than 27 units towards an Approved Program; and
(d) does not hold another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.

5. Additional benefits
(1) Yancoal may offer the recipient one or more of the following opportunities –
(a) career mentoring;
(b) ambassadorial roles; and
(c) vacation employment at any Yancoal site for any duration in which the recipient holds the Scholarship, determined by Yancoal in consultation with the recipient.

6. Selection of award
(1) For the selection process, the Associate Dean must establish a selection committee, comprising –
(a) the Associate Dean, or nominee, as chair of the committee;
(b) at least one member of the university’s academic staff who is currently teaching in engineering; and
(c) up to one representative from Yancoal.

(2) The Scholarship will be awarded on the basis of the following criteria –
(a) academic achievement in courses undertaken in the Approved Program;
(b) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(c) any other matter that the selection committee considers to be relevant to the applicant's future success in the engineering profession.
(3) Preference may be given to applicants who are enrolled in mining engineering.
(4) The selection committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

7. Conditions for scholarship
(1) The recipient may hold the Scholarship for up to four years, subject to the recipient —
(a) maintaining full-time enrolment in an Approved Program;
(b) achieving a minimum GPA of at least 5 and passing all courses for which they are enrolled in each semester in which the Scholarship is held;
(c) conducting themselves in a professional manner in any interactions with or on behalf of Yancoal and its employees and representatives; and
(d) not holding another scholarship that the Associate Dean considers to be similar.
(2) If a recipient fails to satisfy rule 7(1), the recipient must show cause to the Associate Dean why the Scholarship should not be cancelled.
(3) The Scholarship may not be deferred or interrupted.

8. Termination of scholarship
The University may terminate a Scholarship —
(a) if the recipient does not show cause to the reasonable satisfaction of the Associate Dean as provided for in rule 7(2);
(b) once the maximum duration of the Scholarship has lapsed;
(c) if the recipient interrupts or suspends their study; or
(d) if the student commits misconduct.

---

**Senate Rule — University Medal**

**University Medal Rules**

1. Authority of Senate to award University Medals
The Senate may award University Medals in recognition of outstanding academic merit in programs leading to the award of bachelor’s degrees with first class honours.

2. Recommendations for the award of University Medals
Recommendations for the award of University Medals will be made in the first instance by the relevant Executive Dean to the Academic Board*, which will be responsible for maintaining, as far as possible, a uniformity of standards in relation to the recommendations. The Academic Board may —
(a) endorse a recommendation and transmit it to Senate* with or without comment;
(b) decline to transmit to Senate a recommendation; or
(c) provide advice to the Executive Dean on the recommendations.

3. Eligibility for University Medal
To be eligible for nomination for a University Medal, a student must have —
(a) qualified for the bachelor’s degree (which may be a subsequent degree) with first class honours; and
(b) achieved a quality of performance throughout the program above and beyond that required for the award of first class honours.

4. Criteria for determination of academic merit
Criteria for assessing students’ quality of performance may be determined by Senate on the recommendation of the Academic Board being factors pertinent to the assessment of academic excellence, for example: results achieved in courses comprising the program of study; the quality of any honours thesis; and the length of time taken to complete the program.

* Authority vested in the Academic Board and the Senate under these Rules has been delegated to the Committee for Academic Programs Policy and the Vice-Chancellor respectively.